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Unit I: SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

' OBJECTIVES

, Module I
Maival
Unit 1

Participants will:

Increase ti9derstanding and .knowledge of the unique
.conditicinsl and needs of students with handicapping
conditions.

DevelOp an awareness and sensitivity toward the
unAque needs of students with disabilities.

.GROUPING
ti

Total group - maximum 30 participants.

MATERIALS. NEEDED

Overhead projector
Transparencies;(T1)
Simulations
Pencils
Magic markers/
Chart paper
Handouts - (HO-l'T U0-4)

.DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

The thrde components presentedlare intended tocdevelop an
awareness among participant of -their role and how it
is inter-related with the roles of the other'participants
and to enhance the quality Of Va&a.tional preparation
programs, for' special needs. students.' The trainer should
consciously attempt to develop a gre4ter sensitivity to the

° individual needs.of students so that'phrticipants awassess
whether their district's present programs and serviCes are
adequate. What may seem adequate.frOM one perspective, may,
upon closer examination, reveal inaAquacies that,,given
renewed attention, can be re-vitalized to reflect the type
of programs and services that,are closer to the ideal
desieed.

A
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NOTE TO TRAINER

The trainer needs to be alerted to the wide variety of
backgrounds, training and experience, among participants,
and not assume that all share common understandings and

,knowledge. It is quite possible that many vocational
perSonnel and counselors, - for example -:have had little,
if any, formal preparation in the area .:)f special educatj.on;
similarly, many child study team personnel will have had
little preparation arid/or exposure to vocational program
options.

Knowing the various roles represented in the audience will
enable the trainer to use the expertise of participants to
foster meaningful and releVant discussion.

ACTIVITY SCRIPT /FORMAT

WHO ARE SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS?

a) A brief overview of the nature of disabilities and of
the related effects of such disabling conditions, in
the clasSl'oom, should be presented initially. The
material contained in'Appendix A (Definitions of
Classifications) can be used as a handout to review
major categories of disabilities.

Stress the importance of the dignity and worth of each
individual. Cite that reTardless of the type of dis-
abling condition, each person is unique, and that no
two people-having the same disability are the same.
This component should illustrate that the uniqueness of
each person goes far beyond labels, diagnosis, or
outward appearances.

b) The Simulatio Activities experiences* (Appendix B) are
suggested as aids to fostering greater sensitivity to

..the nature f handicapping conditions. These
activities will assist participants to identify more
closely with societal implications, misconceptions,
unique instructional practiceA.and the feelings of
frustration and isolation that are not uncommon to
students with handicapping conditions.

Throughout the simulated activities, the trainer6should
be observing participants for their tolerance,
interest, and ability, to complete the specified tasks;
this information can be used in follow-up discussions
to elicit the feelings of participants, to shard obser-,
v tions, to draw out implications of the experience in

tempting to understand the person --not the
handicap, and to identify what can be one to enhance
his/her educational or vocational success.

*Everybody Counts!" A Workshop Manual to Increase Awareness of
Handicapped People (The Council for. Exceptional Children)

2 10



The structured exercises described in Appendix B should
be,chosenOarefully according. to the overall .goal and

eig

pbjectiVes.of the-planned workshop. Soi of these
exercises aim at one type of experien learning Qx
one specific handicapping condition .w i],e others are
relevant td'Moreithan one handiCapping condition or. ,

experience. Some exercises require specific material -.
Recommended time for each exercise is indicated and
should be considered incverall planning. However,
some vari4tion in. time may be more suitable to your
needs. Selection of exercises should be made with the
specific needs and sophistication level of the
participants in mind.

,

. .

Remember,,the exercises are.only a vehicle for'new
learning. Adequate time for follow-up discussion is
very important. Facilitators should encourage the
participants' exploration of their feelings- during the
various exercises. Participants' may become psycho- --

logically threkt.ened by the emotional involvement in
these exercises. Facilitators. must adequately address
the,participants' emotional needs as well as answer
specific requests for information.

In. this section, the simulated exercises are provided by
topic as fo ows: .

r,
topic area .

Gdneral Simulations

, What is a Handicap?
He and Them
Fears and HandiCaps
Feelings

Visually Impaire Simulations

Blind Walk
Blind Wuker

Hearing Impaired Simulation

What Did You Say?

Communisation Disorders Simulation

Communication With ut Spoken Words

Speech Simulation

Tongue Tied

Woe



.Orthopedically Handicapped Simulation

Foot Pick-up".
o. The Robot Walk

Fine Motor. Coordination Simulation

My Fingers Don't Work
Stick Fingers

Perceptually Impaired Simulations

Mirror.Wrliting
Walk a Straight Line 0,

Learning Disabled /Mentally :Retarded Simulations

Say That Again
Reading Made,Uneasy

To illustrate the extent of the special nee
population, the following transparencies 1,

and HO-3 aresuggested:

"Summary:of DD Population by Age.Groups".(198i)
HO-1. 1

"Summary -'of DD Population by Age.-Grodps". (1983
.projected).H0-2

a
-"Educational levels of the DD Population6"

(1981) HO-3

Using eithet HO-1 or HO-2, ask participants if they
know any disabled individuals. in the adult age grOup
(22-64 yrs)? Identify the activities -of .these.
individuals... Most examples will illustrate dep ndenCy, .
lackaof skill training, etc. Ask or..

.possIklg reasons for such .inactivity or.involv ment at
levels less than potential.

Using HO -3 (Educational Levels of the DD.Population)
point out the numbers/percentages of disabled
individuals that are not in any form of schooling
(9.18 %);,discuss possible. causes of this statistic.
Point but that a majority of this, population are at the
junior and senior high school level, but that thly
7.99% finished high'schbol- Discuss possible causes
and suggested solutions

;40
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The trainer- may Use (Handout HO -4) the "Mftjor. Life
ActiVities-and Corresponding Functional Limitations"
chart,.as a means,of focusing on seven (7Y major life
activities, which can be used to stimulate'further
thought, anddiscussion about some of the needs which
must be taken into consideratioA, in building a 'needs-
based program'.. These major life activities ,ore: 'self
care; receptive and expressive, language; learning;
mobility; self - direction;` capacity for ind ndent
living; and economic self-sufficiency.

For 'each of the seven (7) major life activities listed,
the trainer should elicit practical examples Of each
activity fiomvrticipants. Once a listing of such
examples is developed, discuss the following:

4t The importance of having such skills
--How such skills relate to employability
- How such skill development, can be enhenc4d by
programs and services in the schools.

- What the curriculum should offer to develop
such `skills

- Can the teaching of stsph skills be integrated
in vocational education offeringsr nd how
might ttis be accomplished?

For audio-visual purpos s, the trainer may wish to
consider using the fil strip, "Better Than I Thought"
Cited in the xeferenc section.
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Module, I 7°
Unit II

Unit II: KEY PERSONNEL IN AROVIDING APRROPRATE PROGRAMS

4 OBJEVINFS 2

I

Participants -will v

..

To. foster increased understaridin/ and cooperation amding
the following school and community resources in providing
andicapp4 students with appropriate vocational

.p paratioh programs:

GROUPING

4

Jcpchool counselors, vocational rehabilitation
ounselors, child study team members (school
psychologist, learning consultant, and school
social worker), vocational educators.

/

N-

Large group presentation - maximum 30 participants

MATERIALS

Overhead projector
Transparencies
Pencils
Magic Markers
Chart Paper

ti

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

The focus of this section is to develop and discuss the
significance of the team concept. In sum, the various roles
of the participants are essential to meet the unique
programming heeds of individual handicapped students.
Discussion should,illustrate how the various roles of
counselor, child study team members, etc., interrelate.
The trainer's should try to increise participlints'
understanding of each others rolet, *hatervices they
offer, how to involve them (accessibility), and to deve,lop-
a strong realization about the importance of coordinated,
multi-disciplinary services. The roles of the following
groups of participants are to be presented and discussed:

School counselor
Child Study team members

School psychologist
Learning consultant
School social worker

Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor
VocatiOmerl, Educator

14



material contained in Appendiecm ')Evaluation of Special
Ed cation Programs and Aelated Ptipi.1. Personnel Services,"
ma bi,k used: IN addition, the,transparency (T-1) may be
re erred to in presenting the following activity on the
int rdisciplinary nature of- phe various resource personnel
involved,

ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT
0

The trainer is to introduce the mati-disciplinary nature, of
the group of individuals and their respective roles in the
.planning and liementation of an appropriate vocational
education pr gram fpr special needs students. The team '-
'includes tho e identified above, as well as administrators,
pa.reAts, and her school/community resources, as may be

f.s

:

required. -* 4-;

The trainer needsoto briefly present examples which
illustrate how each of these resource people`are involved
in meeting progra?omatic needs o( the student. One suggested
technique to identify roles and functions of individuals is
to identify the process involved in a district, from initial
referral' to actual placement in clasps, and ultimately; n
employment,. f

,

scission questions:

/

Who is res onsible for ident'fying or referring a
'student wi h suspected physical, mental,,emotional,
and/or sen ory needs?

To whom is the individual referred?

What is the referral process in your district?

How are parents involved?

Who evaluates the student?

Based upon the social, educatitinal, psychological and
medical evaluations obtained; who relates such
information and its educational significance to the
respective teachers?

NOTE TO TRAINER
Stress the importance of the need for Coordination
among team members, especially from the perspective of
the student and his/her family. It is essential that
recommendations and decisions be consistent and under-
stood by all. Emphasize that the Special Needs
Director or Child Study Team Director has the primary
task to coordinate the diverse input received from
the various disciplines, and to reach decisions for

3;i

meeting students' needs.

40



b) Identify the teacher's role as critical in achieving a
successful placement in an appropriate vocational '

program. The trainer should indicate that all of the
various,evaluatii7e procedures and recommenddtions are_j
.essentie in mainatreaMing.a,student... Howevdr, what
happens'feom that point on iecritical, and depends
upon the willingness and resourcefulness of the,

' teacher. s

.Discussion questions include:

What types of infomation should the teacher have
about each special 'needs student; prior to his/her
placement in a given class?

Should the teacher be included in preliminary
discussion, and haVe a part in.the.pladeffient
decision?

What types of resources/assistapce should other
team members provide a teacher once the student
has been placed in a given classroom?

Who Can assist the teacher td develop alternatiye
teaching strategies, appropriate to the students'
needs ?.

c) In an effort to promote a cooperative spirit among
participants and to reinforce role and function, the
trainer may wish to use examples or alpivities in
Appendix D. This may be an ,appropriate means of
illus rating the need for understanding a) one's
respo ibiliries and b) the'responsibilities of.one's #

respec ive districts regarding a 'request for input
frOm other resource personnel.

Discuss the following examples with the'totrai group..

Ex. (1) A vocational instructor has agreed to take a,
visually impaired student into his heating/air
conditioning shop area. Although the student has no
academic problems the instructor is most concerned
about safety as well as the appropriateness of the
placement of the'student in his class. What can,he
do? To whom should.heogo with his concern? What
type of assistance might be most appropriate?
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Ex. (2) A builkilvtrades instructor iii.a-shared-time
vocational schpAlylas a special needs student in a
construction cOv the student sperids half day at his
home school, al0 attends the vocational Ochool for half
day, every day, ,okrly in theryear, the student's
deficiencies rWic.Math and basic reading skillS
begin to detrak,Wl_his ability to work in
construction PkA)%1ts,- The teacher knows what the
student pro1411 &O` And Would like to make ,suggestions
to remedy the Ovkletion before it is too late.,, Should
the instructor k.A11. the sehding.schbol distridt?
Should the instkOr attempt to tiltor,the student in
math/reading?_-AN,Ild the student be rewv0d from.the
construction IpkAym? Who can assist with thiS
situation?

4
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Module I

AWARENESS OF STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS AND THE PROGRAMS' AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE

1

Unit III: LEGISLATION

MNUAL
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UNIT III1 FEDERAL AND STATE LKISLATION - AWARENESS

OBJECTIVES

Participants will:

Increase awareness of highlights'of.P.L. 94-142,
P.L. 94. -482 and Section. 504 of the'Vocational
Rehabilitation Act 4.1973.*

1

Increase awareness of_rights and protections accorded
the handicapped child under ttlese three laws.

Develop an increased awareness of the role of .

vocational eduCation in the special education students
, A

ModulkI
Unit

program.,

Become familiar with terms and phrases'indigenous to
vocational education, spebial education.

.GROUPING

Not more than 15 -20 if it is to' be effective.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Transparencies (T-2 - T-6)
Overhead projector, screen,:transparency.marker.
yandouts (HO -5 7 HO-7)

. "

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY*
,

Overview and discussion of 94 -142, 14th Amendment,.
'P.L. 4.-482 ancrVobationel Rehabilitation Act of..1,973.,-:
Secti n,504 demonstrating-through. handouts and: trans-,
paren ies their key points. and interrelatedness.

Voc.'Ed,- Definitions under,P..L. .94-482.

IEP process model'and participants.

Comparison IEP and IVP (Individual
/

Vocational Plan).
Discuss additional personnel from,Voc.Ed. added to CEP.
Process.

*Selectionof. Activities and supplements dependent upon
population being trained; refer to "NOTES TO TRAINER" section.

10 19,



ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT

, 1. Present T2. Discuss and talk about interrelatednef
of the 3 laws. 4

2. Present T3 and use as Rights and Protection. In
discussion, elaborate on keypoints.

-'3. Present 4.; V,Ocational Education legislaLOn and °

x: distribute Handout (HO -5).
t

4. Show T5. Discuss and elaborate on 3 mafor sections.
Stress: How P.L. 94-482 dovetails with salient points
of Section SW and P.L. 94-142.

5. Show T6 and discuss reactions to desirable'vs., required
by-law pakticipation. Stress: Rdsponsibility for IEP
Development; Responsibility Development of -Voc.Ed. vs:
Spec. Ed.

6. Distribute/as MA. Discuss input of S c. Ed./Voc.
Ed. Briefly review goal and objectivegirsetting.
Discuss personnel available (refer back to H -5) and
who should be responsible_ for completion of individual
-sections. Stress: Voc. Ed./Spec. Ed. working jointly
especially in areas of related academic instruction.

7. Handouts 7 ande8 (HO -7 and HO-8) are,optional as a
further discuSsion and clarifiCation of the IEP
process., !

8. Sppplemental Materials. If participants are not-
familiar with P.L. 94-142, refer to: Mainstreaming
Training Packet develop4d at BaC-NW, Morris Plains,
New Jersey - specifically, Units , 2 and.3 for
,transparencies, worksheets and activities. See ILrk-
sheets included as examples.

NOTES.TO TRAINER

1. Gauge audience to see where emphasis on law is needed;
e.g., Child Study Teams - P.L.794-482, eliminate review
of P.L. 94-142 and Section 504 Voc. Ed.,Personnel -
Emphasis P.L. 94-142. Spec. ,Ed. Instructors - Emphasis
P.L. 94-482.

2. Participants might wish ex ensive informatioq -

concerning definitions of he various special education
classifications. Refer ba to Moddle I, Unit I,
Appendix A.

4
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Participailts might wish extensive information
.concerning .job functions and responsibilities according
to N.J. AC 6:28. For Special Education pupil person el

.:services'refei back to Module I, Unit II., Appendix C.

4. If trainer.wishes to review more extensively the
varqgs_Jaws, contained in this unit, refer to
Appendix

A
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UnitoIV: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

- OBJECTIVES

Participants mill:

...:Module I
Unit IV
Manual4,

\

- Promote 'a working knovq.edge:of the variety of
educational-vocaional-rehabilitation-program options
available:

GROUPING

Total Group -. maximum 30 partripants,

MATEREALS NEEDED

Overhead projector
Pencils
Magic markers
Chart paper
Hand-outs - (HO- - HO-14)
Appendix F

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITTES

This component represents an overview of the Major
educational-and vocational rehabilitation'servicesand
.programs. It is. intended to stimulate additional, spec1ific
input from participants about-local district programs. This
component presents (1) a continuum of the types of special
'education prOgramS from self-cOntained to mainstreamed; (2)

the broad array of pre-vocationaltvocational prii(Vamsi:
utilizing New Jersey Bureau of Special Program's "sequence
of yocational.and'Occupational Training Programs for-

dents with Special Needs" (3) and the. services of the

rDivision
of.Vocational.Rehalpilitation. This overview may

provide the incentive for identification and discussionof
specific programs'which exist.in diStriCts represented
by participants-in the training wOrkshop. Hopefully, this
may, xesult in exchange visits, to see suCh'programs, wheie
appropriate and to meet a district's particular need for
similar prOgramming.

k

ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT

The trainer should review each ofthe:proqram optigns
as provided in the New Jersey Administrative
(Handout'9 Title.6tCh.28, 2,2,:as a means of

pe and variety of.program options
`which existThe trainer needs to be familiar with:
each of theseoptiont to both define. and illustrate,
by example, the appropriateness of,Placerdents Of
students within each type of'setting,.

13 26



b. - The trainer should highlight beach of the programs
presented in the "Sequence of Vocational and
Occupational Training Programlop Students With.Special
NeedS". (Handout .10), to create an awareness and .

understanding Of the various leVels of.programmatic-
exposure to vocations that are possible. Once this

,review iscompleted the following discussion questions
may(be usefUl:

Which of theSeprograms exist iri.your district?

If the isonot known whom can you go to find
out?

Would there.be any. direct benefits to you at.the'
secondary level, if earlier experiences (T4C'or,
Introduction to Vocations) at the elementary level
wee provided?

-

Would students be better.ptepa'red
tional area if ,they had prior ex

-Do you have .,a Work Experience, Car
'Program in your district? Ifio howdoes,it'
work?

rc. -TO
of

If not, do'youAave students' oho might ben .fit
from such. a cooperative placement?

Wben do:special needsstUdentS in your district
receive their;first introduction to careers? From.
whom? Is` it early enough? ,

Do. secondary special needs students have
OpPortunities to ;enhance their vocational skills?.

What percentage of your district's special needs,
population.is involved in vocational preparation
Programs? '

Has your:distriCt;any,folloW-up studies of the
Special needs,giadUate-..

katiq.iiate ah:unddist'andirig.of:the'speCific ,services
the vocational rehabilitation cdunselor and his/her4

respective agency, the trainer may wish to refer to the
publicaticin, "A ProdUctive'Job-for a.More Meaningful ,
Life".(:HAndout 11). This brief pnbliRation'descrbes
each of the following major services

'

Rehabilitation Evaluation
Vocational.Guidance and Counseling
Medical Services
Occupational Equipment and Tools



.Training .

_

RooM, Board,,Vransportation
Job PlaceMent:and F011ow-up

The input of vocational rehabilitation counselors, in
attendance, will certainly enhande the information in
the brochure; the trainer should'stress the importance
of the continuum of services that exists, ranging from
the earliest of structured programs in the school
'setting (perhaps, technology for children) through a
work study program or specific skills training. In
discussing-that,continuum, the transijtion from school
to post-secondary school activity needs to be stressed,
especially as it relates to students needing the
Services/programs offered by vocational rehabilitation
agenies. A focus on the continuum'of services should
clearly illustrate the importance of functioning' as
independently, as possible, and demonstrate the ',

importance Ofinstruction.in vocational, social,- --
personal, and academic skill areas. 'Refer to (Fig. 1)
in (Handout 12)- "A Vocational Delivery Hystem for the

(
Mildly Retarded Individuar>for'illustration'of
conti-fiUum of programs and services needed to prepare.
individUalt for employment.

The following discussion questions may enhance
participants' understanding of the integral,role of
Vocational Rehabilitation counselors and the services
of the Division of Vocational -Rehabilitation (DVR):

When is a student eligible for referral to DVR?

Should all students be referred to,DVR?. Are any
students from your district? If so, who makes
that recOmmeildation to the student?

What type of servicesLan a student expect toy
receive from DVR?

How.can'your school:involve a DVR cou rior
to referring .students to him/her?

If your D4Ifice has been training and placing
your former students, what kinds of information do
you think they can provide you with that would
help you in furthering your training activities?

`Using the systems chart in Handout 13, "A Vocational
Delivery System f* the Mildly Retarded Individual"
as a*.ilminating activity,..review each of the six major
components. Ask participant ",to identify just where
in the delivery system theyiew themselves. Ask them
f,to identify one or two areas-from the flow chart that

15
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r

impinge directly upon them! Discuss the.!;Ways in which.
these areas affect them, positively /negatively, and
seek suggested ways to resolve problem 4keas, This / .

activity should create an awareness of eaCht,
participants importance in the vocational delivery
system of his/her school, 'arid of the need for
Cooperative interrelationships on behalf ofAhe'
students involved.

.;:!,
. °-

.

d. The trainer may wish to consult appendix F which
includes lists of various county office contact persons
in special education, vocational eduCation, and
vocational rehabilitation.
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Module I

AWARENESS OF STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS AND THE PROGRAMS AND RESOURSES AVAILABLE

Unit I: SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

HAND-OU1: HO-1 HO-4
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SUMMARY OF DD POPULATION BY AGE GROUPS

PLAN YEAR 1961

Module I
Unit 1
50 -1

m
1

GEOGRAPHIC
SUBDIVISION/

COUNTY

STATE
POPULATION

TOTAL

Total
Minority.

Population

TOTAL
STATE DD

POPULATION

No. %

DD POPULATION BY AgE GROUPS - PLAN YEAR 1961

AGE GROUP
INFANTS AT
RISK (0-2)

No. %

AGE GROUP
PRE-SCHOOL

(3-4)

No. % %

AGE GROUP
SCHOOL AGE

(5-17)

No. %

AGE GROUP
ADULT DD

(18-21)

No. %

AGE GROUP
ADULT DD

(22-84)

No. %

AGE GROUP
SENIOR CIT.

DD (65.)

No. %

STATE TOTAL 7,499,200 989,890 75,590 100 2,100 100 1,630 100 50,950 100 4,350 100 13,760 100 2,800 100

ATLANTIC 221,200 41,340 2,290. 2.9 60 2.9 50 2.9 1,480 2.9 390 2.9 490 2.9 110 . 2.9

BERGEN 863,460 35,780 8,690 11.5 240 11.5 190 11.5 5,860 11.5 500 11.5 1,580 11.5 .320 11.5

BURLINGTON 366,740 47,650 3,850 5.1 110 5.1 80 5.1 2,600 5.1 220 5.1 ' 700 5.1 140 5.1

CAMDEN 488,960 67,960 4,903 6.5 140 6.5 100 6.5 3,310 "6.5 280 6.5 890 6.5 180 6.5

CAPE MAY 91,600. 7,590 900 1.2 20 1.2 20 1.2 610 1.2. 50 1.2 170 1.2 30 1.2

CUMIERLAND 137,400 22.580 1,370 1.8 40 1.8 30 1.8 920 1.8 80 1.8 250 1.6 50 1.6

ESSEX 821,740 306,260 8,240 10.9 230 10.9 180 10.9 5,550 10.9 .470 10.9 1,500 10.9 310 10.9

GLOUCESTER 205,600 19,140 2,050 2.7 60 2.7

7.3

1.1

40

120

20

2.7

7.3

1.1

1,380

3,720

560

2.7

7.3

1.1

11,20

120
50

2.7

7.3

1.1

370

/1,000

150

2.7

7.3

1.1

80

200

, 30

2.7

7.3

1.1

HUDSON 549,280

118,780

74,020

2,100

5,510

830

7.3

1.1

150

20HUNTERDON

MERCER 326,620 64,580 3,250 4.3 90 4.3

I 7.9

70 4.3

130 7.9

2,190

4,030

4.3

7.9

190

340

4.3

7.9

. 590

1,090

4.3

7.9

120

220

4.3

7.9MIDDLESEX 598,840 37,060 5,980 7.9 170

MONMOUTH 501,080 48,870 5,000 6.6 11U 6.6 110 6.6 3,360 6.6 290 6.6 910 6.6 190 6.6

MORRIS 405,540 1 2,9 20 4,060 5.4 110 5.4 90 5.4 2,750 5.4 240 5.4 740 5.4 150 5.4

OCEAN 364,800 13,130 3,630 4.8 100 4.8 80 4.8 2,450 4.8 210 4.8 660 4.8 130 4.6

PASSAIC 468,000 66,940 4,680 6.2 130 6.2 100 6.2 3,160. 6.2 270 6.2 850 6.2 170 6.2

SALEM 63,260 10,900 610 0.8 20 .8 10 .8 410 , .8 40 .8 '110 .8 20 .6

SOMERSET , 213,140 11,310 2,130 2.8 60 2.8 50 2.8 1,430 2.8 120 I 2:8 390 2.8 80 2.8

SUSSEX 118,280 910 1,160 1.5 30 1.5 20 t 1.5 760 1.5 70 1.5 210 1.5 40 1.5

UNION 501,000 74,220 4,990 6.6 140. 6.6 110 6.6 3,360 6.6 290 6.6 910 6.6 180 6.6

WARREN 86,300 1,250 830 1.1 20 1.1 20 1.1 560 1.1 50 1.1 150 1.1 30 1.1

2.1.2 Geographical Concentration of DD Persons
As is .the case with the general population of New Jersey, the developmentally disabled are most highly

concentrated in the north-eastern counties of the State-Bergen, Essex, Htidson, Morris, Passaic and Union counties.
Approximately .48 percent of the total estimated developmentally disabled citizens of New Jersey reside in these six
northern counties. About 21 percent of the estimated DD population reside in the southern New Jersey counties of
Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester and Salem.

In the southern portion-of the State, those counties included in the Philadelphia S.M.S.A.-Camden, Burlington
and Gloucester-have the highest concentration of developmentally disabled persons. While actual numbers of D.D.
persons in othersouthern New Jersey counties are low, the fact that density is also low in those counties is significant
in term:, of planning for service delivery. Low density also exists in the extreme northwestern portion of New Jersey
Sussex and Warren Counties-where only about 3 percent of the State's ,D.D. population resides.

Assuming that the population projections for 1983 are correct, the developmentally disabled population will
increase by approximately 2 pereent-from 75,590 to 77,370. The overall distribution of the developmentally disabled
population will remain essentially the same, but with substantial increases in Atlantic, Burlington and Ocean counties
by 1983.

Age Groups
There are an estimted 2100 infants "at risk" of becoming developmentally disabled in New Jersey. By 1983, it is

Projected that the number of infants "at risk" throughout the State will increase to 2150. Their distribution throughout
the regions of the State is much the same as that of the total D.D. population and this pattern is expected to continue
through-1983.
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SUMMARY OF DD POPULATION BY AGE GROUPS
PROJECTED YEAR FY 113

Module I
Unit I
H0-2

GEOGRAPHIC
SUBDIVISION/

COUNTY

STATE
POPULATION

TOTAL

TOTAL
MINORITY
POPUBAT.

TOTAL
STATE DD

POPULATION

%
DD

No. Pop.

-
CD POPULATION BY AGE GROUPS - PROJECTED YEAR 1883

AGE GROUP
INFANTS AT

RIM (0-2)
%

DD
No. Pop,

AGE GROUP
PRE-SCHOOL

(3-4)
%
DC

No. Pop.

AGE GROUP
SCHOOL AGE

(1-17)
%

' CD
No. Pop.

AGE GROUP
ADULT CD
(11-21)

%
DD

No. Pop.

AGE GROUP
ADULT CD

(22-44)
%

DD
No. Pop.

AGE GROUP
SENIOR CIT.

OD (65.)
%

DC
No. Pop.

STATE TOTAL 7.675,000 1,013,170 77,370 . 100 2,150 100 1,870 100 52.150 100 4,450 100 14,060 100 2,870 100

ATLANTIC 318,000 46,360 2170 3.2 70 3.2 50 3.2 1,870 3.2 140 3.2% 450 3.2 90 3.2

BERGEN 11118,780 38,000 8.730 11.3 240 11.3, 190 11.3 5,890 11.3 500 11.3 1,590 11.3 26, 11.3

BURLINGTON 406,620 50.120 4,100 5.3 110 5.3 90 5.3 2,760 5.3 240 5.3 760 6.3 150 5.3

CAMDEN 500,480 69,560 5,040 6.5 140 6.5 110 6.5 3,300 8.5 290 6.5 920 8.5 190 a 6.5

CAPE MAY 103,000 8,540 1.020 1.3 30 1.3 20 1.3 689 1.34. 60 1.3 190 1.3 40 1.3

CUMBERLAND 142,000

614,020

23,3%

303,38014

1,390

8,200

1.8

10.6

40

230

. 1.8

10.8

30

180

1.8

10.6

940

5,530

1.81F

10.6

1 80

470

1.8

10.8

250

1.490

1.8

10.6

50

300

1.8

10.64

2.7

ESSEX

GLOUCESTER 214,200 19.940 2,100 2.7 60 2.7 SO 2.7 1.410 2.7 120 2.7 380 2.7 80

HUDSON 549,240 74,020, 5,490 7.1 150 7.1 120 7.1 3,70d 7.1 320 7.1 1,000 7.1 200 7.1

HUNTERDON 89,140 2,160 " 850 1.1 '20 1.1 20 1.1 , 570 1.1 50 1.1 160 1.1 30 1.1

MERCER 332,860 65,790 3,310_ 4.3 90 4.3 70 4.3 2240 4.3 190 4.3 800 4.3 120 4.3

MIDDLESEX 811,720 37,860
L

5,990 7.9 170 7.9 130 7.9 4.120 7.9' 350 7.9 1,110 7.9 230 7.9

MONMOUTH 612,040 49,940 5.100 8.6 140 6.6 110 6.8 3,440 8.6 290 6.6" 930 6.6 190 8.6
.MORRIS 416,020 13,250 4,170 5.4 110 5.4 90 5.4 2.820 5.4 240 5.4 760 5.4 150 5.4

OCEAN 391,200 14,080 2,550, 3.3 70 3.3 60 3.3 1,720 3.3 150 3.3 460 3.3 90 .3.3
PASSAIC 476,200 68,110 4,790 8.2 130 6.2 100 6.2 3,230 6.2 280 8.2 870, 8.2 180 6.2

SALEM 63,980 11,120 620 0.8 20 0.8 10 0.8 420 0.8 40 0.8 110 0.8 20 b.8

SOMERSET 2212 11,730 2,170 2.8 60 2.6 50 2.8 1,460 2.8 130 2.8 390 2.8 80 2.8

SUSSEX 125.040 980 1,230 1.6 30 1.6 20 1.6 830 1.6 70 1.6 230 1.8 50 1.6

UNION 602,000 74,370 5,040 6.5 140 6.5 110 6.5 3,390 6.5 290 8.5 920 6.5 190 6.5

WARREN 88,100 1,280 840 1.1 30 1.1 30 1.1 570 1.1 50 1.1 150 1.1 30 1.1

Pre-school estimate for 1981 is 1630 which will project to approximately 1670 for 1983.
50,950 school age (5-17) non-institutionalized disabled persons are estimated to be residing in New Jersey. If

population and birth rate projections are correct, the number of developmentally disabled persons in this age group
should increase by about 2.4 percent by 1983 to 52,150. This age group makes up 67 percent of the total, DD population.

The adult population (18-64) totals 18,110 with 4,350 aged 18-21 and 13,760 aged 22-64. The respective projection
will increase to 18,530, broken down into 4,450 for 18-21 and 14,080 for those aged 22-64.
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Module II

Education Unit I
.110-3

The education attainment leveli of the developmentally disabled residents of New Jersey vary considerably..
Twenty-eight percent of the DD population have attended some high school or better. Thirty-three percent of the DD

k persons are still children in the educational system. Figure 2.4 shows the number and percent of DD persons attaining
vailAjpg levels of education for 1981.

FIGURE 2-4
. EDUCATION LEVELS OF THE DD POPULATION (11141)2

.

..,,CHILDREN

..- '

AGE 14
NO

SCHOOLING
SOME

ELEMENTARY
FINISHED

ELEMENTARY

1

JUNIOR
H.S.

.

SOME
%

H.S.
FINISHED

H.S.
SOME

COLLEGE
FINISHED
COLLEGE TOTALS

: % ' N % r/ N % . 0 % N N % N N

DO STATE TOTAL: 170 33.3 6,940 9.1 .2,320 3.07 0 0.00 19,990 26.4 12,960 17.02 8,040 7.99 1,650 2.22 600 .79 75,590 100

Source c throe figures is Estimates c the Size and Characteristics of the Non-Institutional Developmentally Disabled Population in New Jerseys Gollay & Associates,
Inc.. Sante Fe, Ataxic° July 1980
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kfra'cluie
Plat I

MAJOR LIFE ACTIVITIES AND CORRESPONDING FUNCTIONAL LIMITATIONS

ACTIVITY .
,

°IRONTON OF ACTIVITY
13111FINITION OF SUBSTANTIAL PtNIC AL

LMITATION FOR AN INOIVIDUALT

SELF-CARE Daily activities which enable a parson to meet basic
needs lot foci, hygiene and appointee.

A person who has a longterm condition whICh requires that
person to need significant assistance to look after personal
""do such as food. ffIllorm aid appearance. Significant
assistance may be defined as assistance at least 'one-half of
the time for one activity or a need for some assistance in
more than one half of all activities normally required for
self -care.

txECEPTIVE AND
PRES/SIVE LANGUAGE

Communication involving both verbal and non-verbal
behavior enabling the individual both to understand
others and to express idess/infornstion to others.

A person who has a long -term condition which prevents that .

person froM effectively commt9llcating with another person
without the aid of a third person, a person with special skill
or with a mechanical device, or a long term CorditiOnwhio0
prevents him /bier from articulating his thoughts.

LEARNING General cognitive competence and ability to acquire
new behaviors, perceptions and information, and to .

apply experiences In new situations.

A poison who has a long-ten Condition Which seriously
interferes with cognition, visual.br aural Communication, or
use of hands to the extent that special intervention or
special programs we required to aid that person in learning.

MOBILITY Motor development and ability to use fine and gross
molar skills. Ability to move one's person from place
to place with or without mechanicaialds.

.

A person who has a long-term condition which impairs the
ability to use fine end /or gross motor skills to the extent
that assistance of gather person and/or mechanical device
Is needed in order for the individual to move from place'to
place.

SELF-DIRECTION Management and taking control over one's social and
Personal life. Ability to make decisions affecting and
protecting one's own interests.

-

A person who has a long-term condition which requires that
person to need assistance in being able to make independent
decision concerning social and individual activities and/or
In handling personal finances and/or protecting his/her Win
self-interest. . .

CAPACITY FOR .
INDEPENDENT LIVING

Age anew/late ability to live without extraordinary
assistance from other persons, especially to maintain
normal societal roles.

A person who has a long-timm condition that limits the person
from performing normsl societal roles or which makes it
unsafe for that person to live alone to such an extent that
assistance, supervision or presence of a second person is
required more than half leks time.

ECONOMIC
SELF - SUFFICIENCY

Maintaining ado:jots employment and financial support.
Ability to earn a "living wage," net, after payment of
extra - ordinary expenses occasioned by the disability.
Absence Of dependence on family ocnellare for

.firancial.suppon.

A person who has, a long-term condition which prevents that
person from working In regular employment or which limits
his or .her productive capacity to such an extent that it is
insufficient for self-support.

Source of definitions of actilties is The Modified Definition of Developmental Disabilities: An initial Exploration, Elena' Gollay, Morgan Management
Systems, March 1979.

. . .
"Space of definitions of substantial functional limitation is A Numerical and Functional Description of the Developmental Disabilities Population,

lizabeth M. Boggs and R. Lee Manny. EMC institute, 1976.
PI GUN E 2-2

PERCENTAGES USED TO ESTIMATE THE 00 POPULATION IN THE SIX AGE OROUr32

AT RON
AN 0-2

ItRISCHOOL .

Age 3-4

.

ICIOCIOL-
Age li-17

ADULT
Age 111-21

i

. I

ADULT . NION CITIZEN
Al' n-s4 i Age SS.

1

1

ESTIMATED
TOTAL

POPULATION

DO as %
at : .

Population
..71 .71

,

.

2.78

-

.75
\.0

.34 .38 . .98

Table 2-1 and 2-2 show estimates of the number of developmentally disabled residents of the State, by county and

age group. These estimates were obtained by applying the prevalence rates to projected population data for both 1981
and 1983. All general population data for New Jersey and its counties were obtained from tie New Jersey Department
of Labor and Industry, Division of Planning and Research. It is important that people using the data in Table 2.1 and
2-2 realize that these numbers are only estimates and are not be used u exact numbers of developmentally disabled
people in the State. All estimated figures have, been round o the nearest ten persons.
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Module I
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HO-5

P.L. 94:482 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION LEGISLATION

PART C - Definitions - Partial Listing

VOCATIONAL "The term 'vocational education' means organized
EDUCATION .educational programs which are directly related

' to the preparatiohof individuals for paid or
unpaid employment, or for additional prepar#tion
fOr a'career requiring other than a baccalaureate
or advanced degree; and, for purposeg of thi's
paragraph, the. term 'organized education.program'
means only (A) instruction, related-to the occupa-.
tion or occupations for which the students are in
training or instruction necessary for students to
benefit-from such training, and (B) the.acqui-
sition, maintenance, and repair of instructional'
supplies, teaching aids and equipment; and the
term 'vocational education' does not mean the
construction, acquisition or initial equipment of
buildings or the acquisition or rental of land."

AREA "The term 'area-vo tional education school' means
VOCATIONAL (A) a specialize ighschool used excursively or
EDUCATION principally for the provision of vocational edu-
SCHOOL cation to persons whotate'available for study in

preparation for entering the labor market,- or
.(B) the department of a high school exclUsixiely or
principally used -for proxiiding vocational'
education in no. less than. five different.occupa-
tiohal fields to persons who.are availab(le for
study in preparation for'ehtering the labor
market, or (C) a technical or voCationaI'School
used exclusively or prinoipally for the provision'
of vocational education to- persons who have
completed or left high school.and-who are avail,"
able for study in preparation for entering the
labor 'market', or (D) the department or division of
a junior college Or community college or univer-
sity operating under the policies of the State.
board and which provides vocational education in
no less than five different occupation,a1 fields,
leading, to immediate employment, but not neces-
sarily leading to a.baccluaureate degree, if it is
available to all residents of the state of an area
of the. State designated and appovedby the State
board, and if, in the case bf a school, depart-
ment, or divition.described in (C). or (D),.if
cmats as regular students both-persohs whit) have
mpleted high school and ersonsmto have left

high school."

21
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HANDICAPPED "The term 'handicapped', when applied to persons
means persons who are mentally retarded, hard of
bearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually handi-
capped, seriously' emotionally disturbed, crippled,
or other health impaired persons, who by reason
thereof, require special education and related
services, an who, because of their handicapping
condition, c not succeed in the regular
vocational ed ation program-without special
educational assistance, or who require a modified
vocational education program."

STATE BOARD ."The term 'State Board' means a State board desig-
nated or created by State law as the sole State
agency responsible for the ddminisfreation of voca-
tional education, or for supervision of the
administration of vocational education,in the
State."

LOCAL "The term 'local educational agency' means a board%
EDUCATION of education or other legally constituted local .

AGENCY (LEA) , school authority-having administrative control and
direction of public elementary or secondary
schools in a.city, county, township, school
district, or political subdivision in-a state, or
any other public educational institution or agency
having administrative'control and'difection of a
vocational education program." --

. -4--r
POST-- "The term 'post-secondary educational institution'
SECONDARY. means a non-profit institution. legally authorized
EDUCATIONAL to provide post-secondary education within a State.
INSTITUTION for persons .eighteen years of age or ,older,.,who.

have graduated from:Or left elementary or
secondary school:' "The.term 'eligible recipient'
means a local. educational agency or a postsecon7
ary educational institution."

NATIONAL "The term 'National Advisory Council' means the
ADVISORY National Advisory on V5FiEIEnal clEdtcation

COUNCIL continued under section 162."

INDUSTRIAL "The term "indu trial arts education programs'
ARTS means those e4 cationalWograms (A) Wftela per-
EDUCATION tain to the ody of related.courses,16rganizea
'PROGRAM for the development of understanding about tall

aspects_ of industry and. technology, including
learning experienpes involving activities such
as experimenting, designating, constructing,
evaluating, and using tools, machines, materials,
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process and (B) 'which assist individuals in the
malting of informed and medlingful d'ccupational
choices or which prepare them for entry into
advanced trade and industrial or techr cal, edu-
cation programs."

DISADVANTAGED ' he term disadvantaged' means persons (other than
handicapped persons) who have academic or economic,
handicaps and who require special services 'and,
assistance in order to enable them to succeed in
Vocational education programs under criteria
developed by the Commissioner based on objective

\
arda and the most recent .available data."

COOPERATIVE e term cooperativeeducation' means-a-program
EDUCATION o vocational education for, persons, who, through

written cooperative arrangements betWeen the
sChoOl and employers, receive instructioninclud-
ing required academic 'CoOrSes and related vOca-,
tional instruction by talternation of study in
School with a job in Opy occupational' field, 1:51:.;t
these two experiences AWust be planned and super7
viged by the. school and'emploYers so that .each
contributes to 'the student' s ceducation and to his
or her employability. Work periods .and school--
attendance may be on alternatiVe' half days, full
days,- weeks, or, other periods of., time in fulfill-!
ing the cooperative -program:"

CURRICULUM "The term ..'curriCiiltim materials!: means materials it
.MATERIALS consisting of a seriesUYE3TieeYto cover ,in7

struc"ticn any occupational field which are
designed to prepare persons for employment at the
entry level.or to upgrade occupational competen7
;ties of those previously or presently employed in
any occupational field: 7 .

)c



INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLAN

.Module I
Unit III
HO-6

INDIVIDUAL VOCATIONAL PLAN..'

I. Identifying problem I. Indentifying problem

II. Present levels of educational
performance

A.

C.

D.

E.

Academic achievement

Intellectual Bknctioning

Persconal and social adjustment

Physical and health.status

Additional evaluation

'Present levels of educational
perforiance

F. ?re-vocational, vocational
and self-help skills

J

.1"

III. Child Study Team Conclusions III. VOcational'De4elopment Teamr.
Conclusions

IIV. Annual Goals IV. Annual Vocational Goals

I V. Objectives V. Objectives.

VI. Recommended, Program

A. Rationale for type of program
and placement
Explanation ofprogram's recom-

Acendation as "least restrictive
enyiropment"
Extent-of participation in xegular
edU,Cational program

VI. Recommended Vocational Program

A. Rationale for type of
vocational prograb and
placement

B. Explanation of vocational
program as "least
restrictive environment"

VII. Relatederqices

A. Date' fOt commencing services.

Length of time for services

VII. Vocational Services

A. Date for commencing
services
Length of time for servicesB.

T.

:VIILEvaluatiOn Procedures and Schedule VIII.VocationaL.Bvaluation Procedures
and'SeheduIe7

F
IX.Child Study Team Members'

Responsibilities for Program
IIMplementation

LDT-C
Psychologist

'Social Worker

IX.Vocational School Staff lembtrs'
,Responsibilities for Progl-am
Implementation

C.

D.

E.

LDT-e_
Coordinator of Special
Services
CIE/Job Placement Teacher
Vocational Ifistructor
Vocational Evaluators
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INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL.PLAN INDIVIDUAL VOCATIONAfP

IEP Development' Meeting

Date

Parents

Signature of Agreement

Attendees:

-mrinstructional Guide

(i) Schedule of time
(ii) Instructional strategies to be

utilized
(iii) Techniques and activities to support

personal-social development,
-.7(iv) Special instructional media and

materials needed

An

25

0

Included in IEP Statement

, . ,

Suggested Instructional duide

) Special instructional
media and. materials,
needed - suggested''



FIGURE 4. IEP PROCESS MODEL-

Actiiities.and Inputs for
,

SpecIalEdu'cation Personnel

Review and analyze
referral information ***************

Disseminate referral "
procedures
. .

isseminate information
describing available special
education and related
services

Obtain consent fol.
evaluation of learner -
from parents

Collect additional information ":-.

Complete a comprehensive
evaluation by-psychologist .
and other special education
personnel

.

Determined by Special education
personnel

Contact parents

Referraho,
studentS.

...............

Informal.
Data

Collection

Evaluation

Eligible
for

Services'?

***** ".-****... .-Arrange meeting ......

Appoint LEA representatives -7 '

Conduct meeting(s)

Sharing,
Assessment
Information

............. ....
...... .

Identify the let restrictive .......
irenvonment'

as
placement

. ,

DeveloP annual educational
goals, and objectives

Provide specialized instruction

Provide support and teacher -""
consultation services

0:

,144anige-the monitoring and
eValnation of the.IEP

Placement
Decision

Module
Unit III
Ii0-7

Activities- and-lriptit" for

Vocational Education Personnel

Identify students
encountering learning,
difficulties

Refer students requiring
special services to succeed

. -
.

. ..... ...... .- I 1. ;
.......

Provide requested information
+I regarding vocational education

program and/or referred
. learner.

Implement-
ing and Mon-

itoring the
IEP

1

IEP
Evaluation

Adajlted.from: Procedures for Identification, Evaluation and Placement
of Exceptional Children. Frankfort: Bureau of Education for'
Exceptional Children, Kentucky Department of Education, ti.d.

26
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Determine learner's vocational
interests and aptitude

Review assessment info'rinition-
on basic skills (e.g., reading)

Aisist in determining least,
restrictive environment .,!,;

Identify goals and objectives
for the vocational education
program .

"Select golds and objectives
for the learner

Design instructional plans
and materials:.

Specify support services and
special materials needed

Identillneeded equipment
and facility modifications

Develop cooperativeArrangements
for implementing and evaluating
the IEP
Compile and report learner
progress information

*.

Assess learner attainment of
goals and objectives

Recommend changes in IEP

Ev.aluate support services
lab assistance received

d



Module i
Unit III
Handout 8

QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM -;

Please answer the following by No Somewhat Yes
checking the scale to the right.

1. Do I understand'the purposedf-
an IEP A* *

2. Do I know what an IEP should
contain'

3. Do I understand that the child's
problem areas outhe to be speci-
fically addressed in the. IEP'

4. Do I understand what is meant
by annual goals'

5. Do I understand how short term
objectives relate to annual°
gOaIs6.'

4!.
,..--

6. Do I know of the types of related services that may be
provided' * *

7. Do I understand t.Me#ning of placement in the least
.'...-

restrictive envj.i(mment' *
* : *

8. Do I know hoW.tiftenend in what
ways a child44,IEp,Is
reviewed' * * *

9. Do I know what I should do to -

prepare for the'IEP meeting' * * *

10. Do I know who should parti-
cipate at the meeting' and
what their contribution
should be? . ......

11. Do I have.an understanding of
what should happen, at the IEP
meeting? or"

r :

12. Do I have an understanding of
,my role as- a member of the IEP
team?

e

e r

4

2' ef2



13. Do I know what my rights are
in relation to identificaiiph.p
evaluation and placement as: it
relates to Due Process" .*

14. Do I know where and how to
proceed if I choose to

*.pursue Due Process"

Module I
Unit III
HO-8 can't_
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AWARENESS OF STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS AND THE PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE

Unit 'PROGRAMS AND SERVICE

HAND-OUTS: HO-9 - HO -13
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SUBCHAPTER 2. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

6:28-2".1 Provision of programs

(a) All local public school districts shall provide educatiral
programs and relateO services for educationally handica ped
pupils as recommended by the basic child study team of the
local public school district:

1. Each educationally handicapped pupil shall be provided
a special educational program and services according to
how the pupil can best achieve success in learning,
including related services which are specified in the
pupil's individualized'education program;

2. Where appropriate, educationally handicapped pupils
shall be grouped with or participate with non-educa-
tionally handicapped pupils or less severely
handicapped pupils in activities that are part of their
educational program;

3. The participation of educationally handicapped pupils
in regular school programs or activities shall be based
on the nature and extent to which the c pabilities of
the pupil permit. Reasonable provisio to protect ther
safety and well-being of the pupil sha I be taken into
account;

(b)

4. When the indiNlidualized education program Of an
educationally handicapped pupil capable of being
included in physical education, industrial arts, fine
arts, musit home,econoMics and other general education'
programs including intramural and intersch&lastic
sports, extracurricular and co-curricular activities as
well as appropriate health, recreational and social
activities does not specifically state the need for
specialized instruction or related services or describe
any restrictions, the pupil shall be included in the-
regular school program provided by the school district;

5. When instruction in these areas is provided to groups
consisting solely of classified pupils, the size of the
groups and age range shall conform with'the
requirements for special class programs described in
these regulations.

The chief school administrator or designee shall bey,
responsible' for the placement of handicappied pupils
basedon the recommendations of the basic child study
team. employed by tht local board of edudation and in.

conformence with the pupil's ,individualized education's
program.

9
45.
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6:28-2.2 r Educational program options
./

(a) An educationally handicapped pupil shall be placed in
the educational program appropriateto the pupil's
needs.

(b) In determining the 'most appropriate program, an
educationally handicapped pupil shall be placed in the
program option which is individually determined by the
basic child study team to be the least restrictive
enMonment in view orthe pupil's'particular educa-
tiontion

1 1. Unless an educationally handicapped pupils
individualized education program requires other
arrangements, the pilpil shall be educdtp& in the
school which the pupil would attend if not handi-
capped. Every effort shall be made to place an
educationally handicapped pupil in an educational
setting as close to his/her,homeas passible;,

41102. In select the least restrictive enidronment,
consideration shall be 'given to.any'p4tential
harthful effect on'the pupil Or lin. ;the. quality of
services which the pupil'meeds.:-

(c) Educatignal program options shall include:'

1. Instruction in school which complements regular
means:

i. Modification of regular classroom program;
ii. Supplementary instruction;
iii. Resource room;
iv. Speech correction;

2. A special class program in the local school
district;

3. A special education program in the following
settings: 4

i. TheSublic schools of another local school
0 district; ,

ii. a county vocational and technical schoOl;
iii. A county speCial services commission;
iv. An educational services commission;

3

v. A jointure commission.

30
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4. Public school programs in hospitals, convalescent
homes or other private institutions provided by
agreement between one or more school districts;

5. A State of New. Zersey,operated program;

Sheltered workshOps in conjunction with other
educa.pional programs in the local district on a
'part-time or 'full-time basis. Such sheltered
workshops shall be approved thg.Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation Serviceb, State
Department of Labor and Industry, the Office of
the County Superintendent of Schools and the
Bureau of Special Education and Pupil Perscnnel
Services;

7. An approved privately operated day or residential
special class in New Jersey or the continental(
United States, when it isnon possible to provide
services pursuant to paragraphs 1, 2,.3, 4, 5, and
6 of this subsection. Placements in suck facili-
ties may only be made with the advance written
approval of the county supervisor of child study
and-the Bureau of.Special Education and Pupil
Personnel Services;

8. Individuallinstruction at home of in school
wHenever inthe judgment of the local board of
education, with the approval of the Office of the
County Superintendent of Schools and the Bureau
of Special Education and Pupil Personnel Services,
it is impracticable to provide a ,suitable special
education program for a pupil pursUant to
paragraphs 1, 2, 3,.4, 5, 6, or 7 othil sub-

, section.
1

Certification for personnel serving educationally
handicapped pupils

(a) All professional personnel serving educationally
handicapped pulichls shall possess appropriate New Jersey
certification or licensing.

(b) Pupils classified as educationally handicapped in
special class programs shall be the primary
instructional responsibility of a teacher certified to
teach pupils so disabled,. Such teachers shall work
cooperatively with other teachers.

8e28-2.3
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It is a policy of the'State Board of Education and the New Jersey
Department of Education that no person; on the basis' of race,
color, creed, national 6rigin, age, sex, handicapor marital
status, shall be subjected to discrimination in employment or be
excluded from or denied benefits of any activity, program or
service for which the Department has responsibility.. The
apartment will comply with all state and federal laws and
regulations concerning non-discrimination.

33
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BUREAU 'OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS

FACT SHEET

Introduction

The Bureau of''Special Programs provides supe visory and
leadership services to local educational, agencies for the purpose
of initiating, maintaining, extendipq and improvin specialized
vocational education programs and services for all students, with
an emphasis on educationally disadvantages and handicapped
students.

The primary purpose of Such programs and.services is to
improve the operations of career awareness, career exploration,
occupational exploratioh/skill development, and vocational
guidance, counseling and placement.

A. Purpose of: Vocational Program ftrvices for Regular and
Special Populations

The Bureau of Special Programs advocates a K-12 sequence'of
career/vocational programs for all students, including regular,
educationally disadvantaged and handicapped students. This
sequence is intended to help students develop positive
Self-concepts, improved decision-making capabilities, a realistic
assessment of their vocational interests, aptitudes and abilities
and the skills required fbr successful job entry and/or
continuing education.- Included, in this basic program sequence
are:' Technolggy for Children, Intrpduction to Vocations,
Career/Vocational Guidance and Counseling, ExperienceBased
Career Education, Industrial Arts, the American Industrial Arts
Student Association and, the Leanning Exchange Program.

In addition 'to this basic sequence of'career/vocatipnal
experiences for all students, the byreau advocates a sequence of
specially designed vocational programs and modified vocational
programs for disadVanaged and handicapped Students.e,

Specially designed programs are intended to help the
disadvantaged and/or handicapped student relate education to the
real world, remain iri school and obtain the skills necessary to
gain entry into modified, or rpgulai4 vocational programs.
Included in this program sequence are: Employment Orientationr
Work ksExperience and Career Exploration Program, Work StUdy,
Summer Coupled Work Study and Cooperative Industrial Education
-for Special Needs Students.

Modified programs' are intended .to help the disadvantaged
and/or handicapped student develop the skills necessary for entry
into regular vocational programs or the world of work. These are
programs wherein tie delivery of vocational education is modified
on the basis of a .preplacement assessment of each student's
disadvantage and/or handicap.

34
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....

Modifications. m inclUde: -simplified curriculum,
Specialized'teaching trategies and techniques,pkOgrammed
',instructional materia , reduced class.sizd, and othee4Upport
services needed to en le special needs stu4nts to develop
skills necessary for ntry into-regulak programs or the world of
work.

nen it is determined that a student may beriefit'best
througff placement in a modified vocational program, the Bureau of
Special Programs works hand-in-hand with the Bureau of
Occupational Programs to ensure .appropriate placement and program
modification.

B. Identification of Eligible Students

Basic to placing special needs students in either special or
modified programs is accurate identification. of eligible
students.

The'following criteria, therefore, are used in identifying
eligible students for each category of specialized program
service.

Educationally Disadvantaged - student is a potential
dropout (chronic unexcused absences, frequent.
tardiness), is two or more years below proper grade for
age, has insufficient communication or computation
skills for regular vocational.program, is unable to
form responsible relationships wittili.n the school or
community environment, and/or exhibits other evidence
of failure which might prevent success in a regular
vocational program. (Identification is the ,

responsibility to.the local educational educational
agency.)

Handicapped student is mentally retarded, hard of
hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped,
,seriously emotionally disturbed, orthopedically
impaired, or has other specific learning disabilities
which may prevent success in a regular vocational
program. (Identification and classification is the
responsibility of the child study team.),

.:

Limited English Proficient student'g native tongue is
other than English, and/or student comet from an
environment where a language othe.r than English is
dominfant and, by reason thereof, has difficulty in
speakivng and/or understanding instruction .in English..
(Identification is the responsibility of the local
educational agency.)

35
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C. :Description of Specialized Vocational Programs and Services '

The following is a description of programs and services
SUpervised by the Bureau of Special Programs.

1. Technology for Children''

Technology for Children (T4C) is a multi-sensory,
multi-media, hands-on apprgach to career educat,ion for all
elementary school children4(K-6) that introduces new, emeclOng
and present technologies4las well as world or work concepfl, into
the disciplines of language arts, science; mathematics and social
studies.

Principatly,-this career awareness program helps 'students
better undetstand the vast number of jobs available in
professional; service and nonprofessional fields.

2. Introduction to Vocations

Introduction to Vocations (IV) is a program designed to
provide all students in grades 6-12 with career exploration.
Intended to be taught through a team teaching approach, the
program is implemented through classroom instruction, hands-on
activities, field trips, job visitations and presentations and
demonstrations from business and industry.

Introduction to Vocations is designed specifically to bridge.
the experience gap between the'elementary career awareness
Program (Technology for Children) and 'the educational/
occupational courses and programs offered in both comprehensive
and vocational high schools.

3. Employment Orientation

Employment Orientation (EO) is a two-phas e, in-school,
hands-on vocational program designed for special,' needs students.
The program offers simulated work experiences to help students(
develop sound work habits and attitudes-and relate satisfactqrily
to their peers and superiors and a diversity of basic skill
training experiences to help them develop interests and determine
aptitudes and abilities.

Employment Orientation is 4ecifically designed to bridge
the gap between exploratory*perience (Introd4Ction.to Vocations
for special needs students)-and placement in part-time employment
(Cooperative Industrial Edubation for special need students). L

4.. Work Experience, and Career Exploration Program

The. Work Experience Career Exploration Program (WE6P) is a jd

specially designed cooperative vocational education program which
enables 14- and 15-year-old disadvantagbd, handicapped and/or
school-alienated youth-to explore caber possibilities and
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accumulate graddation credit through a combination of job-related
classroom instructionad regularly scheduled, part-time, paid'
employment. The ages' of studehtsM.igible for enrollment in the
program demands, that job placement' be in non-hazardods- -
occupations for a maximum Of'23 hours of training per week.

The ultimate goal of this program is to help
school-alienated or disadvantages youth see purpose and value in
education, develop .a, feeling of self-worth, attend school
regularly and attain the job skills that will lead to basic
employability.

5. Career/Vocational 'Guidance and Counseling

-,Career/Vocational Guidance and Counseling is a service that
'assist all persons in ide ti Eying their'prdsent level-of career'
Aevelop_ ht'needs and deve oping options for,attending to those
needs. -ThiS service incl des: indiViddal and'group counseling,

student assessment a t sting, in- service training for other
in-service pers ne an coordinatipn of prent,.conftunity,
-industry and labor res urces.-

Job placement, a/ major component of this service, places
students (ages 14 and older who are not: being served by any other
vocational educational program) in after-school, weekend and/or
vacation-time jobs. TheSejobs provide students with financial
resources and the chance to explore skills and interests that may
improve their ab lity to formulOtejurther-career plans.

6. Ex - Basecreareer Education

Experie ce-Based Career Education (EBCE) is a.career
exnforation/program designed to help high school students gain
more information about occupations, work roles and work
attitudes through unpaid, in-school and out-of-school
experiences.

/

The following are vital components of all EBCE programs:

* Career Counseling, provided in a class that meets at
least 120 minutes per Week, focuses on identifying
career interests, aptitudes and abilities;-
understanding the world of work; developing general
employability, decision-making and problem-solving
skills; and developing related academic subject skills.

In-School Career Exploration, a part of the classcroom,
expprience, provides an opportunity for students to
explore careers, of interest through the use of printed
and visual materials and community resource speakers.

Community Career. Exploration, an out-of-school ,

experience, affords students an opportunity td-spend up
to 18, hours per cluSter/communitk site in unpaid job
sampling4 This experience is supervised' by po.th a,
school-based coordinator and a sitesupprvisor,

;37
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Industrial Arts (IA) provides a planned series of
experiences and activities for_all students,(elementary through
high school) outlining the industrial and technological,, aspects
of

6

Through real and simulated,experiendes with tools, materials
and procesSes, students gain insight into industrial operations
such as (but not limited to) manufacturing,, construction,
communication and transportation /power /energy. _

. 4

These-experiences assist,students in-making career-and.,
choices,.and prepare them for entry into. advanced,.

'vocational and techni %al edudation programs.

8. New Jersey=American Industrial Arts Studen Association.

The New Jersey chapter of the American IndUitkiSrArts
Student Association (MAW it a vocational.StUdent or4anization
for elementary' middle,'junior high, and senior high school
students wbo are presently enrolled in, or have. completed,
industrial arts courses. of 4

u a

ProgramS, of AIASA Are deSigned to develop students'
leadership-skills and perSonaI abilities as they relate to the
industrial-technical world:

o

. Supervised by certified industrial arts personnel,
activities of AIASA'are integrated with classroom activities and:',
include (but are not limited to) individual/group proletts,
contests and school/community service.

9. Work Study

Work study is a noncredit financial:Support program designed
to help needy vocational students-remain in school by providing'
them with jobs outside of school hours to.helii), alleviate their,
financial problems..

Students eligible for this program must.be enrolled'in
vocational programs approvedy the_Division.of Vocational
Education and Career Preparation` and must be-between 15 and
years old. Jobs for st6dents in the program must be located in
public agencies.

Summer. Coupled Work Study

Summer coupled WorkSiudy:is a program,which'affords'needy
students;-15 to 20 years of _age an opportunity,to earn and learn
by combining. A paid work experience with meaninituf..in=s&oolo
vocational 'activity. This-program joins togitfiejecOmponents of
Work Study ah-d Employment Orientation.

..`
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Students participating in this program spend five hours a.- ;

day on the job and two hours a.";daty in.a hands-oh, 'in-school
vocational program. Jobs far'studentS in the program'must be
located in public agencie.'

11. Learning Exchange Program

The 'Learning Exchange Program (LEX) is an interagency effo"xt
providingcooperative' induStrlar Oucation-students in New Jersey
with career training and hands-on experiences not ordinarily
available tb high school students. many of the trades and
occupations for which students aret:trained are highly skillqd. nd
technical in nature, involving million dolllat aircraft and-:.4
airground eq4pment...

The agencies participating in this cooperative training are
the United States Department. of Labor; the United States
Department of Defensethe Ne:jetsey DepartmAt of Defense, the
New Jersey Department of Education and local educational
agencies.

'".Offered at localNational Guard work stations, the program
uses full-time guard4eraonnel and guard facilities to prepare
student-learners, on aone-to-on g basis, in various tradesand
occupations. ,Participating students receive a stipend equal. to
the legal fedEral minimum wage and also earn up to 15 credts
toward their diploma. LEX differs froi ther cooperative
industrial.eduCation programs in thattbe'local,board of
education, as oppOted to the employer, pays the'student's salary
and provides for the necessary proll and worker's compensation
services through a contracirwith7the State Department of.
EduCatiOn.- '1 .

Cooperat e Industrial Education for Special Needs
Students' : .

. ..
.

.
.

.COopprative Industrial Education for Special Needs Students'
(CIE III) is a 'program wherein -disadvantaged and/or class'fied:,
students work toward care wails and graduation credit t rough a
.combination of job-related clTssroom instruction an regu arly
sCheduled,14part-,eime, paid.emkacyment, both supervise y the
same teacher-coordinator. Emphasis'in this program is placed on
entry-level skills and adjustments needed ,to proceed from -.

full-time.. school to full-time employment. .,
.

.

.

..

. . . .

.
. /,

All cooperative vocational eduction programs are under the
direct supervision of the Bureau of Occupational .Programs;
however, the Bureau of Special Programs,:provides support services
*important toYthe.effective implementation and operation of
Cooperative Industrial Education programs that serve
disadvantaged and handicapped populations.

.

.

.?
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TYPES OF SPECIALIZED VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL. ..

TRAINING PROGRAM SERVICES AVAILABLE THROUGH; THE

'YPES OF PROGRAMS

BUREAU OF SPECIAL.PROGRAMS
. .

"`"- TYPES OF sceoLs
Elementary Middle Comprehensive
School School Iiigh eS.chool

q

4

Vocational
ifigit Sctiool6,

echnolo.gy for
:hildren K-6

: n troducyt iolgr to
rocatior4-6-12

:mployment
)rientation

"r.

fork Experience
tnd Career xplor-
ttion Program

:areer/Vocational Gui-
lance and Counseling

experienced -Based
:areer Education

Lndustrial Arts,.

43 American Industrial
arts Student Athsociation

fork Study and Summer x
iummer Coupled Work Study

:.earning Exchange
?rogram '`Jq

:ooperative Indus-
,:ria Education for
Special Needs Students

Services for the x x
)isa.dvantaged

Services for x x
the Handicapppd .

3erviceS for the 1.irn.7 , x
ited English Proficient- . 1

--..
dote: Regular vocational programs should be modified, where applicable, to
neet the needs of the disadvantaged, handicapped and limited-English
proficient populations: Techfiical assistance to accomplish program
nOdification is available through the Bureau of. Special Programs..
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STAFF

BUREAU OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS
OTE:* Obneral. inquiries should be directed to the bureau director; .

ngUiries Concerning specific. programs or services should be directed to
rogram service specialists.

:*

o'in A. Wanat, Director INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONS
0au of Spe.cial.Programs'
292-5822 John W. Williams, Director

Introduction to Vocations
IOINVANTAGiDAND4IMITED ENGLISH 009-292-5622
ROF/CIENT (SERVI S)

A CAREER/VOCATIONAL
1,AND COUNSELING AN

4 EXPERIENCED7BASED CAREER
IDUCATION

upert L. Brewster, Director
uredb of Special Programs
09-292-.5720

» /-

rnest.G. Colqi,Supervisor
'ocational Educati,Qn Programs
'for the Disadvantaged

09-292-5720

GUIDANCE

Dsa 'Magdalena Gelaszus,:Coordinator
imited English Pioficient Services
09-292-5726-

MPLOYMENT ORIENTATION AND
CORK EXPER1'ENCE AND CAREER
XPLORATION PROGRAM

-T'
Director
nployment,Orientation and

w4PEP c

4)9-292-5720 3,

DICAPPED AND'COOPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL
UCATION FOR SPECIAL NEEDS

aUDENTS (EniQES)

ean W. Garwood, Director
'ocational Education Programs

for the'Hamdicapped
4)9-292-5720

dchard L. Ruebling, Supervisor'
'ocational Education Prqgrams

for'the.Handicapped
109-492-:5720

NeUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION AND'AIMA

tichard u CallaA, Director
Industrial Arti Education
09-292-5720.

Itanley A. Grajewski, Supervisor
Ildustrial Arts Education
109-5720 41

Donna Cubit-Swoyer, Director
Career/Vocational Guidance

and Counseling
609-292-5720

James Rizzolo, Supervisor
Career/Vocational Guidance

and Counseling'
609-292-5720
WORK STUDY, SUMMER COUPLED
WORK STUDY AND LEARNING
EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Donald D. Jones, Director
Work Study and Learning
EiChange Program
609-292-5820

TECHNOLOGY FOR CHILDREN

EINdentral, Wesley Perusek
Associate Director, T4C
609-452,-2258

.

EIC-Edison,.Laddie Gribick
Research Associate
201-985-1533

EIC-Northeast, Samuel Kaufman
. Research AsSociate
201-731-8400 ,;/?

. EIC-Northwest, Vacant
Research Associate
201-539-0331

ETC-South; Victor Sjostroll
Research Associate
201-Z28-6000
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% .

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL'EDUCATION AND CAREER PREPARATION
225 WEST STATE'STREET

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08625

Sequence of Vocational
and

Occupational Training Programs for
StUdvts with Special Needs

Dr. William Wenzel
Assistant Commissioner of Education
Division of Vocational Education

and Career Preparation

Mr. Harold R. Seltzer
Deputy Assistant' Commissioner

Division of Vocational Education
and Career" Preparation

Mr. John A. Wanat, Director
Bureau of Special Programs

Division of Vocational Education
and Career Preparation
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Bureau of Special Programs

The primary purpose of the Bureau is to provide a continuum of
special programs through which students can develop a positive
self-concept, a career decision-making capability, a vocational
assessment,of their interests, aptitudes and abilities, and
vocational habits and attitudes prior to entering specific
occupational programs through projects of career awareness,
exploratory experiences, consumer knowledge, work experience,
vocational guidAnce andpre-vocation41 preparation.

The secondary purpose of the Bureau of Special Programs is to
interface the continuum consortium with the Bureau of
Occupational Programs, provide teacher in-service training and
develop and monitor innovative special programs.

Technology for Children (T4C): Technology for Children is a
multi-media, multi-sensory, hands-on approach to education
through the introduction to modern technologies into the existing
curriculum.

Principally, T4C will enrich the disciplines - Language Arts,
Science,.Mathematics and SoCial Studies# It will..also focuson
new, emerging, amd,present technologies to include world-of work
concepts in addotiOn to better understanding of the vast number
of jobs available in professional fields, service,
nonprofessional and individualspursuitw.

Introduction to Vocations ,(IV): The IV project is part, of the
career development concept and is, a realistic guidance program

. for all students to explore occupational opportunities. It is
organized to bean integral Part of the student's overall
educational plan. 'D Sighed as a team teaching approach,
Introduction_ to.Vocations aids students in gaining occupational/
educational-carqer exploration.. Introduction to Vocations is
implemented through classrodm'instruction, "hands -on" activities,
field trips, job visitation days and by providing speakers and
demonstrations ffom business and industry. The IntroduCtion to
Vocations program isavailable,'for 7th through 12th grade
students., Sixth-g-k-a-ae students.may be included in the program if
the l, are in a middle school si4ation.

Employment. Orielitation (E0): Aij in-schoolhands-ón, vocational
program which involves two phaseS of development: The first
phase called "simulated work: ekposes the, udent to simulated
work tasks to help him/her develop sound .4 k habits And
attitudes, and to relate satisfadtdrily to their peers and
supervisors. The second phase l'sthe "Tra ning Phase" which.

r.
provides the individual studentAiith basic skills in the
occupational areas for which theliAlave shown interest and
aptitude.
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Work Experience Career Exploration Program (Age 14-15): MECEP is
a cooperative program that is pre-cooperative education. The age
level of students, eli4ible for enrollment in the program, 14-15
year, demands that job placement be in.non-hazardous occupations
for a maximum of 23 hours'of training per week.

Career Counseling'and GU dance is proVided to assist the
individual in idenTiTyin44,his/her present level ofrcareer
development, determiningareer development needs and developing
options for attending to.those needs. This service includes
individual and group. counseling, student assessment and testing,
inservice training for.Other'educational personnel and
coordination of teacheri,p4rent, community, industry and labor
resources.

4

Also, a vital component of a comprehensive career counseling and
guidance service is job placement (age 14 and above).- ;;This is
the part or full-time job placement of students not being served
by any other vocational education program into after-school,
weekend and vacation-time jobs. These job opportunities provide
students with financial resources as well as the, opportunity to
explore skills and interests. which may improve their ability to
formulate further career plans.

Experienced-Based -Career,-Education (EBCE) is a program which
provides high school students with career exploration experiences
at work sites in the community along with career counseling and
in- school explor'ation. Its purpose is to help students gain more
realistic information about occupations and about work roles and
attitudes through non -paid experiences in the world'of work.

EBCE prograris include the following components: Career
Counseling--a class that meets for at least 120 minutes per week
which focuses on-identifying.career interests, diptitudes-and
abilities,'understanding the world.of work, general employability
skill, decision making and problem solving skills, and related
acadeMic subject skill development.

In School Career Exploration--part of the classroom Skperience
which provides ,an opportunity for 'students to explore careers of
interest through the use of printed and visual materials as well
as through community persons invited'into the School to speak
about careers.

Community Career Exploration--an experience wher0 students may
spend up t3-111-Fours per cluster/community site:to engage in
non-paid job sampling. This experience is supervised by a
school-based coordinator as well a a site supervisor.

Students may be given academic cr dit for an EBCE experience.
Students are encouraged to participate in an EBCE program in 9th
and 10th grade so'that they may move into the. appropriate
academic or vocational programs related to 'their/career goal
grades 11 and 12.
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Industrial Arts (IA) is a program of instructional and
laboratory experiences which will provide basic education for all
students, related to the industrial and technological aspects of
life. It offers opportunities to gain insite into construction,
production, recreation, and consumerism through real and
simulated experientes with tools, materials, and processes which
will equip students with the ability to make wiser 'and more
meaningful educational, career, and life-style choices, or
prepare them for entry into advanced vocational and technical
education programs.

The NenJersey Chapter of the American Industrial Arts Student
AssociatIon.is a vocational student organization for elementary,
juniOr bigh.and .senior high school students who are presently
etfrol'led in,-or have completed induitrial arts courses.

. . -
AIASA is 'deiigned, to-deelop'the leadership and personal

'Thabilities of 'students:as' they relate to the industrial-technical
,

world.
*

.

AIASA is recognized by the United States Office of Educati qp:
(USOE), the New. Jersey Department of Education, the American
Vocational Asspciation (AVA), and the student organization *.
devoted exclusively to the needs of industrial arts students.

Work Study (Age 15-20): Work study is a non-credit financial
support program which is designed to help needy vocational pupils
to remain tlin school by providing them with-a job outside, of
school hours, which will,help alleviate their financial problems.

Such pupils must be enrolled in vocational programs approved by
the. Division of Vocational Education and, Career Preparation and
they must be not more than 20 nor less ,than 15 years of age.

Learning Exchange Program (LEX): The'New Jersey Cooperative
Industrial4Education National Guard Program is a joint venture
between thti United States Department of Labor, Office of National
Training Programs;and three New Jersey agencies: Department of
Defense; the New Jersey National Guard; Department of Education,
Division of Vocational Education and Career Preparation; and
participating New Jersey local school boards. The Learning
Exchange Prograq, an extension of the existing New Jersey'
Cooperative Indistrial Education Program,,takes on a new slant by
providing career training and on-the-job experiences that,
heretofore, were unavailable to high school students.

The New Jersey studentd receive a stipend equal to the legal
fedetil minimum wage; and up to 15 credits towards their diploma
at the end,of the school year. Unlike other cooperative
indudtrial education,, programs where the emplOYer-P4Ys.the
student's salary,'thp local boards of education, through a
contract arrangement with the State:Department of Education,

'Division of Vocational Education and.Career Preparation, provide
the necessary payroll and workmen's compensation services.-
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Most of the.National'Guar ork stati'bns involve "hands-on"
experience 'Withyhighly sop isticated equipment which would not
ordinarilY.14 Available at the local high school. The rogram at
the Guard unit.S not only affords the students the opporiEunity to
work with mi1Iion.0011ar aircraft and airground equipment, but it
also proidestraining in the student's selected career field.

Disadvantaged Program Services: Vocational education fund's are
categdPidally'eatmarked to provide services forthose persons
"(other than-handicapped persons). who have academic or economic

.disadVantageS and,require special services, assistance, or
prograMs.14,0rder,to enable them to succeed in vocational
educatiOn programs:"'

TheifooWing,triteria,should be utilized in identifying students
for,disadvantaged services:

'POtential dropouts includinT'Ohronic unexcused absences
and/Or tardinets.

.

years. betbw.pioper 4radefor age.
0 .

. 1p , .Insuf.ficient,4

communication and/or computation skills
fOr.a regular vocetional program.

.

Inability to fore onsible relationships with others
, .

in the regular sch environment.
- . . _...

. .

Vocational services for thedisadVaptaged are not replacements
l'or,aCademic development, bAt theyare-intendeeto help youth
relate_education to the real `, world,:` remainin.school, and obtain
the.Skills.necessary to cope.withthe'enment; These
services pay be provided best7by'coordiniing

.

.,. , . .

gUidance/counseling, academic'remediatiOn,,skills development,
needs paSsessment/prOgramming,, teacher assiatOlce.andwork-study

.

to meet:student requirements. , ' , 2,5 , ,,,-, .\;,1,,,

Endemic to successfully servicing the'diiadyantaged 'ates.
identification, of the student, isseSSing'yOcational±!ieedand
providing teaching staff with 'the necessarab'il#ieS4.

ervices'are provided in the following, Manner':

Specially designed prograMs

a. Employment Or4ehtation
b. Work Experience Career EXpjo
c. Alternative Scholl
d. Work Study `
e. Supportive: Seryiti.es'

46
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2. Modified programs

a. Substantial individualized instruction
b. Learning modules that are manageable
c. Coordinated academic remediation
d. Flexible scheduling
e. Supportive services

Handicapped: All students in the program Will-Ape identified by
,

the Child-Study Team as being handicapped according to the
*llowing definition:

Mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired,
visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed,
crippled,:by other health impaired persons who by reason
of their handicapping condition cannot succeed voca-
tional or,consumer andhomemaking education program designed
for persons without such handicaps" and for that reason
require special educational assistance of a modified
vocational or.consumer and homemaking educationprogrAm.

MOdified Vocational Education Programs: A modified vocational
educatiOn program is defined as.a, program designed (1) to address
the-piobieMS which have led to'.a-student!s educational
disadvaniagement, and--(2) to develop thoSe skills necessary for
entry into successful, employment. ,

Modifications in the regular curriculum must be made for the
individual student based on an assessment of interess,.ciptitudes
and abilities.

el

Limited English Speaking (LES) Programs: A large :number of youth
have been identified as,LES. As students,, they "eXperience
sufficient difficulty-with the ability to 'communicate in English
that their capacity to learn is reduced to the point that they do
not substantially comprehend the course material."

LES is a disadvantagement that is identified in the Vocational
Education Act an Amendments, and it is categorically earmarked
for servicing.

In a ition to local education agency services, Community.
ational/Career Specialists--Limited English Speaking are

pated in each of the Educational' Improvement Centers. Some
cdunties provide Bi-lingual consultants to also influence4the'
participation of the LESin vocational- r grams.

ome of the services being offered the LES are listed.

Liaison between the LES community and the vocational
education community.

Promotion of career education offerings for LES.
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Development of vocational training opportunities--
through ppecially designed and modified programs.

Influeride the training ana ,eMployment of bi-ling} 14
vocational teachers._ *

- ?.-

Coopetiki4ive Vocational-Technical Education.
47-

The Bureau provides support services important to the effective
implementation and operation of cooperative vocational-technical
education programs serving'the disadvantaged,and handicapped
populations.

48
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PREFERRED SEQUENCE OF VOCATIONAL. AND OCCUPATIONAL
TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

TYPES7,0F0PROGRAMS TYPES OF.SCyOOLE

Elementary Middle Comp. Vocational
School School H.S. H.S.

Technology for
Children...K-6

Introduction to-
Vocations

Employment
Orientation

WECEP

x

VoCational.Guidante
and Counseling

Experience Based
Career EdUtation

Industrial Arts

Work Study

Learning Exchange
Program'

Disadvantaged
PrograMs

Handicapped
Programst

Cooperative.
Programs

Modified Regular
Programs.

Limited English
Speaking

x

x.

x

x

x

x

Akers: Special Needs Students who can succeed in vocational education shot
.

be scheduled into vocational programswhere they already exist in
Schools. Example: Vocational Trades, Business Education,'Health
Occupations, Agriculture, etc,.
'Direct .inqUiries t.c5:' John A. Wanat,'Director
,

. Bureau of Special Programs
(609) 292-5822
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I4quiries concerning the specific prams listed shOuld be

. .directed to:
141

Introduction to Vocations -
(609) 292-5622

. .

Employment Orientation and WECEP1- spar.S. Henderson
(609)292-5720 ,o

Vocational Guidance and Counseling andE*perj.eticed Based,
Career Educgtion - Donna Cubit-SWOYer".

1411, (609) 29,2-5720

Industrial Arts Education -4 Richard P; 'Callan
(609) 292 -5720.

ATSA Stanley Grajewski
c609) 2,92-5720

Wbrk Study -Donald Jones
414 (609) 292-5820,

Learhing Exchange Program - Donald Jones.
(609) 292-5820

Disadvantaged Programs - Rupert L. Brewster
(609),292-5720

Handicapped ProgramS.7'Dean Garwood
(609) 292-5720

Cooperative Education 1,ogramS,
(609) 292-8540

EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT CENTERS
Limited English Speaking

Israel Gonsalez - Occupatic a1 Resource Center
(201) 985-7754

Angel Carrion - EIC South-
(609) 228-k6000

Edwin Gutierrez - EICNortheast
(201) 731-800

Alfredo Rivera - EIC Northwest
(201) 539-0331

Technology for Children - Fred J. Dreves
EIC Central iLr
(609) 452-2258

50
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HELP FOR THE HANDICAPPED
FROM THE NEW JERSEY DIVISION

OF VOCATIONAL. REHABILITATION SERVICES

A physicalor mental disability doesn't have to be a barrier
to employment. Today, thousands of disabled men and women in New
Jersey are holding productive jobs and leading more meaningful
limes, thanks to help from the State's Division .of Vocational
Rehabilitation Services.

If you're a disabled person who would like a brighter
future, see your local New Jersey Rehabilitation office., A
counselor may help you get started on the road to a better job'
°find independence..

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?

io be eligible for vocational services a person must:,

1. Be at.4or near working age.
2.. Have a physical Or mental disability that is a

aubstantial handicap to employment.
3.- Be able to benefit from services of the rehabilitation

program and ableto work in a co itive or sheltered
situation.

,' Phy9ical-and mental impairment which may qualify for
services include: mental retasdation, emotional and social
maladjustments, brain injury, hearing, speech, heart defects,
diabetes, epilepsy and orthopedid disabilities.

VOCATIONAL SERVICES THAT CAN IhEAD TO A BRIGHTER FUTURE FOR THE
HANDICAPPED.

1. REHABILITATIVE EVALUATION.
Medical and vocational evaluations are required to

determine the extent of disability and to he1p determine work
potential. This examination also helps determine eligibility for
services.

oer
2.' VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING.

Each person will be given individual counseling and
guidance by a Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor, to help the
disabled person select and attain a job commensurate with his/her
ability and skills

3. MEDICAL SERVICES..
To restore or improve the disabled person's abilityfto

do a job, medical services may be provided. Such services
include medical, psychiatric and hospital care, if needed, to
reduce or remove the disability.
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4. APPLIANCES.*
Aitificial limbs, hearing aids, braces, optical aids,

wheel chairs and other prosthetic appliances may be provided, if
necessary, to increase the individuaL's work capacity-.

'd.,
5. OCCUPATIONAL EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS.*

When necessary,' tools, occupational egdipment ,and
licenses needed for employment may be provided.

6. TRAINING.*
Vocational,training to prepare the individual for

gainful employment may be secured in colleges, universities,
trade schools, on-the-job, and approved workshops.

. ROOM, BOARD-AND TRANSPORTATION.*
In selected-cases,, costs for room, board,

transportation may be provided within.dertain.limitatiOns in
order to achieve'tlie vocational goal.

8. JOB PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP.
Placing a person in a job for which they hove been

prepared is the ultimate goal'of vocational rehabilitation. The
Vocational Counselor will contaue to aid a disabled person untili
that person has been placed in a job and is doing work that is
within his/her capabilities.

FinanCial help is based upon establishment of economic need.

r?:



HOW TO APPLY.

The New Jersey Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Services maintains a network of offices throughout the state,
each staffed by rehabilitation counselors. (See list). A
handicapped person or any of these offices, or they application
below may be competed and mailed to any local office. Applicant
will be contactto4 upon rdoiipt -of application.
New Jersey DeparlEment'of Labor and.Industry, Division of
Vocational Rehablilitation Services, AdMinistrative Office: Labor
and Industry Building, 10th Floor, John Fitth Plaza, Trenton New
Jersey 08625. Telephone: 609-292-5987.

H0711' con't

CONFIDENTIAL BRIEF APPLICATION

LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE INITIAL

SS# AGE NUMBER STREET

CITY

STATE COUNTY

DISABILITY

Marital Status: ( ) 'Married
( ) Widowed
( ) Divorced

( ) Separated
( ) Never Married

Have you ever befor'e applied to this Agency?
Yes ( ) , No ( ) If so, wien?

Where?

Are you physically able to come to this office?
Yes ( ) No ( )

Does your disability interfere with your working?
Yes ( ) No ( )

.



Brennan Byrne, Governor
Johri J.,Horn, Commissioner
George R.:Chizmadia, Director

I 4

NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT 0,, LABOR AND INDUSTRY
DivisiQA of
VOCATIONAL REHAB;LITATION SERVICES
Administrative Office
Lhbor andIndustry. Building, 10th Floor
John FitCh Plaza, Trenton, AW Jersey, 08625
Tej.ephone 609 - 292 -5987

LOCAL OFFICES

Atlantic City
1545 Pactific Avenue 09401
609-345-5965
(Atlantic).

Bridgeton
39 North Laurel Street 08302
609-451-9098
(Cumberland Salem)

Camden
2600 Mt. Ephram Avenue 08104
609-757-2781; 2782; 2783
(Camden)

Cape May
.,Cape. May County Social Servidt
Center, Rts. 9 & 47 08242
Rio grande
609-729-9200, Ext., 312
(Cape May)

$.'

4

East Orange
30 Evergreen Place, 6th Floor 07018
201=648-2882; 28111.3

(Suburban Essex)

Elizabeth
1173 East Grand §treet 0720,1
201-64810800- UP
(Union)

Hadkensack
10 Blintz Place 07601
201 - 487 -7890i

(Bergen)

Hackettstown
Doctor's Park, Seber Lane 07840
A01-852-4110
(Sussex, Warren)
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Jqrsey City
2R57Aennedy Boulevard 07306
201-61SP-2929

* (Hudson)

Morristown *
1 7 Sussex Avenue,2nd Floor 07960

201-539-3'660
()Orris)

Newark
80 Alberry Street, Room 201 07;02
201-648-3367; 3445; 3493
(Essex, Newark City)

,

Nets' Brunswick
29 Ltvingston Avenue 4 NewS . 08901
201-545-8120
,(Middlesex)

'Paterson
370 Broadway 07501
1-271-7:3050 ,

.

(Paterson, Passaic, ClIftoq)
. 10
PompboQ Lake'
750 Hamburg Turnpike 07442
201 -83! -.8902

A(Pittsaic /..

Reef-Balk 0 s

Ejsrfr Bldg. 54. Broad Street 07701
2,1-8424470(i.

';;

4 iopioueff)
0.. OWm

,Somerville "
'352 E. Mjn Strpet 0876
201/626-0550 - ",

(Somerset) 6
.

Toms Rivelit 4) 1
,Dover Mall, Rts. 166 & 37 01653

'' 201-244-2020% 2122. t ...w t
(Ocean)'

f4

Trenton
150 East State Street 061i

.609-292-2940
(Mercer, Hunterdon)
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Willingboro
Rt. 130 North, Willingboro 08046
Village Mall
609-871-6800
(Bu?liagton) 0

Woodbury
79 ,Cooper Street 08096
6097848-5300
(Gloucester)-

If you do not find a nearby office listed, call or write the
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Services.

r.
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A VOCATIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR THE MILDLY RETARDED
Harry P. Bluhm

University of Utah

It is estimated that there are 6.1 million retarded personS
in the Un ted States. Approximately 2.4 million of-these
individu e children and young people under 21 years of

. Accordin o conservative, estimates, three-fourths of these
individu s could become self- supporting and another 10% to 15%
partiall self-supporting as, adults if appropriate education and
training are. given to them.

To attain these expectationS, delivery systems must be
implemented-to enable the retarded.citizen to become employed
either competitively or.under sheltered conditions. my purpose ..
is to discuss a vocational delivery system that 'its aimed
primarily at the competitive employment market. This system
consists of 'two phases, a prevocational or educational phase and
a vocational-Or work7oriented phase. The components of each
phase. are-diagrammedAn Fig. 1.

'THE-PREVOCATIONAL PHASE

The prevocational phase is educationally based and
incorporates several fundamental aspects of occupational
training. This phase generally commences at the junior high
school level and is maintained in the initial senior high
curriculum. It precedes the vocational phase, which begins in
the upper grades of ,high school an may continue at the
Postsecondary schOol leVel. Curridulum considerations provide
for the development of functional academic skills, exploratory
experiences-pertaining to the world of work; and the attainment
of'personal-social and home-living skills needed to function in
society.

o

Functional academic skills
4.

t
The purpose of academics, accOrciling to,Syden (1962), is to

vrovide retarded indiViduals with AlfOrMatiRn and experiences
that should assist themlin meeting;daily'problems finding their
place in the economic lit rld, and giving them an understanding of

li
their responsibilities citizens. BaAic skills would' be taught

I-in.reading, language,. :, d number concepts during the elementary
'years with the emphatfs taking a decidedly vocational diredtion

. .

during the junior and ithior high school- years.
I

Reading. Baroff (1974) suggeststhat a secondary reading
skills program with thb primary fOcus,on protection and
informationis necessary. The ability i toread safety and warning
signs are primary examples of the protection emphasis. Reading.
for information includes 'the functional. use o4catalogs, ,-

telephone directories, maps, classified ads, magazines,
television and movie listings, etc.

.
, *, .57%
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Language. The primary foc(astpd, language instruction is oral
expression or the effective use.). ikpressive language (Martens,
1950). Listening for comprehen _carrying on conversations,
talking on the telephone, and le to ask and answer,
questions are all critical to dep lopment.of basic
communication structure. A d writing proficiency should
also be attained by retarded i iduals, permitting them to

ther print or-cursive form.
completing various printed
business letters.

write legibly and accurately i
They shtpuld develop experienc
forms and in writing personal

v.

Number skills. The basic:
essentially be delimited to;
multiplication, short divis
relevant concepts of the ,a

0, population. The ability t
employ common units ofmea
ensure job survival.

The aPplic4tion o
living becbmewessentia . Thus r
:they kill og using.coins and bill
,164A about budgeting, banking,'

';;and wage and payroll deduct

ills,,in i Mimetic would
Ion 'and raation, althoug

it ractions are al
cuIa, for this

'time, les and schedules nd to
s emphasized in orde to

,
n
,.
l, Summary. Although fu .,acadenlig skills are accented

in the retard-ed individu ucational program, literature in
this area has suggestle

. the absence .of functional reading
! 'and number skills does *., eriously limit.the employment of
retarded individuals'in. r skilled work. ,IDI,inger (1961),indicates
thhi alast'one-half (4% of the jobs engaged in by employed
retarded i9dividuala%required no mord:writing than signing a .

paycheck or application form. Additionally; 67% of the jobs
'requirk prill* he-re g of single,words,(word recognition), and
33i required no rea at all These ifidings suggest that-at
.tY4 junior and senio li school levels the educational
experience.sho:uld not e limited: totally to academic training but
;Should also irt4pde prevosational and vocational experiences as

."';* 1 (Baroff,A174). V t
)

A , .

entation,*) thlaWorld f Work

o the activi f daily
d individualsomust develop

--,y
.
all denominations and must

oit buying, insurance, taxes,
It

Special edticaqipn teachers and/or ,School counselors have the
.r sponsibility-of onenting retarded individuals to the world of
Work: Vocational guidance dealswith the matters of occupational
choice, preparation, placement; 'and.adjustment on the job
-(London, 1973). Typically, vocational"guidance regarding career
,,.0hoice is initiated during, the latter'part of the adolescent

' wears. However, duringjunior high SChool retarded individuals
are generally introduced to the world of work through simulated

land on-the-job exploratory experiences. They learn about various
K,. occupations, participate in.industrial tours or field trips, and

experience certain jobs through in-school work situations.
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Specifically, classroom experiences .for

.

the retarded
individual would involve learning about 'the opportunitieS and
requirements'of service, clerical, agricUltural, skilled,
semi-skilled* and unskilled occupatiChS.: These seem to be the
job area's in which most retarded perSOns find employment. The
percentage of.retarded.individuals.eMplOyed in given job areas is
reported to be: service (30%), clerical (12 %), agricultural
(5.9%), skilled (5.4%), semiskilled (19.3%), unskilled (21.2%),
and family-worker' (6.2%) (President's Committed on Employment of
the Handicappeck, 196:3). .

, .

, 4

It is alSo highly recommended that parents of the retarded
be involved in this orientate n. This permits-both parties to
obtain infokmation.regarding the opportunities available, facts
about entry requirements, working conditions, duties performed,
health hazards encountered, and the rate ofjoey for each-of, the
studied occupationS: .i

Field Trips. The field trip experience provides the
retarded 'individual with firsthand information regarding
alternative career. choices. The individual becomes aware of
working conditions and worker requirements through this direct
observation methOd (London, 1973). These field trips, organized
asopart of the orientation process, pclude visits to laundries,
Medical center, hotels,-restaurants,-large retail stores, meat
paaking plants, and large farms or dairieS. It is important to
note that thg se of Audibvisual media and specialized guest
speakers is an ifective Alternative when personaldirect.\

. o4ervation is of possible. ,4
.

. .
.

Simulated work experience. The in-school simulated work
.experience provides 'another means of orienting. retarded
:individuals to.occupational alternatives.' -These. simulated
expeiiences coordinate the interests and capabilities of the
'retarded individual to the requirements of the work setting.
Common junior high.experiences include school lunch, custodial,
shop,. school office,and library clerical jobs.. The in-school.
work placement program at the,senior high level provides specific

- preparatory training experiences prior to on=the-job- training.

Personal-social and'home-living skills. The/retarded
individual must possess the requisite personal-sotial and
home-rliVing skills in'otper to function independently in society/
and becomeengagedA.n'prOductive work experiences.(5:Throughout,/
the juniorand senior high school levels, instructional
objectives should focus orb- assisting retarded inaiViduals to,:
(1) betome aware of themselves, their strengths, and their:
limitations; (2) 'develop good health' and nutritional practices;
(3) become aware of.and maintain appropriate dress and groomingt
(4) get along with other -- adults, the opposite sex, and the same
sex peeis; and 5) develop home economic skills fBatoff, 1974)..,
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Retarded individuals who are experiencing poorpeer

relationships,-feelingof inadequacy, and a tendency toward
self-depreciation'May .need counseling, services. . When a
counseling service is available the counselor should seek to
provide a much more friendly, accepting, and supportive learning
situation than would be required for nonretarded individuals with
these same feelings.1Thorne, 1960).

THE VOCATIONAL' PHASE

The primary purpose.of the vocational phase is preparation
of the retarded individual for placement in the world of work.
The components of this phase, including the evaluation of work
potential, job training, and placement, have their roots in the
trait and factor vocational theory -(Sherter,and-Stone,1968;
Zaccaria, 1970). This'theorS, provides for the following steps:

1. The traits Of. the retarded individual are to be
assessed by psychological tests and other evaluative
!tools. This permits the retarded individual and those
who work with.him or her to obtain a clear under-
standing of the individual's attitudes, abilities,
interests, ambitions, resources, and liMitations.

An assessment-ds obtained regarding-the.requirements
and'conditions for success, advantages,compensation,

oand the prospects of alternative occupational
opportunities as they relate to the retarded
individual.

3. The counselor (school and/or rehabilAation), the
special education tescheror thevocational
coordinator seeks to match the retarded individual lip
the job,with the greatest opportunity for'success.. v:

The relationship between the components of the vocational
phase and',the steps associated with the trait and factor theory
is shown in Fig. 2. BUrrow (1964) suggests that the match
betweenths,jOb and the individual is the.culmination of' the
entire job' development process. The retarded'individual's
prospects for job stability are not goodif the.matCh is not made
on ,a.completely selective basis.

The individual
strengths
and

limitations
.

'The 'bridge

Adequate Training,
and.

'effective glacement

Fig.

0

the job
(entry requirements,

working",
conditions, etc.)

Matching the' individual and the .job.
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Evaluation of work potential

The purpose of evaluating the work pbtential of,retarded
indiViduals is to determine what type of work they can do or can
be trained to do. Thisrequirds identifying the specific
abilities or assets they may-possess., The-evaluation should be
comprehensive in order to examine the retarded indiv'idual's
intellectual abilities, academic, achievement, 'manual skills,
personality traits, vocational interests, et (Patterson, 1964;
Katz, 1968, Kolstoe, 1960).

Instruments used to collect these data include standardized
tests, attitude scale vocational adjustment scales, checklists,
rating scales, personar%ocial inventories, performance scales,
interest inventories, and work samples. A basic concern
regarding the use of these instruments is their reliability and
validity. One problem with standardized tests is that4they have
not been nornipd on mentally retarded individuals, thus making
thbir reliability and validity questionable with this population
(Walthall and Jove, 1974; Katz, 1968).

.Personality inventories have been of little use with the
retarded since it is unclear whether they tap the, characteristics
'important to job success, The utilizat' of work samples for
evaluative purposes has'also been que ione ecause of the lack
of aospecified criteria.and a low co elation ith job
requirements (Patterson, 1964). Ho ver, dire t observations by
trained personnel are essential. They are usef 1 in providing
information on the retarded individual's vocational interests,,
attitudes, and work habits.

It is essential that only skilled personnel be included in
the comprehensive evaluation. The team apiAoach involving
psychologists, physicians, social workers, educational
specialists, and rehabilitation counselors is highly recommended
(Katz, 1968). The evaluation may be conducted by public schools,
sheltered workshops, or rehabilitation agencies. It may last
from several weeks to 1 or' .2 years, depending upon the'prOblems
presented by the retarded individuallHolanovich, 1972M The
evaluation of the retarded individual's work potential should be
'considered as a process of gathering, interpreting, analyzing,
and synthesiling all. vocationally significant data (Malikin and
Rusalem, 1969).

Training

The employability of the retarded individual is dependent
upon the successful deveaopment of vocational skills in 1

combination with desired personal-social skills. This goal is
attained through vocational Adjustment training and work
experiences. Personal-social factors have been recognized as the
most important- determinant of the retarded individual's
,employability (Syden, 1962; Deno, 1966). Vocational adjustment
training serves to"assist the individual in becoming dependable
and emotionally mature: Additionally, work experiences enable
the retarded individual to practice job skills in a protective
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environment under the supervision of an employer and school
official.

".Work adjustment training. Work adjustment traini is work
rather than education oriented (Daniels, 1974). It m be given',
without any specific job in mind, but generally occurs hen the
retarded individual is obtaining job training in an on-campus pr:
commdhity job. /

#

The purpose of work adjustment training is for the retarded
individual to experience actual work situations under the
guidance cif a work supervisor and counselor. During such-
training retarded individuals are oriented to the personal-social
ademands,ofthe work. environment and to the nature of work
settings. They are taught courteousness, cleanliness,,
punctuality, cooperation, tolerance toward pressures of meetings
and dealInes, and the need to work harmoniously with other
employees, to stick to given work-tasks, and to take
responsibility for work assigned (David, 1959; Stahlecker, 1964;

Daniels, 1974; Bolanovich, 1972).
_

The counselor conducting the training can assist the
retarded individual in learning appropriate behaviors and
eliminating thosethat are undesirable. Individual or group
counseling may be utilized depending upon the situation or '

problet that exists. Two techniques, role playing and behavior
modification, have been found to be very effective in a variety
of these counseling situations. Role playing'..is effelapive in.
providing retarded individuals the opportunity of.confkontkng
interpersonal problems in a simulated and shelotered environment.
Behavior modification focuses upon specific bihaViorally defined
problems incorporated within a system of consistent, feedback.
This facilitates the monitoring of client progress within a ,

designated program.structure (Halpern and Berard, 1974).

Counselors and sheltered workshop foremen,may monitor or
assess tl.10 work adjustment behavior by using one of several
vocational adjustment scales (Daniels, 1972; Bitter and =1,,

BolanoVich, 1970). The scales purport to measure job readines*
but ma, be limited by interrater variations and the lack of
empiri data correlating.measured behavior to .rehabilitation
needs, tter and Bcfanovich, 1970).

defines
.

0.;experience. Erickson '947) defnes work experience as

.,.a ans and method in the program of the school.by
which Vie learner actually produces goods'or renders
.usefu14;%ervice through participationA.n socially '

desirable activities in the community under real
conditions. (p. 355).
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Successful in-school work 5,xperiences should precede
out-of-school vocational counters These in-school work
expetiences.may be obtai t.through sheltered campus employment
and sheltered workshops.' Out-of-school experiences-result from
studeq participation in w4rk-study programs. %

Work experience serves' as a valuable testing ground for
practicing related job skills under the supervision of school
officials., The retarded indiViduals are in a proteCtive
environment where they may leain by..trial and error with no fear
of losingothe job. The practical experience they obtain serves
to help th-dm develop work,confidence (StahleCker, 1964;. KOkaska,
1964; Burdett, 1963). ,Additidnally, schpol officials -,have the
advantage-of .observing the retarded indfvidual's work attitude
and response to sppervision. ,Deficits that-are noted can be
incorporated into the vocational adjustment' program. A
disadvantage obf sheltered on-campus work experiences is that the
supervising personnel, including custodians and cafeteria
,workers, may look at the retarded individual as merely a helper
and thus fail to instruct or supervise (Hickman, 1967).

The sheltered workshop program has two basic functions:
(1) to train-retarded individuals for employment in competitive
jobs/ and (2) to provide a terminal employment opportunity for
retarded adults who cannot succeed in odmpetitive employment
conditions (Wallin, 1960; Bolanovich;..1972). As a rehabilitative
facility, the sheltered workshop' seeks tO prepare -mildly retarded
individuals for unsheltered .empldymeRt through the molding of
attitudes, vocational training,.arld.acihievement of social skills
(Zaetz, 1971; Conley,, 1973).-,-a

On-the-job training of retdYded4indiviaualS betWeen,,the ages
of 17, and 21 years is f .litated"throus0 the establishmene- of
work-study programs. ally, ilidividuals4artidipatin.i'in
wo study programs are considered tonbd emotionally stable and
so ally'mature. Physically, they should be able to pexform the
_job requirements and not represent a da%ge, to themselvee,pr
their fellow workers (Shawn, .1964). fa

,

- A 1,

The responsibility for work-Study 'programs is shared,,by etle,
local school district and community agvciet.t heal officials
must identify employers 'within the community that have jobs
suited to the needs and' limieations'of the retded client. * gps.

. Vocational rehabilitation offites 'and state employment Igencies
should. assist in this process. Once identified,Oefriployets,mUs'e,
be willing to assume responsibility for,tr4ining the retardia
individual and orienting current employees to the exceptional
needs of the retarded client: Retarded individuals-musk,thaso
accept responsibility: They must by willing to'wonk
cooperatively. with their felloW employees and supervise
personn1.- Retarded individuals who partietpate in we study
programs profit by (1) learning the characteristics d
particular job, (2) knowing what the job requirements are,-
(3) receiving assistance in job interviewing, (4) understanOin4

64-
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the purpose of wage deductions and various fringe benefits, and
(5) acquiring an identity as responsible and productive workers
(Daniels, 1974).:

JOID placement. Job placement,is the culminating activity of
the delivery system for competitive employment- It consists of
matching the right person to the right job. Job placement brings
the employer, school or rehabilitative cOunselor, and the-
retarded client together. -Burrow (1964) outlines serveral steps
a counselor.shouldjollow in securing employment for the-retarded
individual in a competitivelabor market. First-, the counselor
seeks to identify employer with jobs available,that meet the
skill' requirements of the 'retarded client., The counselOr then
discusses with the employer the needs, capabilities, and
limitations of the retarded,015.entP., When the employer and,
counselor are reasonably sur'SYthat the client-matches the job,
the.retarded individual is brought in for a-formal job interview.
Role playing of eh6 job interview should-have been previously
conducted in order to prepare the retarded,individual for this
situation. Once'tA job has been secured the counselor is
obligated to conduct follow-up assessment. on. the retarded
individual's job performance. The previously ditcussed delivery
.system will be successful if,the retarded individual,. through
continual employment in the labor f&rce, attains the expected
goal of self-sufficiency.

6
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FLOW CHART
OF

THE
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

PROCESS

Client found ineligible
bucause.criteria for
eligibility not met nr
a demonstrated lack of
interest or cooperation.

a.

811

CD

'Diagnostic
Development

16 Module I
Unit IV
HO-13

Placement Activity

Elimination of certain jobs.
Identification of possible jobs.

Referral - Name, address, phone, SS# Generation of placement - oriented

interest in VR services questions to begin to specify probable
.

[1:

jobs.

Completql application - Client eppears Identification of feasible jobs..

eligible-services explained- rights .
Identification of vocational strengths

explained. and weak

Extended Evaluation-Time is
required to assess client's % Establish job expectations. Client

work potential . agreement on vocational plan.
Vocational planning._ .

Client is being d during Non-job skill counseling and guidance.

this time to determine eligibility Restorative services.

as well as determining need for, Job and social skill training.

specific service toward a, Occupational Resource Development.

vocational goal.

,.

1
.

Client meets all criteria of eli-
gibilitygibility for services. (Vocational
goal not required at this time).

Chat plan completed.

ZoI

developedUnscceesful closure Plan Specific services are being

before services could
be provided

Development at this time and vocation
is being conducted..

objective

Vocational

Coungeling Physical and
Training

objective

and Mental obtained.

Guidance Restoration IWRP com-
pleted and
signed.

UnsuCcessful closure
(some services rendered)

4.

4.

.Client to employmen:::1

Service

Delivery

e
ct4

.24

Services are being provided at this

time.. .

, L.

ServiceService completion - client_ready for Selective

employment. Placement
Follow-up
Service
relnitiatton
Successful
closure

Eivice Interruption

Closed successfully rehabilitatMd.
Client suitably employed for a
minimum of 60 days

Post Employment Services - shor4 term

services to aegist elient to remain

employed.
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Module I

AWARENESS OF STUDENTS WITH'SPECIAL
NEEDS AND THE PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE

Unit I: SPECIAL NEEDS, STUDENTS

TRANSPARENCIES: T1
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Student

Vocational Personnel

School Counselor

Rehabilitation
Counselor
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Modu,le I
Unit III
T2

V.th AMENDMENT

All persons born, or natnalizeti in he United 'States and 'subject
to the jurisdiction tliereof, atte citizens of . the United. States
and of the state wherein' they reside;' No state 'shall make or
enforce any law which shall ebridge 'the privileges or immunities,
of citizens of the United ,StaUes: ,nOr shall any state depriVq any
person of life, libel-trot 'prQpprty wtAput due process sid
,law, nor deny any person vithin.t.he juri:scliction equ41 p tect*on

4

16-

of the laws... 6.

ali. ' d i

,.. f
. -.

: \\t
: .,

i t: !ter ...r tr . .m, :
. . T

. 1. ,.
Vocational` ftejlabi4ita.tiefti Act, .of14973.

-,.. ,,,,
- A . ''

` Sedr.ion.504. 1,

i

i :01v.": . , T.
.

' w 4-.,11-

c) otherwise qualified hanciiic*Dpecti i ii.r.idisin,:'thi Uriitid- ,'-:,-0'tates shall, solely be reason, of itii handicap, ke'.4xcluded...frpte,-
, -,,

,the-particii*tion in, beYdeniegi itlthe, be fitS.;,of ,I`Cii-.14ie. Silbjected
to disCr,imination under 4n17,prog or tii-kty xeclieiviiig Fedpgal_

-, ,,,,, ...inancial AsSistance. !..1 ^ ...it,. ,

a 20* '',. " PiV1/4?;
Ai.

%! 1

, -Guarantees appropriate special
eduCation. and' regular program
accessibility to .all Athericansr,

.

:compaeres..6, =
1442

all AMO-ricaris-.regar less
'of, age..,
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Unit III ,

T3

RIGHTS AND PROTECTIONS IN P.L. 94-142 AND SECTION 504

Assurance of the:Availability of a free, appropriate,public
education,for all handicapped children',

assurance of the development and implementation of an
individualiZed education program for all handicapped
children,

A guarantee of/ "due process" or complete due procedural
safeguards,

assurance of education being provided in the "least
restrictive' environment,"

,

assurance of noridiscriMinatOry testing and evaluation,

a guarantee Of policies and procedures to protect the
confidentiality of data and information,

assurance of policy guaranteeing "free" appropriate
education at no cost to parent /guardian,

assurance of a surrogate for any child when
parents/guardians are either 'unknown or unavailable or when
child'is a legal ward Of the state..'..

71
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION LEGISLATION
P.L.: 94-142

SUMMARY

Module I
'Unit III
T4

Improve4Planning in the use of tall resources available
for vocational education and manpower training.

Extend, improve and maintain existinglograms.

Develop new programs.

.r

Overcome.sex.discrimination and sex stereotyping in
vocational education..

Provide part-time employment for youths who need the
earnings in order to continue their vocational
training, so that persons of all ages can have ready
access to training and retraining which is of high
quality.

c.y

rl,
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Module 1-
Unit III
T5. ,

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION LEdiSLATION
P.L. 94 -4.8 ?; .%

(Title II of the Educltion Amendmenta ict of 1976)

MAJOR COMPONENTS AND SECTIONS

Three. major sections:

Part
Part

A - for state vocational education programs
B - for national programs which are the Commissioner's

discretionary-programs
Part C - definitions

PART A - Subpart L

Sex-bias personnel
Indians
Allocation of funds
Five-year plan Annual plan
Planning funds & state

administration'
State and local advisory

councils
National priority prOgrains
Federal andatate evaluations

,PART B

Subpart II, III, IV

Basic grants
program Improvement and

Supportive Seri/ices
Special Programs foT the

Disadvantaged.

Consumer and Hompmaking,
Educatio.

1

Training & Development'Programa for,Vocational-Education
Personnel

Bilingual Vocational Training
Emergency Assistance for Remodeling and Renovation o

VocatiOnal Educational Facilities
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Module I
Unit III
T6

PARTICIPANTSIN IEP CONFERENCE FOR A STUDENT VLACED IN.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Input into IEP Implem6ntation Annual
PlannIng Meeting Reviewng

e

Parent/Guardian

Student X 0

Child Study Team
Psychologist 0

Learning Consultant 0 0

Social Worker 0

Special. Education
Instructor

Vocational Instructor

Guidance Counselor

Vocational
Rehabilitation
CoUntelor 0

Itinerant' Tea.cher
VH

'ESL Instructor/
Interpreter

Voc. Ed. Administrator.

Special Education
Administrator

School Nurse

other Specialists,

0

0

0

0'

0

0

4

X4 Participation in meeting.is required by lalk
0 Participating'in meeting is desirable.

Important to review notes before presenting.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS OF CLASSIFICATIONS

Module 1
Unit



6:28-1.2 Definitions

4'

'

The following words and-terms, when used in these regul tions,
shall have the following meanings unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise.

"Classification officer!' means a person-designated by the
Commissioner of Education to conduct impartieil hearings
consistent with thesekegulations.

"Educationally handicapping conditiOn" means onewhichilnpairs,
the pupil 'physically, emotionally, intellectually, academically
or socially to such an extent that special education and related
.services as atermined and described in these regulations are
necessary to provide'a free'and appropriate education. These
conditions shall include:

.9

"Auditorily handicapped" means an inability to hear.within
normal limits due to physical impairment or dysfunction of
auditory mechanisms as distinguiShed by thefollowing:

1. "Deaf" means loss of hearin4, which is so severe that
the pupil is impaired in.prOcesSinq linguistic
informatibn through hearing, with or.without
amplification and educational information is adversely
affected.

2. "Hard.of hearing" means a loss of hearing, which may be'
. permanent-or flsactuating and adversely affects .a

pupil's educatpbcal performance, but which is not
severe enough to warrant, classification ,of ,a pupil

0. as' "deaf."

"Chronidally ill" pans a temporary or permanent healthy
conditionhahich makes it impractical to receive adequate
instructign through :a regular scriool-program and is.distin-
guished bu. the fdlloWing:,

4/, 4

A,dhronic illness'4,means.a,chrionic condition such as
tuberdulosiswered i'itaUty, cardiac condition,

' leukemia f asthma, seizure disorders, ar.other physical-
Which make it iMpractical for the child. , to

redeivii,a4eqUaVe inStruc'tiOn,t_lirough the regular school
rograt. !

"Eligible foi home instructadn means a 1.eMpora6;
ij.lness or,,injury which requiies individtkized
instructidd, to be provided to,pupils 6phaned to their
homes or hospitals for a short period :)f time as' "
determined by the school physician. . :'



'"Communication_ handicapped" means impaired native speech or
language that is outside-the range of acceptable variation
and adversely afftcts a pupil's educational performance and/or
interpersonal relationships'and is not due primarily to hearing`-
impaiiment'as defined Under."Auditorily handicapped,r as
distinguished by the following:

4
).

1. "Communication liandOtapped" means a communication
disorder'infiatiVe,apeech'or language to aesevere
extent which' setiously interfereswith the ability to

.

use oral language/to communicate;

2. "Eligible for speech correction services" means a
condtion charaCteri7zed by the presence of defect*ve
and incorrect sounds, including subS,titutions,
'omissions, additiOna, distortions, of the speech sounds ,.

and other,speecpimpediments as defined in rules and
regulations pursdarit to. Public Law. 94-142 which require
individualized inAruction by a speech correctionist
(and is not ''due primarily to-hearing impairment. as
"defined under "Auditorily handicapped"). This Oetini-
tion does 'pot include pupils participating in language.
programsoConducted,by speech correctionists on a
general basis.

"Emotionally disturbed" means the exhibiting of behavioral - -
disOrders over an extended period of time which advertely'affects
.edubaitional performance and may be characterized'bir any of'the
following manifestations: an inability to,learn,which Cannot-be
explained by intellectual, sensory or health' factors; an
inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal
relationships;---inappropriate_loehaviors-,or feelings under-normal
circumstances; a general orpervasive mood of unhappiness or
depression; and/or.the development of. physical symptoms or
irrational fears relating to,personal or school problems. This
definition does no "include social Maladjustment as described in
.these regulations.

"Mentally retarded" means possessing an intelleCtual capacity
below the average-range of intelligence and having deficits in
adaptive behavior which adversely affect educational perforal4nce
and social functiorang as distinguished bythe following": 'V

1. "Educable" means a level of retardation.whicb is character-.
ized by intellectual capacity, as measured by clinical
test of intelligence, within a range encompassing
approximately one-and one-half to three standard.devitions
below the-Mean and A low level of abilitY,to think ,

abstractlY;

2. "Trainable" A-ans a level of retardation which is
characterized by intellectual capacity, as measured by a
standardized clinical test of intelligence, which falls
beyond three standard deviations below the mean;'an ability
to usebsymbois in the solution. ot\problems of even low
complexity; and an inability to function socially without
direct and close supervision;
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3:\ "Eligible fin. day training" means a level of retardation
characterized by an inability to give evidence to a basic
child team of understanding and responding in a positive
manner to simple directions expressed in the mode of.primaty4
communication and to express basic wants or needs due to
mental retardation.

"Multiply handicapped" means the presence of two or more 44 -

educationally handicapped conditions which interact and result 0,
problems 'so complex that placement, in programs designed for
single handicapping condition will not result in significantly
meaningful educational growth and achievement. All such
educational handicaps shall be indicated for classification of Pl.
the pupil. Eligibility for speech correction services as defined
in these regulations shall not be indicated as one of the
,handicapping conditions which form the;basis for a pupil being
classified "Multiply handicapped."

"Neurologically or perceptually impaired" means impairment in the
ability to process information due to physiological,
organizational or integrational internal dysfunction which is not
the result of any other handicapping condition as defined 4n
these regdlations. The condition is distinguished by the
following:

r

1. "Neurologically impaired" means a severe and specific
impairment, didorder or dysfunction of the central or
peripheral, nervous system which adversely affects the
educational performance of a pupil and is not manifested
as any other educationally handicapping conditions described
'in'these'regulations;.

2. "Perceptually impaired" means the exhibiting of a specific
learning disability,due to a disorder in one or more of the
basic psychological processes involved in understanding and
learning and which affects the ability to listen, think,
speak, read, write, spell and learn arithmetic to the extent
that special, education and related services are necessary
for achievement and successful performance in an educational
program. _This definition does not include the manifestation
of learning problems which are due primarily to any of the
other educationally handicapping conditions described'in
these regulations or to environmental, cultural or economic
disadvantage.

"Orthopedically handicapped" means a condition which, because of
malformation, malfunction or loss of bones, muscles, or body
tissue, necessitates special education or related services,
special equipment, or special facilities to permit functioning of
normal learning processes, participation in regular school
activities and maintenance of interpersonal relationships.

"Socially maladjusted" means a pattern of social interaction
which is characterized py conflicts which'cannot be resolved
adequately with the assistance of authority figures, or behavior
that seriously interferes with the well-being or the property of
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others ana is not due to. emotiona disturbance as defined in
these regulations.

"Visually handicapped" means an inability to use ocular
meckanisms to see within normal limits as defined by the
following:

1. ,"Blind" means'a condition in which visual acuity, with
correction, is 20/200 or pooier in the better eye and
rich necessitates a knowledge and skill in the use of
special devices or techniques, such as Braille, for
educational purposes';

2. "Partially sighted" means0"a condition in which visual
.acuity, with correction, is 20/70 or poorer in either eye,
or, as a result of some fz4.ctors involved in visual

A functioning,, inhibits thd'effective functioningjn a_
learning environment without special eftcation or related
services.

4

"Free appropriate education" means special education and related
services which conform to the following criteria: A

The services are provided at public expense, uncle( public
supervision and direction, an0 without charge to parents or
'guardians; with the exception of incidental fees normally
charged to non-handicapped pupils..

7
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APPENDIX B

SIMULATION ACTIVITIES
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GENERAL
WHAT IS A HANDICAP?*

OIjectives:
1: To'help participants deal with general stereotypes

associated with the word !"handicapped."

2. To.Obtaiff,a realistic definition of the word'
"hendicapped."'.This exercise is recommended to close
a workshop program since'it provides the participants
with an opportunity to express new insight towards
handicapped people as individuals. Participants 'learn
that handicap is defined by the demands of one's
environment.

Group Size:
Flexible.

Time Period:
20-30 minutes.

Materials : .
Newsprint (or large sheets of paper).

. !

Physical Setting:
Large empty room with numbers 1-10 taped on the wall about
'every 5 feet."

Procedure:
1. Each group or sub-group is asked by group facilitators

to define the word "handicap".4(This should take no
more than 5 minutes.

2. The workshop leader writes the definitions on'a black-
. boa'1 or onmewsprint chart. 4 r .

3. Works op, leader then asks participants to standin the >

middl of the room and says, "It's nice to see sucha
larg group of non7handicappednprmal people."

4. WiorkEn leader reads the follOwidg, list and pauses .

aft pre each statement to allow participants time to move

to the Lopropriate location. . '
i!"Now I/ would like everyone wearing eye glasses over at

1."
"Everyone who is left-handed at #2."
verypine who does not have a Master's degree go to

"Everyone who does notknow to d6ve a car go tcrifiL",
"Everyone who, does not -know how toswim,(Wto #5."
"EveryOne who does not know how ITPiTamuspical

1or-instruMent go. to 16." .

"Everyone who doesnt know aiforeign'language go to

#7."
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who can't type more than-6 WPM go to #8."
to doesn't know how to ski (snow or water)

ho can't do more than 20 p\ush-ups in 5
to #10."

Follow-up:
Follow -up, di'` sion questions may include
I. Do you sti 1 want to seep the, definition of handicap

4you mad.4p?
.2 -. How man't.of you "normal"'people were 4und to be

%

handica ed? How many, multiply handibapped?-,f

3. Leader:Y y wish to'distinguish the term "handiCap" from
"..-"disabiAty."

*This exercise is good for the conclusiori of a workshop.



GENERAL
WE AND THEM

Objectives:
1. To explore the reactions of society to those who have a

visible stigma.
2. To explore the reactions of people who are stigmatized

to themselves.
3. To focus on coping mechanisms of people who are visibly

different.-

GroUp Size:
Flexible.

Time Period:
Approximately hour.

Materialt
.

Any stigmatizing element (ski mask\ stocking over head, work
gloves, body paint, bare feet,, etc. or, any' of thp simulated
differences used in this bOok.)

Physical Setting:
EnClosed area large enough for participants to move, freely.

Procedure:
'1. The objectives of this exercise are briefly discussed.
2. ,The participant's are divided into 2 groups.
3. One group leaves the area while the facilitator

instructs the other group on how to wear the
stigmatizing agent.

(
4. Any member of this group who does not wish to wear the

stigma may-join the other,group. (Facilitator should
not initiate this option, but can offer-it in response
to a participant's problem.)

5. The group outside returns to the area.
6. The. two groups are. told that theyare.free to interact

in whatever way they feel comfortable.
7. Theinteractionbeginsandisteminated after

approximately 20 minutes.
8. Facilitator should note any ign-ificant behavior

patterns in how the individuals/groups react to each
other.

r

Variations: .

used

r

1. Any agent can be sed to create a difference.(ability
to speak, ability to move hands, one group can have
food, etc.). . ,

. . .

2. The different groups can engage in other exercises..
3. The group can be so Aivided that either group has a

much greater number of participants.

Follow-up:
The entire group discusses the interaction in terms of the
stated objectives. The facilitator should share his
observations.
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FEARS AND HANDICAPS

Objectives:

.

GENERAL

1. To explore common fears about different handicaps.
2. To determine which handicap ds 'feared the most.
'3. To explore the realistic basis for these fears.

Group Size:
Flexible.

Time Period:
Approximately 30 minutes.

Materia;S:
MaZker and 'large sheet of'aper (to be' taped, on wail).

.

Physical Setting:
Average Room.

.

1

Procedure:
1. Participants are asked,'"Which'handicap would you fear

the most if it happened to you?"
2. Facilitator poAlS pattieipants oncwho would fear each \,

handicap and writes tally number next to the,handicap?
3. Facilitator writes responses on paper.

Follow-up; .
, .

Participants are asked to discuss the basis for their fears:
Expect persellal experiences', family or friends.to be

.

mentioned rdlated to feelings about handicap fears. 'Facili-
tators should be prepared to provide factual information
concerning the various handicapcs. ,

.
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FEEDING
.GENERAI

-

.

Objectives: . , .-

.
1. To experience the'feelings of dependency. -

2. To discover 0i...elicit attitudes toward, people who are
dependent.

. -. . r
3. To study, different' feeding techniques

'Group Size:. - ../
Dyads - any number /

4.

Time Period:
20-30 minutes.

.Materials 4

1. Three or four different foods such as soup, meat,
beverage,.fruit, vegetable, sandwich,' etc: ,

2. Eating utensils and straws. .v

Physical Setting:
Dining area. ..,

Procedure:.
1. The, group is asked to forth dyads, preferably with

.people with whom they feel comfortable,
2; Dyads are asked to be seatedst the tables.
3. T e following instructions a given:

a. A feeds B in any manner agreed upon.
b. B may not use his hands in this task.

A must eat his own me 1.
4. T food is served and-thetheal is'begun.

Variations: '

I. Aoane B-Caril switch roles for the second half of the"'
.meal.. u

.

2. Participants cannot speak for the first half of the
.meal but can converse for the second half.

Follow7up:' 0

After the meal is finished, the group facilitator asks the
.Aparticipantswhat they'thought the objectives were. The
facilitator should offer his observations as tb any
underlying messages the participants in-each dyad were
giving to each other. The feelipgs of frustration should
also be discussed.



1/4 .

VISUALLY IMPAIRED
BLIND WALK 0

4 A
Objettives:

1. To increase awareness of the severely visually 1

,handicapped.
2

.1

To rely on other senses to compensate for the loss

-
of sight. 0<,

3. To experiencebeing dep ndent on another person.

Gr up Si z e: \ .

Dyads - any number. 1/4.

Time Period:
20 minutes.

4
Materials

1. A roll of cellophane (plastic food wrap) and tahite
household glue. The .celloph'ttne is,folded four. times
to form 1.5 inch, strip with glue liberlly- applied
between the folds. Thip mask could- eilber be'tied
around the person's head or attached by putting a
rubber band rthrough holes At the ends of the 'strip.

2. --lacilitators supply food and various objects for
participants to tou , taste and,smell (flowers,

- sandp er, frtt, cookies, perfume, whipped cream,
etc.). -

Physical Sating:
An area large enough for peop

Ie

freely walk around..
Dyads sh uld feel free to wand r around the building and/or
grounds.

P
7ProcedUre:

. r

1. The ves are briefl disCussed.
2. Participants are asked to pair off with someone they

Teel comfortable with.
. 3. One participant in the dyad wears the mask. Be sure

that it obscures most of his/her vision (or covers
the eyes adequately).

4. The facilitator explains that "the partner with.sight
should provide his blind companion with as many
opportunities in.learning about the environment as
-possible. Now begin leading your blind partner around
the building to touch, smell and taste."

5. Participants are also told that after about five
minutes they are to switch ,roles (blind partners should
not be allowed to wander.alone!).

Follow-up:
DietuPPion could be accoAlished by asking two pairs to form
a group of four and share their experience in relation to:
1. How it felt to be blind.
2. HoW' it f' It to be led around.
3.' How it f It to lead someone else.
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$LIND WORKER
Objectives:

I. To experience,the frustration of not beinqablp to
communicate adequately.

2. To experience the feeling of -aepen4ency.
3. To emphasize effective-teamwork.
4. To increase awareness of the visually impaired and

other a.spec s of being disabled:

. VISUALLY IMPAIRED

Group size:
Dyads - any number.

Time peribd:
Approximately 45 minutes.

,

Materials:
1. A roll of cellophane. (plastic. food .wrap) and white I\

household.glue. The cellophane is folded four times /

to form 1.5 inch strip with glue Aberally applied be-
tween the.foldss, !This mask could either be tied around
the person's head or attached by putting a rubber band
through holes at the ends of the strip.

2. 'Handout 1'. Application for Employment.

Physical Setting:
Room large enough for dyads to have adequate work space and
freedom from noise intdi-ference.

Procedure:
1. The objectives are briefly discussed.
2. Dyads are formed.
3. Participants in each1cjyad identify themselves as the

worker or the helper.,
4. The worker ears the mask. /
5. The handou is distributed.
6. The fol ing instructions are given:

a. the worker is responsible for filling out the
form. 4

The helper must /use only verbal instructions in
helping the worker complete the form.

c. The helper,cannot touch either the_worker or the
form. ,

7. The process begins and after 15 mj.nutes participants in
each dyad switch roles.

Follo up: I ' 4

Th ntire group' discusses the feeling shared in each dy'ad.
Facilitators should emphasize 'the 'stated objectives
especially the feeling of dependency and the frustration of
not being able to communicate effectively.
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HEARING IMPAIRED
WHAT DID YOU SAY? ,

Objectives: .

11 .

1. To increase awareness toward persons with different
types of hearing loss.

2. To understand-that a hearing.-loss is .a handicap which,
hinders social communication and academic learning.

Group Size: .

Flexible.

Time Period:
,15-20 minutes.

4

Physical Setting:
Average room.

Procedure:
1. The objectives are\briefly discussed.
2. One person reads a short paragraph in enormally loud

voice.
3. Another reads it again while the other participants

blocs their ears as effectively as possible '( this
stim lates a,ponauctive hearing_oss common in school-

, aged children).
4. Anot er readsit'again, this time. while talking with

)his hand over his mouth or with a folded handkerchief
held over" his mouth (children with sensory-neural
losses hear sound at a softer level than normal.; and
with much distortion). 6

5. Have the group .listtn to a- transistor radio that is set
at a station emitting a lot of static distortion.
(Children using hearing aids that:are.improperly fitted
or damaged often hear this type of static.)

Variations:
For larger groups, the facilitator could read each
paragraph. ,

Follow-up:
After participants have the opportunity to listen to each
paragraph, discussions should relate to the difficulty
communicating with a- hearing loss.

o

PA GRAPH

Educational prograps are not the same for all homing- impaired
children. While some are able te5 do well in a Agular classroom,
others need special attention from resource personnel. The
degree.and type of loss/ as 1.41.1 as the child's intelligence and
motivation are some of-the factors affecting his ability to cope
in the school setting.) . '7



COMMUNICATION DISORDERS

COMMUNICATION WITHOUT SPOKEN -WORDS

Objectivest. . /

1. To facilitate communication among patticipants.
2. To increase awareness of people with no. speech..
3. To give participants practice in non-Verbally

'expressing a need.

Group Sizes:
Pairs - any number.

Time Period:
-. Approximately 15 minutes.

Materials:..
None required.

Physical Setting:
*. Room large enough for dyads to be seated

Move freely.
ble'and t

Procedure:.
1. Participants are told; "Find someone in the room whom

you would, life to meet and without using spoken w.64dp,' \
.sounds, or writing, let them know you would like to get
acquainted." .

2. After two to three minutes, participants are told;."Now
that you 'have found another person,,Sit down facing one
another and introduce.yourself by telling yodr partner
something about yourself,. but remember, You*gannot..use
words or spoken sounds."

Follow-up:
After about five minutes,.leaderStates, "Now you ay:use.
words. See if you were'ableto understand what yo r partner,
was saying. Alsoshare how it felt not to use sp en words,
why-you chose Vhe way you did, to introduce-Yourself,'W
perhaps, why you chose the partner you did:" The whore.
group -can relate how it felt trying to understand .a
non-talking person., The grbupis asked to consider what the
objectivas of the exarcisemight have been.

N*Comment :
exercise is a gdod icebreaker for most workshops.
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VAGUE TIED
SPEECH

.-- Objectives:
1.' To increase awareness of different types of speech--`impairments.
2. To'develop an understanding' of tbe frustrations

experienced by speech and language disabled children.

Group Size:
Sub-groups of four participants.

Time Period:
15 minutes.

Materials
Four index cards, with a different paragraph on each (see
below)..

.Physical Setting:.
Average room.

.

'Prodedure: .

_,.

1. Each participant selects an index card ,with a
partiCular speech impedi t: _stuttering,
articulation,'language average speaker.

2. Each reads his paragr ph in turn.

Variations:
'Facilitator could read eadh selection for a larger group.

Follow7up:
, After each paragraph has been.read, dis'cussion should relate
to.both the listener's and speaker's feelings during
..communication. EMphasis should be on the speaker's
frutrations' in communication.

:Facilitator prepares index,!pards with the following, one
paragraph per card? n.

A.
, .

Averae:speaker: A. speech handicap is not a laughingg
matter,:asA.t can be.extremely embarrassing to the
speaker.. Even amild disorder can. cause a
,misunderstanding. .

IlrticulatiOn-discirder:- A thpeech handicap ith not a
).aughing. matta,ath. it can be ekthtwemely eMbawathing
.to the thpeaka.,.. EvaH:a mild .dithawda can.Cauthe a
mithundathtanding.
Stuttering:,A-a-a-a ssspeech h- h- h- handicap is not
a -a -a 1 -1- laughing m-matter,'a7a7as it c-c-can be, uhi
you Xnaw, uh very,embaaaarrassing to, the -the ssspeaker.
EeeVeram-mild dis-dis-disorder can cause a (cough).
mis=mis-Mis-misunderstanding.

D. Language-impaired: Trouble speech not funny. No
laughing thing.iSl, Talk fepll.hurt,. sad. Not know say
words.



FOOT PICK-UP

Objectives:
1. To increase awareness about people with -sexpre physical

handicaps.
2. To exploie behaviors in helping relationships.

.3. To experience gdapting to a physical limitation.

Group Size:
A maximum 'of 10 participants' in each group. At least two
grolips should...participate in the exercise.

Time Period:.
15-20 minutes.

ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED

'Materials:
1. One box or waste basket per group.

1 2. At least 40 unsharpened pencils per group..
3, Index cards. For each group of 10, eight (80%) should

have the letter H, two (20%) the letters N-H.

Physical Setting:
Average size.

.Procedure:

I

1. The objectives are briefly discussed.
Participants are divided into about seven sub-groups.

3. Participants are asked to sit in a large circle.
4. The boxes,or. baskets are placed in the center of each

sub-group with pencils scattered on the floor.
5. Facilitator' has participants dra. b a card.
6. Facilitator states, "This Is a game. Your task is

simply for each of you to pick up 4 pencils and plebe
them in the box or basket. The group that has the most
pencils, picked up at the time the game ends, wins.

N6,

It's that simple." The game ends in 10 minutes or
until one team finishes first.

Those of you;With cards marked H are handicapped. Your
special handicap is that you do not have use of your
upper limbs. You may take off shoes, or socks.
Remember you cannot use your hands or upper limbs but
can.u.se any other means. Those of you with N-H cards
'are not handicapped.

Variations:
Different activities could be done with feet. (passing
pencils down a line, writing .one's name,.etc.)
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!,liRTHOPEDICALLY HANDICgETED,

Followltp:*
H members should share how they felt. Did they resent the
V-H members? Did they want the N-H members' help or, if-
the N-H members offered help, did the H's, want to do it
themselves? How clia the N-H people feel - - Ineasy,Aguilty
or perhaps, in this case, envious for np being allowed to
do it the hard way? .
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ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED

THE ROBOT WALK
Objectives:

1. To, experience walking with long-leg-braces-(such as
those worn by people with polio, arthritis, spinal
cord injury, etc.)*;

2. To experience ambulatory problems.
3. To experience the frustration of not being able to keep

up physically with peers.

.GrAp Size:
DyadS -6 any number.

Time Period:
15-20 mites.

Materials:
1. Enough pairs of sticks (about 2 feet long).
2. Ace Bandages (or cord);

Physical Setting:
Area with a variety of settings (stairs, bathroom, etc.).

Procedure:
1. The objectives are briefly discussed.
2. Participants are paired and only one wears the sticks

at a time.
3. One stick is attached. , to each of the participants'

legs.
4. Participants are asked to:

a. Walk a straight line.
b. Climb stairs.
c. Sit on a chair.
d.. Maneuver in a bathroom

Follow-up:

Follow-up discussion focuses on the objectives in terms of
the frustration of having a walking limitation.
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FINE MOTOR COORDINATOR

MY FINGERS DON'T WORK

Objectives:
1. To experience poor fine motor coordination (such

handicaps atikcerebral.palsy,,Parkinsonst quadriplegia,1
etc.)

2. To experience the frustration of not being able to,
perform simple tasks.

Group Size:
Flexible.

Time Period:
15-20 minutes.

-

Materials: 1 4

1. One pair of work gloves per participant. ('ingers
sbbuld be stuffed with tissues.)

2. OIe pair of scissors per participant.
3.. Sheet of paper.

Physical Setting:
Average size.

Procedure:
1. The objectives are briefly.discussed.
2. ' Participants are asked to untie their shoes.
3. Each participant is given a pair of work gloves to put

on. (Gloves should be worn on opposite hands.)
4. Participants are a'sked to:

a. Tie shoes.
b. Fold a paper.
c. Zip up or button an article:of clothing.
d. Pick up some money from the floor.
e. Cut paper.

Variations:
Group leader might wish to communicate impatience with
group's slowness in performing various fine motor tasks
during exercise. Later, the group's feelings about the
additional "pressure" of the group leader might be
discussed related to how a handicapped individual might
feel about not performing up to expectations.

Follow-up:
Follow-up discussion should include discussion of the
frustration of not having one's fingers perform as expected.
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FINE MOTOR COORDINATOR

STICK FINGERS

Objectipes:
1. To expeirience the lack of fine motor coordination
6 similar to an arthritic condition.

2. To experience- the frustration of not being able to
perform simple fine motor tasks. ,

,
Group Sizd:

Flexible.

Time Period:
15-20 minutes.

Materials:
1. Tongue deprjsors or revel sticks.
2. Masking tape.
3. Pencil and lined paper.

Physical Setting:
Average room.

Procedure:
1. ObjectiV 16re briefly discussed.
2. A tongue eOressor or revel stick is taped to the back

of each f nger-on the dominant hand so that the fingers
do not ,bend.

3. Each participant is asked tto:
a. Write their name, addieess and telephone number on

the top, right-hand corner of the sheet of lined
paper.

b. Draw a picture of a-person.

Follow-up:
Follow-up discussion stNuld relate to the problems faced by
persons with severe arthritis or other fine motor
coordination problems.
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PERCEPTUALLY IMPAIRED

WALK A STRAIGHT LINE

Objectives:
, 1. To experience the frustration of perceptually

handicapped or "clumsy" children.
2. To experience a frustrating situation.

Group Size:
10 or fewer is recommended as only one participant at a time
performs the task.

Time Period:
Approximately 10-15 minutes, (depending on group size).

Materials:.
1. '5 to -7 chairs.
2. 20 diopter.priams. with left displacement.

Physical Setting:
Moderately large rock= with 5 to 7 chairs placed in such a
way as to form a fairly narrow path through a maze.
(See Figure 1.)

Procedure:
1. The objectives are:brieflY discussed.
2. Participants put on prisms one at.a time.
3. They are told to take.turns and walk the path but try

not to touch the chairwhile going'through the maze.
4. The facilitator stands at.the otherend of the "chair'

maze" and instructs each,participaAt to Col7nt the
number of fingerd flashed" (two-three-one, etc.) 'and
asks each participant to.name them while attempting to
walk through the maid. Tne:finger flashing keeps the
participants'view and related perception at a high
level of distortion, increasing frequency of chair
bumps..

Follow-up:
.

o.,
Follow-up discussion should relate to the objectives. Thdse
question's could be asked: .

cC
a. "How did ou feel when ""you unexpectedly banged yourself

on a ch it.
b. "Did y u notice if you had trouble with your balance?"
c. "How co ld we relate this to a type of handicap ? ".

*
These prisms can be ordered froM an optical supply company, but
they are relatively expensive. Most departments of psychology or
physics at a local college or university would' have them and may
lend them for the exercise. Prisms should be attached to a pair
of goggles or noncorrective glasses.
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PERCEPTUALLY IMPAIRED

MIRROR WRITING
4

Objectives:, s:129.

To experience the problems of the perbeptually
handicapped and other 19arning disabled children.

2. :_To experience a frustrating situation..

Group 'Seize:
'About six participants ge,r.appar-atus.

r-

Time Period:
Approximately 1-5 minutes.

Materials: )

1J Mirror Tracer (Fig.2)*
2. Enough copies of doubleline star (Fig. 3)
3. Blank paper

Physical Setting:
Average room with table and chair.

Procedure:
'114 1. The'objectives are briefly discussed.

2. The apparatus is placed on the table with a sheet of
paper under it.

3, Participants are asked to sit at the table one at a
time.

4. They are each told to "look_thrOughe apparatus and
start tracin9 the _star, YoUr lines` must stay between
the,twO.linedelineating the star."

5. After.the.participant attempts this task, he/she is
told; "Now try to write these letters and numbers as
we dictate them to.you: 7-p-z-g-s-b-e-2-q-3-c-d."

Variations; 4

Any` manual task could be substituted, such as tying a-bow,
copying a block design, etc.

Follow-up:
Follow-up discussion should focus on the objectives. Some
questions which. may help are:
a. . "How did you feel when your hand seemed out of

control?" 4

b. "How did you feel when you checked your numbers and
letters after you had them out of the apparatus?"

c. "Could you relate these frustrations.to the learning
disabled child?"

*This Tracer can be ordered from the Lafayette Instrument
Company, Inc., Box 1279, Sagamore Parkway & 9th Street Road,
Lafayette, Indiana 47902. Many departments of psychology at
local colleges or universities would have them and might lend
them for the exercise.
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I
LEARNING DISABLED/MENTALLY RETARDED

4111
SAY THAT AGAIN?
Objectives:

1. To experience a learning task where the level of
difficulty is very 'high.' 4

2. To experience the frustration of a retarded and
learning disabled person.

3. To experience being in a position of needing,hglp.

Group Size:
Flexible.

Time Period:
10 minutes..

Materials:
Plain 81/2 x 10 paper and pencils.

Physical Setting:-
Average size. room.

Procedure:
1. Each' participant receives a piece of paper and a

penCil.
2. The following directions are read seriously with'a

straight face by the facilitato-r. Begin slowly but
pick up speed in talking.

7.Foldl this.square peg piece of paper in two along the
diagonal. You now have a triangle - (Pause). ark a
poi:Qt on the diagonal at 1/3 of,the distance s ing
from the left angle, and another at the middle f the
triangle's left side. Fold the'left angle along the
line between the two points so that the left an le .

reaches towards the right side - (Pause). Now ,draw a
point at the middle of the right side, draw another
point at 1/3 of the diagonal starting from the angle
of the right, draw a line between thos& two points.,, and
fold along the line you have just drawn - (Pause), In
order to finish the cup, separate the two angles of
paper at the top of the old triangle on each side of
the cup. Open the cup."
Participants will indicate confusion and. ask for
repetition of instruction. Facilitators Should repeat
directions in a -somewhat 'impatient (Okay, but try and
liste") manner.'

Variations:
Any learning task could be substituted which.uses a compli-
cated set of directions.
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Follow-up: -

Follow-up discussion should relate to the purposei of this
exercise. Participants shoyld share their feelings ofIfrustration and t n try to relate this to a child who has a
learning probleMi6 focusing or following directions. Point
out the lack of visual cue may have added to difficulty and
relate this to learning situations, where multiple channels
'of information (auditory visdAI, kinesthetic) 'may be.
helpful.' Pilticipants s )iould relate their feelings, when
they had to ask Tp ii.r the rections to beljqpeated or when
the teacher seempa. annoyedftt,their asking.

%

Or-
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LANING DISABLED/MENTALLY RETARDED

READING MADE UNEASY .

. X
'Objectives:* /

1. To experiencelearning when the diffiCulty of the -task,
is very high. . ,

- 2. To develop an awareness of\the frtstration of a
Dlgarning situation experienced by a reared or

arning disabled-student. t

. To generate a better bcderstanding of why some children
avoid specificiiasks, give up Or dislike particular '
subjects, dislike school related activities or develop
failure syndromes. . .

'Group Size:
Flexible.

z
Time Period:

20 -30 minutes.
9

Materials.
1. Enough copies of each of the four poems demonstrating:

a. syntax or the reversal of words in a sentence
(Example 1);-

b. transpositions or .disorders of visa nce
(Example 2);

c. reversals, inversio s'and rotations of 1 tters
(Example 3);

d. combination of-al of the above (Example 4).

Physical Setting:'
Average°size room.

5

Procedure:
1. Participants are instructedito sit-in a circle.
2. The first poem is handed opt and participants are asked

to read one at a time.
3. After participants have time to analyze the first poem,

the second poem is handed.out.
4. The same process is continued with a four poems.
5. At the end of the exercise, the facilitator explains:

a. "The first poem was a simple example of a problem
with syntax, or in other words, the reversal of
words 311 a sentence." .

b. "The second poem was an example of transpositions
or disorders of visual sequence."

c. "The third poem was am example of reversals,
inversions and rotations of letters."

d. "The last poem involved all .t ,previous types
of reading problems. Chil en having reversal
probleMs seldom have just one kind,of problem.
Usually, it is a 'combination of several.different
types of problems."

,Follow-up:
Facilitator elicits from group feelings related to
experience of reading difficulty.

. 4

A
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I
."`"a4-know little -cupboard

eith`teeny a key tiny

Land there's jar a lollypops of

for me me, me. °

It a has little my, shelf dear

as dark as dark be(;can,

and there's dish Banbury of Cakes

for me, me, me.

I have a small grandmama

with very a knee slippery

and keeper she's of cupboard the
's.

With the key, key, key.
3.

EXAMPLE 1

EXAMPLE 2

The strom 'came pu os very quikc

it coulnd't haev been quikcre

I should have rbought ym aht along

'I hsould haev rbrought ym lsikcre.

Ym hari si wet ym feet are wte

I couldn't eb muhc wettre

I fell niot a rivre once

Btu thsi si even bettre.

A
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WALK,A STRAIGHT1LINE
7-

40-

Figure 1

a

Figure 1:Chair Maze.,
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MIRROR WRITING

Figure ,2

Figure 2. Mirrq.Tracer. (Photo courtesy of Lafayette Instrument Company, Inc.)

.



Figure 3

MIRROR WRITING
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APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

Persona/

Name _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ Social Security No
LAST NAME First Name Middle Name

Present Address_

111116.;.1.c.
EXAMPLE 5.

No. Street City State

Hr* telephone -11___ Office telephone ...... . ._.... ___1.Are you evcrthe age of 167_:___
, .,. .

Pcs:tion(s) applied for : .

Zip

M.nimum acceptable starting salary_ _ _ _ _ __ Who suppitted you aPply!

.-,Id you work full time, _. part time7___ . _ _What date will you be available?

Person who should be notitied in case of emergency , _ _ _
Name

Education

_ .

Home Address

Name and location of s.:Pocl, institution, or private instructor

Last elementary and junior high school

Home Teleoh011.:

Course Or, sPecial
field of study

Did you Dip!ome or
graduate' degrees

High school and/or vocational training

College or university

;

Met extracqrricular activities and any special honors in high school or college

Jo.
r?
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EXAMPLE 5
con ' t

Experience

Please give the record of your employment. Start with your present position and work back. Describe each position in one of the Int

numbered blocks; if there is not enough space, use extra sheets of paper to complete the record. If you were employed under a name

different from your present one, please give the name then used on top of the appropriate box.

1. Present or most recent position

Exact title of position Employment dates

From
Name of employer

Starting salary`

To

Present or linen salary

Name and tole of your immediate supervisor Telephone

Address of employer Reason for dew*. change

Kind of business or organization and description of your work

2. Former Position

Exact title of position Employment dates Starting salary

From To
Name of employer

Address of employer

Final salary

Name and title of your immediate supervisor

Reason for leaving

Kind n1 business in. organization and description of your work

3. Former.Position

Exact idle of position

Name of employe,

Telephone

Employment dates

From To
Name and line of your immedte supervisor1 -. - __ _

Address or employe, Reason lin leafing

Kind of business or orgenizalion and desviption 01 your work
I

4. Former Position

Exact Pim of Position

Name of employe*

Address of emploVer

Stating Wary Final salary

Telephone

Employment dates

From To
Name and title of your immediate supervisor

Reason for leaving

Kind of business or 'organization and dexrption of your work

Star ling salary Final salr.ry

Telephone

. I

1
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APPENDIX C '

EVALUATION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
AND RELATED PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES

12.7

Module 1
Unit II

771-7t,
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4
SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER CRITERIA LISTING
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SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER

Criteria
1. The SSW is available to parents:

a. To assist them in understanding the written
reasohs for their child's referral to the child,,
study team;

.b. to explain thi.r due process rights regarding
referral, evaluations, classification,
participation in I.E.P. and program development,
placement, records, etc.;

c. to answer their questions regarding N.J.S.A.
18A:46,'N.J.A.C. 6:28, and N.J.A.C. 6:3[6:28-1.5].

2. The SSW'begins the social evaluation of the pupil only
after.parental approval of the referral has been
granted [6:28-1.5(a)].

3. Following parental consent, the SSW participates with
'other members of the basic child study team in making a
preliminary determination of the need for a
comprehensive evaluation of that pupil [6:28-1.5(d)].

4. The social case study is a comprehensive evaluation
which includes evidence of, but is, not limited to:
a. observation of the, pupil;

b. communication with the pupil;

c. an evaluation o he family factors which
contribute to upil's adjustment;

d. an evaluation of the community factors which
contribute to the pupil's adjustment;

e. an evaluation of the school factors which
contribute to the pupil's adjustment
[6:28-1.6(g)4].

5. The parents provide information to the SSW to be used
as part of the evaluation data [6:28-1.6(e)].

6. The social case study: -N

a. contains only such information as is relevant to
the education of the pupil [6:3-2.2(c)];

b. does not include the religious or political
affiliation of the pupil and parents unless they
have 'requested that that information be included
[6:3-2.3(a)1,i];

c. does not label the pupil as illegitimate
[6:3-2.3(a)1,i];

d. is a part of the data on which a,pupil',s
classification is based [6:28-1.3(d)].
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SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER
Criteria

7. The evaluation by the school social worker:
a. is carried out, to the extent feasible, in the

pupil's, native language;

b. gives consideration to the pupil's socio-cultural
background and adaptive behavior in home and in
school [6:28-1.6(c));

c. includes a home visit.

8. Each social case study is:
a. done for each pupil individually [6:28-1.6(c)];

b. objectively based on the personal observations or
knowledge of the school social worker who
originated the study [6:3-2.2(c)];

c. concluded with .a summary statement which is ba ed
on the SSW's interpretation of the findings and
includes the SSW's professional impressions
[6:28-1.8(d)];

d. dated and signed by the. SSW [6:3-2.2(h)].

9. If a social case study from an approved clinic, agency,
or professional in private practice .is accepted by the
SSW, this acceptance is formally stated in writing
[6:28-1.6(j)].

10. As a member of the basic child study team, the SSW
participates in the decision regarding the
classification of,each pupil, and development of the
I.E.P., includingthe recommended program, placement,
and related services to be provided [6:28-1.3(d)
1.7(a)].*

.

11. The SSW signs the classification repor [6:28-1.8(i)].

12. With other members of the basic child .s udi; team, the
school social worker helps to develop:
a. the basic plan section of each pupil's

individualized educational program;

b. the instructional guide dealing with techniques
and activities designed to support the personal-
social development of the pupil i6:28-1.8].

13. The SSW provides individual or group counseling to
pupils and parents.

14. Whether or not the pupil is classified, the SSW parti-
cipates in explaining the evaluation results to the
parents [6:28-1.6(i)].
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SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER

Criteria
15. In evaluating pupil progress with respect to objectives

delineated in the pupil's I.E.P., the SSW uses measure-
ment techniques that are appropriate for the objective
being measured, such as personal observation, teacher
reports, and interviews with pupils, paients,'teachers,
school counselors, and agency personnel, etc.
[6:28-1.2; 4.6(c); 1.8(d)7].

16. The SSW participates in the annual review of the I.E.P.
at a meeting attended by those designated by regulation
[6:28-1.8(f)].

17. The SSW reevaluates each classified pupil every three
years, or whenever evidence is presented to the child
Study team that indicates that a classification or
program pay no longer be appropriate [6:28-1.6(p);
1.7(g)]. -'4

18. Whenever appropriate, the SSW visits and reviews the
programs of private schools. prior to proposed placement
[6:28-4.4(a)3].

19. When a pupil is being-returned,to the community from an
institution, the SSW, together with other social agency
staff and a representative of the institution, assists
with the re-entry'of the pupil to an appropriate

. educational program in the public school.

20. The SSW is available for consults ion with:
a. pupils;
b. parents;
c. classroom teachers;
d. school counselors; 4.
e. school health services personnel;
f. school administrators;
g. social agency representatives.

21. The SSW, either alone or with other staff members,
plans and provides in-service/programs to district
personnel and to parents [6:28-2.5(a)].

22. The SSW is a resource person to parents, pupils, a7:1
school staff regarding services offered by community
agehcies.

23. The SSW participates in:

a. reviewing and revising the policies and procedures
of the special services department; N.

b. evaluating the effectiveness of the district's'
special education programs and services
[6:28-2.7(a)]. C.)
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SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER

Criteria.
24. The SSE is, thoroughly familiar with:

a. state laws and rules and regulations regarding
special education and pupil records [N.J.S.A.
18A:46; N.J.A.C. 6:28 and N.J.A.C. 6:3-2];

b. policies and procedures adopted by the local board
of education.

25. A'job description for the SSW exists and is approved by
the board of education.

26. The district has employed sufficient SSW's to insu
,the required services as spedified in the rules and
regulations [6:28-1.3(b)].

27. The SSW:
a. has a standard certificate in schbol social wo k

issued by the New Jersey State 'Department of
Education;

b. is an employee of the local board of education;

c. has an identifiab apportioned time commitment to
,the district;

-

d. is available during the hours pupils are in
attendance [6:28-1.3(a)r 2.3(a)]:

28. The records of the SSW are maintained in compliance
with state law and regulations [6:28-2.5(a)];

29.' The SSW keeps informed of the latest deVelopments in
the field by participating in: ..:

a. the school district's prOgram Of professional
development [6:28-2.5(a)];

b. county and state meetings;

c. professional organizations;

d. conferences, workshops and other professional
growth activities.
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SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER

Criteria
30. There is available to the SSW:.

. a. adequate office space that insures trj.vacy;-

b. private and appropriate areas in the schools for
interviewing and counseling;,

c. adequate secret ial services;

d. easy access to telephone for private
conversations;

e. travel allowance;

f. funds for registration lees as conferences'.
,

31. The SSW has a budgeted amount of money each year for
professional materials -.

32.. As a representative of 'the child study team, and khen-
ever appropriate, the ,SSW meets with instructiona
staff.-on aplanned schedule to review eachhandicapp
pupil's progresS and revise the program en needed.

33.. The SSW is available to assist the gener 1 educational
staff, with-respect to the emotional and behavioral
functioning of, pupils. having learning difficulties in
their classrooms.

34. The SSW is available to consult with the general
education staff regarding. policies and procedures which
affect the mental health of the student bbdy.
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'SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST1CRITERIA LISTING



SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST)

Criteria-
1. Following parental approval, the school psychologist

participates with other members of the-basic child
study team in making a .preliMinary determination of the
need for .a .comprehensive evaluatiOn of that pupil
[6:28-1.5(d)].

2. The school-mchologist begins the psychological
evaluation after parental approval of the referral has
been granted [6:28-1.5(a)].

The psychological evaluation is a comprehensive
assessment which includeS. but is not limited to:
a. observation of the pupil;J

Z r7 .,'- .
-; . - .

b. review of the pupil's eduOationai'4story;
_

c. conferences with the pupil's teacher(s); and

d. evaluation and analysis of the pupil's
intellectual,,sogial, emotional and adaptive
functioning [6:28-11.6(g)3].

The psychologicaleiAaltation is made on an indiVidual
basis [6:28-1.6(c)]:. °

5. Evaluation procedures and testing materials are
selected and administered so as not to be racialvlyi
culturally, or in:any other way, discriminatory.

EvaliAtions:
are conducted ix:1anguage or another mode of
communication'unclierstandable to the child;

are valid for the specific purposes for ;hich they
are `being used;

c. accurately reflect. -'e pupil's aptitude,
achieement and/Orikill, Ogyelopment, and not the
pupil's sensory, motor or ` language impairment
[6:28-1:6(c)].

6. . The school psychologist has available a.sufficient4
supply of testing materials for-evaluation purposes.

. Tests are not used as, the sole criterion for
classification, program and/op:placement [6:28-1.6(c)].



ti

Criteria
8.

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST ,
a

The report of the school psychologist's evaluatiaq
includes: - ,

a. a discussion d f the pupil's level of intellectual
fudctioning; a

b, a description. the inteL:personal
characteristics of-the pgloil;

d.

an analysis of the,puO.Vs,emotibhal status and
strengths .and,weaknesSes within this context;

an adalysis of the pupiPs adaptive, functioding
within a variety of sociarenvironmentsv

e. statements integrating information_concernidg:the
'pupil's cognitive, Social:and-emotional
functioning and indicatingthow they affeci,ihe
pupil's learning;

f. a prognostic statement indicating the potential
for change and growth;

date and signature
[6:28-1.6(g)2; 6?3-2.2(h)).

Only material releVant to.the educationof a pupil is
included in the'sychological report [6:3-2.2(c)).

10. the school psychologist accepts an evaluation,report
from an approved clinic, agency_or professional in
private practice, acceptance of such a report i,s noted
in writing [6:28-1.6(j)).

11. As a member of tfv&ii#sic child study team,..the school
psychologist participates in,.the decision regarding.
classification, `:recommended placement and the:specia1.:
education program'and related services that are re-
quired [6:28:1:3(d);

12. The school pSychologiA signs the classification report

13. With other-members of the basic child study team, the
school 'psychologist helps to develop:
a. the basic plan section of each pupil's

individu4iized education program;

b. the instructional guide dealing with techniques
and activities designed to support the -.
Personal-social development of the pupil
[6:28-1.8):
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Whether or not the pupil is classiTi'ed, the school
psycholoqlst.participates th..ekplaticOq' the evaluation
results tb-.the.parentb.(6f28-4.6(i)j:_

15. In evaluati pupil:prOgress'With respect to objectives
idelineated in the pupt,nS:I.E.P., the schOol,psychologist

.uses:

a. measurement. techniqUes,that are valid and appropriate
for the objectives,being'peasured;

b, a wide range of techniques such 4 standardized tests/
teacher-made tests, personal observations, teachers
reports, and inter.. ieids With pupils, ,teachers, and
parents, etc. (6:8-1-.2f1:6(c);1.8(d)7).

16. The school psychologist partidipteS".in the annual review of
the I.E.P. at a meeting attended by those designated by
regulation 6:28-1.8(f}).

17. The school psychologist reevaluates each classified pupil
.every three years, or whenever evidence is presentedto the
child study team that indicates that a classification or
program may no longer be approprtate (6:28-1.6(p);1.7(g)).

18. Whenever appropriate, the school psychblogist visits and
reviews the programs of private schools prior to proposed
placement (61:28-4.4(a)3).

19. When a puPil being returned to the community, from an
institution,the school psychologist, together_with a
repraseatative of the' institution, assists witiv'the re-
.entry'of the pupil to an appropriate educational program,in

> the public school.

. ,The school psychologist is available for consultation

pupils;
.8. ^parents;
c., .classroom ttaters;, 4

d. school counsetors;
e. school,health services personnel;*
f. - school administrators;
g. social agency representatives.

..

with:

21. The school psychologist, either alone or with other, staff :-:,':
members, plans and provides in-service programs to district
personnel, and to parents .(6:28-2.5).

22. Theschool psychologist participates in:
..

,,

a:-
- reviewing and revising the policies and procedures,o

the. Special services- department;
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.Criteria

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST'

b. , evaluating the effectiveness of the district's special
education programs and services [6:28-Z.7(a)].

23.' The school psychblogist is thoroughly familiar with:

a: state laws and rules and regulations regarding special
education and pupil records [N.J.S.A. 18A:46; N.J.A.C.
6:28 and N.J.A.C. 6:3];

b. policies and procedures adopted by the local. bo'ard,Of
education.

24. A-job description for the school psychologist exists andA.s
approved by the board of.eduCation.

25. The district has employed sufficient school psyChologisis to
insure the required services as specified in.the rules and
regulations [6:28-1.3(b)].

.

26. The school,psychologist:,,

'a.. ias a.standard certificate in school psychology issued
by the New Jersey State Department of Education;

b. is an employee of the local board of eduCation;

c. -ef 1(10has an ideptt le. apportioned time commitment e

district;.

d.
.

is avatObie toeing the hoilA pupils are in attendance
[6:28-rra(a).+-2.3(a)].

27. The records of the school psychologist:are maintained in
compliance with state law and regulatiOns [6:3-2.4].

28. The school psyChologist keeps informed of the latest
developments in the field by participating.in:

a. the school distridt's program of professional develop-
ment [6:28-2.5(a.11;

b. couhty and state meetings;

c. professional organizations;

d. conferences, workshops and other professional growth
activities.
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. Criteria

29. There is available to the school psychologist:

a. adequate office space that insures privacy;

b. private and apPropriate areas in the schools for
interviewing and counseling;

r

SCHOOL 13SYCHOWdIST

30.

31.

c. adequate secretarial services;

d. easy access to a telephone for private conversations;

e. travel allowance;

f. funds for registration fees at Conferences.

The school psychologist has a budgeted amouneof money each
year for professional materials.

As a representative q. the child study team, and whenever,
appropriate, the schodl psychologist meets with
instructional staff on a planned schedule to review each
handicapped pupil's progress and revise the program when
needed.

32. The school.psychologist is available to provide assistance
to general educational staff with respect to the cognitive,
emotional and behavioral functioning of pupils having
learning difficulties in their classrooms.

S, The school psychologist provides individual and small group
counseling to pupils and parents.

The, school psychologist is available to consult with the
general education staff regarding policies and procedures
which affect the mental health of the student body.

34.
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c.

SCHOOL COUNSELOR SERVICES RELATED TO
SPECIAL EDUCATION CRITERIA LISTING
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SCHOOL. COUNSELOR SERVICES. RELATED TO SPECIAL EDUCATION

Criteria

1. School counselors are involved in the identification and
referral process of handicapped pupils [6:28-1.3(c)].

2. The school counselor assists in the evaluation of
handicapped pupils by making background information and
pertinent data available to the child study team.

3. Whenever appropriate, the school counselor participates in
theAevelopment of the individualized education program
[6:28-1.8(c)].

4. Whenever appropriate, the school counselor participates in
the annual review of the I.E.P. [6:28-1.8(f)].

5. School counselors consult with the child study team
regarding the progress of handicapped pupils.

6. School counselors help facilitate, the mainstreaming of
handicapped pupils.

. The school counselor provides services to parents of
handicapped pupils.

8. When appropriate, the school counselor priovides counseling
(individual and in small groups) to hand/capped pupils.

9. The school couns'hlor helps the handicapped,pupil to gain
self-awareness,.make decisions and clarify values.

10. The district employs school counselors with standard
certificates issued by the New Jersey Department of
Education [6:28-2.3ta)].

11. The district employs sufficient numbers of counselors to
insure that handicapped pu ils have available the same
services provided to non- ndicapped pupils.

School counselors are fami ar with:

a. state laws and rules and regulations regarding special
education and pupil records (N.J.S.A. 18A:46; N.J.A.C.
6:28 and N.J.A.C. 6:3);

b. policies and procedures adopted by tile; local board o
education.'

13. There is available to the school counselor:

a. adequate office space that ensures Kivacy;

b. private and appropriate areas in the schools for
interviewing and counseling;
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SCHOOL COUNSELOR SERVICES RELATED TO SPECIAL EDUCATION

Criteria

c. adequate secretarial services;

. d. easy access to a telephonefor private conversations;

e. funds for, registration fees at conferences.

14. Theschool district provides the school counselor with
opportunities for professional growth regarding the guidance
and counseling of handicapped pupils.

15. 'The school' counselor participates in programs to inform
staffmcd the counselor's role in working with handicapped
pupils.

16c The school counselor provides leadership in developing
career education for handicapped pupils.

17. School counselors take specific handicaps, into' consideration
when assessing classified pupils.

0

18. School counselors are involited in securihg job placements
and /or continuin education fdt tandicapped,plipils.

ilk
n

19. The school counge r secures folloXrupinformation regarding
the job performance of 'handicapped pupils.

I
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SPEECH CORRECTIONIST CRITERIA LISTING
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SPEECH CORRECTIONIST

Criteria

1: All pupils between the ages of 5 and 20 have available to
them the services of a speech correctionist [6:28-1.1(c);
1.2].

2. The district has a program for the screening of pupils for
speech handicaps at the following levels:

a. prekindergarten;
b. kindergarten;
c. pupils new to the district;'
d. later elementary levels [6:28-1.1(c);(e)].

There is a written plan for continuing identification of
-pupils. with communication handicaps [6:28-1,4].

Proceitiret.for the identification of potentially
coMmunidation'handicapped pupils and their referral to the
speech correctionist are known to teachers and parents.

5. Parents are notified of their child's referral to the
speech correctionist and informed of their rights of due

[6:28-1.5(b)].

6. h pupil identified as potentially communications
n'cii.capped 'has been appropriately evaluated for

;110ification by the speech correctionist alone or
bwith other required specialists [6:28-1.6(h)].
,

4Idual evaluations by the speech correctionist ar*,
,

.

*, CO leted on all .,pupils prior, to classification. 0
.1% - communication Handicapped," and, include atleatthe

Wing:'

.ca1 examination;
.phonetic analysis;
gnOral language assessment;
'4udiometric screening;
%It.eicher consultation [6:28-1.6(c)].

;Ini'Vq!Oils determined to be "Eligible for Speech Correction
Sevi:der *have been, classified by the speech correctionist

; 1.7 ( )

.1 pppils,dtermined to be "Communication Handicapped" have
,:*1:10c4ified by the basic child study team after
'gorligult0t4orivwith the speech correctionist and other
.raPP#50i-lite:pecialists [6:28-1.6(11);1.7(f)l

10, At...]?: has been developed for each pupil classified as
vComiclunl,q4ion' Handicapped" [6:28-1.8(a);(k)].

k t
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SPEECH CORRECTIONIST
Criteria

11.4%.I.E.P.s for Communications Handicapped pupils are reviewed
hnd revised at least annually [6:28-1.8(f)].

12. Grouping of pupils for speech correction is based upon their
individual needs.

13. 9z:1e-to-one speech correction is.provided for puPils who
require it [6:28-2.'2(a)]. ,

14. Speech instruction is provided 'a sufficient number of times
each week to insure effective correction.

15. The facilities in which speech' correction is conducted are
adequate for the number of purii1S, their ages and disorders.

16. Materials, equipment and furniture used-by the speech
correctionist areadequate for the number of pupils, their
ages and disorderS:

.17. Progress notes are maintained by the-speech coirectiapAst
for each classified ,pupil receiving services. 13

The speech correctionist is allowed sufficient time to
consult with the.pupil's teacher and parents to provide
progress updates, reinforcement activities and other
necessary information.

19. The speech correctionist is involved in activities -such as:

a. Danguage stimulation groups;
b. qudiometric examinations;
c. chservice to teachiars;
d. other...

20: The records of the speech correctionist are mandated and,
therefore, are maintained in compliance with state law Ihnd

li

regulation [6:3-2.]

21. The district employs a sufficient number of speech
correctionists to ensure required services.[6:28-1.3(g)];

22. The speech correctionist keeps informed of the latest
developments-in the field by participating in:

a. the schdol district's program of professional,,
development'[6:28-2.5(a)];

b. county and state meetings;

c. professional organizations;

d. conferences, workshops, and other professional growth

, activities. %
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SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES RELATED TO
SPECIAL EDUCATION CRITERIA LISTING
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'SCHOOL' HEALTH SERVICES 4'ELATED TO SPECIAL EDUCATION

Criteria

1i The district employs certified' health servicee'personnel
[6:11-12.9; 6:28-2.3(a)].

2. School health services personnel are involved in the
identification of potentially handicapped pupils of, all

2 ages [6:28-1.1(c); 6:28-1.3(c)].

3. Each handicapped pupil has a comprehensive health appraisal
as part of the total evaluation process [6:28T1.6(g)1].,..,

.66

4. Every comprehensive health appraisal perforMed by. a health
specialiit other than one employed by ,the board of eduCation
is reviewed and signed

/
by the,school physician

[6:28-1.6(g),1].

5. The school health services spebialist assists in the
-collection of data necessary for the-evaluation and
classification' of'handicapped pupils [6:28-1.6].

6. As part of the classification conference the school health.
services specialist ,is available'to:

a. provide health information;

b. .participate in the discussion of the. health appraisal;

c. review findings of medical specialists [6 :28- 1.7(a)].

7. Whenever appropriate, the school health services specialiS:t
participates in the development of the individualized :-
education program '[6 :28 -1.8].

8. Whenever appropriate, the sChool health services spoptalist
participates in designing' the instructional guide
[6:28- 1.8(e)].

9. Whenever a ropriate, the school health services specialist
partiCip in the annual.review of.the I.E.P.
[6:28-1.8°f)]. it*I>

10. The school health specialist is consulted with regard to
referrals to medical specialists and health agencies:

11. The school health services specialist is involved in the
review and reclassification process [6:28-1.6(p)].

12. School health services are provided to handicapped pupils
attending eligible private schools [6:28-4.4(a)1] .
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SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES RELATED TO SPECIAL EDUCATION'

Criteria

13. The school health gpecialist is responsible for verifying
that all handicapped pupils .are immunized, including those
placed in eligible private,,schqols [N.J.S.A.-26:2A-7 and-the
Sanitary 'Code, Chapter14; 4.5(d)].'

14. Facilities for the school health services specialist are
clean, attractive, private and large enough to provide
effective health Arvices.

b

15. The school health services specialist has adequate,
properly functioning equipment and sufficieht supplies
for effective health servipes.

16. Thbftschool health services specialist attends inservice
prOgiams to'improye his/her knowledge and skill in working
with handicapped pupilg.[6:28-2.5(a)]:

17. The school health ikervices specialist provides inservice to
the teaching staff in regard to the identification of pupils
with possible handicaps of a physical nature.

18. The school health services specialist consults with the
parents of handicapped pupils in regard to health care and
resources available to their Child.

19. The school health services specialist monitors the
administration of medibation to handicapped pupils who
require it.
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- .LEARNING DISABILITIES TEACHER-CONSULTANT.

CriteriaA

Following parental consent, the. LDT-C participates With
other members of the "basic child study team in making t
prelimirlary deterinination'of the need for a comprehensive
evaluationaof that pupil [6:28-1.5(d)].

2. The LDT-C begins the educational evaluation after parental
approval of the referral has been granted [6;28- 1.5(a):].

3. The LDT-C,case study is 'a comprehensive evaluation which,
includes but is not limited to':

a. observation of the pupil;

b. review of the" pupil's educational history;

.c. conferences with the pupil's teacher(s);

eValuation and analysis of the puPil'S learning
characteristics including assets, deficiencies and a
determination of the pupil's individual educational
competencies [6:28-1.60)3]. 4

The LDT -C evaluation is made on an individual basis
[6:28-1.6(c)].

Evaluation procedure's and testing materials are: Selected and
administered so,'as not to be racially, culturally, or in any
other way'discriminatory. Evaluations:

a. -are conducted in language or another mode of
communicatiOn understandable to the childv

b. are valid for the specificipurposes for which they are
being used;

accurately reflect the-. Pupils aptitude, achievement
and/orskill development and not the pupil's ensory,
motor. or language impairmentAf:213-1.fijc)].

6. The LDT-C has available-a sufficient supply of testing,
materials for evaluation purposes.

7. Tests are not used-as the sole criterion for
program and/or placement [6:28-1.6(g)3].

8. The report:.o.f-the-;LDT-C-educ4tional'evaluationOludest
_

classification,

a. the pupil¶s acadetkiC,perfornlanCp1
.4,

b. :23:.,deOriptionOf the learning chikr.4bliOristiciSio the
'ptpil;
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LEARNING' DISABILITIES 'F.ACHER-CONSULTANT

Criteria
,I,

c. an analysis of the pupil's present learning
environment,Ancluding the4curriculum, and
instructional methods arid 'materials;

a.

an analysis of the re1ationship'between the pupils
learning.charapteristics and educational environment to
the learning probIem;.1.

e. date and signature [6h.28-1,::6(g)3;6:3-2.2(h)]:
iv

9. Only material relevant t6 theteducation of a pupil
included in the educational'alessm6nt report [6:3-2:2(c)].

10. If the LDT-C accepts an evaluation report from an approved,
clinic, agenor or prOfeesionai in private practice,
acceptance of'such a keport is noted in writing
[6:28-1.6(j)]::"

1 As a member'of,.the basic child study team, the LDT-C
participates4nthe decision regarding claSsification,
recommended placement and the special eddcation program and
.ge.lated services 'that are required [6:28-1.3(d);1/.1.41.8].

12. The.LDT-C signs the classification report [6:28-148(i)].

13. The LDT-Cjirovides a summary statement fbr inclusion in the
I.E.P. [6:28-1.8(d)1].

,The LDT16, as an irkegral part of the child study team,
helps to dqvlop the individualized education program
[6:28-:12.8(41].

15.. The LDT-C:

at assumes responsibility for the 'instructional guide,.
section of tti.I.1.P. when it focuses on his/her
professional arear

cooperates in the4Tesponsibility.for the instructional
guide section of the I.E.P. when it focuses on other
than his/her professional area [6:28-1..8(e)].

16. The LDT-C consulti:With instructional staff when he/she.has
the primary responsil#lity for the development of the
instructional guide [6:28 -1.8 (e)7...`

17, The LDT-C consults with teachersin regard to the components
of the I.E.P. 16:28-1.8(e)].

a
18. Whether or not the pupil is.classified, the LDT-C .

participates in explaining the evaluation results` to the
parent.
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Criteria

LEARNINTDIABILITIES TEACHER-CONSULTANT

.
. .

19. The LDT-C.assists instructional staff in obtitning teach}ng
materials and equipment. relating- to'the

4

lnstruCtionel guide.
4

. 20.' The LDT- participates, indthe annual review of the I.t.P...,
at a,meeting attended by those designated by regulation
[6128-1;8(f)]. e .0 0, .

.

.
.

,
.,.. .

: r ,.

21. The ;MT-C re-evaluates each cissified pupil every thrife
,yearsf.or whenever evidence is presente4 to the child study.

:leetteam to indicate that a classification. or program is. no.
longer appropriate [6:28-1:6(p);'1.7(g)]. :

.i

f2'. 'In evalu.ating'pupil progress with relpect.tp Objectives .

.

delineated in the pupil's I.E.P., the LDT-C uses:

a. measurement techniques, that are valid and appropriate
. for,the objectives being measured;

g

, b. a wide range 61 techniqtyps, sich as standardized tests,
teachermade tests,'person4 observation, teacher .

repOrts, interview's with pupils, teachers, parents,
etc. [6:281.8(d)7):: 4

23. Whenever appropriate, the LDT-C.visits and reviews the
programs of private schools proposed for placemept prior
to placement implementation 16:28-4.4(a)3)

24. When a pupil is being returned to the public school from'an,
institution, the LDT-C assists in educational planning for
the pupil together with ,a representative of the institution.

./

As a representative of the child study team, and Whenever.
'appropriate, the LDT-C meets with instructional staff on a
planned schedule to...review each ftndicapped pupil's ,

4'!rogress and revise the program when needed [6:28-1.8(d)
7,8).

26, Ongoing consultation regarding pupil progress is provided ,

y to professional staff on an informal, basis [6:28-1.8(d)7,8).,
i

.
. . . .

,

27. The LDT-C 'is available for ponsultation with.:4
*,.

a. pupils; y
b. parentg; :
C. classroom teachers;'': goe schOol.counselors; 4

e. ,.schoOl.health services personnel;'
f. school administrators;`
g. social agbncyarepresentatives. ,

.
.

28. The primary role of the LDT-C is not limited by unrelated
responsibilities.. ,- .

. .

13G
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29. The.LDT-C hasi the Opportunity to contribute to the periodic
review, modification and updating of the procedures and
policies of the special services department.

30.- The LDT-C keeps informed of the latest developments in the
field.by participating in:

a. The school district's program of professional
developmept [6:28-2.5(a)];

b. county and state meetings;

c. rilessional organizations.;
. .

a. conferences, workshops aAnd other professional growth
- activities.

4

'31. The records -of the LDT-C are maintained in complianCe with
state la and regulations [6:37-2.4].

32. The LDT-C has a continuing'responsibility for the inservice.,44
training of staff who identify and refer pupils who may
require special education' services.

33. The I,DT-C is a resource person in curriculum development for
programs for handicapped pupils.

,.34. The LDT-C is' involved in planning and implementing general
education curriculum.

. -Inservice training is planned for and provided to"district
personnel by the LDT-C either alone or in conjunction with
other-staff members. [6:28-2.5(a)].

36. there is Available to the LDT-C:

a. .adequafe office space that insures privacy;

-b.' private and appropriate ireas.in the schools for
41/114 evaluations and' interviews;

c. adequate secretarial services;

d. easy access tOa telephone for private conversations;

e. travel allowance;

f. funds for-professibnal journals and registration fees
at conferences.

.37. The LDT-C has .a budgeted amount of money each year for
profeiiional and instructional materials.

38. ,X 'job description for the LDT-C exists and is approved by.,
the board Of education.
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LEARNING DISABILITIES TEACHER-CONSULTANT

Criteria

39. The LDT-C is available to assist the general education staff
with materials and instructional techniques for pupils
having learniqg difficulties ine-their classrooms.

40. The LDT-C is thdroughly familiar with:

a. state law and regulations regarding special education
a;d pupil records,[N.J.S.A. 18A:46; N.J.A.C. 6:28;
N.J.A.C. 6:3].

b. policies adopted by the school board.

41. The LDT-C offers assistance,to parents, when it is
requested, by suggesting materials and techniques that they
can use with their children at home.

42. The district has employed sufficient LDT-C's to insure the
required service% as specifie4in the rules and regulations
[6:28-1.3(b)].

43. The LDT-C is available for consultation wit1 general
education staff regarding policies .and procedures which
affect the mental health, of the pupil.

44. The LDT-Cr

a. has a standard certificate as a Learning Disabilities
Teacher-Consultant issued by the New Jersey State
Department of Education;

b. is an employee of the local board of education;

c. has an identifiable apportioned time commitment to-
the district;

d. is available during the hours pupils are in attendance
[6:28-1.3(a) 2.3(a)].
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APPENDIX D

GROUP ACTIVITY - AN .IMAGE EXCHANGE
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The trainer may wish to utilize the following Structured
Experience, adapted from A Handbook of Structured Experiences for
Human Relations Training.

An Image Exchange

Goals:

To improve the relationships between counselors, child study
team members, voaationa instructors, and other groups
represented.

To explore how groups interact with each other.

Group Size:

Two, groups of not more than twelve participanta each.

Time required:

Two to three hours.

Materials:

NeWsprint, felt-tipped markers, and masking-tape..

Physical Setting:,

One room large enough to seat the members of both groups,
pand with wall space for posting newsprint sheets. Two

nearby rooms, each large enough to 'accommodate one of the.
groups.



Process:

1. In a general meeting, the trainer discusses goals, and.
the foillowing schedule of events.

2. Two groups are formed: one of the members of the child
study team (psychologists, social workers, learning
consultants), the other of vocational educators and
counselors.

3. Groups meet separately for one hour to generate two
-sets of 'data on the sheets of newsprint: (1) how

-C,they see the members of the other group and (2,) how
they think the other group members see them.

The total group reassembles, and spokesmen for the two
.groups post and explain the data. During this phase,
the facilitator helps members listen, but not respond,
"t.6-'the feedback. Their 'goel is to understand the
pekcelittions of the othet'group. Allow thirty minutes.

The twssO'Irdups meet separately again, for one hour, to
respond to the data and to plan how to process it.

6. In a third general meeting of thirty minutes,,members
of the two groups share their reactions to the.::;
feedback.

The trainer can assist in the above discussion by -being aware of
the way the two groups are interacting, and.as an independent
third party, respond with appropriate reflections and feedback.
Discussion areas may include:

Are. members open to the perceptions others have of them', ,or
do defenses. block communication?

IS there validity to the- other groups perceptions, 'and what
are causes of such concerns identified?

Ideltify the major misconceptions.

DeVellop suggestions for resolution of such misperceptions.

1

The process can be carried out in a series of meetings over a
period of days or weeks.
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The .following statements are an analysis of significant laws
impacting on the handicapped which have been recently enacted.
We will specifically focus on how these statutes provide for the
vocational education of the handicapped, as all make reference to
this responsibility.

The laws to be discussed are P.L. 94 -142,. The Education for All
Handicapped Children Act; P.L.' 94-4821 The Vocational Education
Amendments of41976; Sec. 504, P.L. 93-112, The Rehabilitation:Act
of 1973; P.L. 95-207 The Career EducatiorrIncentive Act. Eadh
indicated linkages to another so that all are interrelated and
thusly each has its own responsibility f4,provision of
vocational education to the handicapped.

This precis will have two segments, one4a, description ofAhe
essential ellments of thesetays, the second a charting of the
interrelationships by citati

135
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ABSTRACT OF LAWS

A. Provisions of P.L. 94-142, The Education for All HandiCapped
Children Act of 1975.

1. Purppies

a. TqprovIde afree.::And appropriate public education
to each handicapped yoath.

b. Assure-it iat the rights of handicapped children and
their parents are protected.

c. Assist id provision of education to all
handicapped children by L.E.A.'s.

d. Assure the effectiveness of these efforts.
,

.

2:- How Accomplished

3.

a. y providing, ree Appropriate.Public Education,

b. Fan educational opportunity.

c. An individualized-du`catioo program, I.E.P.
/.

d. funding formula baS00,on an annual count, which
pravieles'coverageth!e excess costs of services,
mandated by the Act:

e. Due prOPeSs procedures.

Definitions
1

a. Free APpropriate Public Education (FIA.P:E.) means
(special education, which includes vocational educdtion
and related services which are provided without c arge

and in conformity with,an individualized
program (I.E.P..

Full educational opportunity refers to providing all
handicapped children an equal opportunity to
participate in all programs and services offered,
including industrial arts, consumerand homemaking
education and vocational education.

c. Special education is, specifically designed instruction
to meet the unique eeds of a handicapped chkid

1

including classroom instruction, physical education,
related services, vocational education.

d. Related services are such developmental, corrective' and
other supportive"services as are required to assist,a
handicapped child to benefit from special education.
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B. Section 504, P.L. 93-112, Rehabilitation Act of 1973
0

1. Purpose - prohibits discrimination on the basis of
physical dr mental handicaps in all federally assisted

t programs and activities and, requires giving handicapped'
citizens equal opportunities in employment, health,

do oh, social service, and education programs.

2. Provisions - federal assistance recipients:

a. May not deny qualified handicapped persons equal
opportunities to participate in or benefit from
any program or activity solely on the:babis of
handicap.

Must provide an eqliality of aidsr'benefts and
services.

--A

'd- Provide aids, 'benefits- and services in'the most
integrated setting appropriaie for,the individual.

d. Make programs accessible.
.-

3.' Additional policies later establihed for vocational
education facilities:

a. No student or group of students to be denied equal
opportunity to benefit from vocational education.

b. Criteria controlling student eligibility for
admission may not unlawfully discriminate on the
basis of handicap.

c. May,not:adopt or maintain a system for admission
to a fixed number of students on the basis of
handic4.

d. An introductory, preliminary or exploratory course
may not be established as a pre-requisite for
admission to a program unless the course has been
and is available without regard to handic,*

Access to vocational programs or courses may not
be denied handicapped students on the ground that
employment opportunities in "any profession or
occupation may be more limited for handicapped
persons than for non-handicappect.persons.

f. Recipients may not counsel handicapped students to
more restrictive career objectives than
non-handicapped with similar abilities and
interests.
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f ,

e. An Individualized Educ pp ,Progrem (I.E.P"...) is `a
written statement for han4icapped child. that is
developed and implemen -a result of a team
effort which is to,indlu he parents, is reviewed .

annually-:and must incluOspecific elemerits relating to
statements of go 15.0.1041i evaluative0es and evalt

, 14 ,

it

criteria. g .'.. ,.,.,

"Least restrictive environment tequires that, to the
maximum,extent practicable, the local education agency
provides ,services to enable.handiCappe'd children to,
participate in regular educational programs. insuring

-"that icontinuum of alternatie cements is available
to meet the needs of handicapped

philden
for special,

education and related services;

Vecational education consistsof organized educational
programs directly related to preparilg individuals for
paidor unpaid dmployment and .includes industrial arts,
consUmer and homemaking education programs.
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C. P.L. 94-482 The Educational Amendtents o
Title II - Wicational' Education'

1. Purpose

The Purpose of Part A .of the Act, as stated in section 101
Of the Act, the "Declaration of Purpose," is to assist
States in improving planning in the use of all resources
available to the States fbr vocational education and
manpower training by involving a wide range of agencies and
individuals concerned with education and training within the
State in the development of the Niodhtional education plan.

It is also the purpose2of this part to authorize Federal
Grants to States to assist them:

(1) To extend, improve, and-where necessary, maintain
existing programfs of vocational education.

(2) To develop new programs of vocational education,

'01 To develop and carry out such programs of
vocational education Within. each State so as to

* overcome sex discrimination and:Sex stereotyping
in- vocational' education programs, (including_

.4 programs ,of homemaking), and thereby 'furnish
equal education opportunitie's in vocational
education tO,Persons of both. sexes, and

(4) To provide part-time employment for youths who
need. the earningp from such employment to continue .

their vocational training on a full-time basis -gb
that persons of all ages,. in all' communities of the
State, thOse in high school; thoseldho have
completed or discontinued their formal educatio&
and are preparing to enter the labor market, those
who hive already entered the labor market, but

, .

need to 'upgrade their skills or learn new ones,
those with special educational handicaps,'and
those indpost-secondary schools, will have already
access to vocational training or retraining which
is of high quality, which is realistic in the
light of actual oranticipated opportunities for
gainful employment, and which is suited to their
needS, interests, and ability to benefit from such
training.

2.' Definition

"RandicapPed" 'means a person who is mentally retarded;
hard of hearing; deaf;. speechimpaired;. or other health.
impaired person, or. persons with spedific learning
.disabilities; and who:by reason, of the above :

..Requires special education and related services and
Cannot succeed in.' the,regular Vodational:education .
program without special. education assistance; or.

- ReqUires a' modified vocational-education program
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Provisions 4.-,_

Recognizes program!. for thd"handicapPed as 'National
Priority programs* and eets.aeide-10% of basic grant:
funds (Subpart 2) and from the money Pr,ovided fFbm
prograwimprovem0fit and, supporting services (Subpart 3)
to be used to th handicapped.

, / . :'

b. Basic grant funds may be used for constltUCtion:of
facilities but they' must. be available to. all, area'
residents, be accessible to handicapped persons and
admit. all students. ,

a.

o

c. Each handicapped. pupil's programmust be.planned'and
coordinated as part of the student's I.E.P. (Section
104.182(f) of P.L. 94-482).

Each state. desiring to participate in pr9grams under
the Act:must establish a state Adv,isory Council one of
whose members must "have special knowledgeexperiente,
or qualifications with respect to'special.education
needs of physically or mentally handicapped'persohs.

That funds used for purposes of serving.the handicapped
are consistent with the State Plan submitted under the
Education of the H ,4ndicapped Act.

f. Each state shall use to the maximum extent possiblethd*
set aside funds for the .handicapped to.assist thes%
individuals to participate in regular vocational
education programs.

Each local education agency that receives federal ..0

4ssistalice under.the Act is required to establish a
local .advisory coiS icil on *cation. Pol14y
and 'pro*diares should be

will

by 'which concerns of
handicapped individuals will reCeive gOpropriate
represent#ion and atteltion.

Each statighall be .responsible airing the 5 year
period of the State Plan .for the evaluation' of the
effectivelese$9f each vocation'al-program Or pro'ect
assisted witteXunds available under tie Ad`

kr

g.

'
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D.' P.L. 95 -207 The Career Education Incentive Act

1. Purposes

a. Major purpose of education is to prepare every
individual for a career suitable to that
individual's preference. b.

b. 0' Career education holds promise of improving the .

quality of education and opening career
1 opportunities for all students by relatin
education to their life agpirations.

c. In recognition, of the prime importance of work in
our society it is the purpose of this Act ... in
making education as preparation for work and as a
means of relating work values to other life roles
and choices (such as family life) a major goal of
all who teach and all who learn by increasing the
emphasis they place on career awareness,
'exploration, decision-making and planning and to
do so in a manner which will promote equal
opportunity in making career choices through the
elimination of bias and stereotyping in such
activities ... and on account of ... handicap.

2. Provisions F

a. Each agency will employ such staff as are
necessary and programs of career education ....
including a person or persons experienced with
resilect to problems of discrimination in the labor
market and stereotyping on account of
handicap.

b. ... develop exemplary career.education models
particularly projects designed to eliminate bias
and stereotyping_on account of ... handicap.

141
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E. Special. Education Considerations
Al

1. As mentioned previously, the term is used inclusively
and as such includes related services and non- academic

..p,rograms and services such as vocatiollel education,
consumer and,,,homemaking education, induStrialkarts.

2. Some4considerations to receiVe reflection when .

determining which puplils are. eligible ;for special
educatiOn and reted services.

I

a

a. Does the pupil'have a handicApping condition'
which affects his/her'educational
perfailfmance?, f

,b. If special educational 'assistance or a
modified prog4pm were trovided, could. the
pdpil so identified as having a handicapping
condition which affects his/her educational
performance succeed in a regular, vocational,
industrial arts, consumer or homemaking
education prOgram or enabled/assisted to
progreq* alOng'a continuum to that level?

Will the pupil be programmed with
non-hindicapped pupils to the maximum extent A
possibleappropriate to his/her needs?

Is an educational.placement determined oily
after considering the student's unique need,
and abilities ?.

C.
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Questions to Assure vocational education programming forhandicapped pupils which must take place in a least restrictiveenvironment while achieving the goal of full educationalopportunity.

1. Is vocational. eduaation.a constructive special
education placement in view of the pupil's. expressed ordemonstrated interests, desirds, aptitudes, abilities?'

2. Were the determinant devices utilized by the staffunbiased based on standardizing, group, validity and.
reliability factors?

3. Is the referring or responsible education agency'able..to delineate the handicapping condition(s) as itrelates to academic/vocational placement and extent ofparticipation in regular or self-contained programswith support (related and ancillary) services, aids,and devices?

4. Can thp academic/vocational education agency document
the attempts made to place the pupil,in regular
education programs with support (related and ar?cillary)
services?

5. ;s the pupil unable to participate in the regular
program due to inaccessibility of 'a given facility orprogram? C

11'
6. Are alternative,placeMents available for handicapped

10.1pils whose handicapping condition delimits
participation in regular programs?

7. Are the facilities, programs, services, activitiesifor
handicapped 'pupils *ho are separated comparable tothoie provided the non-handicapped pupils?

8. Do the separated handicapped pupils have equal
opportunity to benefit from those programs provided the
non-41andicapped pupils?

f
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NEW JERSEY ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

Individualized Education Program 6:28-1.8

(a) An individualized education program shall be written for
each pupil classified as educationally handicapped in accordance
with the requirements of these regulations and procedures
established by the Bureau of Special Education and Pupil
Personnel Services.

(b) The individualized education program for each educationally
handi pupil shall consist of a basic plan section and an
instr ional guide necessary to assist the teacher(s) in .0

plann and providing ongoing educational activities.

(c) The basic plan Section:of the individualized education
program shall be developed at a meeting attended by the basic
child study team, one or both parents, teacher(s) having
knowledge of the pupil's educational performance, and jhe pupil,
where appropriate. Administrators, school counselors, speech .

correctionists, and other individuals, in perspn or via
telephone,, may be included at the discretion of the parent(s) or
the local school district.

(d) The basic pl4en section of the individualized education
program shall include, but not be limited to:

r

1. Statements of findirigs which describe the pupil's
"present levels of educational performance including
academic achievement, intellectual functioning,
personal and social adjUstment, physical and health
status,.and where appropriate, prevocational,
vocational and self-help skills;

2. A statement of the team's decision which determines
pupil eligibility for special education and related
services;

3. A statement of annual goals which describes the
educational performance expected to'be achieved by the
end of the school year, under the pupil's. individualized
education program; 4

4. A statement of Objectl4F41.0 shall be 4pedific,
intermediate steps betkeeri the present level of
education4 performance an the annual goals;

*P.

5. Adescri n of the pupil's educational program which
also in des:

4

.

;

i. A'stgement explaining the rationale for the type
of educational progiam and placement;

ii." An eXplanation of how the placement is the least
restrictive environAent.appropriate for the pupil;

iii. A description of the extent to which the pupil
will participate in regular 9ducational programs,
if appropriate.

c..
A
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6. A statement describing the specific related services
necessary to meet the unique needs of the pupil which
also include:

i. The date when required services will begin;
'ii. The length of time the services will be given.

7. An evaluation procedure and schedule shall be developed
to determine whether the program objectives are being
achieved;

8. A statement describing each child study team member's,
role; 4f any,'for implementing the various aspects of
the, individualized edudation program.

(e) Subsequent to the development of the.basic plan'section, a
designated meMber(S1 of the basic child study team shall
coordinate the developmeftt of the necessary instructional guide.
in cooperation with the.staff Member(s) responsible for each area
'of the pupil's individualized education program. The chief
school administrator or his/her designee shall be responsible for
the implementation of the individualized education program.

1. The instructional guide shall 'include where
appropriatei but need not be limited to:

i. A planned schedule of -the time the pupil will be
served by spedialists, special education
teacher's, and regular education teachers;

ii. Instructional strategies geared to the pupil's
learning style;

iii. Techniques and activities designed to support the
personal- social development of the pupil;

iv Any special instructional media and materials
whili11,-are needed.

(f) Annually,:.oi.more often if necessary, the local school
district shall review and revise the appropriate individualized
education program itt a:meeting with one or both of the pupil's
parents. This meeting shall include the appropriate member of
the basid child study team; the teacherts) having knowledge of
the pupil's educ-stional performance; and the pupil, where
appropriate, admfhistrators, school counselors, speech
corpectionilpts and other individualS, in person or via telephone
maybe included at the discretion of the parent(s) or local
seloolldistrict.

(g) Each lodal school district shall ensure that the parent(s)
andLeducatois Of a handicapped pupil are afforded the opportunity
to participate 'in the development of the individualized education
program,.inclmding scheduling the meeting at a mutually,agreed

'.vPon time and place consistent with policies developed and
apOroved by the district for this purpose.



If neither parent can attend; the local school district
shall use other methods to ensure parental
participation, including individual or conference
telephbne calls;

.. A. meetirig may be'cdnducted without a parent in
attendance"if the local school district is unable to
convince the parentv,thatthey,should attend .9 In such
cases, the local ,school.district shall have a-record of
'its attempts., to arrange a thutually agreed upon time and
place, including;

Ai,

4, t *"g"e 07
Detailed records of telephone dalls made or
attempted totoe home or p14ce of employment'andii

the results of t hOse cal4s; f ,

. Copies of correspondence sent to the'
,

any responses.receivecf)

Detailed.retords.of visits ma8e'to the parehts in
.the ,home, and,the:resuitt of these visits.

,

(h) The lotal school 'district,shall take"whatever-actiOn is
necessary to insure that-the Parent understands the proceedings,
at a meeting, including' arranging for afilinterpreter for parents
who are deaf or, whose native istother than English,

(i) kcp/i)IT'of the classificgt dividualized ;educatio
program for, the pupil shall ;b

r-
mobers of. the basi

child study:team and shill.be cd to the parent.on,the
--,,

native languattie of the home
;can

be demonstrated
thiS,reguiremen would piaa onable burden upon
.local schoOlcdistrict. In.s other jeans. of'
communication. may be used that tRe parent
under' theg English lam; cription,pf inf

(j) The individualized eduta ogram shall be
only after aggeement ty the p s) of the chile.
a clasSification officer, and t bi put into eft
school-days of the c.,iferente

,

invocation 't
;of the due ,process pr -cures, deiaribed in -these
suspends-,this 'tithe reg"1 ement.bIf parental cons
in.4014Yragramplacementpis wirlheld, the sch
api5d-allIthe parental refusal in'acabrdance'wit
due proceSs describedoin these regulations.

o
io, The'reqti.rements of thisosection also app puliils who
haietbeenItlassifled by school physicians or spek4h -.

'r riectionIstS:as.deScribed in these regulation4T In 'such cases,
vi ualized educationAprogram shall be developed ,at a.

,
ttt ,at nded15y the' school physician or speech, correctionist,
e or bot parents; the pupil where appr riate, and theAptpil's'

-4.

assrooM ' acher(s) who tre affected by individualized
de ti n p,

,

u program.rogram. 'A schdol nurse or, sc linurse practitioner .

m opthe school'physician's behalfi' these matters. .basid%
0

to 4 Oti i 1444 s. t lid y team members shall be, inclt n-* these ,

;. de rminStions'where. appropriate. , f4'
t

,

. a - . ,
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'41EW JEEtt
COUNTY SUPERVISORS

OF CHILD STUDY
Warren
Mr. Gene Goldman
County Court House
413 S. Ssaxsd Street
IblvIdere, N.J. 07823
201 /475.5361

6oltselle0
Mrs. Katie LaMar Gibson
County Administration Building
N. Bridge & E. High Street
Somerville, N.J:,08876
201/231-7000

Hunterdon
Mr. Edward Dragan
Hunterdon County Library &
Administration Building
Route 12
P.O. Box 87
Flemington, N.J. 08822 201/7884414

s.

Sussex
-7.

Mrs. Elaine Welker.
County Service (bdding
18 Chow* Sewer
Newton, N.J. 07880
201/3812521

Morris
Ms. Moire Fenton
Court House
Monistown,NJ.07980
201/2864151

Panic
Mr, Charles Lapps
County Administration Building
18 Clark Street
Paterson, N.J. 07509
201/881.7123

41

Bergen

Mr. Orlando Camped
Office of the County Superintendent
Roosevelt School, Passaic Avenue
Lodi, N.J. 07644
201/777-3006

Branch of
SPECIAL EDUCATION
& PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES
N.J. Department of Education
225 W. State Street
Trenton, N.J. 08625.
609/292-04+7 0/47

Mercer
Dr. Mary Term .

Mercer Cogity Administration Building
2300 HamTlen Avenue
P.O. Box 8068
Trenton, N.J. 08650 609/989-6682

Burlington
Mr. John Chianco
County Office Building
3 Union Street
Mt. Holly, N.J. 08060 609/267-3300

gam
Ms. Alma Griffith
Office of the County Superintendent
86 Washington Street
East Orange, N.J. 07017
201/673.5312

r'

Hudson
Mr. Charles Weaning
Office of the County Superintendent
595 Newark Avenue
Jersey City, N.J. 07306
201/792-3737

Camden

Mr. David Doughty
County Administration Building
6th & Market Streets

'Camden, N,J. 08101
609 /757.8987

Salem

Mr. Thomas Anderson
Office of the County Superintendent of Schools
Woodstown.Salern Road. PO Box 98
Woodstown, N.J. 08098 . 609/769.2700

Gloucester

Ms. Grace Gandini
Gloucester County Office of Education
Tanyerd and Salina Roads
Sewell, N.J. 08080 609/468-6500

Cumberland .

Ms. Marge Jones
Office of the County Suagrintendent of Schools
19 Landis Asfinue
Bridgeton, N,J. 08302 609/451-8000

BEST COPY 5

Union
Mr.Ron Benford
300 North Avenue, East
Westfield, N.J. 07090
201/233.9310

Middlesex
Dr. Shirley Ikeda
Officeof the County Superintendent
96 Bayard Street
New Brunswick, N.J. 08901
201/745-3490

Monmouth
Ms. Margaret Lancton
Dept. of Education

Fobeli Ct. & HighWay 9
.

ree
Box 1264

hold, N.J. 07728
201/431-7810

Ocean

Mr. Robert Grey
212 Washington Street
Toms River, N.J. 08763
201/929-2078

Atlantic
Mr. Thomas De Biaso'
Office of the County Superintendent of Schools
1200 Haiding Highway
Mays, Landing, N.J. 08330 609/625-7000-7002

Cape May
Mr. William Boyle
Office of the County Superintendent
Central Mail Room, Crest Haven Complex
Cape May Court House, N.J. 08210
609/465-4889,7911, Ext. 294 .



(NEW JERSEY'S COUNTY SUPERVISORS. OF CHILD STUDY CHART ON NEXT
PAGE)

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
New Jersqy Department of Labor and Industry

County'Rehabilitation Office Managers

Atlantic Mr. Ronald.McGovern )

1545 Pacific Avenue
Atlantic City, New Jersey 08401
609-441-3080

Bergen Ms. Fern Tuck :

10 Banta Place

4 Hackensack, New Jersey 07601
201-487-7890

'Burlington Mr. Leif Knudsen
Rt. 130 North
Village Mall
Willin4boro, New Jersey, 08046
609787176800

Camden

Cape May

Cumberland/Salem

. ,

Essex Mr. Bill Wilson
,30 Evergreen Pl., 6th. Fl.
East Orange, New Jersey 07018
201-648-2882; 2883
(Suburban Essex)

Ms. Jean Waters
2600 Mt. Ephraim Avenue
Camden, New Jersey '08104
6097.757-2781; 2782;.2783

Mr. Ronald McGovern.*
Cape May Co. Sociai*Service

Complex, 7-9, Delsea Dr.
Rio Grande, New Jersey 08242
609-886-9451

Mr. Joseph Frolio
39 North Laurel Street
Bridgeton, New Jersey 08302
609-451-9098

Gloucester

Br, Alexander Kirk
80 Mulberry Street, Rm. 201
Newailk, New Jersey 07102
201-648-3367; 10445; 3493
,(Newark City)

Ms. Shirley Ohlsen
5:py 81 Cooper Street
r Woodbury, New Jersey 08096

609-848-5300
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Hudson
(

Hunterdon/
Somerset.

Ms. Joan Burrell
2857 Kennedy Blvd.
Jersey City, New Jersey 07306
201-653-2929

Ms. Sharon, Caldwell,
352 Main Street '

'Somerville,-NewL"Jersey
201-526-055Q

. .

Mr. Joseph Dorsey.
150 East State -Street
Trenton, New Jersey '08876
609-292-2940

Mercer'

Middlesex

Monmouth

Mcgris

Passaic

a.

SusSex/Warren,

Union

08876

Mrs. Susan Dougherty
29,Livingston Avenue & NewStreet
New BrunsWibk, New Jersey 08901
20.1- 545 -8120

Mr. .6aniel Will
Eisner Bldg. 54 Broad Street
Red Bank, New Jersey 07701'
201-842-4700

Mrs. Sandr Sent
7 Sussex venue,.2n FlOor
Morrist nNew Jer. ey 07960.
201539-3660

Mr. George Kowalski
Toms River Mall
Rts. 37 and Washington Street
Toms River, New Jersey 08753
201-929-9404

Ms. Sylvia Sneider
744 Hamburg Turnpike
Pompton Lakes, New Jersey ,Q7442
.201-83-8902 (Passaic)

Ms. Sylvia Sneider
370 Broadway
Paterson, New Jersey 07501
201-345-7080
(Paterson, Passaic Clifton).

Ms. Sandra Sentner
Doctor's Park, Seber Road'
Hackettstown, New Jersey 07840
201-85224110

Mr. James Alexander
,125 Broad Street, 7th Floor
Eliiabeth, New Jersey 07201
201-648-4800
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ESTATE OF NEW.JERSEy
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION

DIVISION OF VOCA tiAL EDUCATION AND. CAREER PREPARATION
2 WEST. TATE STREET. ';

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 06625.

COUNTY CAREER EDUCATION 'COORDINATORS

Business AddreS,SeS.4end TelephOne NuMi6brs

WTY .NAME BUSIkESt ADDRESS TELEPHONE
.

. 4

antic Mr. John. Knorr 1200 Harding Highway' .4609P625160.(
Mays Landing 083-30 AExt:54061:

gen 'Mr.'Morton Ruin Roosevelt School (201) 777 -3005
435 Passaic Avenue
Lodi 07644

lington Mr. John Cornew County OffiCe Bldg. (609) .261-5060
3 Union Street"
Mount Holly 08060

ides Mr. John Knorr County Admin. Bldg. (609) 157-8993
6th & Market. Streets
Camden .08101

le May Mr. Robert; Kopf' central~ Mail' RoOm (609) 465-7911
(Acting) .Cret 'vavehAload (Ext. 294)

Lberland .

;ex

,oesterster _M

[son

Iterdon

. Glenn Earliki;

4111W

Susan:T.;Wood

Gienn Ear):

Stanley RothMan

Dr. Kenneth
Charlesworth

aCapellay Court House
08210

U. f
4 p

19° Landis AVenue
Bridgeton 083fil2 ,

86 Washicgton Street
East OrRngdi 07017

Tanyard & Salin RoadS:
Sewell 08080

County 4min. Bldg.
595-Newark Avenue
Jersey Cityi 07306

County' Libriary and
Admin. Oldg%
Route-12
P.O. Box 87'
Flemington 08822,

(6109) 451-800G
(Ext. 414)

(201) *673-5312

( 609). A.68 6500

0

(01) 434-0880
br 7957-6547

-
-4201) 7,88-1414



Dr. Kenneth
CharleSworth

esex . Dr. John Coogan.

2300 ,Hamilton Avenue
Box 8068
Trenton, 08650

96 Bayard Street
New Brunswick 08901

uth °Mr. Michael Maddaluna Campbell Ct. & Rt. 9,
Freehold 07728

iiC.

Dr. Elaine Douma

Mr. 'Robert Kopf
(ACting)

Mr Ronald Brown

County Institution Bldg.
West Hanover Avenue
Mor4s Plains 07950

212 Washington Street
Toms River 08753

otv

18 Clark Street
Paterson 075045,

Mr. John.Cnew

-set - Mr. Joseph
Ryczkowski

?.x Mr. 4!,t40.14#1

(609) 98996677

.

(.)/45a.3490.'

(201) 43(1 .7823',

('201.) 28 -6151

Woodstown-Salem, = Road
P.O. Box 98
Woodstown 08098.

P . O. Box 3000
No. Biidge & East High Sts.
Somerville 0806

Wagner. County Servicei Bldg.
18 Church Street.
Newton, 07860

(201) 929-205:-

(201) .,881-7123

(609) 769-2.700'

Rothman'

. Rudolph Wagner

300 North Avenue, East
Westfield 07090

County-Court House
413 Second Street (Mailing)
Belvidere' '07823

202 Maigasfield St.. (Office)
BelVidpre 07823

(201) 23t,7:14.1

(201) 383-2521'

ory A. Buontempo, Director
au ofCoupity Career Education CotIrdinatiOn
sion of Vocational Education and Career Preparation

(201).2'33

(201)- 475,-5.361

(609) 29279865:,
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Air

*Federal Register - Vol. 42, No. 163 - Copy of Rules and

Regulations.

.
Special Education Check-up - What Federal Law. Requires In

Educating Your Child, National Committee for Citizens.in
Education, Columbia, Maryland.

*EducatioAof-the Handicapped - the 18A: Chapter .46 and

Amendments.; NJSA - available, from Branch of Special
Education and Pupil Servicesi, New Jersey State Department
Education, June 1978...

*Federal. Register - Vol. 44, No. 56 - Tiktle 45 - Guidelines for
Eliminating Discrimination and Denial of Services on the

Basis of Race, Color, National Origin, Sex and Handicap.

IEP ResoUree Package, Vol. I,,Pareer Awareness, Pre-Vocational
and Vocational, EIC-NW, Orris Plains, New Jersey.

'I.
*McKinney, Loretta and Seay, Dona - Development,of

Individualized Education Flograms (IEPs) for.the Handicapped

in Vocational Education; Information Series #144, Nationlpl.

Center for Research in Vocational Education - Ohio'State
University, 1979.
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*Individualized Education Programs - A Handbook for Vocational
Educators - Information Series #188, The National Center for
Resealbh in VoCational Education, University of Ohio, 1979.

Ahlest, Myra, Ed. Vocational Education for Students with Special
NeedS, Department of Vocational Education; Colorado State'
University, Volume I An Administrator's Handbook,
Volume II A Teacher's Handbook.

Training Package - National Curriculum Development Project for
Vocational Educators of Disadvantaged and Handicapped
Students.
Div ision of Manpower Development and Training
Area Manpower Institutes for, the Development of Staff
(AMIDS) Four Booklets 1. Final Report

2. Supplementary Materials - Part A
3.. Supplementary Materials - Part B
4. How'to Plan-Conduct-Evaluate.

.

Chisman,'Arlington, W., Novakr nathy. Planning Vocational
Education Programs for the Disadvantaged and Handicapped
Competency-Based Administrator Education.Module, Va.
Polytechnic Institute and State'University, Blacksburg, 'Div;
of Voc-Tech. Educ. Feb. 1977 ERIC Ed 145-123.

Dean, Marshall A. Tqp Paraprofepsional in Vocational Education
Programs for Disadvantaged and Handicapped Students, Link
Educational Labs, Hope Hull, Alabama, 1977 E. 143-859.

*Wentling,'TiM L. & Albright, Len A System for Identification,
Assessment and Evaluation of the Special Needs Learner in
Vocational Education, IllinoiS_University at
Urbana- Champaign. Bureau of Educational Research .,1,

*Puzzled About Educating.Special Needs Students? - Handbook on
Modifying Curricula for Handicapped Students, Wisconsin.
Vocational Studies Center, University of Wisconsin -
Madison, 1980.

.

References

"Career ExplO"ration for All Students in Grades 6-9: The
th; In*oduction to Vocational Program" JOhn Williams and

Jacqueline Stefkovich, New Jersey Department of Education,
225 West State Street, Trenton, NeW Jersey 08625.

"Guidelines for Comprehensive Guidance and Counseling Services,"
Jacqueline Stefkovich,.New,Jersey Department of Education,
225 West State Street, Trenton, New Jersey 08625

-"Resources for Vodational Preparation of Disabled Youth" and
"Bibliography of Secondary Materials for Teaching
Handicapped StudentS," President's' Committee on Employment
of the Handicapped, Washington, D.C. 20010
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"Curriculum Materials - New Jersey Voc-Tech. Curriculum
Laboratory" Occupational Resource Center

4103 Kilmet Campus
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

-11terials Collection "Mainstreaming", "Career Education," and
"Staff Development".

Learning Resource Center, South
EIC - South
Rt. 49, Delsea-Drive
Sewell, New Jerseyi;

P

"Better than I Thought" - A series of filmstrips Developed by
Lloyd Tindall, The University of Wisconsin. Copies are A

available for loan through Ms. Priscella Walsh, Occupational
Resource Center, Edison, New Jersey.
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Module II

ASSESSMENT, COMMUNITYAND CAREER RESOURCES

Unit I: ASSESSMENT

MANUAL

st
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Unit ASSESSMENT
I

OBJECTIVES

Partici.pants will:

3eclie acquainted with the goals of assessment.,

BeCoMe aware of the various types of.assessmerit,

Unit T
) Manual

GROUPING

Large group, lecture.

MATERIALS NEEDED .

Overhead projector
Screen
Transparencies
Magic Marker

ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT

1. Review goals of assessments.
Distribute hand-out #1

2. Discuss"sources of assessment.
a

.

Student Cumulatidge ReCordt
Student nnfidatTialliPeCOrds Child Study Team
Evaluations.
Intervisws with - y P-rsonnel. ..

.Through entry-le :1 per work ,sampling.
Through direct oblervationof student performance:
Through interest, attitudiR41 Surveys and use of
other psychometriC instruMents

Include:

3. Present tile various types of .commercial assessment
instruments available: Distribute hand-out2. If a
more intense review is needed of these instruments,
refdr Avrticipats to the Occupational ReSOurce Center
Assessment project in Edisoh, New Jetsey.:::A copy is
included in App-endix.A.

A --Stre to participants that besides for al instruments,
there are.observational ways of assessi,g
These inctflude.work sampieS.

5. Distributand discus's handouts 3 and 4.
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6. These following activities are useful for reinforcement
.of academic skills' and Concepts as well as for
ossessmenz o f pre-vocsgal. skills. 0

Purpose is tc Vocational tasks and
skill's can assessed 7;ir(J'U,gh.,Lmpla inexpensive_and
in some oases pre - existing meaAlsand materials.

a. 'Have parcipants review AsSess::,2nt A. H
_ :3.

b. Briefly disCugs and give SaMples of. concept
'tasks or skills that' ca:, be-assessed by having, the
student bake: chogplate cake.:
Have the°nartiC4antsbreak into small g oups and
analyze Handout 5.
Discuss task to determine,the skills necessary in
cbmpleting'the'concepts and skills generated by
groups.

Po*
int out that7:the finished product is the ultimate

evaluation of the stUdents skills. However, the
individual must work with and observe the student from
the beginning to end of the activity in order to
idantifi Weaknesses specifically that prevened
student from being successful.

E.g., - If the cake, when tasted at the end is
extremely bitter, reasons for this could be::.

. .i,'
. ..

Too-much baking soda - Incorrect= measured:
3. Too little or no sugar Incorrec5.y, read

instructions.-
Misinterpreted
.ingredients,
lacks dry measure
skills..

Remediation based upon results of thp assessment would_-
vary depenaing upon the specific weakness.

188
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TASKS

The student demonstrates the ability to.:

i. Define specific vpcb141v terms fouhd in the recipe
such as:

A. Measures D. Temperatures G.. Equipment
B. Direction c.,; E. Time
'-'.... 'Ingredients F. Amohts .

oi2. Complete each step seqaentially.
3. Identify kitchen tools and Utilize 'correctly following

safety procedures.
.

4. Recognize the need for and propetly.ask for ropeated
,directions or clarification when needed.

5: Recognize advantages of using standard food preparation
recipes. .

.

G. Accurately-complete pre-cooking protedures such-as.
A. ,gathering' ingredients '!,

E. _ selecting utensils
C-. _ setting oven temperature

7. Weigh and 0-easure ingredients.
8. DemonStrate:ability to utilize measuring spoons; cups

and Scales.-:.! . .

9. Mix ingredients according todirection and follow:the
recipe through to cOmoletion with.4atisfactory results"
within a reasonable. time limit.

10. Follow written directions., .

.

11. Follow oral directions (read orally i student is
_unable to read recipe independently}.

. ,



te-

ASsessrqeh-t B" Haridourequires the same steps as stated
in Assessment A. Both. can:be used if needed or A.or B chosen at
diScetiOn, of trainer. .Participants may ,beeitIlier more
or.inte;iested in a specific assessment.. After Small group
discussions, 'have participants review Handout 7 for analyzing
tasx. .
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M6dule II

ASSESSMENT, COMMUNITYAND CAREER RESOURCES

Unit II: COMMUNFIY RESOURCES /,
SUPPORT AGENCIES\iRELATED SERVICES



U!.1.t II- Community

OBJECTIVES.

2artiibaf.ts.w11:.

' OROUPIG

Resources/Sapport Agencies/ :elated 'Sethoes

A

,

za

,5b

. ,

Gain 1n.undstanding and awareness Oftne brad=:.,
scope of community resources and related serv,i.cs
AVajUrable to them.; :' , .,...

,.*.
.

.

_.-sOrease :-.4:WarenesS of school- resources :::Vailable
.

:,
...

. their in districzS4-.-
,

.

Begin
/ .

.t01.71cflude community. agencies/schdol
resources wIthin planning for each st

1(

dent's
individual program.

Not mo*e that 15-20.

'MATERIALS N'2tDED

Overhead. projector

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

OVeview of avAlable school resources
Overview Of community resources/support a.genCies%
CETA overview.
DVR. overview
Analysis of resotIrceS activity
Simulatibns

'4

screen transparency Masher.,.

ACTIVITY - SCRIPT /FORMAT

Present Handout
1

Discuss and compare Noc: Ed./Spec;-.Ed.

Stress: Some
comprehensive

A

aspects of Voc. Ed. are included in
secondary school and vice versa.

Discuss., cross -off of basic academic instructors:;
bpd Practical Arts Instructoxs.

Point out'full-time vs. shared -time vocational

Discuss multi-faceted roles. of varied personne

5
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ILL-Idout 9

D:_scuss cf major four components.L.ndtheir.
contributiaf,.s.

As". or examoles.in each.

3 Bres,?: Into sma].... grou',.) of five.

Review imortance Of c:soti."rce utilioation,

Have each (.3,,.ouprair,:-.storm specific examples in eachla;
category available to them in their, district. :

Stress - Sharing 3f past exp.:iences aqenai' and
organioations;

Present Handout 10 and Handout 11 and discuss as
examples of potential seryicesiavailable.

'Trainers can use the Simulations (contained'in Handout
12) Las ways to o;. rfe Participants a sense of the, real-
worgd problems connected to the full use of the
community for vocational/special education pr grams.

Break into small groups and assign one of the four
simulations (Handout 12) to eac;-1 grouo

Case A: A pri-rate provider of vocational services
challnges the schools proposal to make fuller use of
.or,lmunitv resources in their vocational programs;.

Case.' B: Outlines a conflict between the Voca.tionel.
Rehabilitatibn Department and the School's Vocational
Education Program;

Cpse C: .Presents a case of a.teacher who wants to move
from simulated work'tc real settinios in the community;

Case C: Asks the group to brainstOrm the most
, .appropriat,e training approaches for 'a vocation

, educator..

Trainers should use the Simulations as opportunities
for problem-solving sessions and elicit analysis and
strategies, from the group participants.

Lb
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5. Distribute Handout 13.

7 .4 Discuss applicability to any job or occuPatcon:

I

Disuss places other than job plactIment or
v. vocational education program when student could

receive instruction in these. competencies.

Discuss General Employment Competencies in terms
of utilizing resour'ces discussed as sources for
instruction or development.

,

1

Have small groups brain-stdrm specific examples,
- if classis taking a field trip, instead

of renting bus have class plan fur and use public'
transportation such as buses' or trains.

List on overhead as presented.

Note to Trainer: For additional informa'tion on this unit, see
Appendices C, D, E, and F.

A
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Module II

ASSESSMENT, CON/MUNITY AND C.AREER1RESOURCES

J

Unit' CAREER DEVELOPMENT
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11 D7vET.on,-,N-°

.1;

;

lYV

5.

6

f'art-...,,i15ant:: will:

:loc.:C.:3 II

III

;:aqu inz themSelves with laws and regulatio::s
ragardihg the. inclusion of career awareness
:3ducazion in a students program.
_Develc-D an awareness of the basic concepts 1. career

3. Present a model for career education for special needs
students.
Develou a prbtatype for'.an industrial survey of the
articipants iccal area. -

Become acquainted with the .Fifteen Gccuoational.Cluster
areas and with subcluszer areas and task analysis.
3e provided with some supplementary resources .for their
schools.,

GRLPING

10-25 Participants

MATRIALS NEEDED

Y. Overhead Projector
Transparency Marker

t Handout Materials'

ACTItlITIES

1. Ptat' ays to Careers - See trainer notes
12. Role escriptions Supplemental activity

Job A lysis See Trainer Notes
4. .Inaust ial Survey - See Trainer Notes

TRATER NOTES
1. Presen T-1 and T -2. Discuss implicationscf the yaws.

Highiigh P.L.' 94-142 and Section 55330 (Inclusio;.i in
IEP). *

Utilize/T-3 Point out the interrelatedness cf the
threetpihases.. Discuss how they could be "infu-sed" in a
school's" existing facilities and resources. ,ASk
participants f.or.examples for each area. (E:a., - Home
Econom46s teacher can explore careers in the Foods
Industry and: "simulate" job skills such as menu
:planning, inventory, ordering of suppl):es,' 'serving
prepared dishes, etc.)
DsolayT-4 which discusses some basic concepts
concerning career education.



W 6'' afteen Occupational Cluster Areas. :till:Le
- ',V,.'.
.;,, np. examples oz. varied jobs f:Dund wi-n ,n :ach
4.$',--,

Trail ,''.. ion

Service'

4
4 A
..et tion Aztenaunt i- .Bus orLver

Diesel e .iahic Small engine*meennic
Transmon SpeciaAt ,_ marine engine

maintenance mechanic
"uck Elver Auto parts 'sales'person

5. Introdt .,..'sconceots of cluster area bre::kdown utilizing
T-46 as a sumol. Use T-6 to ;.11ustratLf 11,pw.cnc of the
crimary areas of the Transportation Cluster is Auto
Servicir.g.

A. ubc'uster is Auto nedhanics

After being, clusters into subclusters, then lobs
contained within the subcluster must be
identified. e.g., New oar get - ready man,
tune-up mechanic:*

Instructional tasks must then be identified
(compare to task analysis of academic afea such ast
reading.Y refer to .examples in T--3.)

6. Rei7iew Community/School Resources from arlor unit.

Elicit responses as to industry could Provide
tO a school program.

e.g., field trips, job placement, Pamphlets, speakers,
etc. Discuss value of tecomin.g familiar with industry
in,local area.

Utilize Handout 14 and 15 to illustrate now to develop
an Industrial Survey. .DisCuss ways in which districts
collect information formally in their distri-t.

NOTE TO TRAINER

1. Trainer may with to ,discuss how to use resources in
Appendices +G J.

2. Review skills which are vocational.in a nature which do
not have to be taught in A''vocational'classroom.
?resent Handout 16. Review skill listing. Elicit
responses from oarticipants about where these
pre-vocational and vocational skills can be oresented.
Reinforce concept of 'infusion" and involvement of all
staff in school.'

3_ Distribute,Handout17 as a summary activity.

Have participants cheCk.resources in each category that
are are availabi to' them in their local district.
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Module II

ASSESSMENT COMMUNITY. AND CAREER RESOURCES'

/Unit I: ASSESSMENT

HANDOUTS: HO-1 HO-7

4
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HO-1

Assassment

Pre-Vocational

Vocational

1. Z.nable teacher to observe p're-existing that
student has.

.

. Enable student to.explore vocatipnal programs and
varied job titles.

Ei-lable student o perforIll self-assessment.wh...le
atiiizing work samples..

4. Enable teacher to view strengths and weaknesses in
ability levels in regard to vocational interest area
and occupations.

5. Enable teacher and student to observestuden't
performance in. various occupational areas., and to%
determine how well the student learns a-new skill
during assessment.

6. Aid teacher- in determining student's learning style in
ordetto pffer recommendations regarding programming
4 skill development.

.
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.

Ps,:ctomic- data is a"yalliable ,comp0nent of.':ccatipnal
assass and e'::;ivatIon if ,test is 'appropriate to .student
popul2tELn. The follow-ing partial list contains some
ypc,itio%-.a1_1_17 related psychoEferLc Listcuments

incin In this list doe.t'i not imply that a g.Lven test ,should or-
shouldn't be utilied or doe-s it _:~ply that only these!shouid,be

Clerical Aptitude,

- S.T2A Typing kiLics Test
- Minnesota Clerical Test

Clerical Speed a Accu,(acy Test
Subtest-DAT

- Subtests -WISC-R, WAIS .

'mechanical Abiiit;/

,
- SRA MeChanieal.-Aptitude
- Bennett Mechanical . .

Comprehenslon.Tes't
- Revised Minesota Paper F

Boar'd Test
Subtests WISC, WI3C-R, WAIS

Manual Skill and Dexterity

Bennett.Hand Tool Dexterity Test
Crawford Small' Parts Dexterity Test
Minnesota Spatial. Relations Test
Minnesota ,Assembly'Test-
Minnesota Rate of Manipp.lation Tegt
Purdue Pegboard
Pennisylvanjia Bi7Manual WorkiSample
Wells,Concrete Directions Test

.

, McCarron-Dial i

Multi Attitude Batteries

System for Assessment and Group Evaluation (SAGE)
U.S. Employment Service General"Aptitude.Test Battery
U.S. Employment Service Norl-MSadi-ng- Aptiitude Test Battery
Differential Aptitude Test (DAT)
Armec: Service :3 Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAS)

,Interest
-

.Picture Interest Exploration Survey(PIES) #

ASMD-B9ker Reading Free Vocational Interest Inventory
Cast Picture Interest Inventory (also deaf form)
NZder Personal Preference Record

/'

Oho-7AFationsalieterest Inventory (OVIS)
- St ong-Campbell Interest Inventory

Vo ational interest and Sophistication Assessment
Reading-Free VocatiOnal Interest Inventory
:Career. Awarness 'Inventory
Career Development Inventor- jailor



Module
Uni:,

,HO-2 con't

_ Self-D,_rected -Search
Inentory

'Occupaticnal interests Sc21fAnalysis Sca_e
C.L.fer De7elopment Inver _cry (CDI)
,Sf.eer Maturity inventory:- Attitude Scale

1.7t.:catiohal Prefer nee Inventory (VPI)
Minnesota Atcational interest Ynverrtory (MVII)
Raving Scales of Vocational Values, Vocational LInterests and

Vocational Aptitudes (VIA)
California Life Goals Evaluation Schedules
Work Values Inventory
Temperament,and-Vaaues Inventory(
Thor'' dike Dimensions of Temperament

,The majority of the tests listed and numerous others are
vailable for review at the New Jersey Occupational Center

( IC/C Edison Program) 0. '

. - 201
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HO-3 .

_

2..sses,ment

Work Samoles
"

Work samtle'asssments can locally deve
commercially.

oped orlourchaLd

Work 'samples Are a preferred, metncd in vocational evaluation as
crie" al,low for:

The evaluator can objectivlyMeasure 1, an individual
wily. do in elements of an cocilpation.,f

.

elements of the job
the career area.

The student performs the job o
and, theztfore,.better explore

3. The student can,compare for high /herself how-his/he
abilities. and interests to.thedemands of the specific
job.

1.

work samples available varying greatly
ality and training. requirements. The

following-is'. a list of commonly used commercial work samples.
Mention does not imply endorsement nor does omission of any imply
anything abouTTts value:

There are many commercia
in cost, space required,

*C4n
(EIC- Edison Program)

*The' Singer Vocational Evaluation Systern
*The'Vafpar Component Work Sample Series
*Vocational Information. and Evaluation Work Srple

#.(VIEWS)
Talent Ass ssment P ogram (TAP)
MICRO-TOW R
*Comprdhe ive Occupational Assessment and Training
System OATS) -e

Bordnead Garrett Vocational Skills Assessment 'and
Develent system
Wide Range Employment Sample Test. (WREST)

- Hester Evaluation System
*JEVSt Work Battery
Cdrrels for Hands-On Lildividualized Career Education
(CFFICE)
V AS-CETA

viewed at ,New Jersey Occupational Resource Center

-202



Components- of A Work, Sample

p.

.Module

,EC -4

Design of the :,:Imple-
Assessment of use of tools and materials in Food

Services
-.Following a recipe
11easurement

2. instructions Lo observer
3

'3. instructions- to student

4. Student Rating Form

S. Field Test, and Review Sample

203
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ASSESSMET.- A
,

Chocolate "Cake

noduie II
,2nit I
HO-5

3 squares unsweetened. chocolate' 1 1/3.cups granulated:_su'gar.

2 cups sifted cake flour
1 cup Milk

1 tso. baking soda

3/4 tsp. salt

1/2' cup shortening
.

2 eggs

1 tsp. vanilla extra

*\:

Preheat oven to Grease and duF th oUr, .twp
cake oans

2: Melt chocolate in d double boiler and set aside.

3. Onto_ waxed paper, sift- flour, 6odra-and

4. In large miXing. bowl.' combine shortening and sugar.
with electric mixer Until. blnded.

5, Alternately add flour mixture and milk.
1

6. 'Add eggs, vanilla and melted Chocblate: Beat thedium.speed_
until well blended.

7.

l

Pour batter into prepared_cake pans. Bake 30 minutes.
Test with toothpick. :Cool in pans 5 minutes.

8. Loosen edges with spatula .end Turn into wire rackz-,
6
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ASSESSMENT - B

PRE-VOCATIONAL ASSESSMtNTc

Credit Card Sales A

Dlito the high cot of gasoline many 'people are being forced to
use cred,it cards as a form of payment. :lbstp emplw7ers in the
field ` AutO Seryiqing will require the skill of,correctly
.processa.g sales made by the use of credit cards.

'Remember, any mistakes made by you during this pr:)cedure will not
'be,a loss to your employer, but it will be oss to you. Your
employer will take the money Host due to am on your part
out of your'pay.

1 '

Module
Unit I"
HO-6

In order to perform this exercise ccrrectl you must become
familiar with the machine that you will te u ing.

LI.sing:s.the information given to you cn next page, identify the
tollOwihg parts oLthe Machine.

Name of Part

Print Handle

Storage Compartment

mount Keys,

Rotary, Dater

.Machine Bed.

'..Charge Form Statio, CotlyStorage

2.05

Number



1

STORAGE CC RTMENT

A 4 I.E

4,4

a

cdule II
Unit- I
HO-6 c or. t

MACHINE BED

CREDIT CAR.,

STATION

TION CUP S OP F
ADDRESS PLATE

206
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PROCEDCRE

(r

Filling Out a Credit Card Form

. .

Moale II

HO-6 con't

Check Rotary Dater. The date should be changed daiilyusing
the eraser end of a pencil. Do not use metal Jbjeetsto
turn the wheels.

2. Check the expiration date on the customer's credit card.

3. Put the card in the bed of tha machine by placing the bottom
edge of the card against the Two Red Tabs.

get
,c
b4. the cover from the storage compartment and et a.

charge form.

5. Record the purchase ihformation including the amounts: Show
the Total Amount in the space provided-

6. :=ostion th- Amount Keys to the figures representing. the
Total Amoun of the Sale.

7. ?lace the:Charge Form in the machine face up. Make 'Sure
the four corners of the form are properly plated.

8. .Move the Print Handle to full right position, then:full left
position to complete the printing cycle. If the handle
moves a short distance, call yoUr Evaluator. Do not-force
the handle.

9. Mark the customer's license plate number and .state

10. Ask the customer to sign his name by the Red X. Don't
forgpt this; without his signature the form is worthless.

li. Give the customer the top copy.
a

12. Place the back copy in the storage compartment.

Now that you know how to use the machine, please'complete the
exercises on the next. page.
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,I,NC?;CY I agree to pay Seller or Ass.ghe e, Exxon

Comcany. :he Total Amount
1

s..own tooe:ner wnn z:he r charges. 1
1

i any. subject. r z,121.:Jt:e, io ant in ae
t .. coo-:e ...nrt the Curtznt terms or my

Exxon CreO, Sale Arrneni .anClor
Ft , y 01.. r c C.narge Account Agreement.
In whch c.v.:hi I hereby aciknowleage
prior receipt of suon agreement.

ITOIAt IS

2

c.A7EL. a 7V

308305

1

1..1, t !Alt 'ttt.
TOTti

I aoree to pay Seller or Assignee. Exxon
Company. trie Total Amount
shown together won other criarges. it
any:subject: it app,oabra. IC an in ao-
cortance wn.rr the current terms or my
Ex.lran Cree.rt Sate Agreement 111G/Or
Revolving Charge Account Agreement.
In which event I hereby acicnovvenge
pi-or reCe1.22 OS sucr agreemer:.

EON

30830b
.7PC.

.'! '

s- :I..,

_L.
--t

I .1.3ree to pay Seier or Assionce. Exxon
Company, U.S.A. the Total Amount
shown toge..-.er we,hother charges. it
any subjez.. fl appl:c.,ble. to ...rd i, ac-
cGrG..nce n.rri :ne current terms o! rry
Exxon Crean Sale Agreement anClor
Fterclying Cr..rrce Account An.reement.
In watch ever: I he-coy z.cknr.wictlge
prr rece.,:n of such agreernern.

19
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;-iree tu pay Se....r or ApsiCree. Eiaoni
Compun.j. U.Q.A. the Tiolal Amour.:
..novvn icgutrer wi',n other Chff9Cfo. Il

an.. tc ar.c in -
ccreance wr.h cutreint terms or my
Ervon CreCn Sole Aglee -lent ant:JorI
Aevolvins Cr4i:ce Account A9reernent,I

wr cn event I l'ereby acvnove.v'oe
p. or rec,,p1 of s...ch agreement.

;aliffl

6

fC7i0 1,-4 79

i
.--/EC)Nr

308311

I C rr,
.T.' !

:.*:-..*r"--.A:7--; I

1.-..cu oct..61 L 5:44l 5..CS1.

c.,- 4c' rc, f. i01AtIS

I agree 10 pay Seller or Assignee, E [)on
Company. U.S.A. the Total Amount
shown`loge:ter with olner charges. .1
any, subject. it apc:icable_to on rn ac-
cordance won 1..e outrun: :elms r:,1 my
E non Creole Sale Aoeement ocoior
Revolving Charge Account Aoreement,
In which event I hereby crr.nrowied;e
prior receipt of such agreement.

308312
AAJIL7:

I .,tree to pay Selior or Ass ,nee Er von
C.ornpany, U.S.A. Ine Tc:at Arrount

'Eft ! w shown toge:her fe.111 c: ter C +aces.

, CI., I s! r any, sublvct. a;:b v:ab4r. isnt: in ac

I i i cerCance wbn the c....rivr.:.tTrmc of my
Er..von CteCrt Sir', A crtrement 'a.r.o./or

I .

Ch:rze :.cock.nt Ayrument,
in wnich ei,n1 I '-iureti. aci.r.z.v.ecT,e

tt
I

X411011.(;1c
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CAR JAL 'S ACTIVITY TASF:c.

Ltv different parts of machine and ut_lizazion of
eacn.

2. ;'7r. to legibly and spell accurately.
3. Identify and deScriPe. the information needed for each 6,

card transaction. ,

a. Description. a.ld quantity of item(s) r.,J1d
b. Customer License Number
c. Customer Credit Card plate
d, Customer signature
e. Cost per item
f. Total Cost
g. Sales Tax

.

.

4. Ability to add whole numbers and deCimals up to four
digits to computer cost.

5. Compute. tax by multiplication and/or:
6. Read and interpret a sales tax chart.
7. Record. information quickly and accurately.
8. Rd'a-Ognize,,,,,dates written as numbers-(1/82)
9. Follow-elbet procedure for handling credit card

transactions.

a. Obtain customer card
b. Itemize purchases on receipt form
c. Follow procedure as outliried in Activity - Items

1-12
d. Verify card information
e. Check signature
f. Check card expiration date
g. Utilize telephone to obtain further verification

At conclusion note to participants that.two assessments such as
these are inexpensive and easy to set up:

Assessment A All materials available from Home Economics
teacher in own high school building.
a

Assessment .Easy,tofobtain blank fPrms and voided card
from gas stations. In fact, gas stations
will_ donate old credit card machines to
schools.

NOTE TO TRAINER

For additional,infprmatio on assessment, see Appendices A
and 3.



Module II

ASSESSMENT COIVEVENITY AND CAREER RESOURCES

Unit II: COMMUNITY RESOURCES/
SUPPQP.T AGENCIES/RELATED SERVICES

C
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HANDOUTS: HO-8 HO-13
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Co=unitv/School f",:escurces Activity

School

4

Vocational
e.c., Ctv V,-Tech

Sheiterd Worsnop

Community = Federal, State County
Agencies e.g., DVR - -
Transportation to Post-
Secondary Program

Business, Industryl& Labor
Organizations Field Trip
Manufacturing /Metal Fab./
Westinghouse Corp.

lodule I
Uni II
HO-2

)

Special Education
Woods I & II Teacher

Commitity Agencies, &
Organizations Course
Speakers Rotary

O

Citizen/Special Interest
Group

PTA -Purchase Uniform
for student who can't
afford.
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Federal, State

and County AgencieS

ot

Community Resources for the Speoial Education Student in

Vocational. Education

I

l0

Module it

Unit II '4
1109

/1

Social Security Administrat on

County and State Employment

Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation

Manpower. Programs (C)STA)

County Social Services

Others

as applicable and available

such as Sheriff's office, Juvenile

Evalualion and Treatment Centers

County Transportation.

County College`

County Vocational Schools

t

k

Community Ar,jencie
--t-;

R)taly

ChL,mbei.of Commerce

-1).-lan'ned Parenthood,

Big Brother/Big Sister

Volunteer Programs

Recreation Centers

Community Chest

213

* Business,.1H-iulAr,

and Labor

Organizati6ns

Career Spe

Field Tri

,:ers

Occupational Information

Materials,

Tours-Indust Technli
On-The Job Training Sites

Employment - CEI Placements

Sponsorships

Donations/Funding for

Programs

Displays*

Private Industrial Canals

Other Sources

Citizen/Special

Interest Gros

New Jersey Educational

'Law Ce4r

Prosthetic 'Equipment.

Rental and Donation

Trailsportation

Special Counseling

Parent /Student

Advocate Programs.
214



Commui:7 Resources.

:".odule ,

Unit 11
HO-10

DiViz:.LD:. of Voitional Rehabilitation (DVR)

.itv for SerVices

Zcadent 16 years',or older.

Presence of a physical or
.er.tal disability.

3: Ex,istence of a Substantial

4. Reasonable Expectation that
Vocational Rehabilitation
Services will enable the
individual to become employable.

4

Range of Servic_-Is

1, Vocational Counseling .

2. Vocational Cvali on

3. Vocational Training

4. Personal and Work
Adjustment

5. Job Placement AssiStance

6: Follow-up After.
Emploxyment is secured

7. Maintenance while
attending a school or
facility for training
(provided on financial
need basis) .

8. Transportatioh,?dosts to
and from place of train-
ing or evaluation
(financial need basis)

9. Vocational Related
Med' al Services and
'Ph sical'Restoration

DVR also serves.as a valuable community resource for secondary
school special education students.

The student, parent, guidance counselor or child' study team can
ma.i.e.the ,referral,for DVR services by calling the local DVR.
office for information.

215
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Comprehensive Employ and Training Act, 1.7,73.

CETA. .

Key P'...ihts

4.,dministered through Department of Labor 1.

*Goal - .to assist individuals who have substantial a1fficllty
securing employment

Population to.beServed:

UnemplOyed Disadvantaged
Underemployed Handicapped

*Potential. Services:

Job Counseling Skill 'raining
Vocational. Psychometric Job Placement

Testing Job Development'
Vocational Evaluation /-

Personal & Work Adjus'tment

*Contact: local CETA office, State Employment Service for
Information

An example of potential programs offered is tR4t within.county
(in Morris County, NeW Jersey) - skill training is offered in:

1. Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN)
2. Cable - T.V. Installation
3. Auto Mechanics
4.' Business/Clerical OCcupations
5. :Electronic Parts Assembler

0

216
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-Simulations

Vocational Education in the ommunity

nodule II
Unit II
HO-12.

In each of the following simulations; you should take the
role of the school staff. would you propose to deal with the.
situation presented? Prepare a plan of action!

\ 217
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case'A
Joseph Klein, 1?rincipal

City, Hi,-1),Scnocl
."-'_fiddle City, N.J..-

,:.
.

Cear-r.. Klein,
a

-.,
- ?

3 ....
1

I read in the.nt:wspaper vasty.tzhat your staff are planning a
major,. ;Ico4unity based",.speciaj. educa,tion[yocational educatiCi/:1
plan. -I am shodked andlinsulted. Arid,.fankly, I thixk'he
tXpaves.of this comMuhity should be inSulted..

nodule I
Unit
110 -12

While-it may be that your staff;are ill informed:.in'the area.of01
vocational training for people with disabilities, this is no
excuse fOr their apparent lack"of interest in learning about what
q already going on in this community. If they had taken -thq,
time to do their homework about what service or agency effers or
about ail of our work,ih developing workstation in industry.

',Frankly, I am dismayed that your staff never took the time to-
contact us or, as far as I:haVe been able to determine, the

.

Directors of. the half dozen, vocational agencies in the
community. For the'reCord you should know thatiothe Association
for People with Disabilities already offer4s:'

worker assessment
vocational counseling
vocational 'training.
job placement service
waste station program
support for transition to employment
work adjustment service

and much. more. It is a tremendous waste of the taxpayers money
for the public schools to try and duplicate our 'services:

Further, I am -,Try concerned that your staff in their) supreme
naivete,. may destroy the results of all of. the fiarefui nurturing
we have given to developing good working relaeions with industry,
The real losers in thiS could be disabled adults themselves.'

I suggeSt the school. district drop its vocational`' education
.thrust for disabled students until you have a chance to learn
about what!s already happening in the commuftity,

Sincerely,

0 I,

Daniel Speed
:Executive. Director of the AssociatiOn for-People with-
Disilities .

cc: .Director Of the Offide of Vocational :Pehabilitation

Question: How'Should JoseplY.Yleinresoond.L.4,e,
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Case B.

Jim Evuns. .

Vocational.Eduation, ;rogtam
:awards. High Sqhool

-Centet City,

DearJim,

Over. the past several 'weeks it 'has come too .my attentItm that 'Al
dozen ,of your students' nave become clients of our agency. .: While
it istrUe 'that we can,:setve.-sixteen year olds, I am. reluctant' to
PLit our -fe.sodr.ceS this group since_ you have a itog:tarri.:that
shotad- be.able to meet thelr:.needs: I.,suggest you spedk_With:,

7, your staff:and try to .minimize their Aift,jUSt:trying
to cut doWn*on unneceSSa4y duplication of ,:servide,s

Joan Cooper
Director
Vocational,Rehabilitation

.Ouestions ;

What Services could J,im Evans rightfully .want
students:l.frOM'th4. vocational rehabilitation Deparipent?,

How should:4 m Evahs-propOse responding to the letter froa
.

-Joan CoopetZ:,
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Case C

BobCutngs operates a successful vocational education program
for specia,l, education students. His program offers simulated
grocery stcry work experiences.

6,
Now, he has decidedto.mOve this part of:his training into the
.community. He wants to use the natural environment of a real
.grocery story for training.

Questions:

What,stepsshould Bob Cummings go through in, locating
grocery story sites?

HoW- can he'win the involve&entor acceptance of grocery
store owners/managers?

74,
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Case D

Ann Bobsc:i is a vocational educator. art of her curriculum/
training is restaurant cooking. She has been asked to modify her
program to serve moderately retarded studerits. She is not sure
how to prepare for this change. The prin4pal ha§ informed her
that she must do something soon. The retarded students will be
placed ia_her pr_)_gram next month.

Questions:

What. should Ann'Bobson do?

What inforMation does she need?'

What factors should she review?'

(That skills does she need?
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General Employment Competencies

The following aQployment- competencies would be stressad
throughout the career training process. .This empha would be
equally shared by both the vocationaland home school districts:

-Personal-Development

A. Attitudes

1. Sincere interest in job
2. Maturity
3. Sets-realistic goals-
4. Responsibility/dependability
5. General pride in him/herself and job
6. General confidence in him/herself and job
7. Awareness of importance
8. Cooperation with employer and cos-workers
9. Effort in completing duties

10. Appropriate reaction to criticism
11. Appropriate reaction to supervisor and

authority
12. Appropriate reaction to pressure
13. Perseverance
14. Positive self-image
15. Sincere enthusiasm toward job
16. Overall friendly attitude toward others
17. Overall courteousness with others .

18. Adequate control,of frustration
19. Initiative
20. Honesty toward job, others, self
21. Knowledge and acceptance of his /per

capabilities and limitations

B. Interests as related to abilities (realiStic)

C. Capabilities

1. Physical
2.. Intellectual

D. Hygiene and Grooming

II. Job Search Skills

A. Job Sources

1. Reading newspaper
.2. Using employment agency
3. Using state employment services
4. Advertisements .

5. Reading bulletin boards (e.g., - - guidance
office, placement office)
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.Job Applications

1. Oral and written knowledge of personal statistics
(e.g., name address, birthdate, experience,
references and any other pertinent information.

C. Interview Techniques

1. Appearance
2. Demeanor
3. . Ability to make inquiries about:

salary
b. training
c. advancement
d. hours
e. experience
f. requirements of position

III. Social Responsibilities

A. Proper attlire for a job

1. neat
2. clean

Work habits

1. concern.for safty
2. punctuality
3. honesty
4. dependability
5. responsibility

C. Adhere to time'schedules

D. Socialization

1. adjustment to co-workers
peer. .communication

3. relationship with superviSory personnel-

IV. Communication Skills
,

A.
B.
C.
D.

Functional verbal skills
Functional reading skills
Functional writing skills
Comprehension of visual and/or auditbry stimuli

,and cues
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V. Money Management Skills

VI.

A. Banking

1. Opening an account
Understanding deposit and withdrawal
prcCedures

3. Understanding of various types of bank
accounts

B. .Telephone

.1. appropriate speaking voice.
2. knowledge. of proPer number sequence on dal
.3. telephone etiquette

C. Budgeting

1. utilitieS
rent

3. .revolving charge/installment buying
4. essential needs
5. recreational desires

Modes and Implications of Transportation

A. . auto

B.)

1. ownership

a. installment payments
b. principal'and interest
c. , cost of operation
d. insurance
e. upkeep
f. depreciation

2. Driver's License

a, physical requirement
b. training
c. procurement of license.

Motorcycle or,bicycle licenses

C. Public Transportation

1. schedule
tickets

3. transfer cost

3-3 224
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D. Concept of map

1 from home to job
1

2. floor/plant plan relative to job

VII. BusinL:ss Knowledges

A. Banking

d

,, .

1. opening an account
deposit and withdrawal slips

B. Telephone

speaking voice
2. number sequence

C. Want Ads - Job Information

1. name of job (names)
2. wages and fringe. benefits
3. qualifications needed
4. location and employer's name
5. time and place to apply
6. type of application

a. personal
b. telephone
c. written
d. recommendations

D. Budgeting

rent
2. installment paying
3. food
4. clothing
5. recreation

VIII. Independence

A. Moving closer to job

1. new living facilities
2. rent/utilities
3. accessibility'to services

34 225.
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!ONDUCT:NG AN INDUSTRIAL S RVEY

Module II
Unit III
HO-14 %

Obtain listings of businesses and industry within your area.
The lists can be obtained from such sources as the Chamber
of Co=erce, your Coubty Career Coordinator and his/her
Private Industry Committee's. Your local public or county
library has listings available such as the NationalBusiness
Lists. Your local Rotary Club Chapter is also helpful. to
contact.

Design a survey form to utilize which requests, all, the
information yOu desire. Try to keep it simple to encourage
responses. A sample will be discussed. Draw up a cover
letter explaining your purpose.

When responses are received - organize them based upon the
jobs available - - under cluster areas.

Contact each busiheSs or industry who replied; Identify
yourself. Thank them for their willingness to participate
in your program; Verify the informLtion contained in the
questionnaire. Answer any questions that they might have.
provide a contact'for them;

Depending upon the answers in the response the business/
industry can be utilized K-12 for awareness, explbration or
preparation. If various teachers utilize your resource file
- - ask them to follow-up with an evaluation,

Update the file yearly.

35
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AMPLE FORMAT FOR BUSINESS /INDUSTRY SURVEY

om1Cny Cluster Area

Address

Phone

os. of Employees.

Types of Jobs at Facility Special Training .Required

Yes No

Are field tripS available? Yes No-
,

Day( )' M T W Th . F Sat Sun

Preferred Time

Are any informational or training materials"available
regarding occupations presented'or the company product? ,

Yes NO
ry

If Yes, please briefly describe:

Is a speaker available? Yes No

if yes, please list possible topics:



A , Module II
Unit III
HO-15 can't

Would you be willing to participate in the Cooperative
Industrial Education (CIE) Program or Cooperative Office
Education Program (COE)?

If yes, please list possible 'topics:

Are any additional services or materials available?

Do you hire students in part-timd positions or in.a summer
jobs program? .

229
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MORRIS COUNTY VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL *CHOOL
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL NEEDS

.

MATRIX OF CORE'PROFICIENCIES IN4ERFIINT TO
VOCATIONAL PROGRAM .OVOCATIONAL

Cloational Proficiencies

dven the necessary tools, equipment, prerequisite knowledge, and
.nStruction, the student will demonstrate mastery of the
Cgrowing proficiencies-as measured,by-performance and evaluatiVe
.esting during boththe Pre-Vocati nal Assessment and the
:mployment Orientation phase of-- ch individual vocational
nurse:

.cademic Concepts and Skills

Demonstration of basic functional knatledge based upon prior
experience to include:

A. ,,Size
B. Color
C. Weight
D. Shape

Texture
F, MOtion

.

Knowledge 'of essential personal and general informat,ion to
include: Y'

A. Address
B.. 'Telephone
C. Family Names '.

D. Family's Occupations
E. School
F. Age/Birthdate
G. Grade

Knowledge"of,,use o
°nclude':

,., 0

A. .Telephone Directory
B. Catalogs
C. Resource Files
D. Bus/train schedules
E. Dictionary
F. Recipes

I

V

;.referehce materialS for information to-''
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Knowledge of tranSportation options to include:

A. 3us/Train schedule.
B. Time as applied, to transportation

Knowledge of ,onsilftier',education to include:

A. Ability to'read labels
B. -Ability to comparison buy

Knowledge of alphabetical order:

A. First letter
B. 'To third letter

Knowledge of basidnumber facts and concepts to include:

A. Read, discriminate and copy numbers
B. Count to 100
C. Addition and subtraction of number facts to 100
D. Multiplication and divAsion of number facts to -100
E. Knowledge of fractiehal equivalencies (e.g. 2/4. ,= 1/2) .4

F. Knowledge of condepts of 1/2, 1/3, 1/44 1%18, & 1/16 4
G. Knowledge of liquid measurement (pint, qt., gal,)
H. Knowledge of linear.measurement to 1/16"

,Knowledge of metric: measurement (to millimeter)
J, Ability to tell tie (hr, haff-hr, minute, second)

illowledge of unit, -&f;t:emperAture
I" 'Knowledge of, concep.,o 50, 1-0, 25, 50,$1, $5, $10

,Ability to make change ,up to $10.00
1\1: to count by 10i

'0. ?ability to count by, 5s

Knowledge or basic vocabulary'and 'comprehension skillsto
include:

g Functional sight work Voabulary,of wards'
Ifientification andknowledge of'SafetyTand caution
#igns
Ability to follow. and unde;stand oral directions4 to
3 in sequence).
Ability to followand understand oral directions :(up. to

'L.5 in sequence)
Ability to interpret mapS4 diagrams and plans
Reading skills to 2nd grade (dependent upon

\ Reading skills to 6th grade level (vocatibhal program)
Ability to copy notes, charts.Dr diagrams from the
board
Ability to take notes S.I.
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hySical

. .

Demonstrate finemotor:cObrdinatior
A. Make precisejnoveMent....
B fiove fingers to ManipulateobjOcts,
C. HaVe lateral MovementeStaW4'iSlied

.

Have dominance-e'Stablished
. .

.

. Demonstrate.eye-hand .:o.ordina,tibn
.

Demonottate-gross-mator coptdinatioh.

A. Ability to maintain body 'e,qd,ilj-brium
B. Ability to ascend andesCent stairs
C. ,Ability to ascend and descend' ladders, ramps, etc.
D. Has established lateral movement
E. Ability'to kneel
F. Ability to bend,. (from kfOes, waist)

Demonstrate acceptable cla.ssroom levels of and
hearing to include are'ot:

Mcdula II
Uni III
HO-1 onlt

...
A. Acuity ,

D. Depth/Tonal Equ4ities
C. .:erdeption: tong and short term memory

.;,.
Discrimination
Sequencing

Processing symbols, whether oral or wr.,itten,

Demonstrate adequate
program:

areer Awareness

Attitudes

strirlgth pecificivocational

1. Demonstration:of attjytudes necessary for satisfactory
completion of.-instructiOnal tasXS to include:

A. A.genuine interest in becoming vocationally.
trained

B. Maturity ,
.

C. An understanding of realiAit vocational goals
D. Responsibility & dependability

Pride in him/herself
F. Confidence in him/herseif :

'G. An'awarene:ss of the importance of safety
H. Cooperation

EffoFt in completing tasks to his /her best abili
.;
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7#i acceptance of criticism ,

K. An acceptanCe/Of authorityPsupe4vision
..,. "4propriate reactions ep,pressure
m, A desire to wdirk successfullis, With co-workers

,

N. Perseverance
O. Adequate verbalization related to discussion of

him/herself
P. A positive self-image
Q. Sincere enthusiasm concerning future
R. An overall frl.enqiy.attitude toward otners
S. An overall courtcous attitude toward others
T. Adequate frustration tolerance
U. An acceptance of his/her handicap
V. Initiative

lV. Honesty
X. Knowledge & acceptance of his/her capabilities &

limitations

ids

Occupational Exploration

1. Acquisition of a familiarity with-'a variety .o career
clusters

2. Exploration of the types of jobs found in each clAister

3. Reetigition of the relationship between pe#eonal
'in "rents and sucCess-tn each 'specific occZpationaL:,
,:area

Knowledge of the stepsnecessary immediately follchg.
high school to gain entry into a choSen career

._,
Knowledge of -the Steps necessary .:and available
opPcrtunities to..enter pt.nsecondary trashing programs ,
to include: p'

A. On - the- job-'training
.

B. Apprenticeships ,
C. Armed ServiceS related occupation4oand training

programs
li

D. Technical Institutes
E. ,2-4 year college programs

6. AcquisitiOn of skills necessary for job-entry on,p(?st-
secondarli training.

4:1 2,33.
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7. -Demonstration of knowledge of job-hunting 'skiLls to
include:

A. Utilization of job sources..- - newspaper
employment agency
advertisement&
reading bulletin boards

B. Abilities to fill out job applicationittiUde:
Knowledge of personal statistics and:cr!
pertinent informatiJn,
Knowledge of interview strategies and:techniques
to include the ability to:

make inquiries about salary, training,
advancement, hours, experience and
requirements of position

- proper attire for job

8. Demonstration of the abillity to find and.ltake advantage of
war* and educational experiences as related to the chosep,
occupation

9. Demonstrat* of knowledge of social responsibilities'of a
career or j

A. Proper att$,Ie.''q
B. Dependabi1*ty
C. Respons4yilit

.,
D. AdherOte .to 'time schedultes
E. Adjusti'fent-teco-worker
F. Peer Communication
G. Relationships with supe isory personnel

4!,

Developed by:

.Maryanne E. Regan
Learning Consultant
October,'1981

a.
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Uni7. III
HO-1.7

SI.TYIMAR'Y ACSIVIT

-UTILIZATION

POTENTIAL RESOURCES FOR A VOCA'T'IONAL- SPECIAL NEEDS PROGRAM

VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

Full-Time Vocational School.(AVTS)
Share-Time Vocational School (AVTS)
Sheltered Workshop
Comprehensive High School

HIGH SCHOOI; COURSE OFFERINGS PROVIDING PRE-VOCATIONAL AND'SOME
VOCATIONAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT AS WELL': AS CAREER EDUCATION

Inclusionof Special Needs
;,Studer is through:

Basic Skills CourSe:t
;Industrial Arts
Fine Arts
Home Economics
Business
Social Studies
Science
Guidance Services
Such as Career Resource

Centers

SCHOOL RESOURCE PERSONNEL AVAILABLE

.Psychologist
Social Worker
LDT -C
School Nurse
School Physician
Special Education
Resource Room Teachers
CIE Coordinator
ESL or Blind Instructor
Itinerate Teacher-Visually
Handicapped & Auditorly
Handicapped
Reading Specialist

Speech Therdist

Career Ed Infusion
Cooperative Teaching
Team .Teaching
Mainstream Placements
Use of Facilities

235
43 ,

Industrial Arts Teacher
'Fine Arts Teachers
Home Economics Teachers'
Business Teachers
Social Studies 'Teacher
Science Teachers
Science Teacher .

Guidance Counselor
VocatiOnal Teacher
Pre-Vocational

Evaluator.
Teacher Aide
Basic Academic
Instructors
Work Experience
Coordinator

4



Module II

ASSESSMENT, COMMUNITY26LND CAREER RESOURCES

Unit IL: COMMUNITY RESOURCES/
SUPPORT AGENCIES/RELATED SERVICES

TRANSPARENCIES: T71 T- 7
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MODULE II

UNIT III

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT, TITLE IL

TO FAMILIARIZE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL

STUDENTS WITH THE BROAD RANGE OF OCCUPATIONS

FOR WHICH SPECIAL SKILLS ARE REQUIRED ANDTHE

REQUISITES FOR CAREERS IN SUCH OCCUPATIONS,

TO PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES THROUGH WORK

DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR OR IN THE SUMMER,

TO PROVIDE FOR INTENSIVE OCCUPATIONAL GUIDANCE

AND COUNSELING DURING THE LAST YEARS OF SCHOOL

AND FOR INITIAL JOB PLACEMENT,

EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974

ILLILEL SECTION 405, CAREER FDHCATIOR

A, 1TIS THE INTENT OF CONGRESS TO:

PREPARE STUDENTS FOR'EMPLOYM T AND FULL :

PARTICIPATION IN,SOCIETY,

2, MEET THE NEEDS OF HANDICAPPED AND

EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS,

3, PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF

CAREER EDUCATION OPTIONS.

4423 7
F.



MODULE II

UNIT III

T-2

P , 94 -142
r

1 SECTION 56330, ANY LOCAL COMPREHENSIVE PLA1

SUBMITTED UNDER THIS CHAPTER SHALL:

SUBSECTION g:

"UESWBE PROVISIONS FOR A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM.

ROR INDIVIDUALIZED CAREER AND VOCATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT, WITH EMPHASIS ON VOCATIONAL

TRAINING AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL.

SECTION 121 a

-

(E) ,H RITTEN .IND VNUALIZED EDUCATION

PRO AM FOR: AN' INDIVIDUAL SHALL. INCLUDE...
;., .

(e)

ANY SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONAL MEDI AND MATERIALS

NHICH ARE NEEDED,

THE CAREER AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

IN WHICH THE PUPIL MAY PARTICIPATE,



MODULE I I

UNIT III

1-73

CAREER EDUCATION

THREE MAIN PHASES,

1, CAREER AWARENESS.

FAMILIARIZING STUDENTS WITH ALL KINDS OF.

CAREERS AND RECOGNIZING THE LEVELS

CONTAINED IN EACH. (E,G, TECHNOLOGY

FOR CHILDREN TLIC)

CAREER EXPLORATION

EXPLORATION OF THE WORLD OF WORK WITH

SIMULATED AND HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE

EXPLORATION OF WORK VALUES AND PERSONAL

VALUES TOWARD GOAL OF ESTABLISHING ONE'S

OWN REALISTIC CAREER,GOALS,

CAREER PREPARATION

SIMULATION OF ACTIVITIES AO REAL

OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE TO HELP INDIVIDUALS

DEVELOP THEIR CAREER OPTIONS,

PREPARATION TO INCLUDE VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS,

TECHNICAL INSTITUTES, TWO OR FOUR YEAR COLLEGE

PROGRAMS, ARMED SERVICES, APPRENTICESHIP

PROGRAMS,



MODLLE II

UNIT III

T-4

*$04 BASIC CONCEPTS OF CAREER EDUCATION

* ADAPTED FROM THE BOOKLET CAREER EDUCATIONL A HANDBOOK

FOR IMPLFMFNTATION, SIDNEY P1. MARLAND, JR. (U,S, OFFICE

OF EDUCATION)

. ..

1. 'INSTRUCTION SHOULD INCLUDE "HANDS-ON OCCUPATIONAL

EXPERIENCES."'

. CAREER OREPARATION WILL BE RECOGNIZED ASiHE MUTUAL

INTERACTION OF WORK ATTITUDES, HUMAN RELATIONS

:skILLS, ORIENTATION. TO THE NATURE OF THE WORKADAY

wokca: EXPOSURE TO ALTERNATIVE CAREER CHOICES AND

THE ACQUISITION OF ACTUAL JOB SKILLS.

LEARNING WILL TAKE PLACE, NOT ONLY IN THE'CLASSROM

BUT AN THE HOME, COMMUNITY AND IN JOB SITES.

4, CAREER EDUCATION'S HORIZON'S WILL EXTEND FROM THE

"WOMB TO.THE TOMB."

7' t, a. 7,F.,

;
.1' A :,' !'

'
.

k
'';

;I.
{* ,; t:

.1 .,
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FIFTEEN OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS

4.

MODULE II

UN1T.III

T-5

AGRI-BUSINESS AND NATURAL RESOURCES

BUSINESS AND OFFICE COMOUNICATION AND MEDIA.

CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKINd EDUCATION

CONSTRUCTION

ENVIRONMENT

FINE ARTS AND HUMANITIES

HEALTH

HOSPITALITY AND RECREATION

MANUFACTURING

'MARINE SCIENCE

MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION

PERSONAL SERVICES

TRANSPORTATION OCGUPATIONS

* INDICATES CLUSTER AREAS MOST OFTEN FOUND REPRESENTED 01

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS PROGRAMS.

N..' 48241
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COMM2N-.$UNkUSTER COMPETENCIES

SUBCLUSTER Auto Mechanics {helper)

MODULE II
UNIT III
T-6

. IDENTIFIED JOB TITLES

.,,,

INSTRUCTIONAL TASKS
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Ability to do minor tune up x o o o x: x 1 x x

,

(5 ; x .
I

Replace & service distributor x o 0 o x' x .x o 0 X o

Replace coil x o 0 o o x x o o x

Service cooling system o o o 0 0, x x o. 0 X x

Replace water pump, 0 0 0 0 0 x x o 0 0 cp-

Service fan belts x
.

o 0 0 0 X x, c o x. x

Replace carburetor x o o o x x

Test.& replace voltage regulator, x o o c o x x o

Replace generator 0 0 x x o o ,.:-

Replace & service brakes o o' xix o x x o lo 0

,
Replace shock absOrbers o o x o o x x. o o o

,Replace tie roc-ends: o o x o o x x o

Replace ball joints o o
,,,-

x o o x o 0 0 0

Ability to add oil . ) x o o x x x o o x x

Know how. to lubricate moving. darts ooxoo xo-okx.
Know how to use grease gun o o x o o x x o- Pro x x

.Replace parking lightS o 0 .0 0 0 x x x o . x.

Replace head lights o o o

:

o o x x x o

.

x x

Ability to complete credit card sales x. x x x x xo0x,O x,

Ability tb service exhaust system o o 0 0 0. X I x 0 x, x. x

Abil;L:y to replace exhaust systeli, ,,..o o, x
(

x 1 o x. o o



CAREER EDUCATION FOR SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

CAREER AWARENESS

COMMUNITY

INVOLVEMENT

INDUSTRIAL

INVOLVEMENT

HOME

ECONOMICS

COOPERATIVE

'EDUCATION

INDUSTRIAL

ARRANGEMENTS

MODULE I I

UNIT I I I

T-7

CAREER EXPLORATION

INDUSTRIAL

ARTS

BASIC SKILLS

INSTRUCTION

SPECIAL SKILLS

SELF AWARENESS

4'

BUSINESS

EDUCATION

FINE

ARTS

VOCATIONAL SPECIALIZATION

CAREER PREPARATION

so 243
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VOCATIONAL BEHAVIORAL CHECKLIST



VOCATIONAL BEHAVIIDRAL CHECKLISTS

Richard T. Walls
Thomas J. Werner

Aut!:Ors: .;:itHARD T. WALLS.Ph.D.,..brofeasor of edudational,
PsyChtiogy and research assdcite of the Rehabilitation Research.,
-and training Center,.yest Virginia University, .Morgantown, WV
26-_THOMAS J:-WERNER, M...A.instructor of:psychology, and
doctoral candidate, West Virginia University.

..
.

containingABSTRACII Thirty-ninene behaVior chedklists Ontaining items
(behavior deacriptionS).related to pre7Nocational,olocational,
occupational, and Work behaviors'vere revieWed,dategorized, and
evaluated. The items were counted and,categorifedinto'eight
Subclasses of vocational behavior;. prevocational skills,
job-seeking skills; interview skills,.4jOb-related skills,4. .S'Al .

union-financial-socuriiy skilIa work performance skills , . .

on-the-job social' skills, and:. specificob skilla . ChecklisS..- ;.:.
werd.classified.4ccOrding to objectivity: idegreeOfbehayioral
specifidity),sCOpe (nuMber of items .per sUbciaS)'iobServation..
Setting,:and.prescriptive-descriptiVe nature.. ',Strategies for. _

'and vocational, behavior checklists .to
:'facilitate training and assessment are discus'sed.

In many tyPes ofstraiging programs there is a. need for frequent
assesament,of'clientatUdent, or trainee skills in vocational or
ocCupatiOnal areas. 7

Apart. .from casual or anecdotal-observation, there have.been, two
. major types .of formal observation tools:'- rating. scales

behavior checkiiat$:'. The primary emphasis of this report. iS
.directobservatioh of behaviors asropresefitedbv behei.40r.

,

checkliats

.
. .

,In,an attempt to determine the-tumber..Of behaVior.CheCklist.S.'
.. . .

available and in use, an adVertisetenwas plabed in several
.periodicals requesting, "...behalior checklists.. used in

,

tabulating behaviors or skills" of various pbpulations. The same
request was sent.to 883 state schools and rehabilitation '-
facilities.

More than 200 checklists were received; they varied greatly in
the extent to which they rep'regented carefullyspecif_ied and-,
observablebehaviors and in item forMats and scorings
requirement Classeasuch as the:f011owin4 were represented:
eating,:toiletirdreSingealth, groOming/0.:cOmmUniCation',
nobility, dexterity, vocational, recreationali. socialization ;.

. orientation, motor
alcohol. and-drugute.,:hquehOld..;:reSpOnsibilitY,: and, WOrk habits.'

"VocationalBenavior checklists" , RidhardT J.
Werner, Mental :Retardat n ; Vol. 15 , ../bArt.A119171 @ 1977

..American A,-SSOc.iation`. on 'Mental- DeficiencY.-1r
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.

Each or cusses included' behaviors representative of fiat
Deftails of 157 of them -are .reviewed in' an annot...:t

bib.liograpnv (Walls, Weiner, ,Sacon,'IZane, 1977).

As part of the continuingialysis.of independent ivir.._ skiffs
and 'vocational behavio-rt,'the authors reviewed and evaluated all
items related .to hey assessment of vocational behavior. The goal
was .a..comprehensive rererence guide' to the seleCtiom of Y.

behavior checklists.. the same class .as
sometimes 14beled :aprevocatiorial' "occupational," "job." or
"workbenaviors,'arlYit'emsrep.resenting behaviors associated
with employment are considered Wein. as "Vocational."

. .

0

Vocational items from each of 341 checklists were counted and
sorted into eight subclasset. Ce-ieriptins of these suaoiasses

)

Q.and reprSeptative items follow: "7'

Prevocational skills include verbal behaviOrs related to job
definitjons,, the c,Irientsjob interests anclb.job ;skills, as well
as vYrious prework-,s:kills.:It6m. examples are (a) names jobs he
could hold related .to' his cAitCtkills; (b) ,matches items by Sizel. .

(c),, names necessary tools required for specific jobs.

Job-Seeking Skilltnclude.searching skills leading to a job
interview. Item eXample'.-, are Ja.) reads newspaper to locate jobt.
or training; (b) fills out job applications; (c) determines job
opportUnites.in the community_

7'
Interview Skills include behaviorsequired during
contacts, With .apotential emploverem examples are (a) wears
clothing suitaM'e for the occasion; (b) gets te the appointment
or. timil (c) answers al]lquestfOons.

.0 .

JOb-gelaited Skills 'include essential job behaviors that are not
'..related to pv0dtttion, but rather to transportat-ion to and from
th:0 job, work,'clothes, meals on the job, and Orientation td work
area. Item examples are (a) travels to and from''Werk; (b) pays
for lunches and transpdrtation, making correct change, if
reqU:irid.; (c) gOessto each area 'in center--when requested without'.
gettihg lbst'or retracip his steps or entering off limits
areas. . ar

-Union-Fidea:ICia4'.=SecuritV E]liglis include all behaviors related'to
'job and financial security;.:. Item examples are (a) calculate:,
wages, for hours worked minus approximate deductions; (b).works
our..4 simple budget and,budgets paycheCk; (c), knows'the function

,

of union picketing.

'WorkyerfOrmance Skills include t --p.iiilary production-and
performance characteristics such punctuality, tool and .work
station maintehane, work rate, eva,. ation of own performance,

---L..._persistence, work quality, and safety. 7-tem Oc'amples are .
N.

(a) folloWS instructions when job involve three or mere specific
tasks; (b) assembles materialsneeded enwhk.,-;h to work;. ' '

'
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.(c)begins work and continues for thirty minutes;

On- the -Job Social'Skllsinclude the 'primary_ productio4
.

and
performance characteristics such aspunctuality,";tooL avid .work
station maintenance, worn rate, evaluation: or won7perfbrmance,
persiStence, work quarity,':and safety.' 'Item exafilples Erre
(a) interacts with others euriig breaks or Punch! (b),Poff9rs .

. assistance when someone he is working with, eed help; (c) works.,
. to improve from criticism. 4-

* b 0,

qPecific-Job Skills include informatiOn and behaviors. to
particular occupations. Item examples based on "setle4," behaviors'
areJa),stocks shelves (b) cleans stock; (al) wraps packages.: .

I'iii.snoted, 39 O.fthe behavior,chccklists contain voCatt.Inal
qlhey,yarywidefv with respect to scope, objectiviftf, setting, and
:prescriptive- descriptive nature.

. ,

,Scope connotes two dimensiOns, (a) total number of. vocational
items and '(b) number of different sub-cIasses represented.

.tcope, as represented by number of items'in each subclass, may be
noted in Table 1. For example, the Bet pvioral Characteristics
protiression and the'Eastmont,Training Center Checklist.differ
greatly with respect to scope:. Althdugh theyboth contain
approximately the same total number ofitems 150 and 56
respeCtively), the distributiOn of those items among the eight
subclasses is dissimilar. The Behavioral Characteristics
Progression contains 3 items ih Prevocational,., y items in
Job-Seeking, 2 items in Interview, 10 items in Job-Related, 10
items inUnion7Financial-Sedurity, 16 items in Kork Performance,
and 2 items in On-the-Job Social. In contrast, the Eastman
Training Center. Checklist contains 53 items in Prevocational and
.3 itemsin 'Work Performance. To illustrate the other connotation
of'scope, the total number of vocational items for the Croup Home
.Candidate Checklist is 254, but for the Track Profile ,only
items

Objc4ivity is another important variable in the. consideration of
vocatikonal checklists. The objectivity of these .checklists is
also represented in Table 1, ."Objectivity" refers to how
observable (i.e.,:behavioral) the checkligts. are. The checklists,
were evaluated independently by two trained reviewers.- They
as4igned a value from 1 to '5 bayed on the- following criteria:
Rating 5 ciear],y. specifies (a) observable behav*ioris, (b) .

standards of performance (rate or accuracy of response), and
(c) conditions of performalce(situation prior to respon.se).
Rating 4 indicates-one of the. above (a7b, orvc) is:poorly
specified or omitted. .Rating2 indicates behaviors nct-
observo,..ble.(pooriV defined' but potenti"ly specifiat)le),.:and the

..'standards and"conditions are pooftly specified or omitted. Rating
1 indicates theiterrig are -sd vague and general that specificttion.

.

would be difficult ;or ir*ossibIe,.and the standards find.
coilditions.are.pobrlyecified or omitted. When a razing
difference of not more than one point on. the five point scale was

5; 248
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TABLE I
VOCATIONAL BEHAVIOR CHECKLISTS' CLASSIFIED BY `EIGHT SUBCLASSES. NUMBER OF

ITEMS PER SUBCLASS, OBJECTIVITY. SETTING.' AND
PR ESC 121 PTIVE-DESC RIPTIVE NATURE'

Subclasses

74.-7 ' 'C'
.1

C
O et .. to atc c v)=

:it- ii". i.;
g .42 ,re

..,,

,,, or, 1.°= - = C
(.1it ...; , ..17 t Z cg . o

(4 .0 ;.41 v A ..6 0 '2 41
6.. o.. C 2.It .

ih

0

cri .

-114

Title # S # S #, S # S #S#S#S#S
ObjectIvity Range /

4.0' -5.0

Behavioral Char,Pgrsit. M 3 TC 7 B ? B 10 OJ 10 01 16 03 2 01 0
Colorado.Mast. Guide M 0 4 04 5 01 4 01 6 01 45 01 8 OJ 6 01
COMPET P 61 TC 2 TC 2 TC 8 TC' 8 TC 0 0 98 TC

. Higginsville Beh Scale 0 1 01 0 5 01 5 B 18 01 1 03 0
. fob Seeking Skills

.
Ref. Manual r a . 2 TC 13 TC 0 0 0 0 0

Minnesota 11;v'Pgm Sys. D 13 TC 0 0 2 B 0 4 B 0 0
.Nebriska Client Pgs. M 0 0 1 01 2 OJ 3 01 17 01 I OJ 0
`Washington Assessment

& Tr. Scale 1 D 7 TC 0 0 0 0° 17 B 1 TC 0

Objectivity Range
3.0 3.9

' Adult Sv. Eva:. Form D 14 TC 0 0 0 0 1 01 0 0
Pa. Prone Eval. Booklet D 11 TC ;' 1 03 1 0.1 2° B 15 B 9 . B 0 0
Camelot Bch. Check. M 15 TC. 1 01 1 01 .2 OJ 4 01 10 01 4 01 0

A

Eastmont Tr. Ctr.
Chcoklist D 53 B 0 0

,
0 0 3 B 0 0

Household Act. Eval. *. D, 113 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
W. A. Howe Ctr. Check.
Mat. Develoment Ctr.

33
.

16 TC 0 1 . B 5- B
,

1
.

B

,

6 B 4 B 0

Beh. Identification D 4 B 0 0 2 TC 0 26 B 12 B 0
Mid-Nebraska

.

;Om P. P 45 TC 3 TC 9 B 4 ''I'C S TC 50 TC' 40 TC 0
NYI.3 V atus

. Indi;ators't Draft) D 0 i7 01 13 01' 0 24 01 45 Cl 18 01 0
North Central 4 , t

Skill Ey:A. 4 D 5 TC 7 . OJ 7 OJ 7 B 0 5. B 4 'B c
Readr...apto Eff.Teach. D 89 TG,t t) C 0 0 . 0" 0 0
Track Protili:' D 8 TC 0 0 0 0 I 01 ; 0 . 0
Vineland Soc. Maturity u D 14 TC 0 0 3 0 2 01 0 0



TABLE 1 (continued)

0..

Subclasses.

7

co .6

16)= "...7

V
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U.
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U Cr.

0
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kt

41
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.0
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- Title #S #S#S#S#S# 5# s S

.0biectivity Range
1-. 2.9

Adaptive Funct. lndcx# D 10 TC 0 0 4 B 0 45 B 22 B 0

Adult Perform. Scale D 64 TC 0 0 0 OJ -1 01 16 '6 3 B 0

Class. Code for
House Ac:. D 0 2 B 1 B 3b B 8 B 0 7 .B

Craig Ctr. Prog. Rpt. D 14 TC o 2 TC 1 OJ 6 B 0 0

Fairview Social
Group Home

D 13 TC 0 0 4 TC 0 13 B 0 0

Candidate Check. D 96 TC 37 B 14 B 19 B 49 821 B 18 B 0

Life Skills for DD M 37 TC 0 , 0 0 0 8 TC 0 0

Obs. & Client
Eval. Guide D 6 TC 0 4 B O 56 B 56 B 0

Scale of Employability D 15 B OJ 7 0.1 7 0J ... 1 01 45 03 18 01 0

Se:insgrove (mild) D 0 0 . o 1 03 0 14 01 3 03 0

T.M.R. Perform. Profile D 2 TC 0 .0 2 1 TC 3 B 2 B 0

Voc. Behaviors Scale D 3 TC 1 TC 4 B 2 3 B 8 B 5 B 0

Work Bch. Rating Scale D 0 0 0 0 0 10 B 3 B 0

Objectivity Range
1.0 1.9

AAMD Adapt. Bch. Scale D 3 TC 0 0 9 B 0 0

Comprehensive EvaL
Form 32 TC o 6 B 0 36 B 17'B 0

Porterville Eval. Form D 0 3. 03 .0 12 03 9 03 0

Tech Counselor's
Evaluation 82 TC 0 0 4 TC 0 20 TC 14 TC

Voca:icnal Training
Evaluation 5 TC 0 1 01 0 8 B 6 01

Checklists are listed alphabetically within'
Reference Notes.

' 1.0 Least Objective; 5.0 Most Objective, as
01 =On-the-Job (non-classroom setting).
TC=Training Clas
B =Either setting or both OJ and TC items.

objectivity ranges. Full names and sources are listed under

described earlier in the present article.
P =Prescriptive.
D =Descriptive.
M=Marginally Prescriptive-Descriptive.

250
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considered agreement, the agreement/agreement 1- disagreement
index of interrater reliabiliity was 0.,.)74.

Objs.:ctivity also varies greatly-am ng the vocational checklists.
from the Colorado Master P- nning Guide for Instructional

Objective specify (a) observe behaviors and (b) standards. of
performance. For example one tem states, "Begins work at thee
beginning of the day and contin es to work throughout the day,
except for scheduled breaks." orth Central Regional Center
Skill Evaluation and Assessment items are behaviorally stated but
do not include standards or conditions of performance; such an
item is, "reads newspaper". Items that would not be readily.
specified objectively appear in the other scales. An example
reads, "Enthusiasm towards work."

Specification. of setting or place of observation is not usually
included in a checklist or manual. Since items geared toward
on-tne-job settings may not be useful in prevocational or
classroom training, (and vice versa),'we have attempted to
categorize items according to one of three settings (On- the -Job,
Training Class, or Both). Some items illustrate an on-the-job-or
non-classroom setting. For example, the Nebraska Competitive
Employment Screening Test and Teaching Manual illustrates a
training class-setting. It states, "Sees advantages to-outside
employment." Some items might be observed either on-the-job or
in a training class. As an illustration, the Adaptive
Functioning Index #2'lists, "Works through small disruptions,
e.g., phone rings, someone walks by.'' In table 1, on-the-job
Settings are coded as 0J:.training.ciess. settings are denoted.by
TC. B indicates that behaviors-in the subclass may be observed
in either setting or,that.'both OJ and TC items are included.in
that subclass.

The only other descriptor included in Table 1 is an indication of
whether the checklist is prescriptiVe (P), descriptive (D), or.

marginally prescriptive-descriptive (M). In a descriptive
checklist, definition of an individual's current skill repdrtoire
iethe Central concern. If a client "assembles two-part objects
that fit together in a simple.but.secure way" (as indicated on
the Minnesota DevelopmentelProgramming System that action is
kgOwn to exist in the client's vocational rep&i-toire. If the
client cannot perform the teak, remedial training may be.implied,
but the training procedures 64-e not specified, .A prescriptive
checklist goet further by de$cribing theMeans for training the
skill deficit. To illustrate': the COMPE (Commonwealth Plan for
,.Education and Training of Merl' ally Reta.Xled Children) not only
describes' whether the individual, "name*necessary.toOls required
f9r.sPecific jobs," but then k?rescribesirocedules for training
the skill. It suggests that the traine4 should "bring tools into
classroom and discuss domestigkand vocaf.ional use of each;
provide practice in actual usdn Margnalry prescriptive-
descriptive refers ;(to checkliStsthat are extensively sequenced
and suggest training, but do notspecify explicit prescription.
Only three were determined to be prescriptive, five were



marginally prescriptive-descriptive and the remainder were
'descriptive (see Table 1) .

The vocational checklist characteristics presented (scope,
objectivitv,'setting, and prescriptive-descriptive nature) must
be considered inreltion to the needs of the checklist user.
Qifferept situations. facilities, training programs, and staffing
patterns dictate different weightings among the:characteristics.
Ey any analysis, objep,tivity and scope are prime 'considerations.
Ideally, both high objectivity and wide scope would be present in
a given checklist.: Unfortunately, no vocational behavior
checklists reviewed.fully:meet these requirements.

One strategy might bel,.0 select subclasses from, the higher
'objectivity checklists. 'If a sufficient number,of items are not
available in those-Subclasses of that checkliSt, then the-user
.might broaden scope by selecting items from less objective
ahecklistS. For example, if clients in .a training...program need
Job-Seeking Skills, trainers Could begin by examining the seven
items from the. Behavioral Characteristics Progression (see Table
]:). If a greater variety of Job-seeking behaviors: is required,
the trainers could then refer to the 37 items of the Group _Home
Candidate Checklist. Although these latter items are. less
objective, they provide increased scope.

The current state of vocational checklisting demands
onsideration of a trade-off between scope and objectivity. -This
rade-off is one of relative merits. Objectivity is crucial if
eliable observation of behaViors is to occur. But'a subclass

dit.:. only two items., however objective, may be of little value in
a comprehensive training effort.

Vocational behavior checklists are not training. programs. The
prime reason for use of checklists is careful assessment of
individual competencies. They provide direction andmay serve as
either fOundations for new training programs 'or adjuncts to
'revision of existing ones. First and foremost, they are behavior
description and curriculum planning tools. THeir_potential
uSefulnesS will depend on an interaction of Several factors (type
of training program, clients' initial vocatichal behavior
repertoire, training setting, scope and objedtivity of the
checklist used, and the capability of the-checklist to provide
prescription).

.. .

In the final analysis, the best measure of
,

aining program
effectiveness is client progress in the acquisition of
vocationally relevant skillS. Careful specification and reliable
observation of those relevant skills is' centralto effective
training. VocatiOnal behavior checklists are intended to be
tools in that process.
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Checklist References

-

t: *.

. . t

All behavior checklist cited herein are listed in alphabetical
order by checklis-__ title to facilitate location.- The authors are
listed in parentheses following the title. The 'source from which
we obtained the checklist is then noted.

AAMD Adaptive Behavior Scale (1974,revision). American
AssO,Ciation on Mental Deficiency, 5201 Connecticut-Avenue,
:N;:Washington, DC 20015.

hwu ye Functioning Index #2. (Marlett) . The VocatiJnal and
:ehabilitation Research Institute, 3304 33rd St., N.14.,

iCalg5.rAl.44i Alberta, Canada._.

'AatilAPerfortilance,,.Scale. Mich el R, Dillon, Superintendent,
'COhnctic4t:St4t6-DePt. of _Health, Central Connecticut
'RegiOnal:CefterBox 853, Meriden, CT 06450.

Adult Service Treatment Team Resident Evaluation Form.' -john:
Campfieldy Syracuse State School, P.O. Box 1035, Sy,taCUSO:
NY 13201.

Behavioral Characteristics Progression, VORT Corporation,.P.O.
Box 11132, Palo Alto, CA .94306.

Behavior Profile Evaluation Booklet.. Annait atate Hospital,
Developmental DiSabilities Division,. Anna IL 62606.

Camelot"Behavioral Checklist. (FOSter)., Camelot Behavioral.,
Systems, P.O. Box 607, Parsons, KS 6.7357.

Classification Code'fqr Household Activities. (Chapin). In
HuMan Activity Pgtterns in the City by F. Stuart Chapin, Jr.
Wiley-Interscience, John, Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Avenue, New
York, NY 10016.

'Colorado Master -Planning Guide for Instructional Objectives (DD,
Master Planning Committee). ,Division of Developmental
Disabilities, 4150 South Lowell, Denver, CO 80236.

-COMP-ET: Commqnwealth .Plan for Education and Training of Mentally-
Retarded

t
Children. (PA Departments of Education and Ptblic

Welfare)... Department. of Education, Box 911, Harrisburg, ,PA.-
17121.

Comprehensive Evaluation Form, William R. Phelps, West: Virginia
-"IP' Rehabilitation Center, Institute, -WV 25112.

Craig developmental Center Educational Progress Report. Craig
Developmental .Center, Sonyea, NY 14556.

Eastmont Training. Center Checklists. Eastmont. Training Center,
Little Street, Glendive, MT 59330. 253



Scale. (Ciampi Colo) . Research
,...i.;eipa..rment..;....T'.airview State Hospital, 250.1 Harboi-Bivd. ,

Group-.1',ToMe Checklist. (Tunbu/#1) Ann P. .Turnbull,
Hpeof;.,SpprOial Education, university of North Carolina,

27514.

HigginsVil__ ..S;ta-e.e School .and Hospital Behavioral Scale.
Higginsville State School and Hospital, P.O. Box 522,
Eta.gginsVille, MO 64037.

Houseilold.;7'4c.itivities Performance Evaluation. (PhelpS). William
''.R.','+Phelps.,, Disabled Homemaker Program, Division of
Votatidna.l RehabilitatiOn, Cnarleston, WV 25303.

Wi.A.,, lidile' De velopment Center Be.havio.ral Checklist, R. J. Var.
DykreK;W.;,A. Howe Developmental Center, 7600 w. 183rd Street,
Tilt.l'ev Park, IL 60477. .,

t .

Job ISee..'-d_rig,--Skills Reference 0.Au.al, (Prazak, Walter) . Multi
''.'.Resource, Center 's, Inc.', 291f, 0 Clicago Avenue; Minneapolis, MN, . r

.554t4.* . .,

iii,f" SkiIlS.:for the Dever' tally Disabled (VO3j., III: Manual
for Training Clients) eeVa Folsom, the George Washington
university, Div., of Rehab.. Ixek:I.idi.,ne, 2300 Eye Street, N.W. ,
Washington, DC 20037. :' '' ''..

.

Mkterial:S Development Center Behavior ?fdentifiCation Form: MDC.
Materials Development :Center's Department of Rehabilitation
,and. Manpower 'ServiceS OM-liver of' Wisconsin-Stout
Menomonie, WI 54751.

Mid-71NebraSka Competitive Employment .Teaching
(Schalock) . Robett. L. Sa.h4oOkliiMid-Nebaska Mental

Retardation Services, 51$ East HAns..4"gs, NE

Minnebta Developmental Progra.mming-Sys.teiti::"..
jeya.:.Thandran,. Tapper, Weathermap) Srarren" Fl.
Training Program, 301 Health .Serviele2:13414..,.::At::,
35108.

.3.p s;
:-!:Outreach

*;

ebraska Client Progress Systenk. , 4pecial.EducatioSetion-,
Department of Education, .L.ancoln,-';,NE

NYti Vocational Status Indicators tnental Margaret
Brown, Rehabilitation IndiaatiOrscii'40ject.,
Center, Institute of. Rehabiiitati at;Medicine:4-;400. 1East 34th
Street New York, NY 10016'

North Central Reaional 'Center Skill Evaoitiationa A3 ssirer.t.
North Central Regionalb,Center, 73 RodkwelV.Mte
Bloomfield, CT 06002.
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Observation and Client Evaluation Guide. Research utilization
Laboratory, Jewish Vocational Service 1 South Franklin St.,
Chicago, IL 60606.

Porterville State Hospital Work Evaluation' Form., Porterville
State Hospital, P.0 Box 2000, Porterville, CA 93257.

Roadmap to Effective Teaching. Monterey County Office of
Education, Special Education Department, P.O. Box 851,,
'Salinas, CA 93257. .

.

Scale of Employaoility. (Original versiont% Research
Utilization Laboratory, Jewish Vocational. Service, 1 South.
Franklin St., Chicago, IL 60606.

Seli.asgroVeate School .and Hospital Resident Rating Scale for,
MildIlr'Retarded. Selinsgrove State School and Hospital,
SelinSgrove, PS 17870.

T.M.R.- Performance Profile for the Severely and Moderate-
Retarded. (DiNola, Kaminsky, Sternfeld). Educational ,

Performance Associates, 563 Westview Avenue, Ridgefield, NJ
07657.

TeohnicalCOunselor's Evaluation Form, William R. Phelps, West
Virgifiia-Rehailitation Center, Institute, WV 25112.

Track Profile':' Stdte of Oregon,°. Mental Health Division, Salem,
OR 97310.

Vineland Social Maturity Scale.' (boll). American'.Guidance
Service, Inc., -Publishers Building, CIrcle

Vocational. Behaviors Scale. (Krantz). Gordon Kratit Ph.D.
'Dept.' of EducatiOnal Administration,- 225 Health Services

'University -of Minnesota, St: Paul, MN 55108

Vocational Training Evaluation. lehtral COnnecticut Regi9nal
Center, Undercliff Road, BOX S 3, Meriden). CT -06450.

_Washington Assessment and Training Scales: WATS. Dr.
Belcher, FircrestSchool, 152,30-15th Ave.,.N.E., S Ittle, WA
93155.

Work Behavior. Rating Scale. Exceptional Childron'S Foundation,
2225 West Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90013.

REFERENCES

Walls, R. T.,.Werner, T. J., Bacon, A., & Zane, T. Behavior
checklists: In R.P. HaWkins & J.D. COne (Eds.) Behavioral
assessment: New directions in clinical psychology. New
York Brunner-Mazel, 1977.
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and Tower Work Evaluation System
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1.

Updated by PREP, Inc.
to include COATS Work Samples FebrU,J976

Thereare currently three relatively complete work evaluation
..;systems available on the market. However, there is not. any
convention material available which compares all three systems.
A paper by Rabucha has compared the TOWER and JEVS Systems. To
a person viewing each system, one at a time, it is obvious that
each Offers certain advantages, but also that each has
disadvantages.

, .

The purpose of this material is to present a reasonably objective
comparison of ththree systems. Manuals and related-published
materials for eacfi'system.were reviewed for information about
each system. Only theppublished materials were used in preparing
this comparison.. Consequently, it is possible that some details
about system operation are not covered in published materials,
but are covered in evaluator training in the us of the system.
The exception to this'would be the Singer/Graflex System which
currently offers no training in its use-. No attempt-hastpeen
made .to incorporate the experience or opinions of' system Users'.
into .this Jlaterial.

It is suggested that this comparison of.systems:be used .as a
guide for potential purchasers so they can examine.each.system in
terms of their particular needs. Potential pqrchaS-Ors should
also make ri effort to obtain the opinions andexperience of
facilities using the System prior to making a final decision.

*Rubucha, W.Observedsimilarities between ICD's.TOWER system of

I
work evaluation and JEVS work .sampling.,,. Unpublished paper,

.

.Atlanta .Evaluation and Employment service Enter, n.d. .- .

.,.
.,.
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SPECIAL NOTATION:.

.

The precedingarticle. was ilirititte4,,. -c9mpare three types or wOrk:.,
sar6le.evaluation systemsik.s.
that repot and has inclUdedC&ATST"
follows.

',,1)11EP1'111(114sk4Pciat-ecIA:
Yzne comparison that

It is' very important to remember that Ortly.oheistmporientS of :7- e

COATS Program, WOR4 SAMPLES, is compared,,wih-ZSVS,
,

Singer/Graflex, and Tower. In additiWto Work SaMptes, the
COAZO, Program contains three otner componelp#s: Job Matching,
Employability' Attitudes and Living Skills.' -

the JEVS,Singer/Graflex and-Tower provide only an
assessment and analysis-of the student.. The COATS Program
prov,4,des' two other levels of information:.

prescription - instruction

and
0.'`

evaluation'- placement

Following is a very brief description'of the fotr components of
the COATS Program:

j

LIVING SKILLS ,(LS) - Assesses the ability of an individual to
function on a daily basis as he comes in contact with problems'.
and'decisions. the areas.. of consumer economics: health,
government and law, community resources and occupations.-.The
system measures use of the foll6Wing,skills: reading, writing,
computing, speaking and listening, and problem solving..

WORK SAMPLES (WS) - Assess the .vocational potential and aptitude'
of an individual prior to placement. e Work Samples:- assess
performance -capabilities. and genral beh vior- relative to various
job situations. They are derived from an analysis of jobs..Work
Samples approximate the actual job environment. They deal with
motions, rental functioning, performande,'operationsi, materials
and equipment. Work Samples are broadly representative of the
major:occupationsemploing' our nation's labor force.

JOB ATCHING SYSTEM (JMS) - Provides. a proven-reliable way to
match human' resources to training and job opportunities. The Job
Matching System' analyzes jobs...describes people in the same
terms as jobs. The ,JobMatching System'matches people-to,
jobs,...provides for-learning and growth. The Job Matching System
deals with an individual!'s Preferences,".Experiences and

.

Capabilities and is goMPuter scored.

25
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EMPLOYABILITY ATTITUDES,(EA) All3sesses the ettitudesndiViduaIS
bring with them to.a job interview and to an on-the 7,job,:
situation. The system:-

Defines the re,:
work

of employabilit attitude towards

attitudes in 36 behavioral categories (13, job
seeking. and 23 in job-maintaining

':Eased on actual job Surveys dealing with employer!s
hiring,. firing, and proMoting decisions

As can be seen from the comparisOn chart, the-COATS Work,
Samples provide a much greater and more comprehensive approach
Work samples, while at.the same time offering the three
additional, components to give the cliient a total Comprehensie.
Occupational ASsessment and Training System (COATS).

5
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COATS WORK SAMPLES SIKER/GRAFp TOWER

11411ft_la

LIKIfi:.(11'

target group

.N,..,

bd.J(.. of tyytrm

1

a, .bcpartrdcut of Labor

b. Culturally diffcront,

Osa3vantagod

C. DlctionlrAof Occupa-

tional Tltle5

i

.

a, PREP, Inc.

b. Joni ,r MO tbrou6

Adult; fladicapp(d/

Owl

'c. Vall(latul ta!)", skills

comwx to Ionics of

job: (Job Aualysifl;

ti i.! criejtd1 pool of

taA LH11:( used to

d.'olop thcA V01'k

SHIT) es Vd-ib the Or,

111001 Proiect CDEER

bid h.q.' 'containing

1 OVCP ')11,01 work:Waled

pi:IthcAnu 1.eldvior3

(l. 5I4,er/CriifkA

b, tut ypeciftcd

c, not tipccifloJ

.

1/4

'

,

a. Voc; Rehab. Adlilln,

b. Pbpically disabled

c, lob analysis

.
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I
Organization'.

a. number of w'Jvl,
. *

samples

IL: grouping of

samples

picloging oft

samples

JEVS

a, a

b. Grouped into ten

Harker Trait 'Arrange-

moots

tl

e.' Each sample, is

individually boxed

d. Offset manual

provides couplet

system details

COATS WORK SAMPLES ,
4

SINGER/GRAFLEX TOWER

#. 10 (additional samples

being, developed on a

sch011ulcd

b. EaClr sample represents

a job finuily in a-UgOE

career cluste,.16c

job fdmilics Were

'defined by a USOE

research study,pon-

duct4 at Gr4son Co.

In/ Texas;

specific 04 families

seleCted for nopk

sample development had

to represent a sizable

number of workers and

show a projected

cmploylient increase

itto the 1900's

across the nation.

c. Each'sample

coOdned and individu

ally paCkaged In a

portable,' stackahle

wooden case (can be

used on fly tale jr

carrel)

4 ,

d. Offset manulpprovides

complcte system .

details

Y

4

40

h. Each sample Is

independut

6 'Each sample is self-

contained in carrel

d. Hero?, mu :14; some

sr item 6:!ailf, not

provided

I

a; 110

b, Group0 into 14

major arc,in of nork

I

6.' Samples are not

1, individually packaged

d. Printed mamaltikl.

related materials;

1 some cyttem 1101,1114

M
oat

4
prov iou

*
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JEVS. COATS WORK SAMPLES SINGER/GRULEX TOWER............

l

3, W00. EV4
....

ITIIC05

4. prel wary

buret. lig

b, !it:1.1110U of

sampling

t, individual

involvement

r
d. `valuation

3ettIng

e, time to complete

. Mire system

.

....__

.

nut required

b. progressive; begins-,

with simplest work

samples and proceeds

in order through

battery

c. client contact with

evaluator fo minimized

feedback OR performance

and behavior occurs at

end of process

,.,
.

0

.

d. stress realistic work

atmosphere and setting

g. approximately 2 weeks

. ,

t '

a. not required

bi Choke of sample

depends on client

intrrest and /or

evaluation plan

co extensive.involvement

of client thrAgh

VJOITS of intcresi

ar.d performance by

client; evaluator

contact is built in

at regular intervals
.

by evaluator ratings

of purforiionce and

products; teedbod

'OCCOP6 during the

process and 'extensively

ut oil of ruca:;

d, :;4144 realist work

atmoL,pheou and setting

c 15 to 40 hours

.

.,. ., ,

V

ai not required

,

11, not specified

. I

c. extensivilinvolVemcot

through ratings of

Interest dud peformancg,

. by eliebt; ltae'

provision.for accurate

feedback

O. not specified°

.

e. not specified

(al, - 2 ticci,$)

.

a, eqb,151zed forplaning'

purposes.

11, progressive within

major areas; choice

of are depends upon

client interest and/or.

evaluation plan

.c, not specified; little

provision for client

1,!edback

,

d, stress reali3tic work.

atolhere and 4cttin

c. approxindtely 3 week;

.

.

.

..................... .....:............,.
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4 v.

'
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I

. SINGER/MVO
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written 'P6'11.0403

uacd only when they
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a ich area .
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d, requirlpg'asbiarcb d,

after instruc.

t Ion; period r9idts

ilr score eltalip!

general -proccdorca are

iniqeated for,

,(see below detaih).

procednres well talk,

Purpose:4nd

Ltd$61

,
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givin$171it potrammed
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,

Ipstructipki..

.ed with a Ali*
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,are;used only iihen they
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b
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nee,e cars for client to
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ee ra

ili
ngs

all 111014a011 aru
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11041c(1.. ,
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suppleiliertiA
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primarily written
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Wip14 i
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weeded .

d,.;.evoln4oe,;encouraged to

as0,s wee
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grad I ng ,
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to tii
,
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.

use 1

by c)
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h. sowing schedule

fi. nbfichfiqp

d. wOrk furf'oPMJ116!

ays COATS' 1.1211K SAMPLES SIIIGER/GRAFLfj:

g. llfid and quality

given equal Height

f. being developed on d

hdtiadl 11,1513, and

fur special pulUlld

Lions via allS01: LEA

Title VI grant'

emphasis is on

quality of' elienl

painN,INCO dud

finished product

h. the audio visual

program directs the

student to answer

questions; it .110

direct;, the student

to signal the evaloa-

lur fa pefoprldn62.

scoring; product

scovinA done alter

the work sample.is

completed,

d. 25 work factoW0eci-

fie.kin porformunce

of samples; each

sample has factors

listed

. 5 waiur categories
.

of on -the -job,

51;loviori are

:..peciflei for Ad,-

vAion derm all

ZEST OPINE
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g. emphasis i4 04

quality of fillitdied

product .

d. fe,4 work performance

factors 4.ecifiedi

hone for individual

tia,p1

TOW I.:

emplhisis is on

quality orfinklid,

pro hlel

few work perlormaoce

fadors

MOU for individual

saltplos
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e," lime norM5
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4.
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moolily norms
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h. Ome inhales:the
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.
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.

tOr the work
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,

0, ratell h-point

sp,114., norms

developed on ZOO'

disadVdntaged

youth, i n

d, wat samples use

random checLof

items cumpdred
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provided

e, minimal USeOf

5COV.In aids

1, rdtedvou S.point

cale, IhNia '04
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tro'l sPedA leatinl

W POKES'.
SINGE11/GRAFLEX..

includen 110

prutraimeal instrue.

tiou'sjor t4 work

sample

times arc reported

directly
to3111del,Iti

ratings. of time.';

itot considered

important because

.work sampling. is

aeon as a training/

leaming process;
,

norms being devel-

oped 011,d national

basis and fur

special populations

throdgh a 6S11'

Titlt VI vent

check all items

egainst criteria

provided

h, tiot intoval'

varies,ds itlecified

fur each eamplt in

manual.

sumc use df.sacorinr,

aida;1,0,.

forms', 4iagram?,,
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, rated ou 1111(114.4"1

t;cA0.;
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sample.
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.
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provided

C.' some USC.Mda of
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transparent over

lays
.
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tor

.

ra1 ,111', systEn

I. hilio0

.b.

tiORK SAMPLES

wol:k lu 110

okayed 41,titIO and

defina

c, use.; 3-point rating

system for most pei-

lovas and

beeviors; points on

s 'ale clearly defined

and illustrated

d. exleaive okeydli.0.0;

recording ror,

!itliplIs /Iji

vithialt peformdqe

rind :behavior re6riled

at leaut,on a

hasis oA

4

ia.. ti Plard foray n,

c I I for .work

j'ecord i ;

daily obnervAion

fury; fecdhacr inter-'1

view; final report

, .

1SINGER/GRAELEX
. TOWER

1.1.1.1.411

',:61'); behaviors to he

observed arc defined`'.

uses 67point, ra Ling!
.

systemypoiliftt on

scall are clearly

(Ifined- for individual

perfOrmances. and

haviorsi and

categories, work

6110101,3, and rating

bedle gero Orloinf

from 110 vt:ed ty

Wisconsidr-Siout

guidrlinen and I

;;Icesli(4;

'frequcul observation

IL.;01ggested, spael

i; provIdel for ..

iah',;crvation dUrOS:;

Olnples.

a; Sta,)adard'tforos included

1,4):, (lit

for
. v ;

. .

in trro,:t ItlfficUlly,
;1110 raml!ince1:01,111Vii

t 14 I hi!
,w

P IffiNMOIA,

h, work benavior:;to vort '14aViors not

'observed are 'dined Specifically Mined

.

c, Use:/5-point rating.

system; points on scale

nof,,c1Carly defined For

'indi7Oal performances

and behaviors

d. (repent 6h5evvotion

is sivested; Space is

provided fair ohuerva-

lions on ca0 sample

uses 5-point rating

system; points,onneafe

)not dearly defined for

indivildual porturroances

and behavipz.s.'

frequnt ohnevvationl

are not emptIA':ed.

'.standard fOrids included

tor' rating;

joformiNue ,

hI!navior.rating.;

,11.0'inciu&S, picture

Interest' test

,

standard:for a included

for; attendat, 0 and pule,

tuality; voCaticnal,

evalnatiateport;

TerfOrmance Summary
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,ea"
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7( Ff.0411ni,
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CiAl.
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,1. (OlIll'i OM.)
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.

1

.

.
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I. fili11 Nino ,
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.

,
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.

.

1

. . ,

I', .;;Ialf11,11'd format; ..

includo rankinr, of

puvrillvInoe ON

sampltl.s; recommcnded

wFt;A and rationale;

11

Gt(mnivi. written

ux,ont:: on perturb(-

ancv ,ail ladrivfor

. .

.....1. ................

a (Tnntructor itating,

form) fop rativ

tald. purforman

and productn; filndent

. ,:11nn',:,1, Skill and

. Inntritclor kiting

Aiumc, d14' riNlIql

ILA to Ridi 011 a 4

raTerate nhcet of

.;(..,11),:q, r,,r each voril,

A 001110; for work

'.', i

tni:,oratingInuvi:
. ,

. 0,,hav 100 Nr.;, 'Winn

him)

h. .,1,ntilaril coquitcrized

, . ,

fmilhal nutO WI In.

cludc% comparulivc

data on worl. :lampfe

performance 'an Wed

4 studvnt: and evalua-

top; difficulty; in-

kre on it priont

I ink and otle

[a.A.ort ouch ar. VO

milts on inlivihal

l',1q); within'worK

sample:,, Alit includcs

taw.orirs of twhaid6c-

.al okovation call

pities and learning

VIIIIi111; If viILL,2,.1.,Lx

I ..

; T''
, .1.

/ ttif n '
.

. ,

/
.

(

It,. narradvo. Nu:ula:11 d

i

4

'1. ..

1.

'I %

.

!

h. piHm,iiCily ollal

Illinr,;; tiPmull

contact with o.oinv.elor

recommulded

,

.

4

4
,

.
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COATS WORK SAMPLPS SINCRII/GRAFLEX

1. 114.1111.1'2

1
0111.._.

1

h. final report

forllat - cont.

,

.

II, Otilft;
.

.......

ii, \mutiny

exploration

,

0 0

,, vwdlicall,

'rOOP)MadIfi0115

t

.a.iiiiiited opporluni4;

7ample3 tend to ho

db5LVAOt
.

,

.1). niRnly rolatc4 to HT;

wide breadth ()I jab:;;

geared for ktl,

camn Ilan Pita,

1. tylu.

Sec n o for explana-

tion) ,

.

'
Ajltudent handbook 4

firOvided to help the

dillil interpret

and aIt aeh meaning

to his or her oun

iT5tilt,,, A narrative

discloion with the
,,

.evainator Ofi d Oollp

0i, Ifidivihol bdSk

ir, recommended

a

.

J

.

%

'

>

0

...

r4

.

.,

t?'
.

V

.

. ...,..................._:_.

a. extenive (mut of

occupational inlorma-

GNI rovided to

(Bent; :Teen

lia!;ir.. aW ietelmediati

level performance

ta,,;).,:i can he pre:;eeio

ed for clienti; wi5hin1

to explore idl

familios in different

cova elw:ter.!

b. approximately PO

He; reproent,:d in

job I am if i,!:, of lit

CWITINULD'HrXT PAU,.,,,,

____...--______

a. exten5ive ANQua Of '

occootional inforhation

Providd to Clint.

h

,

I),
liwi;,a r...4,0 of ioll:,,

;

only4ce.1 idy relayed to

rOc; pri,arily oriented

COZAD hi.XT PAU...

.

.

d, expcmed tv A variety of

VOCAtiOndi dreJ5

r

.

,

1i, limited rdlIV Of IMItC1

jubs;°not hirhly related

to IlUT; prinarily

CONTROMI l'Ar.E...,
.., ..................r.....

2

1r 1();,11,, 44

iii$1 ...1,4.11:a.
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COATS WORK SAMNA ' SHICER/GRAFLEX TONER

1). VIWA10101

iiiicomrpendat ions

(mai

c, coumelor

utilindion
. .

,I, iiewiarch

niftily!

.

r. 1(116::,,, Nlylv.:,

i ..
recorondations

0 I

I

1

f

1

1

I

0
.I0

0

.....

I. training and job

placement,

0,
,..

f

.

c. npinted towarid

'counselor 0
cif

1,.(1

d. highly positive

1

I p

.
I

, p

0

e 40
0

0

0

t

.

el

.

,

i

iv.

.. /

d

ti

b. work alople!,, jolvi

.within Nell 'loll Family

area cloiuillirelated in

8 the Df4; orimted to
1

, both trinine, or job

placemcnl, ,

t ,

I

c. counselor Aivolvement

in procei.4.pecomended

but ol necexiay

d, highly positive; most

soundly developed

syste ilvailable

. dal is reported to the

clihnl on his or' tier

Noq.nocusnful alai-.

toles for receiving.

information, mental

strategim for pro-

7-e Sint; inforilltion,

and hands-on Skills;

Fhis data can he
,

,used for structuring

future learning

situations for (he

cliont; categories

Urivd .iiiv crow Nfld..

ford' i :',trueture of ,,

Intellect Hodel and

(lit 'HU doh' Itatching

Sy tans, tasks included

in Ihe,work sau,ple were
. .

h. to training

0

.. 0

, ;
,

,

L

c. not.speCified

d. none

.

..,

r

v

) i

.

,

e

b. oriente4,10eininr,

,

,

.

!4
q .q

i
.

1

c, comdor involymnt
,

in procon recowoftl

.t!

d, research evidvn° i5

elptivocali

/ ;

'

. ,

.

.

.

.

; .

.............c.
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Ilt Wry ,(vont)

c. .learning stylus
recomeditius

'f; s1,i11 dcyelOrent

recomndations

i fir .In'Systfs,

t dog.. requircd

tedirivit aJailable

c, dntvdibn

i 01 I ow tip

tl

41

COATS 110111{ T)11,11'1ES

. 4
I I rrF

SI 4

9
?

d, yen ,

L, yes

c. 2 weels'
ts 41'

(I, four technic:cif d3513-

Lou! v id tql,c,sttt

with eslablishment of
f itlIc

of i,tandardized pro

cedures

coded according .to the

SO1 and cdtegeries

sub-coptraet

1,V,IiTituri College

tipciilic basic, inter-;
"acdiSte,and ;Aimed

lewd,

'tasks, Collie

scriboil:kt9Ileot
wlifhinc th,Ode()
:Jalc4ble

4.441 iti;;
YY

111. ,;

i'
,. l'' vi'''

r

114'
'11:). 1

,tr, 4!4,

yvtit.

c. I - Vdayt ''

technical Asi

visits avidiab

46Ssii,t,wfth ward fi.sh-

mut of ,facility and

maintenance u s un- .

,,,0;ized pros topen
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10, , Corrnt Status

a, availability

b, approximte cost

to net up system

c, future devcopeut

a. availatle only to

kkHilitie3 approved by

VIES

h. $ 9,000,00

c. under active research.

by LOU; changes td be

made based on empirical

evidence

282

COATS MliK'SMPLES

a, aailahle tbromb

national network of

'16ca1 dealers of na,

Inc. materials

h. ,4,000.00

under active rescarcn

611d. development;

changes to be made

based on empirical

evidence, system

purchasetv to tc

involved in research,

activities

SINGElli(lftYr1E.X TWEll

d. 041101k.Alir0101

Singer/Craflei,a

S20,000.orii

C. Adel' active developOnt

system purchasers to' be.

involved' in research

activities.

1.......1

4. available Ifirulleb 111'.

h. $9,060.00

C. ur

'retrkion activiik

indicaled



Number

Slumber 2

Numl.:er 3

Number

Number 5

PRtP.RESEARCH REPORTS

INDEX

voli_urie- 1

Ealuation and analysis of the Cleff Job
'Matching, System (S)

The Determination of Functional Literacy
Skills'.(Living Skills)

The- Devlopment of Peridrmanct.!:Norms tor-
:Functional Literacy Skills (Lfying

'The. Validity. and Reliability of a
Prototype Assessment Instrument for
Measuring Functional Literacy Skills
(Living Skills)

. .

The Seler tion of.Work Sample Content

Number 6 Validation f Work Sample Content

:u.-7C1-)er 7 The PRE Process for Developing a Work
Sample

a .

The Determination of 3ehaVior'Attitude
Categories which Define the Concept of
_Employability L.

a

76

841
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,

unpicyaMlitt Attit4es
Job Keeping Inte6retation PrOfile

Name: . iate:

1ii1P0RTANT

1V: EMPLOYERS

Over 3 hur,dred arnployers across a st,ate described their recently hired, fired, acid promoted, workers in terms of the ,Tti attitudes
on the keport Form.

Heres ,.'hat the e.nployers meant by each attitude. Find each one on the Report Form. Then, read its 'definition. Pay attention
to tie r.urnberT, in .the IMP column for each attit.Ide. Employers rated the importance of each attitude from 0 to 100 10 = not
at ad important,1C0=7^,ost important) to hiring, firing and prdmoting, The average importance to all employers is in this cOlunin.

... ..ri '1 i 0 H '',', .71;i ;I:r;',.,:,j '''' KEE. eititintit .

.1!
. .4. ... *,...40.:.:.. ,-.g-..,... ,,.,, . .

14 I NTEG EITIY Fair, loyal, honest and streightiorwar action.
.

15. REACIRATO MISTAKES Accepting and learning.fromc.rnistakei.

16: RATIONALITY Sizing up 'situatiOnsond predicting the effect of your actions in worn.
17. DISPOSITION Showing a pleasant or1unpleasant attitLide toward life in general, Work, supervisors,

and coworkers. (

. D E?E'S °ABILITY Following or obeying rules, regulations, instructions, directions:, dt4es,and
.responsibicities.

19. TIME DO7',JY.ORMITY COnfo4hig to a time schedule esteblishedbythe ernpioyer.

'2.0. CONCERN WITH DETAILS 4rhe dePtil, thoroughness and completenesS ofWork done.

21. RtF7SP 0 r4i BIL1TY .EfficientlY handling matials, equiPment, supplids., tools, etc.

ii-22. PERSISTECE Sticking a.vork activity until its completion. -::

21 ATTLiTf. V EitSS -- Paying attention to a svd'rk activity.

24. DRGAr,11tA446.77T0;gaiiiizing and' planning, Work 4tivity.. *

25. ,REAVI.P140'S U.P EMI'S-40N . Reacticig to having :;fork judged, criticized cr directe.d by others.

25.. -tC091i' E RATII;C) N Heipinq4k,"'lk qroUp.tellachleve fis .goals.

27: REACTID l'it0 CO-IPIO R K8fS -7. 'Fl eacti na id feilow WOrker§%
,, ,

Za, COMMLv:ICATIO V: Acci,iittely and clearly tran'smittitig information to others.'
tA ' SOCIALAL .ILIDGEil ENi , 4ctirilin .vays approved of -0yOliovi workers.

39k. DEPCNOENCY, Seeking help frorrj pr relying on others to complete famcliariwt+ tasks.,i,),.:
431, LEADERSHIP :.,-. irtflu;;Incing the Notkr group toochieveitt work goals in a prQetc.,rrrined.WYt.

4.,

.7g2... Alt ER:I'VEIVESS - St3rwing up for iigThs. .

t,.
3. INiTIVriVE Acting oniown; or before other ,.,!orkers, ip".a new situation'.

I - -,
34: ADAPTAB!LITY . Adjusti.ng work-activity to new situations.

65. A D V F.': T1J R 01)SNES- Seeking new knowledge, skills or relaVonships; , ,, ,P
.:t6. i.CREATiVITY 4. Coming up with nen.' solutions to work problems it iew ..va,,,s di. coinihi,..,,..j..;,,,' -'

4. 4COPYRIdliri BY PREP, INC.197a, ALL, RIGHTS RE:;ERVEP

kTr4ci.;. "",!,-



OVERALL RESUTS

that
3r7f. us %Veil c veloped4s re,:enti; promutii,c) wor;-....2rr. in :h,: cateories of: %up 5)

5.

;ir rot as ixell.diaveloped and oc.i..siuly appro,. n the it.:,1,2is of recearitly tired workers ;n the -re,,s of: ti_o to 5)

3

3. 5.

i

PERSONAL czELING
"14. IN TEGRIZY
15. ,REACTION TC dISrA,KES
16. 2ATIONALITY 4: ,

17. DI 'S POSITICIN ar

DE AII, ORIENTATION
15.. DEPENDABILITY.
19. T :1E CO' FD ITYi
20. CO NC,: DETAILS-
21. R.?,SP,OINSItilLITY
22. 2E2S±trTENCE
23. ATTENTIVENESS

j1OCIAL O=RIENTATION"
REACTION TO,SUPCRVISIONp
COO PER ATION
REACTION ;Tp COAORKEF.S
CO!;!MSNIOATION

.25.,

.26..
27.
26.

-29.
30.

32.

,S

DIRECTiONS:
F

Promotion Lavel
0 = Individual's Levi e

In 'the first or top ,e-t 94 blanks, copy the
9urnbers.and, names of attitudes,
"0". is above. the "P". Then, cOpN( the
numbers and names of avitudes where
the "0" is on the "P''.

In the second or Vztom set of blanks,
copy the numbers and names of all
attitude cLiegtaries Where.tbe-' 0" is on or
below the ''F".

SOCIAL J Q.DGEtiENT
DEPENDENCY
LEA DERSEI
ASSERTIVENESS

CI:ANC; E ORIENTATION
33. I!ZIT TIVE

AD? 2TAI3ILITY
DVE NT OR 0J.-Nr.i.SS

CREATIVITY

34.
35.
36.

OkTA ORIENTATION
24. ORGANTZATION

a

I

, ,

287



S AY2 :la F2i \.; F-7 174.

,...4..,,-7,;,
.,t'AINIrs'YY,

.-,-,;.:.,..',,Fe-ii.
-:::-:::-..,,,:li

'";Tri
.,...: 7,'; .-. -14 /+:314 -,..:-.-"--',

-Nili'r,,:
'i;14

r' . , 1111 .
*,,c

,t7N"r.". 74!

'tlit:', Ftittl.. '''14.il')".
is4,..'..1''

....t.

', ...:- \
7..''q79 W,:i

' :, t2,-

,',.,k,,,.,....:1,..,..i.,

4t,:::14'11,..,;:: ....,.....
?E:-.C.`i AT_ L'..;....:I.T.N.S;

1 ., 2.'7.::.......',_ITY

11Z.::TON
6.

D E I' 2 ,31".7 N ri A T. 1:02:' W61
18. D'2.P
19. TI CONFOI;MIT ' c;!.,
20. cc :c: WITH CAIL;: 1181
21. riES?ONSIBIL:T..:
22. SISTENCE
23. ATTENTIVEN5

SOCIAL ORII:NTA TION
25. . 12E ACTION TO SUPVN

COO ?2.::.ATION
27. RE.',.CTION TO CDWK RS
28. CO UNICATICN
29. SOCIAL ..IIIDGENT,
30. DEPENDENCY
31. LEADE2SHI:.:'
32. IVENE

CHI s4,3 3 3.: EN TA TIc;
33. TIVE
34 . ADA ?:ABILIT':
35. l''.DTE.:TPOLIS!: E.ss
36. C'E:2:57ITY

DATA OFII ENTATIDI:
24 . TION

63
Si
79
70
68
63
61

36

53
64

153
45
34

4 5
45

DfRECT,GNS. Find tha 5
numbers in t.-.c

yCJI.JR NEEC
Ntrn

the largest
copy e;or, r,...rnber !ntn the

c from tne top Q.:win.
.en,

e7-r_t name of tne

'

'

1

1 INOiVIDUAL NEEDS
AttiLde

inclivik,:
..! I T.b:.)ve

rr.o t; n

:11u c9 T

th. ; recently'T.r..:

r above -.re to.itragr.
:_r.-Aton

. ,

Ho'.. many le'vi
ycu

ke4
level of attic N

.7Arelopmenr- s blow
rcc:ittly promoted

1"c...5.C.-3 NEED = GAP
r,-..1;;plied by the
empioyer's :mportance
raring for an attitude.

.
GROUP NEED' = The
average GA,: `oi the
gruup multiplied by the
erno:oVerI importance
rwipg for an attitude.

Eo al vou to
' compare and select

azttucies most in neec
of development.

!
GI-10UP NEEDS

Nee': . A:citute Need:ndax ,-:/Name Inclex

288
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i
JOB

AL:VAN:: :."3

';' I to. '
1"-1,1":0-2:tv

,
9 T:mo ...)-

21
:`

;5

.Reaction
.

'27 Reaction to Cov..-r,,:s

2d ,Cor^,..-icat.,3-1

29 SC,C;at dudgern.er.,

'Cepa -;!.?-,cy

31 Leaier...Inio_
;,13;)1.:,JI.;y

Adfer,:.;rousne,.:s

24.

26

_

. N.,;TIONAC
6 7

1 1

-r ,---7711,r, 72

r,..77Fvf7-727

Y.01a: 31
07:2171-20

1=r11741=75
ZOO,i

-31

L r417.12
..i4sOCAsit

7-1-777135rpC 70
JCS 1'

471rENFIF 61
T--1 -71--T-lifWA52g],Ar45

Fazcasir===m-34
23 JOB KEE'31r;(.....' 3. a
ADVANCING CATEGC,2IES

4 Intery'lv

Reaction

o Ratronai

f:),00st..on

Depenor.oility

19 Time Conformity!

J Concern with Deta,t.:,

21 Respor.s:pe:ry

22 Persistence

?3 Attentiy,:n,?so-
Reacy)r to out_-,erv.....,:en

Coopc-ra: cr

React on to C...'w.okt-_,rs

13 Sccial Judtteme-1

3c Depen.:1...r.cy

Leadership

32

33

34

36

Assertiveness

init2;Ivc,

Acap:acti ry

Ariventu:cc..Lnets

Creato,i7

24 Organization

I

I_ I

1 I 1 L '

I _L 1 1 r 11

L I i T-

1 1 i r T,

r I L .1 L I

I I L'1_21

" I

I I

DESCRIPTiON'OF EMPLOYEES

,:,,i.',1-iO4AVE BEEN PROMOTED OR FIRE6_

E LEVEI_ IND'ICA-{E_D BY CIRCLE!

1E1E1 ®

EXPLANATION OF CHART:

gar graphs show levels which best deszribk' groups 01
recently fired and promoted L'Lp.......oyees. .The circle
indicatLs the average level for each category.

A

DIRECTIONS-
Using- . the label information on page 2

1.,

. mark an "X" at each "0"'levrI on the
CATEGORY: graph to the left.
14. . ..

- Then, check all categories where the
,. individual's level is below (or to the

left or) the average level of recently
fired workers.

13.

16.

17.

18

119.

J20

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

7.7.

23.
29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

36.

289_

Flnarly fill in the boxes below with
the appropriate number of attitude.
categories:

( cazectoriv,i on or
i below the avoragi 'revel of

J recently fired workers).
F

( et Of categories on or
r above the average 'ievel.of

L__ recently promoted work-
ers).

(= of ,-.:ategories bet'ween
the average level of recently
tired and promoted work-
ers).



,.
'

Po)

zc :1-1t4 tn. Pginl"
3 kuri

7.

if t;.!
t`he

or h,.:r

fr,enc: no or shc:
tDc: 3C;.".:7

° j. arr.: vis ?.mp:oyers,
-.vatch- -,,- TV .3c%! rri,)vies.
1,stenir!; to
Jockir at nev.wapers and

,41
3 3 rt,i1 down just

wit3t is.thater,#)loyers 01:pect.

FO JOE' XcErlrIG

S.

SO:l

On level '6, he Con.'ictent level,-
he objectives wit! .3uide him or

her_to,ha71: feel:r.1,s out actin;.
in.cart`t.in .waysThey'll also

or her a chance to practice
wrjat ne Or sh viV have tc do in
lob interviews 'and on the job.

on level 7, the. Automatic
eve, they!ll direct him cr her to.

go' out into the world of work to
try oLt what has beenlearned,
to find o..it what woks and what,
doesn't and to polish what does.

AL FEE=
INTE:=Y
R1...7ACT:ON TO"

TIC:

OP.IENTATTON
'TS- DEPF.N.3.ILITY

TIME OY3RY.ITY
20'. CONCERN WITH Di:I.AILS
21. RESPONSIBILITY

.22. PERSISTENCE
ATTENTIVENE'SS

SCCI AL 0 RIENTA.TION
REACTI-ON TO S0?4RVISION
COQPER AT ION

27. REACTION. TO OOKS
28. COMM t.;N IC'ATION
29. SOCIAL JUDGEMENT
3.0- D2EZIDEN CY
31. LT'AD7RSHTP
32. ASSERTIVEZ;ES3

CHANGE. ORIENTATION
:33. INITIATIVE

ADAPTABILITY
35. ADVF.NTUROUSNESS
36. CREAM:VI-V.*j

DATA ORIENTATION
24. GRG &SI ZA TION

ea

NOTE: The curri,..L;:urn o.,ck,-.ge and learning activity maps are needed beyond tnIs point lc-.
ested 1earninq ot-,ectives are keyed tocarry,ng o...:t, the p.-escribed ecti./i-ti s. The

spec, 'ic learning acti.,,ities in .rie c turn packaye.
.

31

...4.4*-
--290



igf:41.

Uount the number of X's :n each cohnnn.

i
."-L: GP IT Y

''..'::ACTION 7J ..!..132AES
16. C.)ALIT'
17. rSPO ST T.T.C.:;

DETAIL 0?ENTATION
18. DE2ENDABILITTzl

CONFOITY
20. C:NCZRN WITH DE2XIBS
21. T1ESPONSI3ILITY2. ;PEPSISTENCE
23. ATTENTIVENESS

SOCIAL CR'ENTATION
25. .a.e4Ai:TIOSTO SUPRVISION
26. 0002ERATION
27. R EACTION TO COA OP KEE S
28. COMMUNICATION
29. SOCIAL JUDGE:iitiT
30. DEPENDENCY
31. L. EAL:ERSHIP

.

32. ASE.2?,TIVEilE±:S

CHANGE OPIENTA TION
33 :N:rIATIvE
4..

35.
36.. CREATIVITY

ADVEN7UPOUSNESS

DATA 3 aIE;TATIO
CEGANfZATI N

VVr. e in the totals here.

An Y. in a column mohs the att:tude is at
or above the a.-arage level of recentIy
hired or pr3m,.:ted workers in the follow-
ing groups of 1:mpluyers.

mararossueszi

(7:1,0GP.APHY:
onherr,
othern

E,steri
',Vesterr

I.
Copy into we bi,l.nks, the ham.: Of Int: employer

ufsION SIZE: ,INDUSTRY:
STATUS : ,Z,mlu.,.....,Inan 50 1.,..orL Man,..t,lc,rIng Tr.trtss:)ortation,
(Jr or Meuiarr, l'a0.250 v:7..r.,.,r;) Corr-n,,cation, Ut:i ..s
Noi-Linion Larg,, lever 250 worKi:rs, Const,..:::,bri Saii... F:r.anc:.,I,

4 Pi.a...E.%,rcL,urIce

group wtr he !idlest total in eocii t,i2ction. Gengro;thy

r- ..../-r.-,
291
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fr,;,r other information, activitie.s and aid
nal ,tu,-3.'3nt organizations. These

primLary goals the Ceve4 opment of
al of students a's they relat_, to. . . .

::merican .L duz.trial rts Stuctn_s Associatic,-, (AIASA)
ADis.c :riove Ecluoati .1,Club.:, o America (D C1.

ut.ureillarmers of America (F FA)
Yuture 'xiemakers-of AMerica (FHA/HERO)
.Future:, °sin'es Leaders of America (FBLA).
Phi Bed tioambda .(PEL)
Health OccupatIo'ns of Amorioa (HOSA)
'Office li'uoation Association ((DEA)
Vocational Industrial Clubs'of America (VICA

Benefits to memberz vai-.;/,_ however, for most clubsYtney include
the.participation in social activities, service' activities,
projectsand skills expositions and/or competitlohs. Students-
meet and work withrleadersrom industxv and the .Colrimunitya..d
participate in local, s'tate and national conferences and
competition. Students are provided with opportunities and
activities to increase knowledge of specific careers-; develop
abilities to work with others, develOpdecision making skills and
become. involved'with projects-to,aid one's schoolland community.

The following is a listing of each organization,with information
on how to contact them for further information:

0

o

e3 292,



VOCATIONAL STU)ENT ORGANIZATIONS
DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL OFFICES

Mr. Hoyt P.. Kenmore
,President and Chairman.of the

Boa71-d cf'Directors
Amercan Industria,1 Arts Student

A8socic-tion, Inc. (AIASA)
1201 16th Street, NW
W'ashington., D.C. 20036
202-8334211

Mr. Harry Applegat=
Executive Director
Distriby;lve Educe' _on Clubs of

Ameri (DECA)
(HCSA)
1908 Association.Drive.
Reston, VA 22061 AO

703-860-5000

24r. Edward D. Miller
Jresident and Ohief Executive
Officer

FUture Business Leaders of America'
Phi Ee ti Lambda, Inc.
(FBLA-PEL)

Box 1747 - Dulles'
Washington, D.C. , 20041
703 860 -3334

Hr. Byror,F. Raw.ls
Nationa-712.Advisor
Tut}ire.Farmers.of America (FFA)
National FFA Center
P.O. Box 15160
Ale,xandria, Va 22309,
70 -360-S600

I'

A
OA

.

Ms. Mildred Reel
Executive Director
Future Homemakers of
AmeriCa/Home 1-1,conomics
Related Occupations.

(FHA/HERO)
2010 Massachusetts Ave NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
202- 833 -1925 .

-Ms. Mora Bennett Smith
Contact e: son
Health OccUoations.
Students of America.

Suite 7
1601 Milltown Road
Wilmington, DE 19808

,Ms. Dorothy Goodman
ExeCutive Director
Office Education Assoc.,

(OEA)
1120 Morse Road
Columbus, Ohio 43229
614-888-5776

Mr. Larry Johnson
Executive Director
Vocational Industrial

Clubs of. America (VICA).
2.0. Box 3000
Leesburg, VA 22075
703-777-8810

V
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DIRECTORS OF SPECIAL NEEDS
IN NEW JERSEY AREA

VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
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I

DIRECTORS OF SPECIAL NEEDS IN/NEW JERSY.
_.RE?_ VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

)i9.81,- .982

The following is a list o: tal Needs Directors by county:

COUNT

Atlantic County Vocational Sch
Mays Landing, New JerSey708330
609-625-2249 .

01
4,

J,oseph Th=pson Sup.' of 1':eeds

BERGEN COUNTY

t
Bergen County Vocational Schools (.Special Ne ds)
Route 46 and Central Avenue
Teterboro, New Jersey 07600
201-343-6000

BURLINGTON COUNTY 16

BurlingtolcCountv.Area Vocational-Technical School
cpodiene ;..Toad

Hoily, New Jersey .0806.0
609-267-4226

CAMDEN COUNTY

Camden 'County Area Vocational- Technical S
P.O Box #566
Berlin -Cross keys Road - ,

S-tioklerville, New JerSey 08081
609- 7.67 -7000

John Troxall,'DireOtor of SpeOial Needs

CAPE MAY COUNTY
c

Cape May County Area VocatLenai7Technical School
Crest Haven Road
Cape May Court House, New Jersey 08210
609-465-3064

Mr. Hinek, Director of Special Needs

CUMBERLAND COUNTY

Cumbexland County Area Vocationalechnical School
R.D. 7, Bridgeton Avenue
Bridgettv., New Jersey. 03302
.609-4'51.-9000

Dan Hepner, Director of.Special Needs
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ESSEX- COUNTY

.Esse_.-1 County Vocational and.Technical. High .School
620 Passaic Avenue
Iiest Caldwell,,New Jersey 07006
201-515-7740

-Ralph Calderone

CLOUCEST= COUNTY

Gloucester GoUntv Area Vocational-Technical School

.

Jr. Special Education,
-
Coordihatori4

.Tanyard ROad4 Deptford Twp.
Box 1S6
Sewell, New Jersey Q.80iC
609-468-1445

Mrs. Fraaine Grubb, Director of Special Needs

HUDSON COUNTY

Hu son County Area Vocational-Technical. School
2000 - 85th Street
North Bergen, New Jersey, 07047
201-854-3900 ext. 66, 68.

MERCER COUNTY

Mercer County Area Vocational- Technical Schools
ARTHUR R. SYPEK CENTER
129 Bull Run Road

- Trenton, New Jersey 08638
609- 833 -8012

Stuart Wisse, Director of Special I;cecis

MIDDLESEX COUNTY

SPECIAL NEEDS WING
MIDDnESEX COUNTY VOCATIONAL -TECHNICAL SCHOOL

112 Rues Lan,
East. Brunswick', New Jersey
201-257-7715

J'osepn CoLo:abo, Director of Special :Aeeds

MONMOUTH COUNTY .

47

Monmouth County Vocational School District
DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL E UCATION BLDG.
West End Avenue
Long Branch, tiew Jersey 07740 4
201-431-7542 'L

Director o-54S eciai Needs
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fi

DEPARTMENT (IF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION BLDG.
537 Tin,ton Avenue
Tinton Fal:is, New,Jersev 07724
201-431-.7942

\-ntRRIs COUNTY

.
.

Mpri;_s Coanty Vocational-Tech -lital.School
403 as Main Street
Denville, New Jersey. 07i334'

201-627-4600 10

it

DeNiiiiis Nick, Director of So,,eial Ser'vices

OCEAN CO.U',;TY

Ocean County Vocational Technical School
Toms River Center
Old Freehold & Bay Lea Roads
Toms River, New Jersey 08753
201-920-0057

JoLaphScelfo, Director Of Special Needs

PASSAIC CATY
4

Passaic COun,lv /Vocational and Trecnnical High School
45 Reinhardt Road
Oayne, New Jersey 07470
201-790-6000

Fran&Mattiale, Director of Special Services

SALEM COUNTY

Salem County Voc tional Technical Schools
HENRAD. YOUNG OCATIONAL CENTER
172 Slem-Wo stown Road.
Salem,'Nqw.-Jersey 02079
609-93,5-7363

Raymond J. Bielicki, Director of Special Services

SOMERS3E COUNTY

Somerset CouN)ty Vocational and Technical Soho
North Bridge Street & Vogt Drive
O. Box 6350 . ,

idgewatex; New -Jetsey 02.507
26-8900

Robert r ^ishhein, Director SecialServics

WM,
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Sussex CountyArea Vocational Technical
105 North Church Road
72pa:ta, New Jersey 07S71
201-333-670C/

L-
Robe-It Ltmtrdo, Director o'.Sceciai. Needs-

1
Schools

UNION COUNTY
.-

Union County Toctinical Inszitute and Voc ional Canter
'177C Raritac Road
Scotch T'lains, Naw Jersey 0707
201-889-2000

Nancy Tomevi, Drectair of Special Needs

WARREN COUNTY

'`,7arren County Area Vocational - Technical School
R.D. #1 Box 168 A
Washington}, New Jersey" 07382
201 -639 -0122

Dire¢tor of Special Needs

New Jersey Department of.Edi4ation
Vocational Division
Box 2019
Trenton, New Jersey. 03600.
609-292-5720

John Nanat.- Director, Bureau of Special Needs E'rograr:.

1
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iPERICirtiE
CATION (C0.00

,a program that involves the School and
IllIit iv, preparing youth vJiih ellit y level
and reLoLd ruction that conttibetas

e enyloyohility f the student.

1.4APPRENTICE5HP

. . Aprorirari coordinated
1;4' botweim labor, industry

.._,t1l1' if, . '.. ,.

'''":7-.'--, rt',1,4 1 \ .incl eduction in pre-
'. il.,44.,yilii; 'paring ncIiviIua ls

I \J (I -t fo:. a specific trade

or craft.
IV I'd of,4

,,iii;:,!- i,J.,..,ra
A? . .......,........,...-.,:,
E-Ar&w....iww-.J.,

Jersey's Cc,op Si'me.ents
tiwir I\JPRt TRAINING

in high

I

STAVE. BOARD 0.EDUCAT1011

P PAIR IttC,:1

II Tee
11 over 900

14 6%.curiatioriz
available

CUS. [)AVID BRANDT AN/DN
Vire Pi vsiclelit

JACK BAGAN
t P- et

k

a,
ANNE S. DILL.MAi4 Cst. y t,

RUTH H. NIAICLISO GI OUCESTIli

E. CONS rANCE NiONICrQMERY MOH Fi IS

KATHERINE NEUBERGER MONMOUTH
Hort iiijtivs. 81.1t,! /d11 I iiglipr klifudtion

SONIA R. RUBY

SUSAN N. WILSON

ROUERT J. VVOLFENBARGER

/

FRED G. BURKE .

Coliffifi'zionci of UtIffcation

Ex Off lulu
T:EDINAVID HOLLANDEP.

Ch.tiin:e1107 of f fighci

APIIIIEHTICESHIP
.410 Val1

VHON 10 WORII 11100CL

For ingre. p1/use writ:. or rail.

A ILAN-I IC

MEnCEri

UNION

. NOW Jersey pupal ti ant of Education
Division of Vocational Education

and Career Preparation

SCHOOL-TO WORK LINKAGE PROJECT
Po PW: 201f1

?2,..) WEST SlATE ST BEV

TlifW [(IN, NEW :JERSEY 08625

(GB) "921:btif;

Pau ilio Peacock Plojf risuijir

HJ

-4/

-
ir,511

SCHOOL.
TO.WORK
LINKAGE
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approx

through

retiismed

iell10t1 of Paining hiply skilled workers

loina.hicil nn the-joh called

(:r.sHif LI thi (l.und toc1.4.

0,:copltion, *1.10 iirr ledined

Ippienticeship. APPRENTICESHIP is a

proyart ol the fiw,.aii of

The Co.op COORDINATOR in coopekitam with the

APPREN1 ICE COOMINIT011 the

dent i'aipicidelev,iitli ;In' t;thtdii ,r\ppoid, ;'01

and the Stair tlepai of f uitic li iii (l/is

sion Of V.Titional I (Ito C iNg I re,,cilati(c,..:.

- .

I
1-

to- rlt
g

1 ,

voi

r 02

4

pRENTKE5Hip

The demand for skilled workers is increast

more rapidly than the supply. This need for

vvorlo:is r5 f (vino inc ,tiinf;l

more inorirtani to our economy,

(:!11 11,11fliil.,:; (If All (hilted bldtc Lepanmew

ti; provide vocational training through

toll -tine' employment of out-olschool youth lb

of age or-nlilei.

COOPEIIA ilVE. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -h a

program of voc.iiinnal education for indlvcluilsaqu lb

anchokliff, which allows a pupil to spend half timeJfn

school and hall time on the job oink' the sup,avi.in

of an mploy,!, am: the si hoed. A lelotrd coda servei

6 the 111nlge h: and iiiaata.,1! v,aik:x-

pc' wilco.

An APPRENTICE is a trainee iu a skilled craft, The

APPFIENTICESLIIP In( am conthinrs (Jr

the jolt Who(' ioliiii.cic1;b:roomifisito( poll, At

the completion of the tiainin9 period the apprintice

hoc:owes a slciHiJd craft *ciao.

The NEW JERSEY APPRENTICESHIP

prolidni ms d 1ltilltilul

the boillined idlort.., 01 labor,. Mdasn y,

and apii I idiniroi

Vaiu:S Moroi I to 5 yi illy on tie

Dij a.j11;31.: 1111'' COOPERATIVE.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATIO,Nand APPRENTICESHIP,

the STATE OF NEW JERSEY, DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION SC;IV..10l..TOV."OliK LINK.GE PRO,

JEC1 has been dfAiTicd to rovitle tho Bats i betwam

the edoc.ational v/Olk experiences of sloth:tits in Coop

Programs and fill Nile einployinol in an apprenticeship

iNigoin alto ;;,adnatirn T11 9rogr; wilt Frovim

uedil fur work 0;11(mi:lice and Iehrt d iihuuction

and create hoot school to ti irk

FOf the EifiV1701:iii,

apprenticeship offers:
e CrTTEli TRAINED BAT TSPERSONS

IMPHOVI U t!I IT? OF

LESS LA501111IiINOVER

SOURCE OF QUALIFIED SUPERVISORS

REDUCED SUPERVISORY COSTS

For the

(STWDEET LZARAE,

epprentirzhip oi!!eis:
pAip I LAINING EXPI hiENCE

PROGRESSIVE WAGE INCREASES'

e FUTURE JOR SECURITY

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT

LATH; CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

FN. the COMMUNITY,

apprenticeship offers:
VOCAL PEOPLE TRAIr'.11.D

FON LOCul INDUSIfni

IMPHOVCP MINIM

1 SCHOOL HE LATIONSH!PS

UST COPY ITIVE
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that ar 2,)pular

TRAWE
DOT CODE

AIR CCNDiTIONING
service, specialty snaps)

ALAPM OPERATOR

ASSE.3LY TECHNICIAN
(of:ice machines;

AUTCMOBILE-BODY KEPAIRER
(auto service)

_AUTOMOBILE MECRANI.3.

(auto service)

AUTOMOBILE-RADIATOR MECHANIC
(autoservice, specialty shops)

620.261-010

379.1o2-010

607.381-010

620.261-010

-620.381-010

AUTOMOTIVE COOLING SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC y 620.261-580

TECHNICIAN (auto service, specialty shops)

e
BAKER (bake products) 526.381-010

BAKER, PIZZA (hotel & rest..) 313.381-010

BA3ER (pers. service) 330.371-010

JLENGTH OF APPRENTLESHIP

2,30 hours/I vea,-

4

2,000 hours;1 year
0

Ahours/4 years

8,000 hours/4 yars

4,000 hours/2 years
4

4,000 hours/2 years

6,000 hcaqs/3 years 1

f

i

6,000 hours/3 years 1

4,000 hours/2 years /

I

-BOILER OPERATOR (any industry) 950.382-010
!8,000 hours/4.years

BRICKLAYER (const.)
861.381-018

6,000 hours/3 years

BUTCHER, ALL AROUND 525.381-014
6,000 hours/3 Years/

,

CABINETn!...KER (woodworking)
660.280-010.

8,000 hours/4 years!

I

C.141ERA REPAIRER
(photographic equi 'p) 714.281-014

4,000 hours/2 years

CARBURETOR MEC:iANIe(auto setvicei. 6k20.281-034

=MICAL-ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN 608.261-010

CHEMICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN 022.261 -010

CtIN-MACHINE SERVICE REPAIRER 639.281 -014

COnTUT.ER-PERIPHEP.AL7EQUIPMENT
OPEI-7ATOR (clerical)

data processing

COOK (any industry)

DECORATOR (any'induszry)

DENTAL ASSISTANT (medical service).

213.382-010

315.361-010

298.381-010

079.371-010

CIRAMIST T:'..eCica/ service). 712.281-010.

'91 304

5,000.hours/2 1/2 'years

6,000: hours/3 years

2,00%hours/1 year

6,000 hours/3 Jears

2,000 hours/1 year

6,000 hours/3 years



DENTS LABORATORY TECHNICIAN 712.381-018
...71edical service) a.

DICTA' ING-TRANSCRI3ING-MACHINE

6,0004hours/3 years

...1
SERVICER 633.231 -014

N.,

MECHANIC (ally industry) 625.21-010 3,000 hourS/4 years

DIRECTOR, FUNERAL (personal service) 187.157 -030

DISPLY DESIGNER 142.051-010

DIEPIAYER, MERCHANDISE (retSitrade) 298.081-010

DRAFTER, ARCHITECTURAL -001.261-010

DRAFTER, CMfERCIAL 017.261-026 8,000 hours/4 years

DRESSMAKER (any industry) 785.361-010

22-RY CLEANER (clean & ,dye) 362.382-014 6,000 hours/3 years

DRY-WALL APPLICATOR (const-> 842.681-010 4,000 hours/2 years

2LECTRICAL-APPLIANCE REPAIRER '723.381-010

ELECTRICAL-APPLIANCE SERVICER' 327.261-010 6,000 hours/3 years

ELECTRICIAN (any industry) 824.261-010 8,000 hours/4 years

ELECTRICAN, AUTOMOTIVE (auto servj 825:281-022 4,000 hours/2 years

ELECTROMEDICAL- EQUIPMENT REPAIRER 729..281-030 4,000 hours/2 years

1FLECTRONIO-SALES-AND7SERVICE TECHNICIAN 828.251.010 .3,000 hours/4 years

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN )079.374-01Q 6,000 hours/3 years

2NVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

INSTALLER SERVICER 637.261-014

:LM DEVELOPER 976.382-018 6,000 hours/3 years

FILM LABORATORY TECHNICIAN I 976.381-010 -6,000 hours/3 years

FLOOR COVERING LAYER 622.381-026 6,000 hours/3 years

FLORAL DESIGNER 142.081-010 2,000 hours/1 year

FRONT END MECHANIC 620.231 -033 )3,000 hours/4 years

FUEL INJECTION .ERVICER 625.281-022 4,000 hours/2 years
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.

1-:RNACE INSTALI:4R AND REPAIRER,

HOT AIR 't* 86c..281-010

FRNITURE DESIGNER 142.061-022

FURN.LT:URE FINISHER (woodworking) 753,381,010

F'2RNITURE UPHOLSTER 780.381-018

GLASS BLOWER :772.681-010

GLAZIER So5.381-01

GRAPHIC DESIGNER 141.061-.018

HORTlULTURIST. 040.061-038

INTERIOR DESIGNER 142.051-014

2EWEbER (j&welry) 700.281-010

LANDSCAPE _GARDNER (agric.) 408.161-010

LEGAL SECRETARY (clerical) 201.362-010

LOCKSMITH 709.281-010

MACHINE OPERATOR I 616.360-018

MACHINIST (mace. shop) 600.280-022

:.IACHINIST, AUTOMOTIVE 600.280-034

MAINTENANCE- MACHINIST 600.280-042

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 6;38.281-014

.sECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIAX 007'.161-026

MEDICAL SECRETARY 201.362 -014

METEROLOG1ST 025.062-010

MOTORCYCLE REPAIRER (auto. serv.) 620.2S1 -054

NEON SIGN SERVICER 824.281-018

NUMERICAL' CONTROL MACHINE OPERATOR
(7.a.c.:hine shop) 639.662-010

NURSE AIDE/NURSING ASSISTANT 35.6747014

,f?
93.

306:.

.

6,000 hours/3 years

6,000 hours/3 years

8,000 hOuts/4 years

8,000 hours/4,years

6,000 hours/3 ye'..rs

10,000 hou:s/5 years

4

5,000 hours/2 1/2 years

8,000 hours/4 years
o

2;000 hourS/1 year

3,000 hours/4 years

8,000 hoUrs/4 years

'8,000 hours/4 years

8,000 hours /q. years:

8,000 hours/4 }years

2,000 hours/1 year

4,000:hollrs/2 years

6,000 hours /3 years

10,000 hours/5 years

8,,000 hours/4 years

2000 hOurs/1 year



OIL YL.R.;:a INSTALLER 3622281-013

OPTICIAN (o.~.t_.:-Y.good; rec. tr.) 716.280-008. 4,000 hours/2 years

OFFSET PRE,ES 0-2ERATORI 651.432-010 81000 hours/4°°years

,RTHODONTIC "..sECIa;ICIAN serv) 788.261 -010

TECNICIAN 712.381-034 2,000 1,:ours /1 year

'.SINTER (conSt.) ',145.3S1-010 6,000 hours/3-years

c. PAINTER, HAND (any indu%try) 970.331 -010 6,000 hours/3 years

PATTERNMAKER (wood) 661.281-022. 10,000 hours /5 years

PHOTOENGRAVER (print. & pub.) Ar'' 971.381-022 10,000 hours/5 ,years

PHOTbGRAPHER, STILf, (profestional) 143.062-030 /6,000 hours /3 years

-OR

a

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN 714.281 -026

PHOTOGRAPU,I-CE0.GIPMENT TECHNICIAN 714.281-022

PIANO TUNER (any industry) 730.361-010
,+7

862.381 -018PIPEFITTER (const.)

?LASTIC TOOL MAKER (alach. shop)

PLUMBER (consc.)

PNEUMATIC' TOOL REPAIRER

PODIATRIC ASSISTANT 4

POWERHOUSE MECHANIC

PROGRAMER, BUSINESS

UALITY CONTROL TECHNICIAN

F.,ADIO MECHANIC

601.381-026

'862431-030

630.281-010

C79.374-018

631.261-014

020.162-014

012.261-014

823.261-018

RECREATIONAL VEHICLE MECHANIC 620.(231-087
equip.)

7:LFRIGERATION :.t.7C:-L.I.NIC (any industry) 637.261-026

?AIRS R, W41
4

1.1.3ING EQUIPMENT 626.381 -022

94 307

6,000 hcurs/3 years

6,000 hours/3 years

3,000 hours/4 years

8,000 hourS/4' years

10,000 hcurs/5 years

3,000 hours/4 years

5,000 hours/4 years

4,000 hdurs/2 years

4,000. hours/2years

8,000 hours/4 years

8,000 hours/4 .years

6,000 hours/3 years



4,

:=RODU.-:TION 9.i6.361-.010

3FER (coast) 3h .381. -010

.,;.L.ESPERSON; (ret. tr.;
wh'oe. tr.) .73.157-062

sEiwicE EcRANic (auto. Mfg.) 07.351-022

SEWING MACHINE REPAIRER 639.28.-018

S:iEET METAL WORKER (any industry) 804.281-010

S'HOEMkKER, CUSTOM (boot & shoe) 788.381-014

,SOP )TAILOR (garment; ret. tr.) 785.361-022

SMALL ENGINE MECHANIC (any industry) 625.281 -034

TAPE RECORDER REPAIRER (any industry) 720.251-0f4

TELEVISION & RADIO'' REPAIRER 720.281-018

TELEVISION CABLE INSTALLER 821.281-010

7)0L & DIE MAKER (mach. shop) 601.280-046

TOOL GRINDER I (any industry) 701.381-018

TRACTOR MECHANIC (amto, serv.) 620.28'1.-058

TRANSMISSION MECH.NIC (auto serv.
specialty shops) 620.281=062

TREE SURGEON (agric..) 408.181-010

TRUCK BODY BUILDER (auto. serv.) 807.281-010

TUNE-UP MECHANIC (autd.. serv.) 620.261-066

WASTE. TREATMENT OPERATOR (chem.) 955.362-014

WATCH REPAIRER (clock & watch) 715.281 -010

.WELDER, COMBINATION (welding)

BUILDING MAINTENANCE SERVICER .

REPAIRER

VENDING MACHINE REPAIRER

819.384.0101 :

899.361-010

639.231-014
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60000 hours/3 years

4,000 hours/2 years

3,000 hours/4 years

8,000 hours /4 ybarS

6,000.hours/3 years

8,000.hours/4 years.

8,000 hours/4 years

8,000 hou: 4 ytrs

8,000 hours years

4,000 hours /2 years

6,000 hours/years

8,'000 hours/4 years

6,000 hours/3

8,000 hours/4

',6,000 hours/3

years

years

years

4,000 hours/2 years

6,000 hours/3 years
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Marsh 13, :981:.

STATE: OF NEW JERSEY

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

225 West State Street
'Trento.n, New JerSey 0862,5

. 7

. .

Mr. Lloyd W.. Tindall, Project Director
Wisconsin Vocational,Studies Center
964 Educational Sciences Building
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Dear Lloyd:

As voU know, the New Jersey model Linkage Project got off to a
late state during the months of October and November.

I
The two pilot counties 7,:44,ddles-ex and Gloucester elect to form
three sub-committees thOugli. which they would attempt t
accomplish the goals oi the project._ These sub-committees were

1. Identificat,idn,Jmf Population
Resources Ident4fioation

3. PublicitI
Additional sub-co ittees"-are being formed as the need arises.

e
The following comtents are in rsponse to the questions yau, 'asked
regarding tie progress and development of the project.

1. Progr ss in linkage model implementation:
a. The 2 pilot Counties have identified key people in each

county who are motivated to develop and. improve.

linkages among agencies serving the handicapped. These.
countycoMmittees have been meeting,on a regular basis

there fourth meeting is scheduled r the month -of
March..

b. Each.cw,ommittee has developed data on tne numbers and
types of handicapping conditions in the sehool-,age
copulation. They are working on generating young adult'
oopulation data. .

c. The Middlesex committee has adopted a directory of
services for youth including the handicapped that .was
developed by another agency, in.hty. The
Gloucester committee in the process of developing a
directory of services..

d. \--Both county committees have had (several publtoity
releases on the purpose and organization of the
project.

31 0
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LLoyd " ndall
Margin i3 ,
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s-

2oth ccmmiztees are working on identifying gaps i2
services to the .-..andicapped *and obtaining information
on exiting linkage agreements both at the stze and

4/ , local level.

Present status. of linkage plans: Both committees are
prose. ding slightly. behind schedule due to late stnctinq
time acid .,the. holiday sc:Aedule.

Success of the linkage model:
a.. Getting people. at the.local level to communicte and

helping each committee member to develop a greater
awareness. of the available services in the community.

b. Selection of committee members who are well motivated
and accepting of the project and who have maintained
good attendance records at the committee meetings.

c. Generation of godd.publicity for the project.

Ability of the committees to work through existing
structures and community gffoups.

e. The Thigh lighting" of the project through two
presentations: One,-at the annual convention of the
New Jersey Vocational Education AssoCiation scheduled
for April; and the other, at a workshop dealing wi.th
Coordination of Services to the Handicapped scheduled
for May. /

4. Unresolved problems:
a. Getting data on numbers of out -of- school and older

handicapped adults who require vocational services.

Lack of funds for printing of resource. directory.

c. Uncertainty as to .the priority,the public may assign to
this type .of project.

5. Failures of the linkage model.: None at this time.

6. .RecommendationS for model improvement or future activities.:

a. 'Encourage committees to stay wilt( project goals and
time lines. .

b. 'Encourage committees to place more effort in developing
linkages where there are gap in'services.
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Mr. Lloyd rrin:i'
March 13, 198
Pai 3

c. I be necessary, to ailo't more time for the
_etion of the oroj,act.

d. Investigate sources of additional funding as need4 to-
help project achieve the goals.

Sincerely,

John A. Wanat, Director
Bureau of Special Programs
Division of.Vocational Education

and Career Preparation
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odels for Linking Age/I-Les. Sarwng the Handic:.oped.

Vocationai_Educatitm ModOls for Linklg Agencies Serving the
.

ist 1 -

Handicapped is al5.S: Qepai-tment of Education pcoject Contra-zed
to the Wisconsin Vocational Stud:es Center, University of

.

Wiscons -i. covering a two'year pexiod October 1979 to.Sseptemoer
_

1961 .%,

-

The O_Djerctives of the'project are: L

-/

1. 2o'identify and dk.,scribe:feral programs, their
relationships .and responsibilities to the stetes'for
serving the handicapped.-

.

thereport h resent-status of agenciesn., interagndy..
.linkageS and agreementand their responsibilities for..
serving the-handicapped at the state level:

3. Develop models for estalishing linkages and working
agreements with at least three states with different,
structures. A

,

4, Provide technical assistance to three states in
impleMenting'.their model.

V.

4

. 5. Develop anddisseminAte a resource manual and handbook
to appropriate 'state staffs.

New Jersey was one of forty states to participate in _phase,
one 'of tha pebject by conducting a small group workshop to
identify existing-formal and informal agreements and co complete
the project-surveY,forMs.

As a result ol'New Jersey's participation in:phase-one of
the project; New JerSey was selected as one of four_states "(New
Jersey, California, Maryland, and Virginia) to participate- in
phase two of the National Project.

NeW.Jersey's role in,Phase two of the .National Project
centers on developing a Linkage Model among ageadies serving the
Handicapped at the county and local levels. The Project awarde'd'
to the Division of:VOcational Education and Career Preparation
will be administered through the Occupational Resource Center of
E.I.C.- Central.

County and Gloucster County have been seleCted as
the sites to develop nd iMplement-the model, utilizing' the
sub-committee on the, handicapped in each-of the two county career
,coordinating.councils'to implement the project with the
assistance of a.reCently hired coordinator' to the project.

'7)
sub-committee will seek inputs from:

Vocational Education
Special Education
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HVocaticnal Rehabilltation
Gt:idance and ceun4e4n4 :

for deer k:

Some
in are:

ment of 'linkage models..

.-0 t the activities the su b-committee will b

Idehtification of the population to be, serveci

Identification.' of existing resources

lievelopmentof Matrix :of available progr-a'n;:-.; ,fior' .
14.andicapped

Identification c gaps in linkage efforts

5." joint planning agreementS.,

6. Evaluating linkage 'efforts

EValuation of the entire service deliVery SyStem.7.

A workshop will be held at the end :Of the project to
demonstrate how the prOject, can he- repileated in other, Countries.

For furthe::- information on the.pro.ject. cOntact: r1r John A.
.Dizec4or,: New Jersey 'State

Department of Education, Division of Vocational Education
Career -1'reparation, 225 west State Street; ...Trenton', New. Jersey:
0.8625; (609) 292-5822.

-0

1
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COLLEGES WITH PROGRAMS FOR THE LEARNINOj6DSABLED

(Remedial and Tutorial Programs)

Rutgers -0niversitv
Box 2101.
New Bruns-wick, New Jersey
08903.

Troy State
University Avenue
Troy, AlaiDama 36C81

College of the Ozarks
ClarksVille, Arkansas 7283,0

University of California :it Berkeley
120 Sproul Hall
Berkeley, California. 94720

Georgia Institute of Technology
225 North' Avenue.
'tlanta, Georgia 30332

Iowa Sta University
7 Beardsgear Hall
Ames, Iowa 50011

4

Hussoh College.
1. College Circle
Bahgor, Maine 04401:

American International College
170 Wiebraham Road
'Springfield, Massachusetts 01109

Curry College
1071 Blue Hill Avenue
Milton, Massachusetts 02186

Michigan State University
Room-250 Adminis.tration Buflding

'East Lansing, /Michigan 48324

Westminster College
7th and Westminster Avenue
Fulton, Missouri 65251

Adelphi University
Garden City, New York

School of the Ozarks
P6inu Lookcut,
Missouri 65726

DOuglaSs College
College of Pharmacy

Rutgel.s School Nursing
369. High Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Slippery Rock State College
Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania

Uniersity of South Dakota
Slagle Hall, Room,30
Vermilion, South Dakota
;57069

Goddard College
Plainfield, Vermont' 05709

University of WisConsin
750 Un.iversity Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Curry College
848 ush Hill Road
Milton, Massachusetts 02186
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!FORMATION ON
Ens AND SCHOOLS
AWAY

`ic information on a particular career
is Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S.
rit of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20212.

thtion on careers and accredited
rite to Dept. CCS, National Associa-
ide and Technical Schools. 2021 K
N., Washington, D.C. 20006

TO SKILL TRAINING

TS- ACCREDITED

)LS

SKILL TERM

7

1
All schools in the NATTS Directory are accredited achools. This
roans they have succes1114111, me; the high standards established
by the indually and -recnnnitod by the United States Office of
Education. Acciedi led schools are under revile' review by NATTS
and wits end federal goirel omen% agencies.

1.111,01 LIP(1111101. ps
100 rit111,0011

SKILL TERM
Acting 350 weer

Advertising An 57.136 *wire
AR Conditioning 12.73 weeke

Airline Pena-m Training 1111 weeks
Appliance Repair 12-72 works

lecturel Engineering Technology 60.100 woks
Art

11
16402 weeks

Automotive Mechanics 1150 weeks'
Aviation hischo sic I 33.114 weeks

Ilei baring ,11 32.52 week"
Blueprint Reeding 7' 340 weeks

Oricknwaonry . 102.weeks
Sioadeasting :, io-n weeks

Building Maintenance 52-60 weeks
Claws Senrke & Hopei, 1150 wank"

Carpentry
I 102 week,

In Operated Machine/1.941r 24 wok"
Construction Technology 32.104 weeks

Culintry Arts
U.Q.oi Insbuclor
Dela Processing
Dieretal Aselsolo

inter 1 aboteloty
Omani ellechslika

Dietetics
Diving

r4g lirorombig
During ,

.Doss Laing & Design
Electricity

Elerchonics
agency Medical Technician

Engli
EatimolIng. Ouliding

Fashion Fission
Fashion litueirstion

Feshion Merchandising
Food Management

Gunemithing
Heating

.yy Equipment liethenlcil
spry Equipment Operator

13.72 woke
111 walks

21.100 weeks
12 SO woke
2177 weeks
10-35 weeks
1312 week,
115 twee Ire
15 weeks

17-52 **As
3-51 weeks

21-10.1 weeks
24-100 week'

2134 weeks
12 week[
10 weeks

37 24 weelit
52 124 eureka

544 weeks
52 W414114$

69 slime"
12-24 wrwes

weeks
140 *awes

Horsemanship
Holed-Motel Training
Min tuition, Dello

Industrial Management
Inhalation Therapy Technician

Intirumenlation
Interior Design

&malty Design, Diamond Culling
Legal SacietarlaliAssl

Loss PrseantIon/Securily
MachIM Shop

Ilechenket Engineering. Technology
&Wiest Aisletan1
Medici! Sacrotery
Medical TechnIcien

Mstellerglcal Technology '
Motion Plchnes

Motorcycle Mocha nal
Nurses Aide

Officio Machine Repair
Operating Room Technician

Optometric Assisting
PDX Switchboard

PainlIng & Decorating
Photography

Pilot, Commercill
Plumbing
Piloting

Real Estate Diukerage
Sanitation
Surveying
Tailoring

Tool & DM
Travel

Truck Driving
Upholstery

Veterinerlin Assisting
Vocational Nursing

Watchmaking & Rspaliing
Weer & Hissisissiet Technology.

Welding
X-Ray

44,

1118 week'
1115 woks

135 weeks
72 weseil

37-52 weeks
78-110 weeks

64-1011 weeks

1240 weeks
74.52 weeks

16 weeki
14-102 weeks

64-1011 weeks

1243 weeks
26-43 weeks
4S-72 weeks

77 wield
12-150 weeks
12-33 weeks
1049 weeks
15.50 weeks

3242 weeks
24 weeks

12 weeks
102 weeks

12-150 weeks
'12.69 week'

as souks
24-77 week.

6 weeks
4-10 weeks

72 weeks
5.60 weeks

211-1011 weeks

12-34 weeks
1-0 weeks

10.50 weeks
20 weeks
4 weeks
52 weeks

36-52 weeks

,00 weeks

HO TO
CHOOSE

A CAREER

...And
A Career

School
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'.:hances we you'll lave to work for a hying
.emetime in the near future. Most men and
vonion will, in fact, work for an average of 25
a 45 years a big investment in a wey
Ivor-tent part of yourtile. The time and trouble
'ou take in choosing a career tailored to your
ilerests will pay off time and time again.

lleru's another reason el e you should start
.eriously thinking about your career future..
obs are growing increasingly specialized-in
ilmost every field. New technotoeles are
reacting a demand for highly skilled men and
roman. As a result ereptuyers are putting a
,remium on specific skills. In fact, the
1epartment of Labor estimates that the majority
,f jobs through 1985 will require some sort of
'ado or technical training.. Career planning is
ecorning essential.

;AREER HUNTING --
iERE15.-: HOW
he first step in choosing a career is to
onsider the vast variety of careers in existence
)day. Tali; to your t ounselor aloe'' the
ossibilities, then follow these pointers in
eciding a career of your own.

. Your interests
Po you enjoy helping people, working with your
ands, perying with figures. creating, designing,
eing outdoors? Pinpoint your tikes and
anslate,thent into career possibilities:
lechanics, dress design, the medical field,
lectronic technology, advertising, computer
rogramming. Probably the most important
rotor in career satisfaction is tieing what you
a. (For ailist of 'careers offered at accredited
ado and technical schools see the back of this
amphlet,)

Salery
chat is the beginniee salary of your chosen
arcer? What can you expect to make after 2
r 3 years of experience? What about after
5 years? Chock with employers. Get realistic
stimates of what the return oh your investment
ill be..

Advancement
the career you've chosen open-ended'?

tore does it lead you? Will it allow you to
ventually start your own. business (if that's
merinal)?

BESI CtJ:1 t Kate

4...:b demand
Is there a need for your career specialty? Will you
be in domand or are there more people, than
Jobs? Also, get (ong-range projections of
demand. Choose a career with a good future.
Make sure you won't become obsolete in a few
years. Talk to your counselor about job demand.

5. Job mobility
Where are the jobs? In your locale? Or are jobs
clustered in specific areas which would give
you the. opportunity to travel? For example;
commercial divers usually have to relocate
(sometimes overseas) while computer-
programmers work mostly in large, and
medium-sized cities. Medical workers, on the
other hand, are usually found everywhere.

6. Working conditions .,-

Find out exactly what a person in your chosen
career does know what your duties and work
environment will be. A career may Sound
glamorous or exciting but before you make
up your mind get all the facts. Don't be
unpleasantly surprised on the job.

7. Educational requirements
Most all good jobs today require specialized
training beyond high school. Find out what type
of education your need in order to qualify in your
career. II may take a few months, one or two
years of training, or more

NEXT STEP
SHOPPING FOR
A CAREER SCHOOL
Career hunting is usually only half the job. You
may find you'll have to get specific training in
order to qualify for jobs in the field. And one of
the best ways to prepare for a good career is to
obtain a career education at a private
vocational school. Private vocational schools
provide intensive training inmany careers (see
a partial listing in. the career bOx on the back).

The first step in choosing a school is to write IC,
throe or more schools offering training in your
chosen career. Ask fortheir catalogs. Then
compare each school according to the following
checklist.

1. State lensing
Is the school licensed your state's'

postsecondary. school licensing bureau? it the
school's catalog doesn't indicate, check with the
.Department of Education. in your state. A few
stales do not require licensing but most do

2. Accreditation
An important indicator, 3C.Creditofion means Ole,
school t'as prAieerl a Ileerough eXilt linatron of
its biewerse practices reei teaching ability by an
accrediting agency approved by the U.S. Office
of Education. Accreditation is usually listed in
the school's catalog, and it's a good idea to
double -check with the accrechting,agency.escrt

3. Courses
Are the courses offered up-to-date, well-
rounded and of high quality? Will they ade-
quately prepare you for your field? Who teaches
them instructors with eeifessional experience
in the career? How long will training take?

4. Facilities and equipment
What type of buildings, classrooms. facilities
and equipment does the school offer? Are they
educationally sound? Is tee equipment wirer,:
with that being used in the field?

5. Hands-on training
Does the school have a laboratory or shop
setup which duplicates a real work
environment? Hands-on training enables
students;to obtain practical and valuable
experience.

6. Placement .assistance
Does the school offer reguler placement
assistance? How does it help find jobs fur
graduates' At what type; of jobs are
graduates placed?

7. Cost
What is the total cost of tuition, stIpplies are;
fees? Can you realistically afford the school?
Find out what the school's refund policy is.

Naturally, the very best way'lo check out a'
school is to visit it yourself. Choose a day when
classes are in session. Talk to students are
they happy with their training? Look around at '-
the buildings and equipment how do they
compare with the catalog description? If
possible talk to graduates and find out what
they think of the school!
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Edison, New Jersey 08817
(201) 985-7769

E.I.C./C's EDISON PROGRAM

1980. .81

foll:Dwing projects are currently located at E.I.C.,C's EdiSon
)gram. If you have any questions-contact Priscilla R, Walsh,
)gram ipnager - Edison (201-9857769) unless otherwise noted.

1. Apprenticeship. Related Curriculum

What curriculum is currently available for apprentice
related curriculum?

"--
One of the primary objectives of this project is to
find out as well as:'

- explore new ways to conduct related class
. training

- generate ways,cf developing,. reprodUcing,and
diStributing related materials, Curriculum,,and
textbooks withapprentices and sponsors.

Career Education

Contact: Shirley Cathie, Career EduCation Consultant
(E.I.C./C-S) (201-9857776'9)

Services are available to Central and .South Jersey,
schools that are developingprojects to "infuse'career

'education into the eisting'curriculum. The-Career
Education program alsooffers technical assistance to
school, districts seeking funding through grants..

3. Career/Vocational. Education Matrix

The pui-pose of this project is to provide inservice
training and guidelines to vocational- technical
educators on successful administration o grants and
proposals including: *legal recuirements;' project
management; measurement of objectives; and evaluation

inal products will include 3 handbooks

service of the N.J. Department of Education, DiviSion of
rational Education and Career Preparation, in cooperation with
e E ucational Improvement Center-Central (EIC-C)
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4. .. Consumer Education

COntact: Mary Lou Hamill, Consumer EducationConsultant (201-985-7769)

This statewide project orovides assistant co thoseinterested in developing consumer education prOgrams.It works with all levels ,of consumer.eduCation,K-Adult.

5. Improving Career/Vocational Guidance Services forDisadvantaged and Linlited'English Proficient Students(L.E.P.)

Guidance services for diSadvantaged and L.E.P. studentswere improved through the identificacien of thestudents! special career development needs. ofdisadvantaged,and.L.E.P. stUdentS

Handbook For Meeting_Ihe Career
Development/Counseling.Needs' of Disadvantaged Students,

Handbook For Meetihg'The Career pevelopment/Counse4 1Needs of
Limited-English-.Proficient'Stude'hts

6. Job Placement Follow- up' Project

How successful is the job placement program? Are thestudentS still in the same job after h.s.. graduation?
Did they use the skills taught by the job, placeittentcoordinator when looking for other jobs?

.

'lie purpose. of this 3orojec_is!to answer thesequestions and others in order to measure the-impact .j bplacement programs have on studentS in New 'Jersey,
7. N.J.

Occupational/ConsUMer Resource Center
Contact: Carol Callahan, Assistant Director.3(20i- 985 - 776.9)

The Center provides services and resources invocational-technical education and career education toany.ofte who lives, works or attends school in NewJersey. The services include:

* -reference/research by mail, phone or in- parson* computerized and manual ERIC searches* free loan of:books, AV materials, games,-posters, journals and curriculum materialsfree use of confer rooms*



and vocation:t1 educes :ion from "How To Write A Proposal"
to "People In Non-Traditional Occupations: Another
Approach To Teaching-Careers"

9... N.J. Vocational Model for Linking At,encies Serving The
Handicapped

One of three states selected to participate in this
.project, the primary purpose is to better serve.
handicapped students. Using two counties, Middlesek
and Gloucester as the pilotshe method selected is
to:

1.6 Identify agencies providing vocational
education tc handicapped individuals

2. Identify population served,

3 Develop a matrix,to identify where_there are.
overlaps or gaps in providing thia,,'serviae'

. .

4. Help to fill :'Ple.gaps by setting up linkages
among the aAities

Final product will be a brochure for each county and a
Workshop for the rest of the counties,

10. MIT' (Mini-Ihvention/Innovation.Team)-

11 .

Contact: Laddie Gribick, T4C Research Associate
(201-985-7769)

MIT i.'a contest to encouragri_students, grades-K
apply their' abilitieS.in inv7Etkng ordeveloping an
innovative apprOach to solving problems. It is
sponsored by the office for Promoting Technical
Innovation (OPTI) - N.J. Department of Labor; ,DVECP,
and T4C (E.,I.C./t's Edison Program)*

:SENS8-COnneotiOn PrOj

Cbntact: Maryanne Gru elli., Project Director
(201-985-7769)-;

Does Johnson and Johnson hate
borrowed? ' -

films that can be

Who do Icotact, for a fieldtrip to-Squibb? T!.m..
planning a career day at my:SchOol, is there .a speaker
I can call?



13.

availanie to .stuaents rnair
vocazinal and career choices.

:.''roductiOn of Vocational Media Packages for,...t.E.P.-
Studer.

,

A two part jtio3ect

1. Development of a T.V. commercial and brochure
encourage participation of L.E.P. individuals in
vocational education.

2. Development of 41s/Cassette packages for
vocational-technical educatoradhelp them to
better understand and tegch L.E.P' ±ndivdua1s.
The, areas covered will be': ,

Methods and strategies of instruction
..:rpart I and II:
-:counselorihvolvement
- cultUlareness

Technology for Children (T4C)

Contact: Laddie Gribick, T4C Research' Associate
(201-985-7769)

for Children (T4C) is a statewide effort to
help teachers workith.elements of technology in the
classroom T4C 4mP1Ipsized skills in thinking,
.investigating, inVenng, constructring and

7(ilacaticnal Management Pilase II T

The primary purpose of this projeclis to develop a
program for training 4,11AAuctors to-iconduct vocational
education management tr4ning program .Modules.

a

Final products will include four new modules covering
the following topics: 2.

7 7

evaluatilng teacher performance-pre-observation
conferencea

evaluating t a4er performance-classroom
observation

evaluating teacher performance-post-observation
conferences and developing professional
improvementplIns

*: interpersonal communications
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BUREAU 02*:.S,PECI-AL PROGRAMS

.
,

. '

Fred,.-G., Burke.,

ComMiSsi6ner of Education

Gustav H. Ruh
Deputy Commissioner

Prepared under the direction of,the
Bureau of Special progta

Division of Vocational Educ tion
and Career Preparation

William Wenzel _

Assistant CorrigkissiondPry,

.New Jersey State Department of Education
225 West State" Street

Trenton, New Jersey 08625
Spring 1981

PTM. NO 200.13
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STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

PAUL RICCI VINELAND'
President

DAVID BRANT -CHERR HILL
Vice President

K 3AGAN

E S. DILLMAN

H. MANCUSO

CONSTANCE MONTGOMERY MORRI;STOWN

HERINE K. NEUBERBER LINCROFT
Representing State Board of Higher Educatiop

V.

IA B. RUBY ATLANTIC CITY

AN N,,WILSON PRINC4TON,

..SALEM

WIBOY

GLASSBORO

ERT J. -.10LFENBARGER SUMMIT

Sectetary
FRED G. BURKE

.;41'Commissioner of'ducation

Ex Officio
T. EDWARD HOLLANDER

Chancellor of Higher Education

is a-policy of the State Boatd of Education and the New Jersey
artment of Educati'bn that no person', on the basis of .race,
.or, creed, national o igin, age, sex, handicap or marital.
.tus, shall be .subject d to discrimination in employment or ber

fromor deniedip refits of any activity, program or
7vice for which the Department has responsibility. The
)artment'will comply with-Nall state and federal laws and
rulations,concerning non- discrimination.
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BURE:VJ'OF SPECIAL-PROGRAMS
FACT_SHEET

:roductiot

The Bureau of Special Progl:ams provides supervisory and
.(firship. services to lOcal7edtcational agencies the purpose
initiating, maintaining, extending and improving specialized'

alt progrtms adservices;fOrall studentS, with
emphasis on eucatic.:ally disadvantageSand.'andicapped
Idents.

The primary purpose of such programs and services is to.
)rove the operationsof career' awareness, career exploration,
:upational exploration/skill development, and vocational
.dance, .counseling and placement.

Purpose of: Vocational ProgramServices for Regular and,
Special :Populations -7

The Bureau of Special Programs adVocates a K-12 sequence of
7eer/vocational programs for all students, including regular,
Icationally disadvantagand handicapped students. This.
pence Is intended tohelp students. develop positive
.f-concepts,. improved.decision-making capabilities, a realistior
;essment of their vocational interests, aptitudes and abilities
1 the skills required or successful job entry and/or
itinuing education. Included in this basic program sequence

Technology for Children, Introduction to Vocations,
7eer/Vocational Guidance and Counseling, Experience-Based
leer Education., Industrial Arts, the American Industrial Arts
Ldent'Association and the Learning Exchange Program.

In addition to this 'basic sequence of career/vocational
)eriendes for all students, the bureau advocates a seqtence of
!ciallv designed vocational programs and modified vocational
)grams for disadvantaged, and handicapped students..

Specially designed programs are intended to help the
;advantaged and/or handicapped student relate education to the.
11, world, remain in school and obtain the skills necessary to
4Gentry into modified or regular vocational programs.
:11.13ed in this program seauence are: Employment Orientation,
7k iExper...ence and Career Exploration Program, Work Study,
uer COupled Work Study and Cooperative Industrial Education
Special Needs Students..

Modified prograts are intended to help the disadvantaged
1/or .handicapped student develop the' skills necessary for entry
:o regular vocational programs or the world of work. These are
)grams wherein the delivery of vocational education is modified
the basis cp-, a prepl'acement assessment of each student's
;advantage and/or handicap.
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nodifications may include: simplified curriculum,.
etialized teaching strategies and techniques, programmed
structional materials, reduced class size, and other support
rvices -:eeded to enable special needs :students to deVelop
ills necessary for entry into regular' programs or the world of

when it is determined that a 'Student may benefit best
rough placement in a modified vocational program, the Bureau of
ecial Programs works hand-in-and with :he Bureau of
d,2.pational Programs to ensure appropriate placement and program.
dification.

:dehtification of Eligihle Students

Basic to placing speCial needs students in either) special or
dified programs is accurate identification of e gib e
udents.

The following criteria, therefore, are used in identifying
igible students for each'category of spe4ialized program
rvice.

*
-Educationally Disadvantaged studen is a potential
dropout (chronic unexcused absendes, frequent
tardiness), is two or more -years below proper grade fo'r
age,:has insufficient communication. or computation
Skills for regular vocational program, is unable to .

form responsible relationships within the-school or
community environment, and/or exhibits other evidence'
of failure which might prevent success in a regular
vocational program. (Identification is the
responsibility to the lOcal educational..educational
agency.)

Handicapped - student is mentally retarded, hard of
hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped,
seriously emotionally. disturbed, orthopedically
impaired, or has other specific learning .disabilities
which may prevent success ina regular. vocational
program. (Identification .and classification is thr
responsibility of the child study team.)

Limited English Proficient - student's native tongue is
other than English, and/or student comes from an
environment where a language other, than English
dominant and, by reason thereof, has difficulty In
speaking and/or understanding instruction in English.
(Identification is the responsibility of the local
educational agency.)
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Description of Specialized Vocational Programs and Services

The ::ollowing is a description of 'programs and services
?ervised bylthe Bureau of, Special Programs.

1. .'Technology for Children.

Technology for Children (T4C) is a multi-se nsorv,
Lti-media, hands-on approach to career education for all
amentary school children (K-6) that introduces new, emerging
1 present technologies; as well as world or work concepts, into
disciplines of language arts, science, mathematics, and social

Idles.

Principally, this career awareness program helps sJAidents
tter lnderstand the vast number of jobs available in
pfessional, service and nonprofessional fields.

2. Introduction to Vocations

Introduction to Vocations (IV) is a program designed to
wide allatudents.in grades. 6-12 with career exploration; /
tended tb-ba taught through a team teaching' apprOach, the
Dgram is implemented through classroom instruction,' hands -on
tivities,. field tripSe job visitations and .presentations and
nonstrations from business and industry. /

/ .

IntrodUction- to Vocations is delsigned specificaliv to bridge
2 experience2apbetween the elementary career awareness -

Dgram (Technology for Children) and the educational/
.7mpational courses and programs (1.-Zfered iii ooth comprehensive
vocationalih.igh schools.

3. Employment Orientation
,

. . .

Employment Orientation (EO) is a two-phase, in7school,
ads-on vocational program designed for special {seeds students.

)k
a program offers simulated w k experiences to help4students
ve2op sound work habits and fttitudes and relate satisfactorily
their peers and superiors and a.diversity o.T= basic skill
wining experiences to help them.develop interests and determine
tftudes'and abilities.

Employment Orientation is ;specifically designed to-bridge
gap between exploratory expe'rience' (1Introduction to Vocations
special needs students) and placement in part-time employment

ooperatlive Industrial- Education for special'heed 'studerits).

4. Work Experience and Career Exploration Progrm

The Work Experience Career Exploration Program .(WECEP) is a
acially designed' cooperative vocational.aducat4ton program which
ables 14- and 15-year-old disadvantaged, handicapped and or
aool-alienated youth to explore career possilitiesN:d.
*
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cumulate graduation: credit through a combination of job-related
asroom instruction and regularly scheduled, part- time, paid
plovment. The ages of -students eligible for enrollment in the
ogram demands that job placement be in non-hazardous
oupaticrns for a maximum of 23 hoursof"training per w,!ek.

The ultimate goal of this program is to help.
pool - alienated orb disadvantages youth see purpose and value in,
ucation, develop a feeling of self-worth, attend sc;.ol
;ularly and attain the job skills thatwill:lead to_basic
ployability.

5. Career/Vocational,Cuiciance and CourSseling

.41t

CareerWVocational Guidance and Counseling is. a service that
perSons.in,identifying their present: level of career

veibpMent needs and developing options for attending to those,
.mss. This service includes:. individual andigroUp Counseling,
adent aosessment and testing,. in-service training for other
-service personnel and coordination of parent,': 'Community,
iustry and labor resources.

- Job placement, a major component of thj:s'arvice, places
adents (ages 14 and older who: are served by 'any otter
:atkonal educationa rogram)il:aftersehoor,:vieekend-and/or
ratio:. -time jobs se jobS2-provide.stUdent°04.ith financial
Sources and the ,nce to,eg,plor s Ae2.siiind interests that may
?rove their a -iity'to fokmulate;r4rtnertareer plans.

6. Experience - Based Career Education

Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) is a career
?loration program designed to help high school students gain
:e realistic informationabout.occupations4 work roles and work

i:itudes through unpaid, in- school and out-of-school 4
)eriences.

The following-are-,vital components of all EBCE programs:

Career Counseling, provided in a clAss that meets at
least 120 minutes per week, focuses on identifying
career interests, aptitudes and 'abilities;
understanding the world of work; developing general
'employability,' decision-makingand problem-solving
Skills; anddeveloping, related academic subject skills.

Ir-Sdhool Career Exploration, a part of the classroomIn - School

experience, provides an cipportunity_zor students to
explore careers of interest through the useof printed
and visual .materials and community resource speakers.

Community Career Exploration, an out-of-school
experience, affords students an opportunity to spend up
to 18.hours per cluster /community site in unpaid job

ssampling. This experience is supervised by Ooth a
school-bgsed.coordinator and a site .supervisor.-



7. Industrie. Arts

4 .

Industrial Arts ( A)provides a planned series of ,

. experiences'and activities for all students (elementary through
nigh school) outlining the, industrial and technological aspects

Ao-oflife.

Through real and simulated experiences with'_tools, matdriliS
and processes, students gain insight into industrialOpere"tions
such as (but not limited to)'manufacturing, construction,
communication and transportation/L3ower/en6aIrgy-

. .

TheSe experiences assist studentsin making Career and
life-style choices and prepare them for entry into advanced
vocational and technical 'education prog.nams.

O

8. New Jersey-American Industrial Ais Student Association
.

The New Jersey chapter of the American Industrial Arts
StUdent Association (AIASA)is a vocational student orgeni7,ation
for elementary, middle, 'junior high, and senior high school;.
Students who are presently enrolled in, or have completed
industrial arts courses.

Programs of AIASA are designed to develop students'
leadership skills and personal abilities as they relate to the
industrial-technical world.

Supervised by certified industrial arts personnel,
activities o AIASA are integrated with classrOom activities and
include (but are not limited to) individual/group projects,
contests and school/community service.

9. Work StiNy

Work study is a noncredit financial support program designed
to help needy vocational students remain in school by providing

. them with jobs outside of school hours to help alleviate their
finaacial problems.

Students eligible for this program must be enrolled in
vocational programs approved by the Division of Vocational
Education and Career Preparationa.nd must be between 15 and 20
-years old. Joils for students in the program must be located in
public agencies.

10. Summer Coupled Work Study

Summer .coupled Work Study is a program which affords needy
students, 15.to 20 years of age, an opportunity to earn and learn
by combining a paid work experience with Meaningful in-school
vocational activity. This program joins together components of
Work Study and Employment Orientation..
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. ,

Students participat;_ng in this program spend five hours a'
day on the job and two hours a day in a hands-on, in-school
vocations= program. Jobs for students in the program :aunt
located in public agencies.

.Leatning EciLIE112e Program

j Th Learning Exchange Program (LEX) is an interagency effort
providin cooperative industrial education students in New Jersey
worth ceree 'training and hands-on experiences not ordinarily.
available t.hign school students, Many of the trades and
occupations Q.r which students are trained are highly skilled and
technical in n ture, involving million dollar aircraft and

',.airground eauipm nt.

The agencies.partioiPating in this cooperatja training are
"01q:;3nited::States DlpartMerit of -Labor, the United States
'.DepartMentof Defense, the New Jersey Department of'Defense, the
Ne.W:jersey Department of Education and local educational
agencies.-

. -

Offered.agOal National G a work stations, the program
uses full- time'' guard personnel d guard faci4ties to prepare

_ student-learners, oni,:a one-t one basis, in various trades and
occupations. Participating students receive a stipend equal to
(.hk Igaal federal minimuM Wage and also earn up to,15'credits
towarrVeir'aiploma. LEx differs from other cooperative,,,.. , -

indu4tiFi: 2, education programs in that the local board of

eeduq,e1..,, as opposed to the emPl-oyer, pays. the student's salary
andilk ides for the necessary payroll, and worker's compensation
services through, a Contract with the State Department of
EduCatir

,Cooperative Industrial Education for
Students

rative Industrial Education for 'Special Needs
a program wherein diSadvantaged and/or alassifie

work toward career goals and graduation ,credit through
job - slated classroom instruction andg41)4rly

-41Cne.d4ettp.art-time, paid employment, both supervise4by the
'..SalliA'stOacmdrcoordinator , Emphasis in this progr'amiS placed on

and adjustments needed to proceed from
to full.;time employment.

k/ICOOpei-ative, vocational education programs are under the
.0iiie4tiStIp4r\i41siOn of the 8ureau of Occupational Programs;

10;sty.i.st:hee.au of Special Pro provides support services
,iVpo*.Aiitteeffective impleme tation and operation of

Education programs that serve
.4,sadV*itaig4. and handica2Ded PoPUlations.
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NEW CAREER EDUCATION MATERIALS

,o.

.English for Employment MAR
Preoares secondary special needs , fIT17.

students to develop language:
'skillsforeemooloyment.. .

1 student booR', 1 teacher's book .
.

4.

* 0,
Gregg _Quick Filing. Practice AGH '

A short, -complete course irf 01PNA
alphabetic card indexing and
firing, alphabetic -,CorrApqi.dence
filing and subject correspondence-,..
filing

''-- , . .

4 cardboard.pieces,..112.index ttbs, .

94 .filecards,-1 student gdide.

On the Job
PrograM developed toteach young
people the skills neaded'to get and
hold jobs-presentecloin Spanish.
14 cassettes,*24

0
student booklets,'

1 guide

EDD'

Getting A Job'. EDD,
PreSents the, real -life problems recent
high school graduates. and other young
adults encounter'when looking,for a job.
Presented inSpanish.
9 cassettes, 24 student booklets, i guide.

Learning About Careers DCQ.
K -6 :8.75

Teaching. pic ureS on career
education 20 ctures,'1 guide

A Career is Calling .Bell Tele.
Grades 7-12 NC

Topics covered are personal
inventory of one's skill's and
,interest. Jobs for the future,-
the :idea joie, changiiag role, or woman,
interpersonal relations on-tlieajob
and ef;;ectiN.:e communications.
8.dittoswith:guida
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Intervention Strategies
for Classified Pupils
in Vocational Settings

Case Studies

OBJECTIVE

Manual
Module III

*To increase the understanding 'and knowledge' of

4
participants in dealing with classifie pls in the
affect've domain

GROUPING
a% ).

Split participants into group's by teams (8 pers ns each). This
may necessitate some groups handling the same calse. The
facilitator can use the same case for all participants or.use ,

different cases for each group. Time would det rmine which
strategy to use.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Handouts
Chart paper
Magic markers

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY'I

Trainer distributes Handout' I (Introduction) to participants to
read before activity begins. The trainer then'distributes to
participants case studies (Handouts 2-5).

Read the case studies and respond: How would you, in
your professional role, handle this situation ?. Use'
debriefing questions as a guide.

NOTE.TO TRAINER

While reading the case study, have participants consider the
following questions:

1. What are the specific behaviors you wish to pinpoint in
order to eliminate the negative behavior?

2: 'What process would you use?

3. What specific techniques would you use in,the classroom
setting?

What specific techniques should be used outside the
classroom setting? By whom?

1
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. HOw would you involve family in these
interventions? Be pe Cirpier ...

.
-

con't.

. What woulde your monitor-or follow-up procedures?
1 A

.,,. If the proposed plan did' ilptVdrIci-what other options
.would you use?

,*.ft
1

After reading the, suggested strategiesompare-your strategies
with what you read.. Discuss the difference0and similarities in

4,:.. 4-,

younadeomparisons.
A ...

, .

Have 'participants share the strategies that they have determined
for their spbcific case with other groups.

NOTE; TO TRAINER

Youmay wish to list these on chartopaper so participants may
conider the various reactions.

Distributeto eachgroup the appropriate handout (Handouts 6-9)
for` 1participants to review*.the analysis of the intervention and
the appropriate intervention's for their particular case.

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY II.

Have participants read the analysis of the intervention.

1. Critique how the,situation was handled.

2. Compare your handling of the situation to what actually
happened.

.
.

_

3. Read and discuss suggested'i .tertrention stralpries. In
light of what you have read, w t other intervention
strategies would you' suggest?
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Module III
HO-1

Introduction

Identification of Behavioral Problems in a
Vocational Education Setting:' What can we'do?

0.,

Behavioral problems can:be classified froth a practical point of
view. Justa little practice and experience Should make for'
mastery.

.
-

To wbegin with, hen a student's behavior is' disruptive to the
class, damages property, or effebtively makes learning and
teaching impossible, one should never try to classify the student
into either a manipulator or handicapped'person.as if these
categories are mutually exclusive.

It is clinically apparent that many people with severe; physical
or mental handicaps; e.g., blindness and schizophrenia ,

respectively, are also manipulators. Even the mentally retarded
can be extremely manipulative. -They can be so manipulative that
an experienced teacher with high intelligence can .be putty in
their hands.

At
The reason for this is not because the intelligent teacher,is: dot,
as bright as a retarded student. These manipulations are i:

successful for several good reasons. When.one is handicapPecVorA
unable to compete with peers, the self-"image may be auplented '...,
when he gets othert to do what he can't do. For example, if one
is poor in math, he can bolster his seif-image by letting' the
student who is good in math do the work while he)only has to'
learn how to copy ,the,result.withoutgetting pmfght.

The inept man wyp ihafiipulaies his neighbor: into lixing his- car
can have solace in ,the knowledge that he it. shrewder than his
talented but naive 4040uckeru,ndighbbr.' When a chronically
handicapped person m ipulates-okhovs from childhood, he,gets.

every good at it, He.l ts to be ebetter manipulator than the
neighbor gets to be a mechanic or another student gets to be a
mathematician, or perhaps even better than the teacher gets

1,
to be .',

,. _.

a teadher. ° ':0'i.
r

- a r , f

1

'N 4,
The manipulator becomes highly motivated` notronly be se of,'

ego or self-image but also becadse there is*direCttc rel4,

.

between the amount of general handicap, dePeudencyoh, ot4eist.,
subsequent need to Ise others.in order to eurvivo. "4-'- , ,. ti

Av..,-- ). 1

How about the vocational education student hO
A

not digablea?

Does the above apply? Yes it does. When.a'stUdent.manifditts a
behavior problem, it indicatekthat the' student ha's' an embtional
problem and therefbre a handicap'. The student with the behavior
problem was unable to keep up with academically minded -,
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competitive peers in the past, or because of other problems,
feels he must shoot fdi lower levels of success if indeed any
vocational goal is present at all. His self-image is probably
low. During the period of adolescence, students are trying to
gain status and develop vocational goals and vocational
identities. I

Often in adolescence the student gives up, at least temporarily,
in trying to acthieve status in a desirable way (e.g., by being
best) and develops what is known as a negative self-image. He
may idealize the worst older adolescent or adult modelin his
neighborhood. In other words,, if he can't be the best, maybe he
can derive status from being the worst. Put in another way, he
must want to become the best pimp, or practical joker, or most
irresponsible risk taker.

In order to help the vocational education student into a
situation of self-reliance, the teacher must not try to totally
suppress the adoleScence itself. An adolescent who learns a
trade but never will make it into adulthood emotionally has
learned very little.

It is emphasized here that the classification to be presented
does not classify the student but instead classifies the
behavior. If we know what the behavior is that is causing the
problem, then we can direct out energies to do something about
it.

Our society does not tolerate the emergence of independence of

our youth, and so it tries to control the budding citizen by
subterfuge. We try to manipulate our youth in spite of our
knowledge that irk most cases we will fail. It is not surprising
therefore, that for ah adolescent to make it to adulthood he will

have to countermanipulate. Add to this the special need to
manipulate by the handicapped, undeiachiever and students with
poor self-images (see above) and one can understand the basis for
the practical classification of behavior disorders, in, vocational
education classes. The behavior problem is either explained as a
manipulation, or it is due to other factors. Restating this as a
practical clinical rule: Assume that all "maladjusted behavior"
in the school setting,is manipulative in nature until proven
otherwise.

AdoleScents have learned and will learn manipulative teChniques
in two principle ways. One way is by imitation of parents,
teachers, peers, etc., and the other way is by trial and
error - - attempting almost the full array of potential human
behavior and holding on to the tricks that work.

Manipulations may be thought of as classifiable in two broad
types. There is, however, considerable overlap as one.may
consider a given manipulation as one or the other depending on
the perspective. In the first case, there are certain stock,
fixed, and almost universal maneuvers which can be counted on to
work to some degree, even.if the student does ndt yet know the

v .356
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teacher.. The other type of maneuver involves a_subtle play -on
the teacher and the teacher's. responses* Here, the manipulator'"
is more flexible and will try another trick if Vie first doesn't
work. It is this type,of manipulation which is More defficult.to
notice.

; When misbehavior begins in schok or at home the adolescent child
is threatened. The teachelLsays: "I'll have you do extra work;
I'll.keep you after school, send you to the principal and ,so
forth." .When the parents,.are,called they may simply become
enraged at the school for annoying them. 7Well, that wasn't too
difficult for our misbehaving student to handle. But then again;
.,the parents may threaten to beat the child.again, or to restrict
her to the house for a month, or to deprive her.of her prized
possessions. Sanctioned by'school authority and parentS, the
adolescent learns thatthreatis a socially acceptable method of
manipulating other's behavior. She also gleams by her own
reaction that for a while anyway, it is an effecstive technique.

A
Perhaps the most ubiquitous techniques used by the misbehaving.
student is.the use of insictiousness.. Here the student finds some
type ofobngxious behavior which hevcan produce, and in'so doing
predictably controls the ,behavior of the teacher. .Setting a fire
is an exaggerated example, but other_exnmples of such behaviors
include incessant noise making, constant movement which will at*
least tire.a teacher, negativism and especially, by violating
safety standards:

4

The technique is tried and will work in most cases because a 40

student has. already learned.something about the vu/nerabilities
of teachers even before entering his classroom. He knows that
Murdering children is abhorrent to teachers, principals,
psycholOgists,%-tc. He knows that teachers want to have

.

professional satisfaction in their work by helping students.
Therefore, he knows that the angrier he can get the teacher, the
less satisfaction the teacher can get by helping him: He knows
that he will produce associated guilt in the teacher for the

hostility geneSated. By a simple hate producing act, the student
has helped the teacher feel useless, impotent, feel that he has:
made a mistake in choosing-his life's work; and feel guilty. for
wanting tocy,hdrt br punish the student rather than help him.

A crudkal point to keep mind is that behavior can be changed when
the general environment and ideals in the environment change.
killer whglis rewarded for killing in a war situation can be

ihiluenced fb behave as a humanitarian who risks his life to.help
people live by a simple act of discharging the soldier fromthe
Army, andallowing him to returc'to his job as a fire fighter
where his ideals. are quite different.

35 7
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Connuding Statements:

In 9enekal, therefore, the followihg principles should be kept in
mind:

1. Misbehaiiior in studbnts is usually manipulative;

2. To understand the behavior-is to understand the nature
of the manipulation; -0

A
. 3. When we see what the student is ma nipulating for and

how he is doing, we can have a basis for an approach to
try to regain control;

-.,

4. Because all people can be ma ed,-we must be
humble and seek'to realize how we,are being manipulated

was soon as possible, rather_ than waste our time and
ourselves in trying.to prove that we are not being
manipulated or that we are'in control;

,. ow ,

Jo 5. Wheresevere behavior prpblems exist,, regular meetings,
e.g., with*va Child Study Team are necessary so that we

10 can remain objective, be willing to try, and in
fbalizing failure be lining to try another tactic
rather thanisimply feeling hurt'and giving up;.

6. ,One must never give up becawe even if the educational
C4 system is running out of time the vocational rehabili-

y tati,ve system is available to take overt
,

.
A

-70 When we get angry or f9p1 like givingovp we are
generally being successfully manipulated by the

4
4..

V
studgpt; .

8t3- Eftprts gust be made to keep the class staty.s system'

A positive and this can be accomplished by del.lpting.most
' of our atten4on and giving rewards to the achieving ,

41. "
student whilevavoilding as much as possible, reinforcing, ..

Whe pradblem behavior;

9. Where the behavilt appears: to bineither manipulative
.

nor normal, it is right to suspect Mental illness and
so.a'compiete evaluation 'by tlge Chfld Study Team is
indicated; ' - 0 ,

.
iv .-,

10. Avoid using fenetics, Alenta# ilibesswand metabolic
defects as ready excuses wahout definite proof.

, C
I

t

4

6
6 e
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Case I: Johnnie s mother and father are called in to see the
principal.

Case Information:

Johnnie is in the, vocational education program. He exhibits a
'combination of daydreaming, refusal to do homework, and continual
involvement in horseplay. He finds'himself in situations where
he has to defend his class status, which is that of the class
clown.

A jealous classmate has tried to put him down to the rest of the
class suggesting that he is an immature idiot, or the student may
have directly challenged Johnnie, as he felt he had more chance
at direct overt aggrebsion in the form of fighting than by
competing with Johnnie in the subtler art of clowning. It would
only require a statement concerning Johnnie's mother to trigger
Johnnie's retaliation.

When one is frequently Challenged to fight and has a lot to
defend, that person will fight often, develc$ experience in
fighting, Und in time become a very good fighter. It is not
surprising,. therefor 41Lhat in most instances Johnnie would
quickly whip-his advert,sary by 00p.or two punches. If this class
hero, defender of the class honor against the demeaning adult
authority,.were to lose --he could quickly regain his place of
honor' by a well thought-out maneuver; e.g., by placing dog feces
in the other boy's lunch bag. Johnnies resourceful ax\d he has
learned to use powerful weapons.

His parents are rather typical. Johnnie's father works hard in a
factory to support his family. He resents his supervisors btkt he
listens to orders because he feels insecure having to support a
large family. He lives conservatively with a degree of boredom
and stress. It is no wonder that Johnnie's father has often told
the story of how he dared to grab a prior boss by the collar,
threaten him, and quit'the job before he could be fired - - just
to prove that he is.a principled man who would rather starve than
sell out for food.

%

While there is ah element of truth to this story, Johnnie's
father at times had to draw from fantasy. He cites how he
singlehandedly beat up a boy twice his size in his youth when the
fantasied boy made a nasty,remark'about his mother.

0

-Johnnie is not so easily fooled. He knows his father is tough.
Every time, his father said qes").to his boss with a forced smile
he would come home in frustration and hit Johnnie. Every time
Johnnie came home in the third grade 4lith fear of sixth grade
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bullies, Johnnie's father would spank him. He would call him a
faggot for not attacking the leader - - the most ferocious of the
bully gang. The message is. clear. If Johnnie avoids a fight
because of fear of injury, his father will injure him even more.

Johnnie's teacher has run out of ordinary ploys in dealing with
him, th why a conference was called. Let the principal
figure omething, dealwith the parents (usually by
humili on and threat), or place him somewhere other than $.

school.t Johnnie's teacher has already threatened him with:
"I'll call your mother; I'll have you suspended; I'll halle you do
extra work; I'll keep you after school; I'll send you to the
principal." Once, a day after Johnnie answered a threat by

'dripping lubricating oil on the floor to the delight of,his
peer's, the teacher brought him an old Bugs Bunny comic. book as he
had heard that Johnnie was a comic book buff.

-1

Johnnie is not that concerned about the scheduled meeting between
him, his parents, the teacher, and the principal. He more or
less knows what tcr;:expect. When Johnnie's father first received
the message that h4 would have, to meet with the principal, lose a
day's work, and faCe the humiliation that he and his wife were
raising an incorrigible trouble maker he threatened to throw him
out of the house. He told Johnnie that he was not to leave the
home fora month. In a rage, he hit Johnnie ac'oss the back with
archair. Johnnie knew what to expect - just more of the same.
Johnnie was taught by his father that masculinity is defined by
aggression and_Oubbornness.

The principal is also well'prepared for the meeting. He has been
to Countless numbers of them - - one seemingly identical to the
others. The principal wonders again why such meetings are
called. He understands the perfunctory nature of the whole
affair. The school had to do something. By being the principal,
,he is galled upon to do it. He knew very well about incorrigible
students, ineffective parents, and the'teachers living in utmost.
frustration. He knew that the juvenille correctional facilities,
Courts, residential schools, teach4OV foster homes, and even
mental hosOitals are operating lydnd.their budgetary limitations

.Y. and could not or would not help xce0t.ihtrare instances in this
type of problem. He has mustered up the'energy to function in
his role of prindipa

.1

'

At the principal'se Ace, Johnnie's mother and father are
noticeably angered., ghey are giving hostile glances toward their
son and alternating dpntle appreciative countenances towards the
school authority. T teacher recites .a laundry list of charges
and explains how he has tried everything,.especially in the realm.
Of threats aneinsufts, to change Johnnie's behavior. The
principal:chimes in with statementi,indicating in no uncertain
terms that Johnnie's behavior will have to change. This is an
actual or implied threat that Johnnie will be expelled if the
change does not o ur. Johnnie's parents are also told that in
order to remain} in chbol, he will have to see "a` counselor.

;!
3Rn
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Perhaps residential schooling is mentioned. The meeting ends in
a sort of strained optimism where Johnnie's parents indicate
forcefully that they will do something soon about their son's
behavior.

Everything aboutothe meeting suggests frustration, including the
reason why the meeting was called. The teacher was thoroughly
frustrated and angered by his impotence in controlling Johnnie's

behavior. He defends himself by limiting his responsibility to
showing the class technical points involved in the trade. If

Johnnie doesn't.w4nt to 'learn, it is his fault. If Johnmie is a
behavior problem, then it is his parent's fault. More than once,
the teacher felt like hitting the boy and felt defeated when the
law held him back. The meeting concluded open-ended. Johnnie's
parents would have to solve the problem.

Johnnie will probably be hit or threatened. It will all be worth
it to prove to his dad that he will not tolerate authority and
will risk any injury to prove that he is a man. Having to
tolerate'a beating will just sweeten the victory. When he
returns' to school, he will prove to his teacher that neither the
punishment nor the threat of Pd4lishment will work. Doubtfully
able to capture the prize for best in his class, the status of
being worse is too important to give up easily.

-7'

"
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Case ,If:' Jane wants.to control cookingthe teacher in cookin class.

Case,Information:

Jane is repeatedly.distupting thclits's. 1SometiMes, she makes
noise Incessantly. At other times f3 casheppsqrspixticUlarly
animated making constant movements. ghWis guklty of violating
safety standards. and she insists on doing step B before:step A;
after the teachet emphasized' the'importapcelofithe right order,.
Hostile glances, remarks intended' to humiliate the.girl,in, front,
of het classmates, and progressive threats have tended. t6wOrgen
t4e, behavior.

II
When. the student was reviewed by. y.the,Child StudTeam, it was
noticed that Jane had difficulties through her Childhood. In .,

grade School, her mothet was called tpischool because Jane was'
very active in class .and'would not Sitquiptly when requested'to-
do so, by the teacher. At that,-time, it6was,determined that'Jine s'

had low-average intelligence. A brain %foie test revealed.sOme
abnormal'b'rain waves and'itl'fas,PleoriZe4ohyipe neurologist that
Jane may have seizures. It was f. so'not04, on the repert'that,,
sometimesmisbehavibr is due pp ,, fe, activity. Ldter on,
Jane's mother took her for eg 4';-',.

41.4.
eraimpe test. The re

of this test stated that 'Jane -$, :v .,, borderline low bl
sugar when given a test dose o solution to drink-,
definite,diag4osis of illne found. By discussi
the phisician at that time, her learned that s
misbehavior''is due to low blo She wars adVised
her daughter's.larbohydrate ,.

Although- the physician did 410,
child on medic tion fSpr minim
mother twas adViSed taffy to
additives, becausq sometimesm
;reaction to suchfood' tuffS.

,01).

,

In i#We' rebellious beh9lior, vn ich seemed to

Pubil her mother poticed that Jane was,eati
her friends, against her mother's advice. Her
somewhat guilty becauffb except for the initia
tire ,food advicelgas given, no effort was made

t' necessary to e the
in damage A the ef Jane%s

her food without: cial
ehaVlor is due,to' gic
4+;

artilfigia/c dalorings and othet additives in the 4god. Just
Yi,ng to stay up with all of,the crises involve] when attempting

eis. eight children in a broken home was all that Jade's
ou

cial ,me
e s "not

'

Possibly do. Buying special foods and Wparing,
s for Jane was both tpo costlyland time consuming far,

1 and probably. even
cures can be, found'

Ilergic cause of misbehavibr.is.alsp
,ret,than the above. Examples of dramat

mi

this Issueis not very significant i4:% e overall management
havioro,problemsn a similai

.

way, epilepsy c
ehaviorand the Cause, is rare. The fibdin al brain'

0 to 362 *.1
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waves or even clinical epileps es not at, all suggest this as a
cause.

By making the error of ascrib'
factors, we have seen her as
of our sympathy. It must be
schizophrenics, or other peop
pswhological handicaps also.
need our sympathy and speci4
handicapped a favor,by toler,
manipulative in nature.

1,7ane's behaVsior to organic
ntly handicapped and in need

lilted that even blind people,
with various: physical and/or
.manipulate. At times, they may
foqs, but we are not doing the
0 their misbehavior which is

,
Jane learned that.her insi evi0e, entually worked in, her
favor by either causing ho tyf,,in ,t4e teacher, guilt, and
teacher withdrawal such t. ./ .r'beha d, r was "ignored. She could
do anything she wanted,to,i ap:t ention, or the teacher
would display open hbstilit ae . i .1 -end over backwards to
cooperate. :The?,:teacher may 4 C - V o

illo, ed this reward by
1' 4.g.identifying heebehaviclx., '.'.4.6 '- .-,, just'as much as .if she had

thrown a,rock through'Elie win ow arted a fire for-effect.
Stie,,,could have been warned that

,),!

. ehavior would have to
pliftWove or she would not, beca4 unpreparedness on her,part,

,o,be.allowed:to progresS.itothe project., The teacher must try
t*indicate-to the class t lthough Jane seems to be

,§:eaindstanding, she is rea immature "to' be trusted to cook

' and she 'must therefo
.

at tationbefore more
responsibility is gi If a negative, value is placed on
,her behavior, rathet,t positive one to her peers, Jane will
try to regain staius. re attention Ohould be given her when
She -dc well than whe' hemisbehaveS. 'If she does step B
first,' sh should bestopped And asked 'to study the situation
,with'the hope of understanding the process , while attention is
,paid flo tho whb a following ,instructions.

What ifs ,Jane conti to violate safety .rules and increases the

chance of fite, even only very slightly? The class and the
'School must Qleprotecte,14 She can.beltaken to the principal's
4 ffice that400 and pe' ps suspended'until Jane's parents can
ome in for a consults n. If,this, is done, it should be done
r the protectim of t class and in order to help Jane, not as
result of angering the teacher by 6bancing the teacher's
revious threat. 4/\

both teacher and parent, show, more interest in Jane's
achievements, less in her immature, behavior, greater attention is

./shown her misbehavior only when it .is intolerable to the class
'and for the purpose of removing her ,from the class, her behavior
will change. At all times, it should be understood that if
Jane's behavior changd* for the,better, there will be no grudge
held against her. If her behavior is so bad that her permanent
removal from class will become neceisary, so be it. The teacher
can do her part but success in-every case can't be expected.
Hopefully, the next group !laving to deal with Jane's behavior'

will be more successful, as the chances of eventual success were
made better by the correct behavior of her teacher.
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Case III: Tim breaks the rules again in shop.

Case Information:

Tim is nearing the completion of his high school career. One.
gets the definite impression from him that although he has spent
many years,in schooli he has leafned nothing. Although this
situation is'not unusual, his other attribtites make'him
interesting. rim is a quiet" boy with a shy but genuinely timid
smile. Throughbut his entire school career he has managed to
give teachers the impression that he had great potential.

It was in the sixth grade that his plans to go to college were
given up as he seemed unable to learn multiplication tables or to
rem tuber to bring his homework. It,was also decided about that
timb that Tim liked to do things with his hands. Actually, Tim
never demonstrated'that he was -hand at all, but it was manual
labor that he was most associated with in'grade school. ,He used
to break pencils in pencil sharpeners and lose blackboard erasers
mirabulously after having volunteered to clean them. Once Tim
was asked to plug a slide projectointo the wall and he caused
IlImself to have .a shock. Tim has always been thought of as a
nice kid -why was accideht'prone.

I}Iris father is 'an episodic drinker-who would come home on
occasion, find some fault with him and, hit hiM. Tim's mother is
ordinarily a dominant parent unless Tim's fathe is 'in a rage.
Tim learned a longtime ago that one way to avoid punishment at
home is to cry easily and behave as' if he is being tortured. If

he tries to tolerate his father's punishment without crying or
pleading, his father's Violence escalates. Although Tim's mother
understands his suffering, she has taught him to tolerate his
father's excesses just as she does when her husband may hit her.

-at

Tim grew up as a compliant child. Probably'from 'fear of
retaliation, he would never overtly express.anger to authority.
He would only disagree if he felt,sure that his disagreement
would not be taken seriously and that itwould.Aever offend
authority. , T.

Tim had been repeatedly told as part of his class 'and also
individually, that he must never put the "on-off" switch of the
drill press into "on" position until he has lined up his work. A,

peculiarity of the drill, press in class made its operation
dangerous unless this rule would be followed. No more than'two
minutes after the class was reminded of this precaution, the
teacher notices that Tim broke this rule. He has-done similar,
actions in the paste"'

364
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Case IV: Margie controls her life in school by dividing,
gathering allies, and conquering.

Case Information:

Margie is a pretty girl who has many friends, enemies, and always
seems to be. in the middle of. things. Just last month she was
exonerated fioM a charge of selling marijuana in the school
lavatory. She wasn't even in school the day she allegedly
committed the crime. Margie has Some'eart of a severe headache
problem which keeps her home from school on occasion.

She is the second born of three sisters. She ignores her younger
sister, and considers her older sister a busybody who always
minds the next person's business. After her father deserted the
family in her early Childhood,' her mother often delegated
parental authority to Margie's:older.sister.

Margie's mother comes home tired and irritable after tibricing all
day as a legal secretary. If there are dishes in the sink, or if
the floor is not washed, Margie's sister gets screamed at,'and is

made to feel guilty. Her mother explains defensively from time
to time that her boss is a sadistic man'who'.drives her very hard,
because he,knows that she has toearn-a livingso that her
daUghters can be brought up decently.

.

Margie's sister tries to. delegate work to h4r.and.iends to
scapegoat her. :Margie reasons that her sister is not her mother.
She.complains to her mother that her sister threatens het and
demands that she do. everything. Her mother, dedlaree that Rbne.of'
her children have.to undergo the same treatment she is receiving'
every day froM her bass. Then.she.screAms and punishes Margie's
sister.

Needles§ 'to say, when Margie's older sister began being truant
And bec'ame involved in marijuana abuse, this forced her mother's
appearance in court on more than one occasion. Margie's mother
then would favorably compare Margie, to her sister. Her mother
would develop severe headaches from time to time, and on weekends
would demand that her children leave her,alone so that she could
recuperate for the next week's ordeal.

When Margie was growing up, and also entering addlescence, she'
vowed years before never to allot herself to become dependent on
a man or anybodyelse for thatmatter. If you trusea man he'll
piobably leaVe you anyway. If you- work ,for a boss And show ,

weakness, they'll exploit you'every time While growing up,'
Margie noticed that she deeded freedom. Why shbuld she have'to
get stuck like her, sister and run the risk of being punished'and
criticized.for her *fortis. With-little love between Margie and
her sister, Margie fbund4t, very easy to tell her mother that her

'10'
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sister lied - that she never told Margie to sweep the floor and
Make the beds. And if her sister was away at some.reform school
.for a while,-her mother readily believed that it was Margie's
younger sister who messed up the floor after Margie swept it.
After all, unlike her older sister, Margie always helped out and
told the truth,

Margie-vas:evaluated last year by the school sychologist, after
she had coMPlained of unhappiness and confusion. This accounted
for excessive abtences allegedly due tO violent students in the
school who threatenecL.her. , Margie indicated that she wanted
help. Psychologicallicting revealed 'a non-psychotic girl with
average intelligence andenormbus insecurity and.identity
problems. Although superficially sociable, she was very careful
to hide her inner feelings of insecurity and weaknesse Some
compulsive traits.were noted. After the testing was complete, a.
vague suggettion was made tliat Margie might benefit from therapy.
She accepted.the offer that she drop in to see the school
psycholpgist:

Her teacher is.having a terrible time with her. In the course of
events at,school, the teacher becomes.very angry' at Margie.'
Margie seems to have been having a good time rebelling in her
vocational education classroom. She massively misbehaves.
Margie talks, walks, and plays at will. She takes the position

. that she is adult, and will not allow her f to be abused by
having her freedom taken from her by er, cher. Her behavior
is far worse this year than last. Margie dmits in half jest,
bdt'openly, that she smokes marijuana and sed."pills" if
available. Margie affirms that she is an ndividual who is free
to obey or disobey rules as she sees fit. She has been suspected
of being involved in a student ring that as been breaking into
Lockers.

14
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Analysis of the Intervention Case I

Fundamental errorS in the handling of this case can be brought
out. Johnnie is being,h4ndled by the principle of progressive
tHreat. 'Adolescents will eventually chance threats,..so as nOt,to
remain compliant children. Each time they are punished, e.g:, by
suspensions, court appearances, they receive more threats. When
the student is forced to the, principal's office, he finds out
that pripcipals aren't so bad. fie also is getting more prestige
in his classroom, while being given attention and status by using
the principal's, teacher's, and parents' time.. He has another
opportunity to rebel and win. Where the threat of jail may act
as a temporary deterrent, the actual incarceration Will prove to
the student that the reality is not"nearly as bad as the fantasy.

After he learns that ht can ao jail time easily, the deterrent of
the threat of incarceration is.all but gone. Every time a judge
threatens progressively, he is leading the student to the same
fate. In most cases progressive threat.will produce the,effect
opposite to the intended. It will provoke the behavior and fail
to stop, it by. fear: When an authority figure presumes to have
the Rower to control behavior and uses threats, the
responsibility for the a s taken from the student and,given to
the authority. I the uth ity fails to control the behavior,
it: is clearly the ority' fault.

ii

Another basic error in the handling of this base cOncerns.:the
role of the school and teacher. If a student 'is put into
vocational education classes because of beh6rior problems, it is
not the primary task of the teacher to transfer technical
knowledge. If Johnnie had followed directions, paid attention,
and applied himself, he may have been taking an academic
curriculum. .

The teacher's goal is to transform the-bhild wit1
the behavior disorder into a responsible, coOperative,\personi,'
likes to learn and can be counted on to '.follow directions.
this does not occur, the teacher and the system have failed,.
approach the conference with the attitude that the problem
stude s or the parents' is abandoning the skip. Not only i
the dent failing, so is the teacher,.

A e Interventions: Case I

What eded, ifrpbssible, is the parents' cooperation. If

made def '',SiAre, they will inappropriately punish just to prove
that they re trying. . The.school should, admit its failure and
seek the help of parents. If should be pointed out that factors
other than parental neglect are to. work. In this way, guilt.
should be lessened. Parents should then be advised on an ongoing
baSisyhat the plans and results area Their reports of behavior
at home, criticisms, and recommendations should be taken into
account and discussed. To-blame the, parents is to create an
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antagonistic and non-c rative attitude in thp, parents. The
child's rebellion will steinforced at home. `liven where
recommendations for residOntial schooling, placement in teaching
fostef homes, or even invcilvement of the courts are contqmplated
a cooperative parent is a valuable member of the team effort:

J.
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Analysis of the intervention: Case II

Module

What then is happening when Jane misbehaves in school with
continuous, noise, animated movement, shaking, and violation, of

safety standards? If'we can understand the origin'and meaning of
the behavior, perhaps a plan can be devised. The teaoher, aware,
of Jane's problems, has tried to ignore the situation before, but
enough is enough!

Jane's teacher is irritable. She dreads coming .to work each day.
Instead of teaching cooking, the teacherseems to spend; most. of
her class time either yellirig. at Jane, sneering, or finding,

'reasons to sneak off for tempOraryNrelief. She questions herself
as to why she wanted' to beco0 a teacher and delves into the
apparent futility in trying 'to teach a hanaicapped, brain
damaged,,behaviotproblem pupil.

Jane has a differebt view of the situation. Sifice childhood she

has felt largely ignored .or deprived at home, as her mother.7

always was.too busy. She learned a long time ago-that the Way to'

get some attention from her mother. and some affirmation of her

mother's love is'to annoy her Either her mother, would take the

time to try to teach her to behave, or she woOld punish her only
to feel guilty and try to compensate by giving her .a'new toy4the

next day. It,-Wa.swhen her mother 'became completely frustrated in

the past t44
, followed the physician's a vice and had her

daughter go glucose'tolerance and .brain wave tests.

Jane had ld3ri ec that her misbehavior in school wouldgive her
status, and lead to similar conSequences from her teacher:as she-
had come to expect from her-mother. If at times 'her manipulative

behavior became too much tp'-hear, sheicould_always cut dawn on

her candy and improve. Janenot only succeeded in controlling
her cooking -class, but she managed to control her mother,,and-e'the

Child Study Team.

Appropriate Interventions: Case II-

Basic errors in handling the above case.are also obvious when one
tries to analytically reassess the situation. In the first case,

it shouAd be'assumed by teachers that .misbehavior is cite to

student manipulation until proVen otherwise. It is all too ,easy'

for-parents and teachers to accept organic or illness

interpretations of the behavior so that the fathily acid school

shed responsibility. Nobody could blame Jane's behavior. on her .

parents or teacher, if the cause were .due to a biochemical cause. ,

This is probably why the suggestions of-epilepsy, hypoglycemia
(l0w blood sugar), or allergic reactions are taken so seriously.

In fac ,. very normally behaving people can record very low

tadings of blopd glucose on the glucose toleran e test and not

.17
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show misbehavior. The only way the low blood sugar can be
rationally blatiled for maladaptive behavior is when the
misbehavior occurs just when the blood sugar low. In practice
this'is quite rare. Usually, when hypoglycemia is implicated, it
is the low blood sugar response to the glucose which suggests the
di-agnosis. It is significant to note that the investigator who
draws the blood during the low sugar phase sees no misbehavior.

I.
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Analysis of the Intervention: Case Ilia

In the teacher's mind, Tim is timid and mostly needs confidence

if he is to be succ#ssful in anything. In the past, whelpverTim
was criticized for not following a rule, hewould look vaiy

insulted and try to suppress a cry. He'd cower and withdraw in

obvious psychological pain. .Vim's motherlteasoned thst Tim is,
compliant and has always tried to please. Even if he does not

succeed, he does try. Although Tim's teacher does not want to

expose him to'unnecessary danger, he decides, as other teachers

have in the past, to gently re-explain the situation and givahim

another chance. If Tim can't learn to be_conAident now, hishigh

school career almost over, he isn't likely to 15e able to do 40;

anything forever.

Module. IIB
H07-8

. ,et,

In Tim's mind, he has successfully manipulated his teacher.

Afraid.to rebel overtly, he deri'ied satisfaction from not obeying

the rules. After all, the operation wasn't so dangeroUsxdanyway.

Heeshould. remember not to put his hands in &angerous areas. By

taking such chances, Tim alwaysseemed to feel less afraid and

more grown up: With his smile intack, few people in.authority

would ever nottice that he would break safetyltules. 1f-they did,

and reacted-strongly,.he could allow his lower lip to quiver,

appear hurt and the chastisement would be replaced with words of

encouragement. Tim could feel in control and superior to the

authority figure who would try to control hims.

a

Appropriate Intervention: Case III

There are basic fallacies impliedOm the way trim's case has been Ilk

handled. A subtle factor in Tim's case is the fact that years of. 1

training with optimistic attitude:inherent while working. with#
child with i'potential" has led to severe frustration and

functioval abandonment on,the part of his teacher. In practice,

we should. never give up doipg what we consider right only because

weave run out of time td see out efforts turn into success.

Tim may not learn, to be a reliable, productive employee in the

short time be has left in school; his life will not end with his

graduation. In truth, societylkill still have tocontend with

him. If he does not become productive, he will,remain extractive

and in one way or the other he survive not on his own

productivity, but on the work of;others. After he leaves high

school, he may becOme a'client of a vocational rehabilitation

:counselor who'will lontinue to work with Tim. If a teacher can

help turn around his behavior while he is still ih school, the

.tuccess.of.vecational rehabilitation will be almost assured. If

efforts' made are in the right direction, then the turnaround of

hIs behavior will occur so much sooner, even if it does Occur.

after Tim leaves school.

1 rt
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Another fallacy in this case involvesthe-breaking of
:

oardinal rule for dealing with misbehavior. Suspect that the
behavior is manipulative in nature untilproven otherwise.
Simply to ascribe Tim's behavior to a careless personality type'

or to feel.sympathy for him while reinforcing his misbehavior is
not in Tim's best interests. There is nothing mentioned above
which suggests in any way that Tim can't help himself. If there
is reason to believe that he heard and understood the class rule,
then he could be held accountable for his hehavior.

Tim is sensitive to authoritarian attitudes and it is sensitivity
in this area such led to his quiet rehelliousness and risk-
taking. It is wrong for a'teacher to begin handling the
situation of switching the machine on with screams,
chastisements, or threats. Our shop teacher already reasoned
thatout and did not-punish him. The teacher could'have improved
dealing with this behavior, however, since the shop teacher has
the responsibility for preserving life ana-limb in his classroom
he must not allow any student, even Tim, to put himself in
unnecessary danger.

If for whatever reason, a.student can't be trusted to obey
minimal safety rules, the student must,be kept away from the
machines. This can be. explained to Tim who will certainly
understand, if he is not 'blamed. Tim can be given a job in a
non-dangerous area, where his ability to take note of directions
and follow them can be monitored. The teacher may say: "Tim, if
you didn't keep the drill press switched off as directed because
you were'preoccupied with events at home, girls, or for memory.-
prohlems,Ilyou will have to practice in following'directions
before you can be allowed back on the machines." A

One can tell a student this kind of thing with respect: and
without an authoritarian attitude. Possible reward to Tim fot
his behavior by pointing out that' he successfully rebelled
against authority must be carefully avoided. Tim must be led to
feel thft he is losing something by being givela a job with
sandpaper While he can practice concentration skills. He must
also be encouraged with optimism, that if he can learn to handle
thc.rrulek in the non-dangerous area, then he could doubtlessly
ledin how to handle machines. safely. The teacher, while handling
Tim's case, should also spend more time on the students who
follow directions and achieve. The teacher must lower his goal
for Tim. It is clearly more important for Tim to learn how to
follow the directions of authority and respect basic safety
rules, than it is ,for him to learn how to use a drill press.

If Tim complies and a report card is going to be sent home, a.
comment may read this way: "Tim had great difficulty earlier in
the term .in truly understanding the nature of some of the
directions, however, his capacity in this areais improving." In

this way, his father is not angered into punishing him and Tim-
does not feel that he has gained anything from not obeying the

. . .
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requires less work as,a man. ,His behavior handled in this way,
will probably improve. If Tim would have tried to obviate moving
away, from the machines by promising to pay attention, it could
have been pointed out to_him that he should not consider the move
a,punishment in any.way. It is done simply to help him practice
cOtain skills to help him handle potentially dangerous problems
Pi.the future more safely. To some extent, the teacher may be

ifAlamed for manipulating the student by avoiding a confrontation.
3`; ,t is the teacher's job to motivate and to teach. He must accept
It1-his role, which includes being in control of the class and not
)2,being controlled by it.



Analysis ofd thethe Intervention: !olke IV Ple *

,

Margie's ,teacher is annoyed and deals with the problem behavior
largely by ignoring it. She blames the year's crop of worthless
modern youths. She hesitates in blaming Margie fore suspicions
unbaOked with hard legal 4evidence.-: Margie was blamed and
exonerated once before:- Her teaches also 'remembers how .her
mother looked at previous teacher - parent conferences.c. Margie's
mother flarect,,in anger at the suggestion that Margie's behavior
was not ideal., t

&nt y mentiThe school psychologist re oned,ow cooperative Margie
has become. She keeps appointments and tries to solve her
deepest problems. The psychologist remembers how angry Margie
was at first, but how she, caolirted right dow.when the psychologist
threaened trpcomthend residential It was months ago
that Margie backed off. Her improved l&havior proved to the.
psychologisit that her feeling the Margie needed more structure
and di %cipline tp help her securfiy needs was correct.

0 Thy frustrations in treating bghavior problems are so many that
any success, especially recent improvement at counseling
sessiont, ig cherished. Margie more than once expressed her
grttitUde fof thg pscholliogist's time. She mentioned that the
psychologist waeothe only person she ever met who really
understdod her. Margie also mentioned to the psychologist that
she thinks ttiat Ner teacher may be a bit prejudiced against her.
This is because of the previous ac usation of drug-involvement.
The psychelogist, would like to bel ve that Margie is telling the
truth. He wants to believe that Ma ie is being helped by an
especially good therapist' and that c seling is helping her. If

*Margie proves to be a manipulative liar, then the psychologist
will have to feel successfully manipulated. This is not good for

most therapists' egos.

Margie has correctly speculated how.her teacher would react.' The
small amount of time with the psychologist easily pays for itself

in manipulative gain. Should the teacher complain about Margie,
she will appear prejudiced and incapable ,of handling her. She

may be further humiliated when she receives advice on how to
handle Margie by the psychologist."

ModuleIII
H079

Appropriate-'Intervention: Case IV

Was Margie's teacher really doing the bebithe could. under the
circumstances? No, she wasn't. Teachers must not allow
themselves to be 'manipulated by students. If Margie's. teacher
called for a meeting. with the Child Study TeaM to discus's the

case,. she could have described her behavior. Without
defensivehess, each. member of the team would give eitaccoupt of
their +elationship with her. Margie's manipulative.behAvior
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ly:kmportint to consult
entire School effort,

student. Only with.
strong' defense'

.
.

When manipulation is clear, proof that may s
not necessary unless the student's behavior be
intolerable as to warrant laggal action. In or

unified.stand against MargMliOnanipulation, 1.#e
brought in as a consultan -mber of the t
manipulation faits, if she i ,rewarded for
if her goals in manipulation g control.)_

behavior is likely to change, better.
each tpfie Margie's manipulation e4d, i

the chalice for continued manip 1:behavior, '11

When a.child'succeeds in Nanip sighifi t-adu

chilA v4.11 become more insecur utturing1104ie'
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Call Numbers

371.92
.B193

371.81
B799

371.81
B924

370.153
B925

370.153
C958

371.9
E21

370.153
G

371.92

371.5
M884'

649
No

371.1
Af

370.153
Va

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT

Books for loan from
Learning Resource Center - South.

Baldwin, Victor L. Ed. D. and others. Isn't it
Time He Outgrew This? or A Training Program, or
Parents of Retarded Children. Springfield:
Charles C. ThOmas Publishers, 1973. 209 pgs.

Bradfield, Robert H. Behayior,Modification of
Learning Disabilities. Academic Therapy ftbli-
cations, 1971.

Buckley, Nancy. Modifying Classroom Behavior.
Research Press; 1970.

Buckley, Nancy K. and' Hill M. Wal4er. Modifying
-Classroom Behavior: A Manual of Procedure for
Classroom Teachers. Illinois: Research Press,
1970. 95 pgs.

Caspo, Margaret, Ph.D. Pocketful of Praises (A
Handbook For Parents). Canada; Special Education
Association. 52 pgs.

Edlund, Calvin. How Human Behavior is Learned.
Special Child Publishers, 1972.'

Gambrill, Eileen D. Behavior Modification: A
Handbook of Assessment, Intervention, and Evalua-
tion. Washington: Jessey-Bass, 1978. 1231 pgs.

Kozloff, Martin A, A Program for Families ed
Children With Learning and Behavior Problems.
Wiley, 1979. 450 pgs.

Morse, William C. Classroom Disturbance: The
Principal's Dilemma. The Council for Exceptional
Children, 1971.

Norton, G. Ron. Parenting. Prentice, 1977.
198 pgs.

Thayer, Louis and Beeler, Kent D. (Editors14.

Affective Education: Strategies for' Experimental
Learning. University Association, 1976. 230 pgs.

t

ValettrIRobgrt E. Modifying Childrens' Behavior:
AVGuide for Parents and Professionals.
California: Fearson.Publishers, 1969. 66 pgs4
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370.153
W671

371.94
W873

AO*
Behavio lanagement

Books for loaf from
Learning Resource Center-South

Williams, David L., Ph.D. and Elliot B. Jaffa.,

Ed.D. Ice Cream, Poker Chips, and Very Goods.:1'1';a0

Behavior Modification Manual for Parents. VA:

Vhool of Contemporary Education, 1971. 62 pgs.

Wood, Robert. Behavioral Problem Children.in the
School. Appleton-Century Crofts, 1969.

I
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS ON FILE. AT EIC-SOUTH
RE: BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT

lialidetolielpingTeachers&eStudlti Deal with Conlict by
project staff of Thorton Area Public School Association,
South Holland, Illinois,. 1976:

Behavior Modification For the Trainable Mentally Retarded by
staff of Elsmire Project,-Glassboro Public Schools, milk
Jersey, c 1978. 6 lop

Behavior Modification in Child, School and, Family Mental Health:
an annotated bibliography' by David Brown, Research Press,
Champaign, Illinois, e 1972.

Behavior Problems - A Skills Training Series by B. Baker, A.
Brightman, L. Heifetz, D. Murphey, Research Press,
Champaign, Illinois c 1976.

How to Motivate Others Through Feedback by Ron Van.Houten, H & H.
Enterprises, Inc., Lawrence,_ Kansas c 1980.

.
How to Use Behavior Modification with Mentally Retarded and.

Autistic Children Program for Administrators, Teachers,
Parents, and Nurses by Luke Watson,. Jr., Ph.D. Behavior'
Modification Technology, Libertyville, Illinois c,1972.

How to Use Contingency Contracting in the Classroom by Laoyd
Homme, Research Press, ChampaignikIllinoiSc 1970.

How to Use Planned Ignoring (ixtinCtion). by R. Vance Hall &
Marilyn Hall, H & H Enterprises, Inc Lawrenci, Kansas
c '1980, r

How to Use Time Out by R. Vance & Marilyn Hall, H & H
Enterprises, frIc. Lawrence, Kansas c 1980.

.Living with Children. --New Methods for Parents & eachers, by
Gerald Patterson, and M. Elizabeth GulIion, esearch Press,
Champaign,- Illinois C',1968

Managing Ei(Teaching ihe.Severely Disturbed & Retarded Guide
for Teachers by J. Kauffman,.J. Boland, N.,Hopkins,-57-7-7

Special Press, Columbus, Ohio, 1978.

Managing Behavior, Behavior Modification: New Mays to Teach New
Skills, by Marion Panyan, H & H Enterprises, Inc., Lawrence,:
Kansas C 1975 (Revised).

Managing:Behavior, Behavior Modification: Teaching-a Child to
Imitate by Sebastian Striefel, H &'H Enterprises, Inc.,
LawreIlce, Kansas c 1971.
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Managing Behavior Part III, Behavior Modification: -Applications
in School and Home by R. Vance Hall, H & H Entetprisesk
Inc., Lawrence, Kansas c 1974 (Revised). \lik

, 1

Managinfi Behavior_ Part II, Behavior Modification': Basic
Principles by R. Vance.HaLL, H.& H Enterprises, Inc.,
Lawrence, Kansas c19.75 (Revised).

. .

Managing Behavior Part I, Behavior Modification: The Measurement
of Behavior by R. Vance Hall, H & H Enterprises, Inc.,
Lawrence, Kansas c 1975 (Revised).

Managing Inappropriate Behaviors in the Classroom by Thomas
Lovitt, Council for Exceptional Children, Reston, Virginia,
1978.'

Motivation & Learning - Applying Contingency Management
Techniques by Mark Berman, Educational Technology
Publications, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, c 1971.

Positive Classroom .Performance - Techniques for Changing Behavior
by Patricia Gallagher, Love Publishing Company, Denver,
Colorado, c 1971. /

Recording Classroom Performances - Techniques for Recording
Behavior by Patricia Gallagher, Adapt Press, Inc., Sioux "
Falls, South Dakota c 1975.

Reducing Behavior Problems: An Operant Conditioning Guide for
Teachers by W. Becker, D. Thomas, D. Carnine, National
Laboratory on Early Childhood Education, Urbana, Illinois,
1969.

Teaching the Emotionally Disturbed/Learning Disabled Child
A Practical Guide, Vol. I: Developing Behavior,
Instructional and Affective Programs by Rosa Hayes and
Merice Stevenson$Acropolis Books. Ltd., Washihgton, D.C.
c 1980.
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BEHAVIOR MATERIALS
Learning Resource Center-South

Behavior Modification for the Classroom Teacher
-(K6-160)

I

Each of the behavior objectives for the-classroom teacher
can-Serve as ademonstration activity for in- service education.

1 cassette, activity cards in box.
Educational Insights, Inc. $6.95

Better Understanding of Disabled Youth-Behavior Disorders (BUDY)''9,

(K10-37)
00 A,

, ..
A multimedia program designed for students in gradesp1-6 t40.-;

promote understanding that people with behavioral disorders are

more likelike other people than unlike them.

36 statement cards, 1 story booklet,'16 photo posters,
.

ditto sheets', 1 poster, 1 jilmstrip, 1 cassette, prograM
overview, and 1 guide.

Ideal School Supply. $79.50.

Changing the Behavior of Handicapped Children

/ (K11-6)

A guide for teachers working with-parents designed to offer

important and practical information to teachers and parents of

behavior disordered children.

70 booklets, 1 guide.
Teaching Resources, Corp. $35.00

Free To Be...You and Me
(K5-153)

4t.

'Themes of independence, friendship,, and cooperation, and

expectations, plus games, puzzles, and playlets, to reinforce 'the

themes.

6 filmstrips, 96 patterns, 4 posters, 1 paperback book,

decks of cards, letter chips, spirit masters; 1 guide.

McGraw-Hill $160.00

Mainstreaming: Classroom Management Techniques

(FSK10-75)

Designed for teachers, this 4it answers the how's when's. and

why's of mainstreaming; includes learning impairments, behivior

problems and physicil disabilities.

4 filmstrips, 4 cassettes. discussion guide with scripts.

Guidance Associates. $139.50
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BEHAVIOR MATERIALS'
Learning Resource Center-SOuth

Skill-streaming the Adolescent.
(CA10-10) 1'

0

'Structured. Learning ApproaCh to teaching pre-social skills, tki
*
ll

4' modeling, role playing,-performance feedback tvansfer of
training are main procedures of.Structured Learning.

acassettes, 1 bOok.
.Reseakch Press, $34.95

Structuring the Classroom for Success
(FSK10-49)

Overview of open education, room environment, creating
activity centers,' behavior management principles, behavior
management,in'the classroom; indtvidpalized instrivtion for the

inservice-fpreservice teacher.- `,-

6 filmstrips-, 6 cassettes, 1 manual, 1 book'.

Charles Merrill. $125.00
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Module IV
Manual ,

Unit I

Unit I: INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE 4

To familiarize participants with the intended goal, objectives
azd planned activities of the unit..

120UPING#

Total Group

MATERIAiLSNIEDED

pendix A (The Change Process)
"0 rhead Projector ,

tra sparency (Agenda) T-1
'NewSprint -
Magq, Markers
Pencils
Masking Tape

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

This section'is designed to give participants a feel for'the
purpose and design of Vle workshop. In addition, it is intended
to set a tone and to give the trainer information about
participant perceptions and needs.

NOTE ip'TRAINER

The trainer should attempt to mentally record the reaction and
concerns expressed by participants firing this activity and to
try, wherever possible, to use it as a basis for generating.
examples and analogies in the subsequent sections. The trainer
should read /ttachment A (The Change Process) in preparation for
this activity.

ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT

The trainer concludes the review.by reminding participants that
developing and implementing a back-home plan will require a
combination of training,technicaVassistance and their own
commitment to the task. The trainer may wish to use
Machiavelli's statement in the'Prince to illustrate the
difficulty in bringing about cna-4-ET "...there is notking,more
difficult to plan, more doubtfu of success, no ore dangerous
to manage,- than the creation,of a new systeffi." nint out to
participants that it is the intent of this project-to-provide the,.
training and technical assistance to do the job. They will have
to provide the commitment.

1
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OBJECTIVE

To identify the concerns of participants relative to developing
and implementing an action plan for assuring effective
educational programs for handicapped children in the vocational
setting.

Manual-Unit I-Can't.

GROUPING

Large group

MATERIALS NEEDED

Newsprint
Magic Marker
Handout'l (Concerns Questionnaire) H-1
Pencils
Appendix B (Concept of conderns About Innovatibn)

DESCRIPTION -OF ACTIVITY

The purpose of this activity is to provide participants with an
opportunity to express some of their personal concerns related to
applying what they have leaned in the previous units and using
it to develop a back-home plan. It algo provides an opportunity
for the trainer to collect information about the participants
that can be used to make the presentation of subsequent material
relevant and individualized. '4

NOTE TO TRAINER
4 .

The trainer can help to encourage an honest expression of
concerns by'recording on newsprint the exact wording used by .

participants. If a = cern appears to be a trepe&t or isnot
clear to the trainer, he/he-needs to clarify with the
participant whether or ot the perceptions are accurate: Do not
put on newsprint anything that does not meet with the approval of
the responder- This do -s not mean that'thetrainer cannot offer
suggestiond about wordi g. What gets recorded, hol4ever, must
'belong' to the partici nt, not the trainer. The trainer would
read [Appendix B (The Con -pt of Concerns About Innovation)] as a
preparcion for this acti 4y.

/

ACTIVITY SCRIPT /FORMAT Co4,The trainer distributes t e oncerns Questionnaire (H-1) and asks'
participants to complete the statement as genuinely and
uncensored as possible. Explain to participants that they will
'share their concerns with the group. The results will provide a

. reference point for the training session as well as give them a
technique they can use back home for acquiring assessment
information needga to 'successfully implement a change strategy.
Allow participants 3-5 minutes to ty.nk about and complete the
statement.
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In round robin fashi
their concern state
trainer on newsprin
Do not record dupli
next to a repeated ite
record exwessed.feeling
feelings.

'trainer asks participants to read
Responses should be recorded by the
nctly and accurately, as possible..
w duplication by recording a check
approach will not only serve to
also the strength of those

Ob.
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EStABL'ISHING-DIRECTION

OBJECTIVES

-
To identify a concept 9f the ideal setting as it relates to
assuring effective educational pro5rams for handicapped children
in the vocational' setting.

To assess the degree of discreppncy between the ideal state and
participant's perception of their own school district.

'1To,identify the specific goals for the back home plan.

GROUPING

Large andsgall group

MATERIALS NEEDED

Handout 2 (Goal Discrepancy Analysis Sheet) H-2
Appendix C (The Characteristics of Good Goals)
Newsprint
Magic Markers
Plain paper
Pencils

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

The purpose of this activity is to get participants,to refine,
clarify and articulate what they consider to be a good working 1,
System. The results of this imagining is the basis for
generating goals and objectives for their present setting.

NOTE TO TRAINER

During small group exercises,- the trainer should move among the
grotips f r three reasons:

1. answer question, if necessary.

2. i ten to diScussion in order toToick up themes/
.ter s that can be used for general discussion

f
pe rpos s.

3. keep the groups on task.'

Irk introducing the section on imagining the ideal state, the
trainer should point out that the purpose for clarifying the
ideal (or end state) sis to maximize the opportunities for
cohesion in applying resources to' a mutually understood end. The
rationale behind this, activity is that it is easy for people to
complain about what they don't have., It is far more difficult
for them to state what it is they want. Without this clarity,
howeyer, it is almost impossible to engage in'any long rahge

4
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planning activity. Participants will provably have,&) be
encouraged verbally and with examples to think about. the
dimensions of the Ideal setting.

Clear and shared conceptions of goal/objectives are vital in
schools where,every member.of the staff must make frequent
'judgments in complex situations... (goals) repyesent places you-
-would like td.be;.a state of affairs that you value. The trainer
Should consider referring to the chapter on goals in Schumuck,
Runkel, Saturen, Martell and Derr, "Handbook of Organization
Development in Schools" and Robert,Magers, "Goal Analysis " for
background reading on the importance of goal definition to
strategy implementation. The trainer should read and may wish-to
share with.the group "The Characteristics of. Good Goals"
delineated in Appendix.C.

ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT *
.

Ask participants to close their eyes-and to think (visualize)
what it looks like when the system is working to the-handicapped'
child's best advantage.

LEADING QUESTIONS

1. , How do people operate?

2. What are the rules that govern procedure?

3. How do things get done?

4. 'Who does what, when and how?

5. What are the rewards?

6. What are the indicators of success?

Ask them to, briefly -write out thf scenario. -Give pakticipaots
about five minutes by themselves; then counting off in ,fives,
have them break up into groups with like numbers.

I
Ask each roup to select a recorder whose responsibility it will
be to re rd` the factors that group members identify as
discrimi afingl an ideal setting, e.g., children are never placed
in a class without meeting with the teacher beforehand: Review
with group the rules for btainstorming:

.

1. Group members call out their-ideas whenever an opening
presents itself.

There is to be no analysis, editorial comment,
criticisM, etc. directed toward any thought.

3. All ,suggestions are written on a newsprint sheet.

5
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4. When all suggestions:have%bden made.(allow 10-115
minutes for this activity), the g'roup igto summarize
their list, eliminating duplicates and overlaps.

Each group's completed list is placed on,the wall so.that it can
be seen by, the other groups.

,

The trainer should eyeball the listS and,select one which closely
reflects the consensus of the whole group.! This list should then
be used as the. reference point for adding and' refining items
identified in other groups.

Once this process is completed, ask each group member to rank.
order the three most important from the iem& that.t4ey think are
most discriminating of an ideal setting._ The trainer should-
tally the individual results by having people call oUt"their
choices'while the trainer records the results, on, the newsprint
list.

Distribute a copy. of the Goal Discrepancy Analysis Sheet
(H -p:. Ask, each participant tolselect the three discriminators'
that they consider,moSt important in their school district, to
bring about a system that assures effective educational services
for the handicapped child in the vocational setting, e.g., people
who meet regularly to discuss the problem mi7ht have'been
identified as a discriminator. The goal- statement might be, "A
child study team member will meet at least once each month with
,each vocational-teather for at leaSt twenty. minutes." They are
to rewrite these\discriminators into goal statements'and then to
rate the degree,tO which their present system meets ,those
criteria.

After comitleting'this portion of the exercise, plarticipants will
join'their school team members to 9ompare the results of their
,individually competed Analysis. Each team shOuld select.one
person to act as the recorder. The recorder uses a blank sheet
of newsprint which simulates the Goal DiscrepanclOAnalysis Sheet
to record' the results of the individually' completed sheets.
Where appropriate, average'scores should be cbmputed for each
item.

44.
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.. . Module IV
Manual'
Unit II

Unit II:,'EVALUATTNG RESULTS

OBJECTIVES' ' f

,.. 1To descr be an appreciation for the value of.evaluation.
P

,

To deve op knowledge about a procedure for designing and
implementing evaluation aatfvity.

-GROUPING
. \ .. ,

Large and small groups
...-

MATERIALS NEEDED
/

Newsprint
Magic Markers
.Overhead Projector
Transparency 5 (Evaluation Planning Profile) T-5
Completed (Goal/Objective 'Discrepancy Sheet)
Appendix D (Discrepancy Evaluation Model)
Appendix E (Selecting Areas of Evaluation)
Appendix F (A Quick Look)
Appendix G (Taxonomy of MeasureMent Modes)
Transparency 2 (Major Functions of Evaluation) T-2
Transparency 6' (Evaluation Planning Profile) T-6
Transparency 4 (How Can Information Be Used?) ' -4

4

DESCRIPTION OF THEACTIVITY

Evaivation can be a complex and sophiAikated process. 'Workshop
participants are not likely t have the time n9r. inclination to
engage in the type of study ich Kould be nec(essary to make them
sophisticated evaluators. e intent of this section is not to

and
accomplish that task, but rather to give participants a supple
and practical way of going /about evaluation.

r
.

NOTE TO TRAINER

The evaluatiorgcontent presented 4.'this section is based on the
Discrepancy'Evaluation Model (DEM). A description of this model
is included in Appendix.D. In addition, several readings'are.
inoluded, "Selecting Areas of Evaluation" and "A Quick Look"
(Appendix £ a d F)., The-trainer may wish to review Appendix G
(Taxonomy, of asurement Modes) prior to his/her ?presentation on
Source of Info tion [See Evaluation Planning Profile]..

7
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ACTIVITY SdRIPT/FdRMAT

Write the following statement.on the overhead:

WHY EVALUATE?

Solicit from the group answers to this question. ',The trainer
should. record respodtes on newsprint and summarize by,pointing

putput that evaluation is, in fact, a substantial method of support
direction for chadge agents. The trainer then uses

Transparency,T-2 MAJOR FUNCTIONS OF EVALUATION to illustrate how
evaluation helps the process of change.

The trailher uld point out thatit is not necessary for an
evaluation pli td be elaborate or complex. Using Transparency

. T-3, present it'as a format organizing evaluation activity,'
Beginning with the first column (focus-of evaluation) point out
that it should be blear how the inforMation collected will be
used. Indicatb to partielpants that there are"three major ways
that evaluation results can be used: To satisfy

1., external/ demands

2. management concerns

3. functional a pects
- 1(

-4

Using Transparency) T-4, the trainer reviews what is implied in
each of these areas. The major difference between management and
functional concerns is that the first is' related to improving the
program (formative evaluation) and the latter is related to
proving that what is done makes a. difierence (summative

* evaluation).

Using Transparency T-5 (which includes Focuses of &valuation) thb
trainer should write an example of an externally motivated
'question; e.g., "To what extent are parents satisfied with their
handicapped child's program in the vocational school." Point out
"that the answer to this question could be used to build support
for a bdard considering eliminating team visits to the vocational
school. For the other two areas: management, functional ask
participants to,suggest questions which might address those
areas.

%
) ,

After several questions have been'recorded in each area, go back'
to the first question and ask how parti ipants would get the
alyswer to it (including source, schedule, collection
.responsibility and timelines) . r



Leading Questions

1. To whatsburCes would you refer? e.g.,-IEPConfereace
Minutes,.Counselor log, questionnaire; etc. Remind
participAnts that they should thihk)of data sources
already available to them; e.g:, a counselor log, 1E1'.
minutes, attendance records, .etc. -

4. . What would you dd-to get the information needed? e.g,,
analyze pre and Yost test scores on a questionnaige.

Record the responses chosen by the participants areas. tUsing
Transparency T-3-(Evaluation'Planning Profile, as team groups
to complete the p,rofile as if the questions were generated in,
their, own setting. Share results'by asking:. people what they put
in thevarious columns

3. 95
0 .
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Unit III: ASSESSING READINESS FOR CHANGE

OBJECTIVE

To identify personal characteristics which contribute to the
effec4iveness of bringing about a change within a school systeM.

Module IV
. Manual
Unit III.

- GROUPING

Large group

MATERIALS NEEDED

Overhead projector
Handout 3 (A Self Assessment) H-3
Transparency 7 (Change Agent Self Assessment Areas) T-7
Appendix L (Change Agents Characteristics)

'DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

The first step in assessing the potential for change begins with
an examination of the change ageni There are characteristics or
personal qualities which contribute to facilitating change. By
examining one's strengths and weaknesses in relation to being a
change facilitator, it may be possible to gain insight into how
one could change behavior patterns, learn new skills and/or
differentiate task demands with others so that skills could be
complemented.

NOTE TO TRAINER

The transition from prior activities should be done by
referencing the fact that many laudable intents have failed
because those in charge of implementation neglected to assess and
plan within the context of the situation's potential for change.
Explain that this section has been designed to assist
participants in systematically gathering information in
following three areas:

Self

Others

The' Situation

10
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ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT I

The trainersshould beginthe,foctiS on self assessment by
conveying the point that this area is probably the most difficult
one to confront.since it is the most personal, "Itseems, that
trying an, innovation is governed by he unwritten code that it is
betteer to do 'unto others than tcr.,th;*Y'seif:' The trainer should
distribute Handout 3 (Changes' Agent Self Assessment) arrd ask
participants to individually complete it.

Allow about five minutes for participants to complete the
instrument. Utilizing Transparency 7 (which outlines the major
headings in the Self Assessment), the trainer should briefly
discuss each area and engage participants in general discussion
focusing on wha one might do to compensate for a deficit in a
particular a-f.tra.

NOTE TO TRAINER

1. It is not the intent of this activity to make people
uncomfortable. Participants' responses will be
personal and to encourage candidness, indicate that
there will be no need for people to share their
information with others. By generalizing the review
of the questionnaire, participants' may discuss
weaknesses and possible solutions without referencing
themselves. Remind participants that this information
should be stored away as it will have application in
the planning str4tegies section of the workshops.

2. 'Appendix L contains several documents related to --,

change agent characteristics that should be reviewed
in preparation for this activity.

11
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OBJECTIVE Manual-Unit III-Con't.

To identify a fr ework for assessing personality types and
levels of readin ss for change in others.

GROUPING

Role Play/Fish Bowl
Large Group ,

MATERIALS NEEDED

Handout 4 (Personality Type Definitions) .H0-4
Transparency 6 (Adopter Type T-6
Transparency 7 (Distribution of Personality Types). T-7
Transparency 8.(Levels of Readiness) T-8
Transparency 9 (Levels of Readiness Test) T-9
Appendix H (Concerns Based Adoption Model)
Overhead Projector
Prompt Cards

'DESCRIPTION OF 'ACTIVITY

All people within an organization demonstrate certain personality
characteristics and levels of readiness with respect to the
introduction of a new idea. Through the use of role play and
overheads, participants .will be able to identify, in others,
characteristics which are. important in order to plan effective
strategies.

NOTE TO TRAINER

The material used for this segment and the one which follows is
based on The Concerns-Based Adoption Model developed by Gene Hall
at the University of Texas at`Austin and work done at the
University Consortium for Instructional Development and
Technology (UCIDT), Indiana University. The trainer should read
Appendix I in preparation for presentation of the levels of
readiness.

4

ACTIVITY SCRIPT( /FORMAT

The trainer asks for two volunteers. They are asked to envision
themselves coming back to their own schoolto introduce the plan
that they will have designed at this workshop. The two
volunteers are instructed to confer for sevefal minutes
themselves to decide upon a strategy for presenting the plan to
their back home group. In the meantime, five other volunteers
are chosen to play one of the five major organizational
personality types. Assignment is made by the trainer which
describes the type they are to play. Each of these participants
is given T-8. The first two volunteers present the new idea to
the five other volunteers. The remaining participants are
instructed to observe and take written notes on the process of

12
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the process' to the event in terms of who they see hindering and
facilitating the meeting. The five personality typeslinteract
according to the instructions they receive on the handout. Aft
about 10 minutes, the trainer stops the role play activity and
places T-9 on the overhead and distributes Handout 4 directing
all participants to the personality type terminology and
definitions. After reviewing the definitions, the trainer asks
all participants to idejlqfy the roles played by 'each participant
in the role play.

The trainer uses -T -9 to demonstrate that in any large group, the
change agent will have to-contend with all of the personality
types. The trainer-then solicits from the group the definition
of the word "adopter" in an attempt to clarify the understanding
that adoption means vo3untary acceptance and support rather than
submission to authority dictates. It is, then explained that an
individual's movement to adopion is accomplished through a
predictable set of stages. Transparency 10 (Levels of Readinese) '
is used to illustrate the levels of readiness that each of the
personality types moves through on the way to acceptance and
adoption of the new idea or concept.

The trainer concludes this activity by distributing Handout 5
which tests participants' knowledge of the concept of levels of
readiness. Participants are directed to complete the form. The
trainer reviews with participants the answers by using
Transparency 11.

Ttle answers to Handout 5 are as follows: (1) self concern; (2)

mental tryout; (3) awareness; (4) testing; (5) awareness.

13 400



OBJECTIVE Manual-Unit III-Con't.

Participants will:

apply the principles of force field analysis in
order-to decide upon appropriate implementation
strategies.

GROUPING

Large' Group
Back.Home;Teams

P

MATERIALS NEEDED

Appendix J (Force Field Analysis)
Handout 9 (Instructions. to Participants)
Handout 10 (List, of Facilitating .Forces)
Handout 11 (List of Restriining Forces)
Transparency (Identifying Restraining/Facilitating Exercise)

Handout 8
. Overhead projector

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY 1.

Force field analysis is preSpApedas a technique by which to
categorize and ascribe value and meaning. to the'variety of data
available in any situation. This technique provides a basis upon
which participants can sort through information in order to plan
strategies of implementation.

NOTE TO TRAINER

Appendix I should be reviewed by the trainer as a source of
overview on force field analysis.

ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT

The trainer presents an overview of force field analysis as a
fiethod of strategy planning that uses qn analysis .of the forces
providing impetus toward and forces hadering.attainmeht okof a
goal/objective. Use Handout 8 to review with participants the
concept of restraining and facilitating forces.

Thelarge group is then asked to reform into back-hoMe teams.
.Each participant is first given.Handout 9 to read individually
preparation for the activity which.follows. Participants are
asked first to generate a list of facilitating forces'using / ,

Handout 10 in the light of their goals. These could include Such
things as human factors (e.g., personalities, harmony between/
staff members, economic factors (e.g., the availability of /

federal funds), societal factors (e.g., newspaper editorialS
calling for support of special education). 'Participants slybuld
take no more than five minutes to complete their list.

14
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Next, using Handout 11, participants should compile as many
restraining forces as they/can. Remind them to consider human
factors (such as "cliques which resist afiy curricular change"),
physical factors (sudh as distance between sChools), economic
factois, organization factors. Take ncmore t an 5 minutes for
this activity. Both of these activities are ;le as alarge
.group with ne person designated by the train r to act as the
recorder/facilitator.

° >

Participants are then asked to take a mote critical look at the
,list of forces on the two handouts they have completed. Some of
the item will. now see less relevant than others. The .groups
are then asked td,weig it each item in terms of importance to
reaching the goal.

As a final step, groups are asked to go back over the list of
restraining'forces. This time' they are to ideAify realistically
those items which they.can do,.something about. A check is to be
put.next to these. Groups are then.asked,to set aside the .

force-field analysis information. generated. They areeminded
that it ill be useful in section (Ivy where they wilIplan
strategies.

-3
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OBJECTIVE Manual-Unit III-Con't.

Participants will:

Identify environmental features which influence the
introductiOn of a new idea.

GROUPING

Large

MATERIALS NEED8b

Appendix I 1Factorsin the Situatioft)
Transparency 11. (The:` Environment)
Handout 6 (Environmental Factors) .

Handout 7 (Diagnosing the Enviionment)
Handout 2°(Goal Disci-epancy Analysis Sheet: See Section 1

for this material

NOTE TO TRAINER

AppehdiX I contains reference material which'can be used to
supplement the material in this section.

ACTIVITY SCRIPT FORMAT

IndiCate to participants that thus fat the workshop has focused
on twodimensions that affect 'environmental conditions.; the
change agent. and the adopters.: This section coVets.other factors
.whith need tobe examined; in order to astertain what should be
done and how it would. bd.i:done

The trainer places Ttansparendy 11 on the overhead and points out
each' of the environmental factors that have been and will need to
be exathd.ned-if they are to be effective.

O
The trainer shodld distribute Handout 6 (Definitions of
Environmental Factors) and discuss them with the group. Have .

participants refer to the goals andobjeCtives,they identified in
the initial part of the Workshop section and ask participants to
complete Handout 7. (Diagnosing the EnVironment) in light of their
goals-and'objectives.

16
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Module IV
Manual
Unit IV

I
SECTION IV: MOVING TOWARD AN ACTION PLAN

OBJECTIVES .

Participants will
der .mge

/Be able t9 describe generic'implementation strategies.

Be able to select appropriate implementation
strategies.

Complete an initial draft of thqk plan for use within
their school system.

- participants will be knowledgeable of issue of
ownership as it is related to facilitating the change
process. ,

SEA staff will receive information for planning future
activities.

17 405



OBJECTIVE

/ To describe generic implementation strategies.

GROUPING

Large Group

MATERIALS NEEDED

Transparency 12 (Diffusion Techniques)
Handout 12 (Diffusion techniques)
Overhead projector

NOTE TO TRAINER

The trainer ghould review the portion of a chapter from the
Implementation Workshop Participant's ManiTal (UCIDC) which is
included as Attachment A 4/1. -A thorough review ofthis material
is necessary for complete familiarity with the concept of
diffusion strategies which is presented in the woricshop.

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:

This activity is designed to familiarize participants with
generic' implementation strategies which are available to them.
Six major categories of diffusion activities. are presented as a
preface to the process of linking appropriate strategies to meet
situational demands.

ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT

The trainer introduces this sectionas the beginning stage of
gaining acceptance for the new plan by those back home.
participants. In review, the trainer traces the planning
decisions :-that have already been made during.the course of the
workshop; identification of a goal and some objectives for
reaching that goal; a plan for evaluation; an analysis of he
situation. The trainer then points out that this is the lace in
the workshop where they must decide specifically what do, hcw
to do it, who to dO it with and when to do it.

'Transparen6y 12 is used to outline. the six major types of
diffusion activities. 'rt will be helpful, at this point, for the
trainer to define the word diffusion as a process for gaining
acceptance of a new idea (or a revised way of operating). An
example ,of each type is presented in Handout 12'and should be
used by the trainer to elicit from the participants examples of
`each type that they have experienced.

18 406
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anual-Unit IV-Con ' t.

OBJECTIVE

To select appropriatetimplementatton strategj.es.°

GROUPING

'Large GrogBaCk

HIffie"*Teams

MATERIALS NEEDED

Handout 11 (List. of Restraining Forces from Unit 30)
Handout 14 (Overcoming Restraiping 'Forces)
Transparency (Levels of Readiness/Change Agent Role) HO-13

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

The purpose of this activity is t cget Participants to review ,the
data they have collected and use it as the basis for planning a
back -home strategy. The restraining forces identified in Section
III will be the basis for-designing specific action steps.

NOTE TO THE TRAINER

It ould be made clear to participants that the expectation is
that due to time constraints,- they probably will end up with an
incoMplete'plan. The intent-of today is for them to get started.`
SEA staff will be available beyond the workshbp to assist them in
completing and implementing their plan.

ACTIVITY .SCRIPI1FORMAT

The trainer introduces this se ion by asking participants to
reflect upon the assessment they ve collected thus far:

* fabtors about themselves
about others

* factors in the situation

Ask the group to keep this data in mind as they begin to deve op
the specific strategies whict

f
will help them meet their goal and

objectives. Specifically re er back to levels o readiness and
personality types then they are considering how to deal with
restraining forces that involve other people. Ask participants*
.to reflect once more on those restraining forces they felt- y
could not do anything about to see if another perspective or
direction might not yield positive results..



Present Transparency 13 .ch demonstrates the relatiOnShip
between stages of read' and the possible strategy role that
should be played by t- ge agent. *41

NO;E TO TRAINER

,

The trainer then r participants back to their identification
of major barriers uccessful'implementation of their .new.or----.
revised idga(s) Handout .11). She/he reminds them that they
selected barriers about which`SOmething °could be done. Their
task now is to.plan ways of reducing the strength of each of
these barriers by using the information they have gathered.
Instructions to the group are as follows:

1. ReforM\"back home" teams. Take large sheets,of news-
print an remember the rules of brainstorming (no wrong
answers).

2. Each participant is given a copy'of Handout.14. Each
person should refer back to Handout 12 and copy 2 of ,

the circled items (which they identified as.being both
important and solVAble) in one of the spaces la le&
" RESTRAINING FORCE" on Handout 14.

3. Each restraining force i examined in terms'of possible
solutions. This information is recorded in the left-.
hand column. All the ways that occur/of reducing its A
strength are listed. Rank order the ideas based upon
what seems best an record a number after each of them
in the middle column.

4. For each solution selected, decide what specific
actions 'heed to be taken (including, whenever possible,
the groups or persons who should expedite it) and
record this in the right-hand column.

5. Now go on to the next RESTRAINING FORCE and repeat
steps 3 to 6.

§ .

Share results with others in the group.

The trainer reminds participants that specific actions or
objectives should be based upon the data collected in Section III
of the Workshop. This, in review, includes factors of personal
.strength and weakness of the change agent(s), considerations
about personality types and le461s of readiness'in the potential
adopters, and environmental situations that encourage or detract
from the accomplishment of goal and objectives.

20
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OBJECTIVE IV-Con' t.,..

,..

To complete an initial draft of the plan for use within
individual districts. A

,

)
.

GROUPING

.;Back home" teams

MATERIALS NEEDED

Hand6ut and Transparency 15 (Planning Guide) HO-45

DESCRIPTION OF.THE,ACTIVITY
.

Using a planning guide, the teams complete each of the items
utilizing, the data and knowledge they have accumulated during the
workshop.

f
.

One team will be selected by any
.

andom method to present their.
plan for critique .by the trainer and'the other participants. The
plans developed will act s the technical assistance between the

\',KNew Jersey State Departme t of Education and the participating
districts.

ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT

The trainer distributes the Planning Guide (HO -15) to each of the
school teams. An identical form will be used on the overhead to
review, and clarify with participants the structure and meaning of
the guide.

.Teams will be instructed to/select a recorder to fill in the
guideigmad.to present the plan. (if selected) to the total group.
Each team will dedide on the Method it will'use to complete the
document. They may assign questions.for preliminary develbpment
among individuals or they might 1.4ork as a total team on each.,.
item. The givens are that they will have one hour to complete
the guide; that they have-already generated much data which can
be useful in developing the plan; that this plan will be the
.continuing.communication linkAgetween the State_ Department and
themselves; and that one of the teams will be selected at randbm
to present their plan to the group at the end .of the hour.:

The trainer may select a random method for determining the grqiip
-to report out, or he/she may simply. ask for volunteers. Once:the-:
reporting team has been selected, the recorder,it'identified and
asked to go through the plan on an item by item basis. The
School name and names ofjndividual characters should .not be.'
identified. ,DeSignation should be made only by r e.g., the
principal, the school psychologist,..etc, A complete presentation-
should be made prior to-entertaining.any questions.-

21 4O9
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Participants are asked to make notes of questions and issues,in
needof clarification, Thetrainer-Anitiates. the process by
a'sking the planninTteam to join himtherinsthe-centi4r-Of a fish
bowl with other, participants seated in a:circle around the
outside .Afterthe plan ,presentation', the trainer-w1,11 initial] y
question the presenting ,tearkto ClarifY,the information andito:'
make'suggestibhe that Mayadditionaliyetrengthen the plan.. . .

following the trainer's :OUestioning,'participante on the exterior
circles will. ask questions, make'coMments and:%ive reactions that
they had recorded when they listened to the plan. The planning
team is.then:asked toreadtto the Clarifi,cation process in -terms
of howtheY,mighi revise :the plan 0.fat all' Team members: on
the exterior circles are then asked to volunteer'reactions to
this clarifiqationyprOCess in the light of their own plans and
what charigesHthey Might now Make:

22 4111



OBJECTIVE Manual-Unit IV-Con

To sensitize participants to the issue' of ownership as it
is related to facilitating the change.

To, provide feedback to SEA staff for planning future
activity.

GROUPING

Large group of individual

MATERIALS NEEDED

Handout 15 (Ownership questionnaire same as that completed
during the first day of the workshop) H -16

Transparency 13 (Developing Ownership: How Is It Done?) T-13
Appendix K (Managing.141man Relations) HO-17
NeWsprint
Magic Markers

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

The purpose of this activity is to present guidelines for
building ownership of the plan. This activity has.both,content
and project eValuation aspects.

ACTIVITY SCRIPT/FORMAT

Explain to participants that since their drafted plan represents
the beginning of the SEA's formal technical assistance efforts,
they are being asked for feedback on important dimensions that
must be considered if the intended plan of assistance is too be
effective.

Distribute the Ownership ,Questionnaire (HO -16). Point out that
the questionnaire is the same one which was completed by them
prior to the workshop.

Allow participants time to, Complete the ,questionnaire. Draw the
analogy between the state plan and their own project plan. Point
out that both (in fact all) cTojects require that leadership
attend to ownership issues; that isi, insuring that participants
experience a real sense of ownership. This can encourage
commitment to project efforts. Point out that ownership needs
time to develop, but it will not develop without a plan for using
"structures an methods that contribute to its development."

,:Review the dimensions by referring, to Transparency 13. The
trainer is rekerred to Appendi;FET:Tor additional information.

23
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Ask each team to summarize their scores on the owners*
questionnaire so that it can be compared to the result,of the
same questionnaire when it was administered prior to the
workshop. Once completed, a summary of the results of ,the

iinitial administration of th questionnaire will be placed up on
the overhead for comparison purposes. The comparison 1.§ used as
a basis for eliciting from participants'. suggestion hat the SEA
staff might use to maximize ownership. Suggestionsare to be
recorded on newsprint. Conclude activities by giving
par ipants an outline of intended next steps (content to be
provid by SEA):

The participants will utilize H0=17 10 begin to deVelop their
actual Action Plan for their group. At/this time team people
will work together in completing the activity.

0-
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Module IV
Unit
HO-3

Change Agent
Self Assessment

You need to know your innovation. You don't need to
have all of the answers, but you do need .to have enough
information to be credible in your role.

The extent to which I am knowledgeable about what we
are trying to do is:

Circle
One Not very much Completely

1 2 3 4 5 6' 7

o You need to be sensitive to individual needs and to
specific concerET1TUUEtEg innovation.17yailTre not
good at 1:gaiii(5people,wgt really listening and
hearing, when you'd better acquire these skills or give
up the rble of CHANGE.AGENT.

The extent of my ability tolbe sensitive to individual
needs and specific concerns is:

Circle
One Limited Completely

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

o . You need to be good at.analyzing groups. It's not
enough that now the concerns of your individual
adopters; you must also understand the social system
in which they relate and work. Who do they listen to?
WhO dip they talk to in the lounge?. Who are they
intimidated by? Who' do they,trust? Who do they eat
lunch with? Who do they bowl with on Wednesday night?
(and all the same questions about their leaders)

My ability at analyzing groups and the social' system in
whiCh.people relate and work is:

Poor Excellent

1 2 3

27
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I
HO-3 con't.

o You need to be flexible.. In a system over which you
have total control (e.g., cleaning your garage), you
may be able to plan and implement the plan without a
bobble. However, when you try to make a change within
an.educational system, you have no such control and
your plans (and, indeed, -17°4' should have plans) will
undergo frequent change, if'not undoing. You have to
"flow with their river" as well as your own.
Flexibility.iis essential. '

For Flexibility I would gtade myself:

Circle 10% 50% 100%
One 1 2 3 '5 6 7

You,need to accept being invisible. The better you dot
your job, the.more-invisible you are. And, this Means
you may never hear "Gee, you did a.good job for us."
In,fact, the better you do.yoUr.job, the more likely
som one else will take and get credit for it.

My tfeed for recognition in helping others to bring
abo t change in themselyes and our school is:

Circle Great Limited
One 1 2 3 4 5 6 '7

o You need to be capable of giving yourself "stOkes.
You need to believe inyour own value, to have
confidence in your own-work, and to have the skills--.
in those moments when things go wrong (or, worse, when
they go right and no one notices you)--to put-your hand
on your back and say, "It's okay,. old buddy, y9u done

I would rate my confidence in myself as:

Circle Weak Solid 1

One
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Module IV
Unit III

PERSONALITY TYPES DEFINITIONS

A. INNOVATORS

Innovators are the first persons in the social system to
adopt innovations. They tend to be, intelligent, venturesome,
eager to try new ideas, and illing to take risks. Innovators

atend to be individualistic and_ usually not integrated into the
prevailing social structure. They may be viewed as mavericks by
those who are more conventional. They are often the persons who
travel a great deal'and have more contact with sources of
information outside of their own system. Personality clues in

' identifying them are their high level of energy, their wide
knowledge about research and innovations, and their highly
.developed sense of personal efficacy and self-confidence. The
support of such persons can be useful because if they cah be
pe)suaded to try out an innovation, other members of the system
can observe its effectiveness for themselves. Often the
innovators become "inside advocates" of the innovation.

B. EARLY ADOPTERS

Those "middle adopters" who are somewhat earlier than
average in their relative time of adoption. Persons in this
category tend to be followers rather than leaders. They are
deliberate in coming to an adoption decision -- "not the last to
set the old aside, nor the first by which the new is tried.

C. LATE MAJORITY

These are "middle adopters" who are somewhat later than
average in their relative time of adoption. The members of this
group tend to be skeptical and cautious about adopting a new
idea. They can be won over, but it takes the combined pressure
of the.majority of their peers to pull them across. Typically
they have less education and lower social status than the earlier
adopters.

D. RESISTERS

Resisters are the last in the system to adopt something new
and in many cases, they actively oppose an innovation. They tend
to be suspicious of new-fangled ideas and wrapped up in
traditional values. Often they are oriented toward the past and
highly local (rather than cosmopolitan) in outlook. 'Resisters
usually are low in influence and often somewhat isolated and
alienated from the social mainstream. The persons comprising
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HO-4 con't.

this group may differ depending upon the nature of the
innovation. In most social systems, however, t.here are, some
persons who will resist almost any kind of chage. Such persons
tend to-defend the status quo and fight to keep the system the
way it is. 'Resisters often are sincere, well-intentioned
iDdividuals who have great loyalty to their institution. In many
cases, they are motivated by a desire to protect their system
from influence which they see as being potentially disruptive or
harmful. Since such persons can sometimes destroy an innovative
program, the change agent must identify potential resisters ahead
of time so that he can try to develop ways of winning them over
or.at least neutralizing, them.

30
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LEVELS OFD READINESS TEST

Module'IV
Unit III
HO-5

Read the following descriptions and check the appropriate stage in the
space provided beside each description:

Adopters Stages

Awareness Self-Concein Mental Testing
Tryout Adoption

1. Martha asked the
principal what the new
law would mean in their
own school. She was
worried about her class-
room.

2. Jerry arranged for
three teachers to visit
another school to see
them teaching in effect.

0
3. A memo from the
superintendent was their
first indication that
mainstreaming of handi-
capped children into
regular classrooms would
be a school policy begin-
ning in the fall.

4. We decided to try '

learning centers in the
first graft, for one semester
before suggesting they
become a district wide
policy.

5. A one-day inservice
session was offered on
how to do informal,
classroom assessment of
reading and mathematics.

31
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Module IV.
Unit III
HO-6

DEFINING OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

OUTSIDE PRESSURES

Organizational (e.g., Teacher Unions, PJA group) political
(PL94-142) or economic (budgetary constraints) pressures that may
have an impact on what you are trying to accomplish.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The manner in which work gets done. The division of 1pbor; this
con be graphically represented by an organizational chart.

LEADERSHIP STYLE

The manner in which "commands" get implemented. Leadership
styles can vary from a liasseg -faire to an autocratic st nce.

REWARDS

The incentives offered for getting the job done. What are the
things that people respond to?, e.g., release time, recognition,
the opportunity to work on something different.

HELPFUL MECHANISMS

Procedures, "happen stand" policy, coordinating.devices, that can
help people to work together; e.g., regularly scheduled faculty
meetings, a school newsletter,.location, the president of the
teachers union located in the school, etc.

4/8
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Module IV
Unit III
HO-7

DIAGNOSING THE ENVIRONMENT

TASK - Consider your goal in light of the environmental factors
listed on_HO-5. Identify information in those areas which you
think will be helpful in designing implementation strategies.

OUTSIDE PRESSURES

ORGANIZATIONAL

LEADERSHIPS

REWARDS

HELPFUL MECHANISM(S)

419
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Module IV
Unit III
HO-8

EXERpISE

Read each of the following statements carefully and decide
whether it would tend to be a'facilitating force or a estraining
force:

Facilitating? Restraining
fokce force

1. The school budget, has been
drastically. cut.

. The department chairman has
been in the school for 20
yearS and haS had few
contracts outside the syst . ( )

One of the new principal's
goals is to build the school's
leadership position within the
district. ( )

4, r The conservation members of the
state department`, are
on friendly terms with the
principal. ( )4"

, The students are dissatisfied
with the status quo. ( )

. The PTA is seeking improvements
in the school.

7. A large proportion of citizens
in the community are older
persons who feel the property
tax is already too-high.

8. , The curriculum coordinator is,
a recent graduate of progressiNie
training institution. ( )

9.. A federally. funded change program
was-unglicc sful in the schOol
two year ago. ( )

10. Many of the teachers travel
widely and are quite knowledgeable
about educational innovations. ( )

( )

11. The innovative curriculum co-
ordinator has many friends among
the teaching saff.

12. The conservative department
chairman is highly respected by
older members of the staff.

34
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1: FORM GROUPS AND BRAINSTORM

Module IV
Unit III
HO-9

.

,
The first step in conducting,a-force-field analysis is to

brainstorm an extensive list of the forces at work in your system
-- forces facilitating or providing a thrust toward change and
forces restraining or provid.i.ngZi counter-thrust against change.
'Be sure to follow the "Rules for Brainstorming" referred to
earlier in the workshop.

First, using HO-11, generate a list of the facilitating
forces. These might include human factors (such as "students are
dissatisfied with the status quo"), econdMic factors (such as,
"federal funds are available for social studies innovaons"), or
others even societal factors (such as "newspaper ed#§riars .

are calling for the teaching of basic skills")r Take no-more
than three minutes to complete, your list.

Next, using HO-12, comEilIe as many restraining forces as you
can. Again, consider human 'factors (such as "cliques which
resist any curricular change"), phIlicaL factors (such as
"pelf- contained classrooms"), economid"factors, organizational
factors, and soon. Take no more thap three minutes to gather. ,.

.the more apparent inhibiting forces

2. STRENGTH OF FORCES

7Ae-WP'plicow,takes a more critical ldbk at the lists of
forces ',f'dr'andagainst. Perhaps some of the items will now seem
less relevant'than.others. Agree op 4: or 5 on each sheet that
seem most,critical: Then, select a weighting of the, selected
items,"Using,t0:a scale:

.

= hag almostPnothing to do with the thrust toward-oi
___......0

against change. ,

= has relatively little to.do with the thrust toward or
against change. ,,, J

3. =. is of moderate importance in thof hrustrtowrd or
,
41 ___-

a,

, against change. 4: .,

= is of considerable importance in the thrust toward or
against change.

'.= is of highest importance in the thrust toward or -
.r:.

agai st change.
C .

Scores%of individual participants ate averaged to attain a group
consensus score. The number indicating the weighting ,is written
on the short line to the left of each item on ,H0-11 and HO-12.
Tryr,'tocoiiiplete weighting of all items in about'ten minutes



Go back over the listsOfreStraining forces one more.time,
this time trying to identify tealiltically those items which you
can do something about. Put a'cirCle. around these items. Later
in the Workshop you will come,baCk to your force-field analysis
to plan strategies for tacklingthe*eproblems.

36 422
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(b)

(c)

(d)

gt(e)

(f)

;.;
`LIVP FACILITATING t'OiCES

Module TV .

Unit
HO-I0

(g)

-(j)

f.

(k)

(m)
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LIST OF RESTRAINING FORCES .

';464ule
Uriit III.

.(a)

(b)

(C)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

-
.

:

1;)
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DIFFUSION TECHNIQUES

Module IV
Unit IV
HO-12

There are a number of techniques which you as a change agent can
use in working to gain acceptance of an innovation. The
effectiveness of these various techniques will vary, of course,
'depending upon the type of innOvtion, the nature of the social
system, the characteristics of potential adopters, and the phases
they have reached in the adoption process. Your own style as a
change agent will also influence what diffusion techniques will
be most "comfortable" or most effective for you to use. Other
factors might include the amount of time and resources available
to get the innovation accepted. ,

In implementing most innovations, it, will be more effective to
use a variety of techniques instead of limiting yourself to just
one. Before discussing diffusion techniques in detail, it mi t
be useful to have a framework for grouping the various kin0s o
activities that are possible. Egon Guba (1968) has suggedted six
categories of diffusion techniques, representing the six basic
ways in which the change agent may operate: Telling, Showing,
Helping, Involving,"Training, and Intervening.

4IP '
. .

Telling is communicating with written or apoken words. Examples
would include printed materials such as-newsletters, bi ures
and articles; mass media communication, such as TV app arances;
speeches or presentations at a school staff meeting or other'
gathering; conferences; and interpersonal exchanges whether they
be friendly conversations or confrontations.

Showing is communication that involves direct contact with the
innovation through observation (either planned or'casual) or
actual participation. Examples include demonstrations,
simulations, and displays of pictlaxeS, slides or films.

Helping is direct involvement of the change agent in the affairs
of the client, op the client's terms. Helping may take the form,
for example, of consultation, service, or trouble-shooting. In
the process of rendering help, the change agent may recommend a
particular innovation that is appropriate to the client's needs.

Training consists of familiarizing adopters with a proposed
innovation. It may involve assisting them to increase their
skills or alter their attitudes. This may be accomplished
through workshops, institutes, apprenticeships, internships,
extension courses, local in-service training, or formal
university courses. It may include several other diffusion
techniques, such as telling, showing, helping'or involving. It
differs from the other techniques, however, in that the adopter
usually makes a formal commitment to learn by allowing himself to
become involved in the training.

S.
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Intervening is a technique in which the change agent is directly
involved on his own terms, rather than those of the adopter. It
may take the form of mandating certain actions (e.g., statewide
adoption of a textbook), instituting control mechanism (e.g., a
statewide testing program), or intruding certain political or
economic factors (e.g., purchasing language-lab equipment).

rt
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LEVELS OF READINESS AND CHANGE AGENT ROLES

level of readiness

)otential adopter
stage of...

AND.:.

display these
behaviors...

- is passive
- has little
information

- doesn't look for
information

- 'has no opinion

'SELF CONCERN

tYOUT

cconcerned about
implications
seeks information
begins to 'form
opinion

mentally triers
out

agines
uation
cidesif worth

a trial

tries out, if
possible on
small or
temporary basis

your role should"
be that of

AD AGENT

DEMONSTRATOR

TRAINER

Module,IV
Unit IV
HO-13

'Appropriate diffuion
technigue are:

Telling

Telling
Involving

Showing
Training

Helping
Training

r.

a person cannot be convinced and they must be involved, then intervention may be the only'
ternative.
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OVERCOMING RESTRAINING FORCES

GOAL:

RESTRAINING FORCE (specify):

Possible Rank
Solutions .Order

Aodule IV
Unit IV
HO-14

Specific Action
Steps or Objectives

r

/-

'RESTRAINING:F*0 C(specify):
. j

possible
Solutiicaisi ;. .. L'

',..1

'*.'
,,v:,,

-

Rank
Order

Specific Action
Steps or 0,1AeCtives.

4.'
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PLANNING GUIDE

ACTION RELATED
ICE) STEP OBJECTIVE

Module IV
Unit IV
HO-15

ASSIGNMENT & RESPONSIBILITIES RESOURCES
(WHO IS GOING TO DO WHAT?) NEEDED

1/4
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Module IV
Unit IV .

HO-16 ..

OWNERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE

Place a check mark along each scale that fits your perception of this
project.

A. Communication

How freely are personal feelings (both supporting and rejecting)
expressed.

1 2 3 4 6

No feelings
expressed; all
work-oriented

Seldom express
feelings; only
negative

Others express
feelings, with
positive and
negative

Both personal
and showed
feelings ex-
pressed all
kinds

B. 4larity

How clear are the goals of the project.

Completely
unclear

C.

2 3 4 .5 6 7

Slightly
unclear

Slightly
clear

Completely
clear

Involvement

Wliat,seemsbe the predominant decision makeup style of this
project.

2 3 4 5 6

;EA makes SEA "sells" SEA presents SEA SEA SEA SEA
lecisions
ind
announces

decision ,

they have
made

and ideas
and invites
questions.

presents
tentative
decisioh

presents
problem,
gets

definesr
limits
ask group

presents
group
to

subject to suggest- to make functions
change tions

make
decisions._

decisions within
defined
limits

D. Power

How readily is input encouraged

2 3 4 5 6 7

Mions of
icipants not

;ought nor db they
mem to be valued.

Seldom asked
for suggestions.
Staff does most of
the, talking.

44

Opinion' of
others are sought
often. Discussion
are lively.
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Feel comidetely
informed and -
involved. This i
my. project.



Module IV

1-4-1E CHANGE ROCESS
t.

Unit I:
INTRODUCTION /ESTABLISHING A DIRECTION

ti

TRANSPARENCIES: T-1
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION/SPECIAL EDUCATION WORKSHOP

AGENDA,

GOAL: PARTICIPANTS WHO CAN DESIGN. AND IMPLEMENT PROCEDURES

FOR ASSURING EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 'FOR THE

HANDICAPPED PUPIL IN A VOCATIONAL SETTING,

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCE GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND PLANNED A'TIVITIES

IDENTIFY PARTICIPANT CONCERNSAELATED TO DEVELOPING

AND IMPLEMENTING AN ACTION PLAN.'

OBjEcTIVE1

ESTABLISHING A DIRECTION

IDENTIFY THE END STATE

DETERMINE DISCREPANCIES

SPECIFY GOAL'S

OBJECTIVE 2

EVALUATING RESULTS

'vposEs OF. EVALUATION

ZEMNING AN EVALUATION PLAN
..,,,.

,

OBJECTIVE 3

ASSESSING THE READINESS_FOR CHANGE

IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EFFECTIVE CHANGE AGENT

ANALYZING YOUR POPULATION

ANALYZING THE ENVIRONMENT

CONDUCT THE FORCE-FIELD ANALYSIS

OBJECTIVEA .

DESIGNING AN ACTION PLAN

IDENTIFY/SELECT IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

WRITING.A PLAN

GAINING ACCEPTANCE

-4THERING INFORMATION FOR THE EDUCATION :AGENCY,

'TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PLAN

45



Module IV

THE CHANGE PROCESS

Unit II:
'EVALUATING RESULTS

TRANSPARENCIES: T-2 -- T-6
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T-2

MAJOR, FUNCTIONS OF. EVALUATION'.

IT CAN"-HELP KEEP EFFORTS ON TASK., :. IT IS EASY TO GET.

CAUGHTIlrIN THE DAY TO. DAY DETAILS OF DOING ONE'S

JOB AND LOSE SIGHT OF .WHERPJOUIWANT 'TO -GO. AN *.

EVALUATION PLAN BY ITS MONITOR06-N4TURE CAN HELP.

TO MAINTAIN A SENSE OF DIRECTION FPVALL,INVOLVED.

EVALUAT ON RESULTS PROVIDE,A SOURCE OF FEEDBAG

EFFORTS, THIS FEEDBACK CA, TROVIDE A SUBS.ANTIVE

BASE FOR THE ON -GOING PLANNik"THAT MUST CONSTANTLY

BE:TAKING PLACE

EVALUATIONVDATA CAN PROVIDE A SOURCcFOR GARNERING,

SUPPORT FOR FALTERING EFFORTS. IT PROVIDES A VEHICLE1.

FOR ASSURING THE PRESENCE OF TANGIBLE DATA.

A

a
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EVALUATION PLANNING PROFILE

)RMATION EVALUATION QUESTION

1

+SOURCE OF INFORMATION SCHEDULE'

A,

.

'Module IV
UrIU II
T-3

s

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

a

L.

RE ORT
D TEa #

439
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Modwie,IV
Unit II
T-4

HOW INFORMATION CAN BE USED

A Good Communication System Between Sending Distiidts And The Vocational School.

.INFORMATION

40

EVALUATION QUESTION SOURCE OF INFORMATION SCHEDULE
PERSON

RESPONSIBLE
SOURCE
DATE

A

4
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lected:

Module IV
Unjt II
T-5 ;

EVALUATION PLANNING PROFILE

DF EVALUATION

ternal

nagement

aceional

12

EVALUATION. QUESTION SOURCE OF INFORMATION SCHEDULE
PERSQN

RESPONSIBLE
REPORT
DATE

4
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EVALUATION PLANNING PROFILE

Module IV
Unit II.

T-6

;taff Who PerCeiVe,ThW.There Is Productual Communication SiNtemAetween Sendi Districts
end The VocatiOhal,SCh001

I

p4LUATION QUESTION SOURCE OF INFORMATION SCHEDULE
PERSON

RESPONSIBLE,

445

SOURCE
DATE



Module IV

THE CHANGE PROCESS

ASSESSING RW1NESS FOR CHANGE

TRANsPAREN T-11-
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CHANGE AGENT

SELF ASSESSMENT

AREAS

KNOWLEDGEABLE

SENSITIVE TO INDIVIDUALS

GROUP ANALYSIS

FLEXIBILITY

RECOGNITION

CONFIDENCE

51

MODULE IV

UNIT III

T-7
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I NNOVUORS

FIRST TO ACCEPT

EARLY ADOPTERS,

OP LOON LEADERS

:Art MAJORI TY

f

MODULE IV

:UN IT III

T78

N.

S KEPT ICALT...CAUT IOUS

JIES I STERS

DEFINE THEITATUS QUO

itf
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DISTRIBUTION' OF PERSONALITY TYPES

vt,

401

0

MODULE IV

UNIT -I II
T-9

EARLY

449
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LEVELS OF READINESS

AWARENESS

SELF-CONCERN

MENTAL. TRYOUT

TESTING

'ADOPTION

0 44

MODULE IV:

UNIT. I I I

T -.10

450



ENVIRONMENT

MODULE IV

UNIT III

T-11

I ilTSIDE

PRESSURES

ADOPTERS

REWARDS

ORGANIZATIONAL

°STRUCTURE

HE NEW

IDEA

GOAL)

rERSH IP

CHANGE

AGENT

HELPFUL

MECHANISMS

451
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Module IV

* `
THE CHANGE PROCESS

t Unit IV:
MOVING TOWARD AN ACTION PLAN* '

a

TRANSPARENCIES: T-12 -4T-13





s.

O

r.

11.

DEVELOPING OWNERSHIP: HOW IS IT DONE?

Module IV
Unit IV
T-13

'First let us emphasize the word developing. 'A real sense of
'ownership, and the commitment to the project that ownership
implies, is something that must be built over time. They are tye
goals of an extended developmental process. It is appropriate,
therefore, to plan for this process, using structures and methods
that will contribute to its development. Four ownership
dimensions are:

-

- Communication:, constant dialogue, discussion, active,
open sharing of information among participants. This
is especially: important because plans are being
formulated developmentally, and new knowledge is
periodically being generated. To feel uninformed is *

the start of distrust.

O
11'

Clarity: related to communiCation, but important as
its own _category. People are.not likely to commit
themselves to goals or methods they do not understand.
Often these may be clarified through discussion.

Invblvement: people need to be involved in the entire
process of planning, goal setting, decision making,
.etc. The-antithesis of ownership is a sense of being
left out.

Power: people muse feel their input can make a
difference, tMat their participation is not token
but real. Ownership, grows when people can feel that
project outcomes may depend on their, actions.
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CHANGE DOES. NOT
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CHANGE DOES'NOT HAVE Tcjm HAPHAZARD*

Nd!instit4on'or organization iv exempt from change. Today
the student,who.returns to his alma mater ten years after
graduation can expect, to find ChangeS,.not only in,personnel but
also in personnelpolicies and teaching prectices':' .The executive
returning to the. firm where he once Worked,,,,the muise going back
to her'old, hospital, the social worker vi'sietipg'4Ais agency - all
can expect to. find sweeping changes 4.

4 *. 0

It issfairlx, easy to identify changed in institutional.
patterns after they have occurred.. gt is more,Af*Cult.to
analyze changes while they aregoing on 'end still-more difficult
to predict changes or to influence .significantly the diretilOh
and the tempo of'' changes already under more and cnore,;
those whe) have managerial functions'in orgahizations must analyze..
and predict impending changes and take dOi therate action to ghape
change according to some criteria of progreks. The plann'ing of
change has beoome part of:the,responsibility,of lianagement in all
contemporary institutionsWwhether,the task Of the( institution is
defined in terms of health, educationi-sodial4elkare, industrial .
production, or religious indoctrination

Whatever other equipment",manegei
potentialities for7change and'in pl
institutional settings, they need som
thinking about change. This needste
variety of behayiorsthat accoinpany a

One usefUl'm6del for thinking
by Kurt Lewin, who,reaw:behavior in- a
as a static tabitor pattern but-'aV
working in opposite dikections With
space:of the nstitution.

DRIVING FORCES 'AND RESTRAINING FORCE

s'kequire I analyzing.t nd directing chahge it
aliacheme for
e Profusion' and

ss of change.

ge has been ,prgpos
tional #etting no
balance offorc
ial-psychbiogic

4 . .

Take, for.example, the oducitiori*veloof a,workt
factory. This level fluctuat ,;narrow limits abo
below a cer '11',nupber of unit °IX pso4lAction per day.,
thiS,patte. 0trsist? Because, gewin,say4,- the force
to' rive the 1 vel of'produ6tion aFe equal to the fo
tend to dePress it Among to forclis tending to rai
of prOduction might, be: .(a) the pressures ,of supervi

0

-,tbat, tern 4.-

hat,
I.- level

:1

-.,. -'oh the
wOieteamp Rio uce:inort; (b) the d4sire of at least some team

- , ,.
members odattrA favorable, attention from supervisoesrin order
t' et 44-.indiVidually; (c) the desire of team members to earn
IT? e un4 ,1014Pin.- tiveplan of the plant. Such forces Lewin '

,clalled) lying fe, es Among the , tendi to lower the
de,el.o a roduFti!,imight be: (a') a group stan d in the . .

.PrpdOctibn am,raiainst "rate butting" ors7eager
Y

, avering" by ''.',

r'.
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Thins- -experience raises the problem of how to maintain a
desirable change. Backsliding takes place for various reasons.
Those affected by the changes may not have participated in the
planning enough to, internaLize the Changes that those in
authority are seeking,to induce; when the pressure of authOrity
is relaxed; there is no pressure from those affected to maintain

'the change. Or a change:in one part of the social system may not
have been accompanied by enough correlative changes in
overlapping parts and subsystems.

/ On the basis of this model of analysis, several principles
of strategy for effeCting institutional change may be formulated.

STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTING INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE'

- To change a subsystem or any part of a subsystem,, relevant
aspects of the, environment must also be changed.

The manager of the central office of a large school system
wants to increase the efficiency of the secretarial forces by
placing private secretaries in a pool. , It is the manager's hope
that the new arrangement will make for better utilization of the
secretaries' time. In this situation at least two driving forces
are obvious: fewer secretaries can serve a larger number of
subTexecutives; a substantial saving can be expected in office
space and equipment. Among the restraining forces' are the
secretaries' resistance to a surrender of their personal
relationship with a status ,person, a relationship implicit in the
role of private secretary; the possible loss of theprestige
implicit in the one-to-one secretary-boss relationship; the
prospec'5,ive dehumanization, as the secretaries, see it, of their
task; and a probable increase in the workload. Acceptance of
this change in role and relationship would require accompanying
changes in other parts of the subsystem. Furthermore, before the
private secretaries' could wholeheartedly/accept the change, their
bosses as well as lower-status clerks and typists in the central
office would have to accept the alteration in the secretarial
role as one tha 'did not necessarily imply an undesirable change
in status. Thersecretaries' morale would surely be affected if
secretaries in other.part,s of the schbol system - secretaries to
principals in school buildings, for example - were not also
assigned to a pool.

ThuSto plan changes in one part of a subSystem, in this
case in the central office of the school system, eventually
involves ,consideration ofchanges*in overlapping parts of the.

psystem: the clerical, force, the people accustomed to priva'Ve.:
secretaries, and others as'well: If these other changes are not
effected, one can' expect dowered morale, requesp for transfers,
and even resignations. AtteMpts-lito change any subsystem in.a
larger system must be pteceded or accompanied by'diagnosis of
other. subsystems that will. lie affected by the .change..

4
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a A

To change behavior on zany one level of a hierarchical
--Organization, it is necessary to achieve complementary
and reinforcing changes in organization levels above
and below that level.

Shortly after World War. II, commanders ip the United States
Army decided. to attempt to change the role of hv..sergeancy. The
sergeant was not tR be the traditionally,tOugh, dNaing leader of

ryme.but a supportive,, counseling squad leader: Thetratlitional
view of the sergeant's role was held by enlisted men below the
rank of sergeant as well as by second lieutenants above the rank
of sergeant. I"

Among the driving forces f6r Change were'the need to
transform the prewar career army into a new peacetime military
establishment composed largely of conscriptsf.the perceived.need
,to reduce the-gap between military life, and civilian status, and
the desire to avid`any excesses in the new army that might cause
the electorate to urge a return to the prewar volunteer military
-establishment

Among the immediate restraining forces were the traditional
authoritarian role behaviors of the sergeancy, forged by .wartime
needs and peacet4Me barracks service. These behaviors were in
harmony wi,h the needs of a military establishment that by its
very nature is based on the notion of a clearly defined chain of
command. Implicit in such a hierarchy are orders, not
persuasion; unquestioning obedience, not c is questioning of
decisions. Also serving as a powerful restrainin force was the
need for, social distance between ranks in order t restrict
friendly interaction between levels.

Whenattempts were. made to change the serge t's role, it
was .discoVered that the second lieutenant's role, at the next
higher level,, also had to be altered. No longer could the second
lieutenant use the authority of the chain-of-command system in
precisely the same way as before. Just as the sergeant could no
longer Operate on the principle of unquestioning obedience to his
orders, so the second lieutenant could no longer depend on the
sergeant to pass orders downward unquestioningly. It was soon
seen that if the changed role of the sergeant was to be
stabilized, the second lieutenant's role would have to be
revised.

00/The role of the enlisted man also had.to be altered
significantly. Inculcated with the habit of responding
unquestioningly to the commands of his- superiors, especially
those of the sergeant, the enlisted man found the new
permissiveneSs somewhat disturbing'.

more
the onehand, the

enlisted man welcomed being treated more like a civilian and less
like a soldier. On-the other hand, he felt a need for am
authoritative spokesman who represented the U.S. Army
,unequivocaliy. The two needs created considerable conflict.
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interesting side effect, which ilustrates the need of the
enlisted men for an authoritative spokesman for the army, was the
development of greater authority in the rank of corporal, the
rank between privatnd sergeant.

To recapitulate brIeflyt .the attempts to change the roleof.
the sergeancy led unavoidably to, alterations in the roles of
Lieutenant, priv4te, and corpOrd):: Intelligent planning of
change in yle sergeancy Would'have required simultaneous planning
for'changes at the interrelated levels.

The place to begin changeis AA those points in the-

systemHwhere'some stress and straiiiexist. Stress may
give rise to dissatisfaction with the status quo and

6
.thus become a motivating factor for change:in'the
system:

'One school principal used the dissatisfaction expressed by
--teachers over noise in the corridors during passing periods to

secure agreement to extra assignments to hall duty. But Until
the teachers It this dissatisfaction, the principal could .not
secure their wholehearted agreement tb'the assignments.

Likewise, hospitalS have_recently witnessed a sigiificant
shift'of f .unctions from nurse's aides A.sh rtage of
nurses and consequent overwork led the nurses to demand more.
assistance. ForfpreciSely the same reasons, teachers in Michigan
schools were induced to experiment with teacher's aides.

The need for teachers to use the passing periol as a rest
period, the desire of the nurses to keep exclusive control over
their professional relationships with the,patient,%nd the
resistance of teachers to sharing teaching functionS,with lay
pe921e - all these restraining forces gave way before
diAlOtiSfactions with the status quO. The dissatisfactions
bec e driving forces sufficiently strong to overcome the

disappe i in the changed situation. They are still at work and\restra ing forces. Of course, the restraining forces do ,not,

will need to be handled as the changing arrangements 'become
stabilized. if

..

.,
In dia

.

ing the posSIbility of change in a given
. institution;. is always necessary to assess'the,degree. of
stress and -u.. :n at pointS where change is sought. One should
ordinarily .beginning- change at the point of greatest
stress. ,

Status relatIbnships had'become a major concern of staff4%
, . .

members in-a certain community agency. Because of lower morale
in the professional staff, the lay board decided to revamp lay-
professional relationships. The observable form of behavior that
led to the action of the board was the striving for recognition
from the lay policy-making-body by individual staff memberS.

soN
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After a management survey, theme hannels of communication between
the lay board and the profess 1 staff were limited to
communication between,the staf ;Rad and, the members cof the lay

..board. The entire staff, exce 'the chief executive, perceived
'this step as a personal rejection by the lay board and'. as' a
significant towering of the status 'of staff members. The' result
was still lower morale. Because of faulty diagn6sis the change
created more problems than it solved.

The problen of status-striving 4nd its adulteration of lay-
professional relationships could have been approached more
widely. Definition of 'roles - lay and professional - could have
been undertaken jointly by the executive and the staff in an
effort to develop a more common perception of the situation'and a
higher proies'sionalesprit de, corps,. Lack of effective
recognition' symbols within the staff itself might have been dealt
with first, and theAtouchy prstige.symbol of staffcommunication
with the lay board put aside for the time being.

If thorough-going changes,in a hierarchical structure,
are desirable'or necessary, change should ordinarily
start with the policy-making body.

Desegtegation ha been facilitated-in. school, systems where
the school boards-first reed to the:.change. The board's
statement of policy su orting desegregation 'and its'refusal to
panic at the opposition ,have been crucial factors.in acceptance
of the change through° t the schoOl systemAnd eventually
throughout the community. In locali4es Wtkere boards of -,

education have not publicly agreed to the change, administratorv!
efforts to desegregate have been Overeautiops and=half-4e9rted
and the slightest sign, of opp sition in.the institution o* the

ile
community has led to a streng ing rather'tAan,a weakening df
resistant- to desegregation. ction bytotAgruling body,lends

,-,

legitimaso' to.any institutional change, though, of cburse, P

"illegitimate" resistance must still be facedit'antO dealt with as
6
a

...N.F....> . 0 .reality, in the situation..
0 .

- Both the formal and the. iriformal organi'zati n of an
institution must be considered in pganningl y.procee's
of 'change.

V

ck

A ..
Besides a formal structure, every social sybtem Os, a

network of cliques and informal groupings..'These informal'
groupings often exert.such strong restraining: inkluences on
institutional changes initiated by .formal authority that, =es§
their power can be harnessed in support of a. change, no widuring,1,# +,
change is likely to occur. The informal groupings in a factory -,

often have a.,:strong influence on the members' rats pf,work,
stronger influence than the pressure, by the foremtn. 'Any w r
who violates the production norms established by his peer group
invites ostracism, a consequence few workers dare to face.

'7
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Schools, too, have their inforial groupings, membership in which
is often,more important to teachers-than the approval of their
supervisors. To involve these informal groupsin the planning of
changes requires ingenuity and sensitivity as well as flexibility
on the part of an administrator.

The effectiveness of a planned change is often directly
related to the degree in which members at all levels of.
an institutional hierarchy take part in the fact-,
finding and the diagnosing of needed.changes and in.the
formulatihg and reality-testing of goalS anti programs
of change,

r.

Once the workers'in an institution have agreed to share in
investigating their work problems and their relationship
`problems, a most significant state;.in ovefcoming restra*ning
forces has been reached,. This agreement should bb.followed by
shared fact-finding by the'group, :usually with technical
assistance from 'resources outside thelsparticular social system.
Participation by those.afgccted by the change in-fact-finding and
interpretation increases 'the likelihood that new insightswill be..7
formed and that goals of change will be' accepted, More.accurate
diagnosis results if the people to be changed are trained in-
fact-finding and fact-interpreting methods;as part of the pioces
of planning.

This article has been written from the standpoint that
change in an instit4Wpr'Organization, can be plaftned. Is.this
a reasonable viewY40eChange be deliberately planned in
organizations andIO t4ions as complex as school systems,

leTaspitals, and.arrii4e00 not many determinants of.change
(-operate without the'4Wareness or knowledge of those involved?

-
It is true that most pedple are`uniware of many factors that

trigger processes of change in thd situations in which theywork.,
And most people are ,,unaware of many factors that influence the
directionof change. Many lactors, even when known, are outside
the power.of people in an organization to c9ntrol. :Sometimes
forces that influence change inan organ4ation. stem from the
wider society: new. knowledge, new social requirements, new
public demands force the management of ,a school, system toalter
the content-and the methdds of its instructional program. Some
factors cannot be fully knciwn in advance. Even when they are °
-anticipated; the school cannot fully control them; Some forces
that work for change or resistance to change in an organization
stem from the personalities df the leaders and the members of the
organization. Some of these faCtors are unknown to the persons
themselves and to those around them. Some personality factors,
even when they are known-, cannot be altered or reshaped, save
perhaps by therapeutic processes beyond the resources of
personnel involved.
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All this is true. Yet members and leaders' of organizations,
especially those whose positions call for planning and directing
change, cannot evade responsibility for attempting to extend
their awareness and their knowledge of what determinqp change.
Nor can they evade responsibility for involving othefs in
planning change. All.concerned must learn to adjust to factors
that cannot be'altered or controlled, and to adapt and to alter
those that can be. For as long as the dynamic forces of science,
technology, and intercultural mixing are at work in the.world,
change in organizations.is.unavoidable. Freedom, in the sense-of
the extension of uncoerted and effective human choice, depends on
the extension of man's power to bring prodesses of change, now
often chaotic and unconsidered, under more planned and rational
control.

c
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THE CONCEPT OF CONCERNS ABOUT INNOVATIONS

The world around us is complex. It is not humanly possible
to focus at. any one time on all ofthe many different.stimuli and
'conditions surrounding us. There is much that we do not perceive
at all. Of all that we do perceive, we are not equally attentive
to each part. Each component and each element individually and
in various combinations are of different interest and priority,
with most being of little or no Interest at any given time.

HOwever, certain aspects of our world are of higher
priority. Some appear to leap out at us, deManding our
attention. . The way we perceive these things is dependent on'the
unique and multifaceted person that each of us, is, as well as the'
characteristics of the issue, idea, or thing that'is the center
of attention. Our past history, personality dynamics,
motivations,. needs, feelings, education, roles,-'status, our
entire social-peycho being in relation to our experiences and
knowledge shape how we perceive and, in. our minas, contend with
the issue, object, or problem at hand. The reason for attention
to be focused on a particular issue may be external, influenced
by others, by a thing or an idea; or the demands may be internal,
coming from within ourselves; or..there may be a combination of
internal and external stimuli at work.

:

The composite representation of the.feelings, preoccupation,
thought, and consideration given to a particular issue or task_is
called concern. Depending on our. personal make -up, knowledge,
and experiences, each person perceives and mentally_ contends with

given issue differently; thus there are .different kinds of.
concerns. 'The issue'may be interpreted as an outside threat to
one's. well7being, or it may be seen as rewarding. There may be
an overwhelming feeling of confusion and lack of information
about what.liit" is. There may be ruminations about the effects.
The demand to consider the issue may be self-imposed in the form
of a goal or objective that we wish to reach, or the pressure
that results in increased attention to the issue may be external.
In response tc?. the demand, our minds explore ways, moans,
potential barrieks, possible actions, risks, and rewards in
relatidn to'the demand. All in all, the mental activity composed'
of questighing,tanalyzing, and re-analyzing, considering
alternatiqe actions and reactions, and anticipating,consequences
is concern. An aroused state of personal feelings and thought
about a demarid as it 'is perceived is concern.

1This section is part A a concept paper in draft by
Gene E, Hall, Research and Development Center for Teacher
Education, the University of Texas at Austin, Summer 1976.

;
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TO becorycerned means to be in a mentally aroused state
about something. The intensity of the arousal will depend on the
person's paSt experiences and associations:with the,subject
the arousal, at well as how close to the person and how immediate
the issueA.s perceived as being.- Close personal involvement is
likely tO:'Mean more intense (i.e., more highly aroused) concern

; which w4 1 be reflected in greatly increased mental activity,
though -,:worry, analysis, and .anticipation. Through all of- this,
it is e 'person's perceptions that -stimulate concerns, not
nece(t rily the reality of the situation.

4

tr),v0 working with individuals involved in change, staff at the
UTRWOcenter have found concerns about the change to be an
impor*ant dimension of the process. In this-research, the
genet name given to the issue,- objedt,'problem, or challenge,
the thing that is the fOcuS of the concerns, is innovation. The
innovation and its use provide a frame' of reference from which
concerns can be viewed and described.

Depending on one's. closeness to and involvement with an
innovation, one's concerns will be different in type as well as
in intensity. Many types-, or levels, of concerns can be
experienced concurrently; however, there are normally
differential degrees .of arousal. With each Person, certain
demandI of the innovation are perceived as being"more important
than others at a given time. Thus, the degree of arousal
(intensity) of the different types of concern will vary.
Concerns will vary depending on the amount of one's knowledge
about and experience with the innovation: Use and nonuse make a
differende; whether the innovation might be used sometime in the
future, direct involvement with it has just begun, or the person.
is highly.experienced with the innovation will likely mean that
different types of concern are more intense. .In addition, there
appears to.be a predictable pattern to the movement of intensity
of concern across types. A )

STAGES OF CONCERN ABOUT THE INNOVATION

Different "stages of concern about the innovation" have been
identified. It appears that there is developmental movement
through these stages; that is, certain types of concern will be it
more intense, then less intense, before arousal of other types
will occur, thus the name "stages." As in Fuller's work with
teachers' concerns aboUtteaching, stages of concern about an,..
innovation appear o Icip;'.from early unrelated4 to self,"to
task, and finally impact concerns. Seven different Stages of
Concern About an Innovation have been defined.in 4 .gure I2.

definitions provide the conceptual basi forThese stage.
.development of the SoC OuqOtionnaire an interpretation oeits
data. Ok

.:..-

L
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THE AROUSAL AND RESOLUTION. OF CONCERNS

Concerns about innovationsotappe to be developmental in
that earlier concerns must first be OD. ved (lowered inA0
intensity) before4,1ater-concerns eme (increase in intensity).
The research suggests that this 4evelo ental pattern holds for
most process anal product innovations'.

As Fuller pointed out, arousal and ;solution of concerns
require quite different inputs:

"Arousal seems to occur during affective experienceS '
for example, during confroniationvithAone's own, video
tape....ResOlution Seems to.occui7through mote cognitive
experiences: acquisition dfinformation, practice,
evaluation, synthesis and so"on" (1970, p. 11).0

,

However, resolution of earlier conderdsiand thejrousal of later
concerns are not accomplished sImpfy by havinskimore knowledge
about or time and experience witilothq:innovatEbri. Many other
factors, influence goncernS as well. liw example, the innovation
may be basi6ally a'bad one.s.Tfte Npow140ge and, skill requirements
may be beyond1the persoh's capabilities. Or other demandson the
persoi maivprohibit the innovation from having a high priority in
the person's life I ace. In any case, the process of the arousal

fl°

and'reSolutionof oncetns is highly personal and requires time
4s wg1.1 as timely nteryentton oif both cognitive and,affective
natures. Highly intense concerns may not be easily reduced, and
in sane cases 4 person% history, dynamics, and capabilities may
make resolution ofwert4in.toncerns nearly impossible. In
.'Vsneral, however, it appears that a person's 9oncerns atttU
innovation dOvelop toward theiIatei stages (i.e., toward impact

"concerns) with time, successful experience, and the acquisition,
of new knowledge and skill.

It,is tritsical to note that higher level concerns'
development simply be engineered by an outside agent.
Holding concerns and changing concerns is a dynamic of the
'individual: The t!imelf provision of affective experiences and
cognitive resources can provide the grist for concernsarousal
and resolution, thereby':4acilitating the development of higher,
1 el concerns. But there is no guarantee that,atousal of higher
s e concerns will follow the,reduction of lower stage, concerns.
Providing, inputs that are not stage relevant(e.g, attempting to
force high level 'concerns) is an assuredwWto increase .the
intensity of lower,gtage concerns.- Whether and with what-speed
higher level concernsdevelop will depend ontheelDerson as well
as the innovation. and the environmental coneextersonalized
-interventions)can facilitate change, but, in the end, each
indiVidual determines for iterself or himself whether or not.
change will occur. Attending to concerns is-in no way'intended
to be a manipulation of the person: Rather, adopti4h aentry is
dpponstrating the recognition of the inevitable_ presence o'
concerns with4nindividual-and the extension of a helping, hand.
'to assist in coping with and resolVing tho)se concerns.

,

,
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOI 3OAL'

(1) Clear.

(2) . Acceptable

(3) Attainable

(4) Amenable to mOctiftcati,ign or clatIfication

Clear, acceptable, iattainVie- ca snot. always ,be \ 40
.

determined in advance. Thetf.irst job R`f, any group is
to clarity and modify qtat.ed goads ,untit, they are
clear and acceptable'. ' X

Alo , .tClear and acceptable} goal rke ..itqatasier ftizp. A member
to -diagnose needed rolei and to acgegt kesPONsibill.ty
for taking such roles.: ,wW"klieri what we/. are :44p posed
to do."

c

4!"

' a 4P-
Possible symptoms- of untlear 4zna

..
(1) Tension
(2) ExCessive joking or libaepfat
(3) Voting or poll taking.withoutke
(4) Failure to support, tiati / 8rfas.

ideas , f
(5) Lengthy discussion of unrt

'''gtritt

vt

1.

iscussion.
!

fer) ,4
,low up con- butea

, x

4. .topics a

3
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'.DISCREPANCY EVALUATION MODEL

The Discrepancy Evaluation Model 111P

provides information for improving and
assessing educational programs. It
involves the comparison of some
performance with a standard.

Any difference found to exist is
called ea discrepancy. Discrepancies S
may be positive, where performance
exceeds the standard, or negative,
where it falls short.

DISCREPANCY EVALUATION'1510DEL

S = STANDARD

D (DISCREPANCY)

S P

LET'S LOOK AT AN EXAMPLE:..

Colonel Standard realizes that
there are three types of action he
can take:

He can control performance

Q I

He can redesign the standard.
4,

Or, he can terminate the program.

SUMMARY

1. CONTROL - PERFOR&LNCE

2. -REDESIGN - ST ARD

3. TERMINATION - GAAM

p.

S Ptc-.....

CONTROL

fp

I!,

TERMINATION
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DISCREPANCY EVALUATION CYCLE,

Usually, evaluation activities
are applied:in cycle, each step
building on the next.

EValuation is impossible
without an explicit statement of'
program intent (standard). Standards
are contained in the program design.

An educational program can be
(viewed as a system where processes use
inputs to produce outputs. Inputs are
the raw materials; processes are the
.program's activities; and outputs are
the program's goals. Program designs
are built through input, process and.
output analysis.

EVALUATION'CY

BuILDINGJ3ROGRAM
DESIGN

PLAN
'EVALUATION

o
RESOLVE
DISCREPANCY

REPORT
DISCREP

COLLECT PERFORMANCE
INFORMATION

.Then evaluation planning can begin.
Area, S of concern are isolated and evaluation
questiOns formulated.

The systematic collection of performance
inforination takes place once ,standards have
been clarified and areas 'of concern identified.

Once collected, discrepancy data is reported
to program decision-makers, who resolve
discrepancies through control, redesign or
termination.

These changes may, 'ihturn, effect the
program, design; therefore, the evaluation cycle
may begin anew,

HUMAN RESOURCES
FACULTY
STAFF .

1
TETUDENTS

RIAL RESOURCES

PROCESS

COUNSELIN6
COURSEWORK
PRACTICA
SEMINARS

474

S reflects INTENT OF
- program planners
- staff

./ ,.

- funding agen4s1
- others

S is an on
intended
- inputs
- processes
- outputs

INDIVIDdAL CHANGES
KNOWLEDGE
BEHAVIORS
ATTITUDES
AWARENESS

INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES
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APPENDIX E

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING AREAS OF
EVALUATION CQNCERN

a.



CRITERIA' FOR SELgCTINGAREAS OF EVALUATION CONCERN*

Rarely, if ever,.ca4nprograms afford to evaluate all'aspects
of their operation. Generally only certain portions of a program
are examined.', These "areas of concern". are selected on the basis
of several criteria. Some of the more important are described .

below:

Areas relating to components of central functional
importance. Often a-superficial glance, at a design network,
if not common sense., will show one or two program components
that are at the heart of program operation. GraphicallYt
this is detectable by a ldrge number of arrows either going
in or coming out of a single program component. Logically,
this means that the success of the program as a whole is
heavily dependent on the success of this one component and
one'its production of critical enabling outputs. Such
components are prime targets for evaluation concern.

Areas that, are roblemati A second candidate for
evaluation interest is t e proven or anticipated "problem,
area." Such areas may be of one or more of the following
types:

- areas, where design, adequa8y questions are
unresolved

- areas undergoing development or experiment

- areas with ahistory,of problems

..- areas marked by staff disagreemefit

Areas of direct concern to external evaluation audiences.
One of the main reasons most evaluations are conducted is to
satisfy the evaluation information demands of external
audiences, such as:

- funding agencies (local, state, or federal
4 government;'private foundations, etc.)

- higher administrative levels

- professional'associations; certification agencies

- consumer agencies

- community and assorted interest groups

*Excerpted from Diane Kyker Yavorsky, Discrepancy
Evaluation: A Practitioner's Guide (Charlottesville, Va.:
Evaluation Research Center, 1975), pp. 56-57.

o
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Sometimes external information demands are docuMented'and
forMal; sometimes they m st be guessed and anticipated.'44w-
either case, all suchaud ncee should be.idenified,'their
information needs clarif. d and coordinated, and evaluation
concerns selected which eflect external eValuation4needs of
a significant and enduring nature.

0Areas of direct concern internal evaluation audiences.
To en re program staff,coopeiaeion, an evaluation shouldprod inforMation which tsdirect1T-useful to alt
concerned. Not alL:eValuative feedba'Ck will be useful to. .,

everyone, but each major internal audience should be able to
identify, at least one part of an evaluation plan addressed
to their needs.

Areas where information is needed soo An obvious priority
should be-given to evaluation concerns ich involVe
information'needed by a .fastpOroaching adline. Care
must be taken, however, to evoid'too many "crisis"
evaluation concerns. The whole point of evaluation planning
is to defuse such crises by making' information collection a
planned and methodical part, of program5peration.'
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A QUICK LOOK

An Introductory Evalgation'ManuaI
O

For Participants In

1976-1977

Bureau Of Education For, The Handicapped

Evaluation Training Consortium Workshop

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Evaluation Research. Center

Note: Fill out the last page of this bboklet & send.to the
evaluation research center

P-
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islriiiOuucirlior,-

O

This brief manual has been prepared by the Evaluation Training Consortium (ETC), which has been

funded by the Division of Personnel Preparvion (DPP) of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

(BH) to scippokt evaluation efforts of the DPP training programs. This Manual is not designed to enable

programs to plan or complete evaluations. Rather, it intends to introdyce the reader to an approach to

evaluation, and hopefully, will demonst to both the techniques and benefits of this approach.
s 5

The first portion of the manual to es a look ataficticious special education department chairman, '

c Peterson," who confronts and solves a particular evaluation problem. The next portion briefly analyzes
Doc Peterson's approach to his problein, and shows examples of some of his work. The final portion con-,
tains a registration form ford workshop in your area.

Most of this manual was written by Dr. Roger Kroth, University of New Mexico and Dr. Vic Baldwin,

Teaching Research, Monmouth; Oregon. Other consortium members, including Dr. Hugh McKenzie, Dr.

Marty-Martinson, Dr. Jim Gallagher, Dr. Bruce Below, and Dr. Robert Brinkerhoff of the Evaluation Research

Center, University of Virginia contributql to the development and editing of the,manual.

C-
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oc's M 'briitog "Doc" Peterson put down the morning paper, lit his pipe, and sipped his coffee. He had just read

Se

an article that said schools across the natio Were closing down. The "baby boom" was over, zero, popu-

1..
lationgrowth was being approached, and re seemed to be an over supply of teacheriljn many fields.

irnr "-*:'. Originally, Doc and his staff had deiigned the Special Education Department of Whitcomb

College along traditional lines. They had proVided course work and practical experience to train

', teachers to take positions in self-contained classrooms for exceptional children who were mentally
,i!.''teiarded, Warning disabled, or emotionally disturbed; But, becauseof consumer demand (public

school administrators) for additiOnal services, the department recently modifiedJts program to pre-

" pare some students,to become itinde;nt and resource,room teachers. The staff tried to improve the
elity of their graduates by specifying the behaviors they wanted the trainees to be able to demon-

strate, and, in'general, they were fairly well satisfied with the students. Over the past two or three

years, most of the program tiraduatoe.Wire hired n3iciWay through their final semester.
. A L

In planning the year's prommrevaluation (Which he hoped to finish this.morning), Doc concen!

trated primarily on following students after they graduated, looking for indicators of his program's

effect in the early career expefiences of his graduated students. 4n general, he felt satisfied that these

t evalrfation activities could pretty well "account for" his program. There was however, one problem

remaining, and-It was to this that Doc now turned. .-

al Area of Concern Doc knew that one of thitreasons that most of his students were hired quickly each year was because

of supply and demand. The scarcity of special eduCation teachers and the pressures on the public school

personneloto provide programs for exceptional children had made it. easy to piece graduates. In addition,

many bright students had selected special education as ,a teaching field because of the exciting possibili- .

ties for innovative teaching, and the opportunity to get scholarship help. Doc and his staff also made

it a point toiikeep in touch with the public schrl directors of special education through formal and

informal meetings.
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Times, however, were changirig. There was no longer such a discrepancy between supply and

demand; fellowshipmoney was more difficult to get; and the graduates from other programs were
competing for the same jobs. Though most of the previOus year's students had been employed quite
successfully, recent ihformal conversations with the city school district's tlirector of special educe-

Nei tion revealed that some graduates, particularly those from LD (learning disabled), were'not as cape-
bleas expected in writing teeming prescriptions for, handicapped pupils.

In looking over some of the educational plans for children written by recent graduates, the
director of special education noted that many were incomplete; some listed activities for children

40 that did not match the diagnostic findings; some made unrealistic demands'on the regular classroom
-teacher. Might there not be, Doc wondered, some way he could examine this part of his students'
program before they-graduated?

'ogram Design Doc Peterson began to pore Over his "program design," a sort of map of the upcoming year'S learning
activities for students that he and his staff had prepared earlier that summer. He quickly reviewed
the student Selection processes, and decided that the incoming students'would be justas well qualified
as (if not better than) those of previous years; also, the LD students faced the same selection stan-
dards as students applying to other major areas-in the education school. Probably no problem there,
he thought. Further study of his programtlesign showed him that two scheduled courses (Ed. 360 and
Ed. 381) seemed to be responsible for teaching techniques of diagnosis and prescription, while a two-
semester practicum allowed students to practice and improve their prescriptive skills. (See Figure 1)
One problem Diac kneW-existed was that the man teaching Ed. 360 and the woman teaching Ed. 381
did not communicate with each other: Both taught courses with measurable outcomes, but it was
left to the student to synthesize the information into the prescriptive writing process. Doc really could
not assume that the first input students with knowledge of LD prescriptive techniqueswas met simply
because the students passed the two courses in that area. He also was not sure that the students had
an opportunity to practice these skills in the practicum site. And, he was concerned whether the out-
puts he had listed were measurable. These concerns led him from his design into some evaluation
questions.
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URE I

Program Design

xcerpt

ED. 381 TECHNIQUES
OF TREATING
LEARNING DISABLED
CHILDREN.

2.0

TWO SEMESTER
PRACTICUM

3.0

INPUTS PROCESSES OUTPUTS

students with knowledge of
. .

3.0 students gain experience
LD prescriptive techniques Students spend 8 hours each week.on a site In major area

which affords experience in their major area.
practicum sites Students engage in all tasks of a professional students acquire &gnostic-

. at the site under the supervision of the site prescriptive skills
practicum supervisors supervisor. Students maintain a log of their

activities. . .

student logs ,.

it
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'aluation Questions

adiences

'formation Sources

Doc looked again at this portion of his program design and began to formulate evaluation
questions that he felt might expose the critical effects of, or weaknesses in, the process where
LD students were supposed to learn their prescriptive skills.

His program design told him what inputs, processes, and outputs he and his staff expected.
Ai he looked at his program design, he realized that in a number of instances they had not spec' -.
fied clearly what standards were to be met by staff and students; nonetheless, he decided to
develop some evaluation questions. When an evaluation question seemed specially relevant, Doc
jotted it down on the pad before him:

How many students from the courses were able to write a rough prescription prior to
practicum?

Did the practicum site afford a real learning experience for students?

Were to supervisors committed to helping students develop prescriptive skills?

How much time did students actually spend in prescription-writing activities?

How well did students perform after completing the practicum experience?

Doc Peterson knew that information pertinent to these questions would be helpful to many
parties. 4tudents themselves might be interested in just`how well prepared They were to begin
a practicum; site supervisors could probably use information about student activities on site;
and surely course instructors could use some feedback on their effectiveness. Doc and his staff
would need all these answers to help,them decide if, or even how, to modify their, practicum.
Also, he could see some of this impact documentation finding its way into his BEH proposal.
All these potential consumers were noted by Doc Petersbn, and he considered them as.he moved
through the planning of his evaluation.

Now that he had determined whatquestions his evaluation would ask, and who would receive the
answers, Doc proceeded to figure out just where hewouid look for his information:

The criterion-referenced testing his professors conducted in their courses might help
'determine the preparation level of students entering their FA octicum.

Practicum-site job descriptions backed up With a visit or two wouldheveal the kinds of
experiences students would encounter during a practicum.
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N

The site supervisors' perceptions add expectations for students'would contribute to
an understanding of their role. . .

Student activity logs would determine ow their time was spent.

Student work-samples, or perhaps a simulation, would indicate their level-of achievement:

A questionnaire to students could assess their opinions of their learningxperiences.

1

With these parts of his evaluation plan in pike, Doc Petersbn felt ready. to decide just how he would
collect the data he needed. Measurement was the next step, and it was to this that'he turned.

. As Doc reviewed his evaluation'questions and his sources of information, he realiied 'that the
staff probably would not have to develop'any new instruments." It would probably help to have a
checklist for the practicum supervisorrto fill out regarding the experiences on site, (i.e., are.
students evaluating children and writing prescriptions? and, are students carrying out the prescriptions
they wrote to see whether they work?). Also, it might help tddeveloll a questionnaire for students
to elicit their perceptions of their experiences. Thjimight include a list of competencies and a place-
for the studenutik indicate, on a one-to-five scale; to what degree the student felt he had the
.competency, and to what degree he felt the program (including practidum) had prepared him fOr
each competency. In addition, Doc felt that getting the consumers (e.g., director of special education) .
involved in the evaluation, through a few meetings and a questionnaire, would be good business. 1
The director could be involved in setting the prescription-Writing standard by which the students'
performances could be measured. Though more work remained to be done before Doc would have
a complete evaluation plan, he felt that he'd made a good start, and knew where to go next.
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)gram Desigo

a
1P0 Form

Almost all special 6ducation teacher training programs hail's program outline which
describes the plan 139 which students receive 'degrees and are certified to teach special

'education children. Usually, progiem outlines'tell'ihe requirements for applicants, whoN
may apply, the program administration and instructors, the courses and experiences to be.
provided for the students in the program, and the typeof degrees awarded. The type of
"program design" that Doc Peterson and his staff used helped them see hoW "all these pieces
fit together, and helped to, lay out their program so the various componente could be
evaluated. As areas of concern were identified by staff members, students or consumers,
these concerns could be formulated into evaluation questions and instruTentcould be
designed to collect data to answer the,questions. Also the "program design" itself could
.be scrutinized to determine whether. the inputi to the program were adequate; the processes
sufficient, or the expected outputs of the program within reason.

Following are the, eneral step's Doc Peterson and his staff went through to create their
program design and evaluktiorrplen. Thepe steps could be used by any teacher-trainer to
develop a program design torlan-overall program or for a single component of the program,
(i.e., an LD practicurp).

Initially, the staff.used a planning form similar to thrattached (see Form 4, page 14). This form,
essentially, organizes a program into the Inputs,Proceises, ilnd Outputs.

, _

.
,. , .

After, first looking at their-overall p;gram, the staff determined what were the major
components (such"as student' election, ursework, practice, management);and listed these
comppnentrin the sequence in Which they were intended teoccur. A quick check against
their 'program propbsal showed them -they had included all the components.
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Process

Inputs

Outputs

Zeroing In

Deluation Plan

Evaluation
.:121

The next step was to take this list and 'put the corrinonents on Form A. These major com-
ponents were placed, in sequence, under the middleaolummcalled PROCESS--the basin
activities required for each component.

After describing the processes, they asked, "What things are needed, or have to be done before
we can-perform these activities or processes?" For each process listed,, they asked this question.
A: they determined the-prerequisites, they wrote them down IA the INPUT column directly
across from the appropriate process. When they finished, they could look at these inputs and
say, "If these aren't present, therq is certainly no-way the process in the middle cblumn will
happen."

After finishing'these two tasks, they moved to the riOt hand column entitled OUTPUTS.
. At this point they asked a new queition: allof these processes we have written so far
happen, what will the results bar" Just as they did with inputs, they wrote at least one out-,
come for each of the activities. They were identifying three things about each program com-

, -ponent that were related to each other: inputs, processes and,outputs. This, in itself, was
a useful planning exetcise and provided a check to see that the most important aspects of
their program had been considered. tt-

By now, the reader has probably figured out that the four or five major components listed
did not provide a sufficient, in-depth descriptioh of the total program. But, the procedure
applied could be repeated on'any number of smaller parts of a program. Foiexample,if
one listed a practicum as a major component, one Might take a separate sheet and write
down the sub-components within that practicum. Then, oiourse, for each sub-component,
the necessary inputs, processes, and outputs could be listed. As we saw with Doc Peterson,
this information formed a "program design", and provided the basis upon which to build
an evaluation plan. (See Form B, page 15)

Questions It is possible to ask evaluation questions about any part of program design, (i.e., the inputs,
- processes or outputs). These questions come from the.general "evaluation concerns"Ihat

result fronvapplication and investigation of a program design. Forinstance, one may be
concerned that the practicum is not operating correctly. One could then ask if the students
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entering the program (inputs) have the knowledge considered necessary to carry out certain
processes; or, if the master teacher allows the student enough time to write sample pre-
scriptions (process); or, if the students can write adequate prescriptions at the end of the
program (outputs). in order to answer these questions it is necessary to establish a "standard"
that States acceptable criteria.

idards A standard is a criterion, or level of performACe, that has beeri set in advance when the program
design is developed; thus, a question is always referred to a standard from the design. For
instance,' if Doc and his staff wrote precise output statements it would be easy to measure
whether they were achieved; The staff may say that at the end of the practicum the student will
have written five presecilptitins that the practicum' supervisor is willing to "sign off" as, being
appropriate.- If, at the end of the practicum, this has not been accomplished, then this area becomes
a '.'red flag" indicating something is wrong. There is a dtscrepancy between the standard that
was set and the performance of the student.

rmation Source Also on Form B is a space to record the information source from which one intends to get
data pertinent to the evaluation concern. In this space one could simply note the general informa-
don source which could yielddata for each evaluation question.

fence Next, the,audience for these data is noted. This is a check to see if one has overlooked some-
one important who should be informed.,

Though this has obviously been an oversimplified explanation of a total evaluation strategy,
the material herein should introduce the reader to someprocedures that could be tried with
all, or part of, &special education program, and whet his appetite for more detailed infor-
mation.

It. You'll Like it

A
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I, You have just seen how Dix Petersdp found a way to deal quickly and effectively with a signifiCant evaluation
Incern within his program. His task was made siniplei: because he and his staff deicribed their programvery clearly
I paper. By looking at this description, he was able to pinpointnd investigate the possible causes of his problem.

Among the following attachments you will find the segment of his program design to which Doc Peterson referred
len constructing his evaluation plan. As you can see, the form he.usedtad three columns, labeled "inputs," "process,"
d "outputs". Once you have this kind of program description you can, as Doc Peterson did, devisea systematic way
discovering whether your expected outcomes are, in fact, being achieved. Also, among the attachments you will
Id excerpts from the evaluation plan constructed by Doc Peterson. 1

If you find this evaluation procedure interesting,and you think you might like some help in applying it to your
program, then you will ;vent to take advantage of a workshop ort this subject offered in the near future in your

neral vicinity. If you.wish to be involved in such a workshop, Please Fill Out And Mail The Accompanying Application..
u will, in turn, receive further information on dates, location and attendance guidelines.

A

4
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FORM-4..
A

(as excerpted from. Doc Peterson's program design)

Project (or Component) Name: Student Practicum 3.0

IN

i,

PROCESSES
..

r

OUTPUTS.
.

.

_

Students (15) with know- --*--
ledge of,LD prescriptive tech-
niques (as evidenced by sans -
factory completiOn of Ed. 360
and Ed. 381) .-

Practicum sites (10A) .

. ;
Site supervisors (10)

One semester time

Jo Student logs
.

.

4

,
3.1 ,

. . . .

Students spend 20 hours each week at a site
which affords experience and learning bppor-
tunnies in their major area..

,

Students regularly observe exceptional
children

Students engage in the diagnostic /pre -
scriptive treatment of several children

Students maintain a log of their daily .

activities , '
3.2
Students work under the guidance and super7
vision of a site supervisor.

Site supervisois arrange observation
opportunties -----

Site supervisors assiat'and evaluate students
in their diagnostic/prescriptive abilities ,

.

Site supervisors review activity.lop with
students weekly

.

Students gain familiSrity with
the learning characteristics-of
exceptional children

,...
Students acquire diagnostic/

't, prescriptive skills

to A student log exists which
documents praosicum acts

.

St hay nen,
five.(5) prescrip ns that are

..

approved by the practicum
supervisor

a

-
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FORM B

las excerpted from Doc Peterson's prograT design)

Evaluation Concern # 6 : :go what extent is the practicum developing student prescriptive skills?

EVALUATION QUESTIONS DESIGN REFERENT

.

SOURCE OF INFORMATION.

0

AUDIENCE

o

>Oes the practicuMsito afford a learning

)pporrimity kir students?
. ,

iiiii,incoirsingstudeiits prepared to begin

he practicum? .

Pore site sup committed to helping

ttudentsievelop rescriptive.ski0s1 . -

Flow muchfime do students spend in

presaiptionWriting skills? ,
...

iell can students write prescriptiont.
upolscompleilon of the gracticum? .

.

Pricticum Process (3.0)

Outputs of 1.0 and ±.0
(serves u input la 3.0)

Input to 3.0

Process (3.0) .

, .

Output of 3.0 .

Job descllptions, site Visits, students'

perceptions
. i;

Results, of tests used in Ed. 360 and Ed. 181 '

Site supervisors

Student logs, site supervisors, students

Stident work samples, simulations

400
/ 0

, .
Dr. Peterson

1

Site supervisors

Dr. Peterson" .
sE.d. 360 & 381 professors

Dr. Peterson
.. .

.. .

Dr. Peterson . ..
Site supervisors..

.

`":""P
ii

Of. Peterson
.. BEHIDPP

.
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MASTER SCHEDULE OF WORKSHOPS 1976-77
Cr

t.

DATE

Sept. 22-24

Sept. 28.30

Oct. 26 -28

LOCATION ESTATES SERVED

Seattle Wbshinoton, Montana

Minneapolis Minnesota, Wisconsin

Kansas' City Kansas Kansas, Missouri,
Arkansas, Nebraska

Nov. 30-Dec. 2 Nashville Tennesee, Alabama, -
Kentucky

-

Jan. 11-13 San Antonio Texas, Nevada

Feb. 22-74 Philadelphia Pennsylvania, Maryland

April 26-28 Boston Massachusetts, Connecticut
Rhode Island

s ri

O



ETC WORKSHOP REGISTRATION FORM,

Ev.aluation Training Consortium
Evaluation Research Center
164 Rugby Road
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

Return To:

EVALUATION
RESEARCH
CENTER

Program Name Location

The following persons will attend the workshop:

1. Program Director

,Name

Title

2. Faculty Participant

Name

Title

We plan to attend the workshop scheduled for our state, to be held on

. We understand that we must assume the costs of our

workshop attendance, but that no 'registration fee is required.

Please send pre-workshop material to the following address:
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A BRIEF TAXONOMY OF MEASUREMENT MODES*

. Self-report - the subject- answers a direct question (either
written or verbal) posed by the. investigator:

a: Fixed category - the..subject chooseS one of a number of
possible alternatives.lexamples: "check one," "true-
false,"'"mark.the'Correct box:") The response may be
'written or verbal.

,b. Open-ended.- the subject provides a response from his
`own' experience or_memory (examples: questionnaires,
objective tests, essay tests),

II. Observational -the,subiect is placed -in a setting and is
observed by the tester.

a. Noninteractive - subject not aware of observer
(e.g using a. one-way mirror).

1. Objective - the opserver has afixed list of
behaviors'that hwatches for (e.g., a police
"stake-out,_" observing Children for instances of
aggression, etc.)..

2. Subjective = t4Veobserver makes a running history
of events 'as they'transpire and organizes them as
he sees fit (e.g., biography, psychiatric
observation in mental hospital).

b. Interactive - subject and interviewer communicate.

1. Objective - a fixed: (and,sometimes public) list of
qUestions are discussed imost job interviews fit
this case)..

4

. 2. Subjective - the subjbt and observer provide the
content of the discussion (most psychiatric
interviews go here).

.III. Indirect - the subject is not obsirved or questioned. .

Measurement is accomplishment.by detecting "tracing" left
by the subject.

a. Residue - the subjeCt is classified in terms of arti-
facts or traces left in the process of manifesting
the concept being measured. Examples of this include:
Sherlock Holmes once classified a person as a carpenter
by, noting,sawdust on the carpet; a museum once measured
the popularity oan exhibit by%the frequency with
which floor tiles infront of it had to be replaced.

*Excerpted from Frank Morra, Jr., (unpublished manuscript),.
Evaluation Research Center,: 1975.
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b. Archival - measurement is based on records kept on the
subject. An example might be the use of PTA attendance
records to measure community interest in education
(e.g., checklists, analysis of work-samples, document
analysis).

I
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APPENDIX H

ASSUMPTIONS AF THE
CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL (CBAM)
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ASSUMPTIONS OF T

CONCERNS-BASED ADOPTION MODEL (CBAM),

CHANGE IS:

-.I PROCESS, NOT AN EVENT - -

-- MADE BY INDIVIDUALS FIRST, THEN INSTITUTIONS

HIGHLY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

ENTAILS DEVELOPMENTAL GROWTH IN FEELINGS AND SKILLS

t- t

INTERVENTIONS MUST BE RELATED TO

THE PEOPLE FIRST ,

THE INNOVATION SECOND

7

PRQCED IRES FOR f5PT I 16 ED 1 AT I ONAL IN 0 NAT I O1 FROG RPM

EKESEARCH AND E \ELOR4 ENT LENTER FOR ,EACHER tD MAT I ON

THE UN I NERSITY 0 F TEX AS AT A LBT I N

A
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THE CONCERNS-BASED 1DOPTION MODEL
1,

In the 1969-70 academic year, staff members of the Inter-
Instructional.Programof the Research and Development Center for
Teacher Education observed.that teachers' and professor's involved
in change. appeared to express "concerns" about innovations that
were quite similar to those which Fuller had identified with
teachers about their teaching. Procedures were set up or
documenting the concerns expressed by .adopters of various
educational innovations. Qualitative data was collected .as part

.'of the on-going field work of the Inter7Institutional staff for
',the next three years, vi .

As the Center's prodOct and process innovations were adopted'
by more and more teacher educators, the Inter-InStitutional
Program-staff-began to hypothesize that there were definite
categiorieS Of innovation adopter concerns 'and that these concerns.
changed in. What seemed to be a,logical progression as users
became increasingly skilled in using the innovation. In time,
seven Stages of Concern About the Innovation (SoC) tentatively
were identified. Stages of Concern About the Innovationthen
served as one of two baSio dimensions for describing the dynamics

. of anindividual innovation adopter.

The second dithension,. Levels of Use of the.Innovation '(LoU)4,
focuses on knowledge, skill, and behavioral aspects of the
individual's_involvement with a. change. Levels of Use as a
variable has'ben operationally defined (Hall, Loucks,
Rutherford, & Newlove, 1975) and a specially designed focused
interview procedure has been ddveloped to measure it (Loucks,
Newlove, & Hall, 1976).

. .

In combination, SoC and LoU provide &powerful descrip tion
of the dynamics of an individual involved in change, one: .

dimensiOn focusing on feelingsi the other on performance. Each
N., meniber.of a formal organization, such as a school or college,

will have her/his own Stage of Concern about and Level of Use of
-.a particular innovation. .

. .

Understanding and describing the process of angel in
-educational institutiOns, while.at the same time maintaining
sight of the indiyidual, i. a challenging task forlmanagers of
the change proces"s, as well as for change researchers. Based on
the hypothesized Stages_of Concert and Levels OfUse, researchers
at the UTR&D Cente'r.developed a del of the complex process of

individuals within formal. organ'ii
change. as it occurs. through the option of innovations by

ationS. This model, the
Concerns-Bred Adoption Model (CBAM) was first conceptualized by

)FromFrom "Measuring Stages .of Concern About the Innovation: A
Manual for Use of the SoC Questionnaire" by Hall, George and
Rutherford, UniversitA of Texas, Austin.
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Hall, .Wallace, and Dossett in 1973 in th*!diiginal CBAM paper."
In it, the euthqrs proposed thaX SoC eridLoU could be used as
diagnostic -tools for assessing whera the individual members of an
organization are in relation .to the adoption of an innovation.
The CBAM further' proposes t1at the manager of a specified change
could then use these diagnostic data in developing a p4escription
for needed intvventbn to facilitate he chadge'effortv

A
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FACTORS IN THE SIltATilim6,

a) .,Is the timi ect? 1...

b),.e Is the clim ht (organization,,commumity)?
cri !low feasibl he -troposed change?
d) How necess s the proposed change?
e) What are' risks involved'? For whoth?
f) Who will doing most'of the changing?
g) Whowill 156 doing most of the new work?
h) Have I brought in the right parties and data sources at

the/right .time?
i) What will (or could) be the consec fences?

L

Forces in the existing system which promote and prevent change
are not the only,factors to consider in planning'for and
implementing organizational self-renewal. ..",The Where, When, and
How of Trying Innovations," which follows,' highlights other
questions to be considered by the educational planner who
function as well as an organizatipnal change agent. Implementing'
change where it is most likely to be accepted 'enhandes its
probability o incorporationanto the system. The timing of
implementatio as well as methods of-introduction also are
crucial issue in determining whether an innovation will become,
p rt,of an ongoing system.

rh's description of "the successful innovator," in fact,
s arizes many of the characteristics of an educational plAnner
fostered by the Project on Educational Planning training/OrograM:
The successful innovator is one who can effectively'panipulate
the variables and strategies alongthe Continuut of problems
related to where, when, and how to cause change.foi, the
improvement -of education. fe is the,persdn who approaches the
task for changing people, including himself, as a teacher ideally
would. -- (He adopts) a change model thatdemphasizes.Planned
change, systems analysis, problem solving, and human interaction
through extensive involvement of all possible-persons affected by
the, change. Such a modeltakes cognizance of the variables

'interacting with various change strategieSand helps .develop
educational systems that are self-renewing and humanizing.

t4.,

THE WHERE, WHEN,, AND HOW OF TRYING INNOVATIONS by Norman. E. Hearn
The original version of this article was presented at a National
Academy of SchoOl Executives seminar on "Evaluating InnOvations,"
'Las Vegasi Nevada, July 1, 1971.

Machiavelli said it first: Initiating a new order of things is
doubtful,, and dangerous.

The where, when,' and how of-trying innovations are governed.by
the unwritten code.that it is better to do unto 'othere:than to-do
unto thyself. -That is, most people are hot to change the world
but are.reluctant to change themselves. Therefore the conflict
associated with-bringing about.change is 9ften A disagreement

ac (1!4
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abodt wwho is going to cHange whOm, not hethe the change is good.
1. 'for all This phenomenon probably contripute i to Mechiavellis ,

observation tha,t,there is,.nothing more d-iffic It to-carry out nor
moredollbtful ofsuccess, nor more daverous to handle, than to-
in,ttiate'a new order of things: -

.

...

IR our times, mass access,te-free ,publ4c education has
acc4erated the p4Ce of chafige.. 'AS the system pumps more and'
more literate men and women into ...he mainstream of society, more

. 9 and more people have ideas about who and ,what should be changed.
As any, school superintende't can tell.you, we are virtual ay

i
" satuated with up-flange age, t's." ipossibly what we need are more

,%effective methods off` chann 'sing and arbitrating' the energies' of
this multitdde,of,changeagents'. Such an,:undertaking requires
structure and a science of.innovating. There have been some
promising begiAings.

t.

,So of these beginninge .are.dealt with
here.

DEFINITIONS'
.

1'As in many sciences,. common definitions-are needed.' Not the
:least of these is an understanding of tt-'e term innovation itself.
Everyone and no one Can define "innovation. This is because
What is innovation is in the eye of the beholder- ,If.d-person
has 'seen, heardior tried something it is no, longer new to him.
An'innovation, then-isisomething that is perceived.as neWApy an
individual at any given_ time in.any community. This may be a
shaky case for a science, but is is an insight that must be dealt
with when attempting. to. design Changestrategies.

Also, innovating is not the same as inventing,, though. the terms
are often used interchangeablyInVentionSbased.on research

findings

are a OrerequiSited.to innovating. But one innovates in
tai dynamic. world by changing. his daily mode of operation based
on'new:knowledge-.' The innovator, who is more likely to be a.
practitioner than a researcher, is involved in the process of
installing an invention and in doing so makes substantial
adaptations and'modIfications.

Recently the educational,world.hasbegun to observe and analyze
the innovative pro 's in'schools. Thodgh the rural.sociologists
and the political ientists.have had much to offer, it is .only
An the last dec that a few researchers have lookecUat the
ikindings in of r ields for' apPliCatign to education or have
conducted St ies oftheir 'man. Ronald Havelock has summarized
.7,M) studies in his monumental work,-A Comparative Study of the
.Litittrature on the Dissemination and Utilization of Scientific::
Kndatedge. Some of what follows will be drawn from references in
this work: Other, observations are based on.my own study of

.

vari4blea affecting adoptive rates of ESEA Title III. 'nnofations.
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Ihere
To Innovate

Assuming "tha ne has an option., there are s eneraliations
frbm the res ch about the most likely 14i es for innovations to

,vtaken% We can. also assume that it is.impo tant to succeed `,on
: the first try,. he potential inn ator shou d, then, ciinsider an
,innovation site ith the followin characteri tics:

1. Liberal Community. If.it can be ascertaideethat the'
community or school is of a politico-social persuasion
that favors s-governMental intervexttion.for

, progress, it is more'likely thatattempts'to try, new.:

ideas'will be supportedby the\prents and citizens
liyang there.- The libdralTcommunity is generally more
tolerant of change." The 'community relations problem.
will. be, much simpler. 1

Incdthe and: Education. .Most studies suPP9rt the view
that innovations are mare.likely, ioflower in . :

communities where the income and'eduCational-levels o
the parents are high. Middle-income communities are
_less pliablei'and lower7income constituents tend xp
resist change. They aspire to master 'the, eddcational
basics that have long,been'enjoyed by their more
affl4ent neighbors. *

.
. .. D

HomOgeneity. Educators know .better, than most that
where all children bring to the classroom the'Isame
value Systerkand.associat'd habits, it .is easier ,'to

!;:.'

'reaCh. and ilius to admini ter the-sphodl; The same
seems oto be true to.enti communities 'that are'

technically, religiously, and economically Aomimeneo4s.
They are easier to.jdeal 'with.because the power.
structure is less.complex ind.:iS freer of internal
rivalries that tend-to,coMplidate the politics of
introddgAng new idea, Therefore fewer or simpler
strategies are needed. .,...

CoqmoOolitanism. Tiavel tends to proadeirls;e,
tolerance of new ideas. Therefore the ideal staff
innovation,is one that has" had doniiderable travel
exgerience,.lias:OtSnded. many professional .meetings
outside ttte' st4te, and!,has,thad.teahing:ekperience

,,,other system's'. The °same principles, apply:to
administrators.

Age. Youthful staffs, especially administrative
staffs; are, usually associated with adoptia'of
innovatioDS. However, my study of 'ESEA Title III
adoptions suggests that often older administrators are,
also risk takers, The older administrators, those who
ave "arrived" and are personally-secure-, or who are

Amar retirement .and. have little to lose, also bring
with them.the maturity and the necessary skills to
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innovate. Youth brings' enthusiasm and energy, but
associated traits of impatience and naivete tend to
,cause as many problems as they solve. Such
adininistratots are often the hit-and-run innovators.
,Their ambition to get ahead and make headlines-tends to
put them in the class of educational iapists, who leave
behind them a trail of prostrated communities. subdued
for personal gain. Unfortunate y, such' whdring around
with innovations was suppor until recently by some
educational foundations,

However, several studies indicate that-the\Most
successful innovator is a youngish man with a-doctor's

`degree , morn in-a-Tural-area7-who-hastraveled- - _ _ _

extensively.

When To Innovate

Deciding when to innovate is as compleX an art as deciding when
to make love, though there haven't been as many books written
about it. Maybe %omeone should write the Sensuous Innovator..,
There is not only alaetter,place but a better time to think
serious about changing some aspedt of the school system. In
other words, there is probably an innovative that can better be
phased to the receptive of the school host. At least four
opportunities should be 'considered:

1. Fiscal Adjustments. Most administrators and
bureaucrats know that the best timeto go for new
things -- which often cost money -- is during a period
of 'rapid.growth. There is usually ,a time when new
state or federal legislation, or an unexpected, tax
windfall, creates- a favorable financial cliMate for new
ideas.) (It is the period before overhead costs catch
up wit operating costs). Thereare, h9wever, times
when innovations can be installed despite tight fiscal

7 restraints. In such cases a cost-benefit strategy may
apply, a demonstration that the innovation will
decrease costs, without appreciable loss of quality. An
example might . large-group instruction using TV or
one teacher w' h mis al aids augmentation.
Incidentally,the as ption that all innovations will
cost money is one of the misconceptions blocking the
adoption of innovations. Systems analysis techniques

.might demopstrate that the cost, spread ,over a 10-year
'period,, is less or not.more than the cost 0S present
methas. ,Edward E. Hill, a Tacoma; Washington,
superintendent, has devAoped a "quality-efficiency '`
formula" tbat is helpful in computing the cost related

, to quality.
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3. Media Crusades. School people generally regard mass
media outcries about supposed abuses, neglect4,
softness, etc., in the schools as distresing 'Often,
however, the media spotlights some.real needs, for
change in the system. Handling-such media crusades
with a counter barrage of_ news releases and Statements'
is not usually the most productive strategy,. With a
little qreativity, it may be posbible to appropriate
the 4414.11ght provided by the media to propose a major
edubation5l innovation. Build while you have public
attention.

4.

! '

Crises. Strikes, student confrontationsiracial
conflicts, and other emotion-laden crises' are not
generally regarded as the ,proper setting for
innovation.' But often, during such times; changes must
be made. At critical points in all crises the climate
is right for major innovation. If it is the right
proposal for the right time and people, substantial
progress can be made in the system. The,reason may be
that as strain continues, most parties' to the strife
are anxious for a plausible solution. it i true, of
course that innovating during a crisis call for the
kind of coolness found under firein battl . Most of
us lack the talent. But crises should be considered as
times of opportunity as well as trial. Making
constructive use of them is probabiy'the'highest art of
superintendency.

How To Innovate

How you innovate depends on you. The kind Of person you are' and
.whereyou stand in hierarchy of power or influence affects what
you can or may do to bring about-desirable educational change.

For example, if you. area real innovator:you.may be.infor some
problems if, you practice your art in the average catimunity.
Several. tstudies haveshown that innovators as a class have.
"undesirable personal characteristics." In other words, they.
tend to violate the norms of the,community, hence are regarded as
"odd" or. eccentric by their peers.' Most real innovators. (about
21/2%) end up being transferred or fired. The fate of early
adopters (13%) is not much better. ,Eerly, majority adopters (34%)
are still safer. But laggards (16%) have a dismal fate, usually. .

finding themselVes adopting innovations that are already
outmoded, thus confirming their original reservations about the.
innovations. -? . .

P* :

How you innovate AlSo-depends. upon certain preconditions iS.you,,
move .along an innovation; importation:continuum. First, it
obviousWrequires a person Igho earnestly desires improvement in
the-system. Ideally, it should be the superintendent, but it cap
be,someope else on the.., staff. Whoever it is, he must be a change,
agent4ith the ent, energy, and personal qualities to

1

-
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spearhead change. Changes can be made More'easily, too, if the
system is experiencing. problems in some area and if theie is a
felt need or a "tension point" in the system. Hopdfulr, the
problem can be identified and described, and solutions designed.
Needless to say, innovating is not a solo operation. Commitment
of a group must be achieved early in the process to sustain
morale during the innovations. At this point in the continuum
the attack on'the larger system is ready to begin. Those
involved should understand the nature of the task they are about
to undertake. Innovations are often perceived as foreign bodies
in live organisms. Unless that organism is seriously ill, it 1'
will resist instinctively all foreign bodies. It will release
"enzymes" to destroy the innovation or to isolate and eventually
reject it from the body politic.

Once one has accepted the inevitability of resistance to change
which may be exhibited through personal attacks and other
unpleasantness -- it is easier to set.about the task of designing
strategies which may minimize the resistance. First a few basic
observations:

1. Your critics can be friends. Be alert for the person
who harrasses you and publicly criticizes you. He is
likely to be an opinion leader and he probably cares.
Take time to answer his concerns and he may go forth to
support you.

2. Silence is not golden. On the contrary, silence
uSlially means apathy or cowardi e -- not concurrence.
You will need to stir up intere t, which may mean
controversy. But controversy ca be the birth pains of
innovation.

3. It's -"Yrtietimes darkest before the dawn. As the time
for formal adoption by the board or administrator draws
near, expect the greatest amount of resistance. This
is the time when decision-Makers are agonizing over the
change and may be looking for alternatives. This is
also the, time when they will need the most facts, and
when you will need the most patience and courage; but
if planning hap been good, it will also be the time
when your new friends will surface.

4.
Innovations don't need a "music man". What you as a .

change agent may have thought to be a workable solution
to an identified problem may not be the one the ad hoc
group decides upon. For example, in the beginning you
may have observed-only a symptom of a much more deeply
rooted problem which requires a cure entirely different
from what you have prescribed.
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'Having adopted a positive mental set toward the people
and the system, the change team should set about
determining who and how persons will be affected by the
change. This includes changes in attitudes, jobs, or
place of work. Incidentally, one should not assume
that English teachers don't need to know abbut basic
changes in, say, math instruction. Lack of under-
standing is. often expressed in ridicule, which in a
social setting is devastating to new ideas. The new
method, must not come on as "kooky" or "funny."

4

s
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FORCf-FIELD ANALYSIS

Force-field analysis is a method'of analyzing the forces
providing thrust towards or facilitating change andythe forcei
hindering change in a particulartsituation. Each such factor or
"force" is diagrammed graphically, using lines and arrows, on a

force-field chart. This provides a visible graph of the
contending forces in the situation, and helps in planning a
successful implementation strategy.

Some of the aspects of the Situation that are favorable toward
Chia ge will be quite, obvious. -Others may bemore difficult to
ass Ss, and may require checking your hunches with knowledgeable
per ons or conducting a quick survey of people's attitudes or
rea tions. Ideally, a forCe-field analysis is done by a group of
_persons who are involved in the situation instead of by. a single

individual. At-times, however,-it may be necessary to-carry out
such an analysis by yourself.

Overview: Generally, the first step in a force-field analysis is
to'decide on the problem to be resolved. In the present case,
this decision has already been made -- your "problem" is to,
successfully carry out your implementation plan. The next step
is describe two things: (a) the situation as it is now, and
(b he target that is to be reabhed (the ideal). Next, you
thi k of all the forces at, ork in' the situation, and decide
which of these will facilitate change and which will hinder
change. Then you determine the relative importance of the
various restraining forces and of the various facilitating forces
so that you will know which ones to concentrate your attention

_ on. The next step is to generate ideas for eliminating each of

the restraints. Finally,. concrete plans for action are developed
on the basis of the ideas generated in the previous step.

*
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MANAGING RELATIONS



COLLABORATION AND SUPPORT BUILDING
111..11

Most projects are a collaborative enterprise, with great emphasis
placed on the rewards of working together. The Rand studies and
other research have shown, intangible factors such as
participation in decision making and a sense of ownership of
project goals and activities aretoften more important than
tangible incentives in bringing about change.

NOWNERSHIP AND COMMITMENT

)Ownership bf the project mean t at participants accept and
identify withwhat the projects trying to do, and feel in.some
ways personally, responsible for is outcomes. This sense,of .

Ownership is important because it leads to -- some say it is
prerequisite to -- a commitment to the project's success on the
part of its members.

..

"The more involved a person is in an activity, the more public..
the activity, the more effort a 'person puts into an activity --
all iniOrease that person's commitment to the activity.*

The negative side of qp phenomenon of ownership,,from the point
of view of change straWgists, is that you do.not start from
neutral Almost by definition, people will already have
this sense of ownership toward whatever they are doing at present
-- before the new behavior is introduced. The first challenge
for a new project, therefore, is to overcome the negative effects
of one kind' of ownership, and the commitment it has engendered,
while trying to build a new kind.

Another way in which ownership *an be a negative factor occurs
when.an individual's sense of ownership is so strong it does not
leave room for a similar sense in others. This is a particular
danger for aperson in a central' leadership role, such as the
project director quotbd on the previous page. Project leaders or
initiators often quite naturally have the strongest sense of
ownership of all, and theymay find it exceedingly diff4.cult to
yield enough for other people to gain a similar sense..

WHEN OWNERSHIPS COLLIDE

People ofteA link their survival in a bureaucraCy to their
ability to create zones of autonomy where they can build and
defend their own little empire, or to become apecialiied enough
in their own area that they become needed by the system.

ership of this kind is certainly not what is needed for
pr ductive collaboration in projects, -- but it is likely to be
e tremely important to those who.have learned it as survival
b havior. The project must not be cavalier in what it asks
people'to give up.
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The ownership you are trying to build'is'directed at the overall
goalsof the project, not just those parts for which individuals
are personally responsible. The two do not have to be in
'conflict, but sometimes they. will be.' 'Project goals may well
overrun or overwhelm individual needs, and individuals will see.
this as a real threat. Obvibusly such a personal threat will
jeopardize whatever sense of ownership might be felt toward the
project as a whole.

WHO NEEDS TO OWN THE PROJECT?

.to make a distinctiOn between ownership and other kinds of
.

support, ownership refers to the investment you want to develop.
in insiders to. the project. Insiders are those people whose::
roles are so central.that effective planning and functioning of

. the project depend.on'their active ipvolvemeht and support.

These insiders will all be stake holders, but many stakeholders
will not be insiders in this.sense.. While the support for ,the
project of these.noninsider stakeholders is important, it may be
Unnecessary orunrealistic to try to develop in them a sense of
'ownership toward the proje?.

INFLUENCING OWNERSHIP

INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

When a group charged with planning or policy making assembles to
carry out its common task, it is easy to see group members .as
individuals acting according to their own personal ideas and
convictions. Often overlooked is the dual capacity in which most
participants serve, as both individlials and representatiIes of
their respective organizations.

In inter-organizational relations, participants must always be
prepared to weigh personal preferences against their
responsibilities as representatives. They may frequently
experience conflicting objectives and loyalties in. their two
roles. .

A persbn on your task force who represents the teachers' union,
for examp],d, may be personally dedicated to the'project's goal of
expandld'inservice teacher training,, but feel obliged to defend a,
contrtual limitation of only one inservice day per month fof
teachers. If this person also has personal ambitions to become-
an elected union officer, the decision on which line to follow
may be further sharpened.
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In the politics of exchange, you have to deal with participants
both as individuals and as representatives. Remember' what your
project is trying to do which is to get organizations to
respondto project gdals. You do this through indiViduals, but,
they are not the same as their organizations, which are the
ultimate target.

To be sure, it is in the project's interest to win the commitment,
of representatives to its objectives, and this can be done by
working with individuals to build up locality to the project
group.. The dagger is that "developing too much group cohesion
and may disquality a'person as a representative in
the eyes of his. constituents."* Obviously, the project has a
strong interest in each member's "representativeness" or linkage
to .the organizations that will actually take part in the
exchanges that are vital to the project s success.

To sum up

Don't equate an individual's commitment with' a commitment
by the organization that individual represents.

For each representative, try to distinguish personal
goals and ideas from organizational ones.

Determine,the power of representatives to .speak for their,
constituent groups: will the organizations go along?

' NOTE: If a representative doesn!t speak for his or her
constituent group, ,it may not be because the representative is
overridden by superiors. Very often it's the.,leadersyho find
their. constituents won't follow:, Univers,itiei;schodlt and,
communities are all notorious' for the independence of the ,

personnel:. Professors, teachers and citizens must be persuaded
to go along:with directives from formal leaders. Often they will
refusejust to establish the principle of their independence, or
because they think the leaders are taking their compliance:for
granted.

*Mills,, D. Quinn, "Managing Human Relationships Among
Organizations:. Theory and Practice," Organizational Dynamics
(Spring, 1975), 35-50, 38-39. .
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. CHANGE AGENT SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE*

The change agent' e it an individual, groUp, or an
organizati needs- certain skills to:move the client toward
collabor ive and receptive response to change. Each_ofthe
.followin steps and the skills categorized under them may be
pertinen to changing a perSon himSelf, his relations with
Others, the relations between several others, a total group,
community, or widely held opiniop:. ,,, Actually, each changee
beOomes a changer at some'plaOlOnthe normal development of
d4aligejprocess.

SKILL AREA 1.
A -tr

Assessment by the change agent Of his'personal motivations
and his relationship to the "changeeP j ,;t

GO . P''.

Some skills and understandings needed for ;this aspect-
..

of
change follow. ,

Understanding his own motivation in seeing 4 needfor this
chan4e and wanting.to bring about a change. t

Understanding and working in termS of a philosophy and
ethics of change.
Predicting the relation of one possible change to other . ,.

possible changes or to those that might come later."
Determining the possible units of change: -,r

What seems to be needed.. .

.
t

.
;What possible to him (orthem)

.,,

Determining;the size, character'k, structural makeup of group
of ,-changee,s: -

, - ...

Determining the barriers,ithe 'resistance, the degree of
readiness Of change. . : ,

.

Detrimining,the resources available `'.for overcoming barr
and .resistaade.

a

4

Knowing how.tor'determine his own strategic role iz the light
of the situation and his abilities.

SKILL AREA 2,

.Helping ohahgees become aware of the need f r:"chance and for
the diagnostic procgss.

p.

SoMeskills and understandings needed for -this aspect of
ichah4k,Ilow.

*Ronald Lippitt. From Reading Book for Human Relations.
YTraining, rim 1976.
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Determining the level of.sensitivit r the changees; have to
the need for change.-

S4
'Determining .the methdds which changees.believe should bd
used in change." ,

Creating awaren
-

of the need.gor considering change and
diagnosis thrdugt hock, permissiveness, demonstration,
research, guilt', " andwagoni" ns:I.so on.

,,, .

Raising the "level f aspiration. of 'the changee and making.aspirations realistic. P' -I

Creating a 13erception of the poten4aities for change
:expectations.;
Creating expectations to use a step740.s.e:Piall gnd to have
patience in its use.
Creating perception Of,possible sources.0 help 'in ,this

_
change.

. .. >.

Creating. a feeling of responsibility t 'engage in this
chaum,by active participation. --

SKILL AREA 3 ,.-

,

Diagnosis by changer and changee in collaboration concerning

01

the situation, behavior, understanding; feeling; or
'performance to be ddified..

Some skilis and understandings neede&for this aspect of
)cha:cie'follow.

i

4,
Making catharsis' possible al* 'acceptable when indicated as a
starting point.
Skill in use of diagnostic instruments appropriate to the'
problem: surveys, maps, score 'cards, observation, and
oihets. 4-

Diagnosis in terms of causes rather.than "goods" or
"bacts." ! ,

Skip, in helping changees to examine own MotiVation.:, s

EXAmination of the relation of,:&10 change_ to dther,change'a'
posSible in that situation and 'hetlping changees to-

7

understand these reldtioriships.:t.-
Clarifying interrelationship:-Or roles between changer and
changee. , ,

Skill in dealing wisely*ith:Changee' 'ideology, myths,
traditions,. valfues. 4._

i.

SKILL AREA 4,

. , peciding upon the probl mi.involving'others in this
decision; planning and mplementing action.

some skills and understandings needed for thia:asPect' of
change-follow.
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Techniques in ir4ving at a, roup-decision:,--,
''Examining the_conSeguences.esrtain:.possihIe4ecisioris.
making a step -wise 4n ,.t4 ,' ,..

fDoing.antidipatory acticeinicarrying out a'plan:
providing for reply ning-nd assessment at later stages.
Providing administrative organization. .- '

, .

Eliciting and elithinating alternatives:

SKILL' AREA 5

CaTiying out the plan s ccessfully:.and productively.

Some- skills and understanding nded4f for this aspect.of
change. follow.

Building and maintainingythe morafe of:the changees as they
try the change.
DecidinTupon.the amount of action to be made before.pausing

W for an_assessment of process and progress being used.
>Understanding the effects of stress on changes's beliefs, and
behavior.
Defining objectives in a manner than to.easi
'definition of methodS.
.Creating a perception of the need for relating methods to,
the goal in mind.

SKILL AREA 6 .

.

p- .

Evaluation and .assessment of changees.progress, methods:of
working, and humin,relations..

. .

, .

SoMe:skil
.Change follow.

and understandings needed. fbr 'this aspect of-
.

DiagnoSis of causes when group' action.iDecomes4neffic.ieri
through'the.use'of measuringinstrumeWes,,interitiews,
interaction awareness panel.
Use of score'cards, rating,sca 'and-other measures.

In§uring continuity, spread, maintenance, and transfer.

Some skills and understandings needed for this aspect of
.'chang follow.

lot
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:Creating.perception of responsibility for partiCtipaion in
many persons.
Developing ,indicated degree of general support. fo"rhange..
Developing appreciation by Others of work of participants
'whO need-support.

C,
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VoCOional Education/Special-Education Date

ServiCe AgreeMent
District Contact Person:

Action plan, . T.A::"fiiit4tort.

Strategies, ,

i. 2 '

Target

Population.

(

TO

Accomplished

by 'ate)

4

Resources

Needed

Product'(.. 1

(If Applicable)

6

Evaluation

7
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ihere To Innovate

Assuming "tha ne has an option., there are s eneraliations
frbm the res ch about the most likely ,pIa es for innovations to
utake"*. We can also assume that it is .imPo tant to succeed on
the first try.. he potential inn ator shou d, then, ciinsider an
innovation site ith the lollowin characteri tics:

1 . Liberal Community. If .it can be ascertairieethat the'
community or school is of a politico-social persuasion
that favors `governmental intervention .for social....
progress, it is more likely . "that ,' attempts 'to try. new:
ideas will be supportedby. the\ parents and citizens

;:33:iiing there.- The liberal-. community is generally more
tolerant of 'change.' The 'community relations problem
will, be much simpler.

Incolhe and: Education. Most studies suP14rt the view
that innovations are mare likely,. io':;:fower in ,

) communities .where the income and educational-. levels of
the parentaare high. Middle-iricome communities are
_less pliable,/ and lower-inCome constituents. tend tip
resist change. They aspire to master the ed.licational,
basics that have long, been' enjciyed by their more
'affluent neighbors.
HomOgeneity.. Educators, know better than most that
where all children bring to the classroom the ` ame
value ysterrt,. and associat :d habits , it -,.,is easier ,'to..,_,

reach and i'hus to admini ter the...school.; The sate,'
seems oto be true to .enti communities` that are
technically, religiously, and economically homineneous.
They are easier to l.dea 'with. because the power
Structure is. les.s . complex and; iS freer of internal
rivalries that . tend.-to Complicate the politics of
introdilgoing new idea., Therefore fewer or simpler
strategies are needed',

Coqmopicilitanism. Travel tends to' proadeirt:sone.'s
tolerance of new ideaS. Therefore the ideal staff for
innovation ,is one that has' had doniiderable travel
exeerience,, 4 had .-a:t. t.n d e 4 many professional .meetings
outside ttie st4.te, and;',has,'had ,teaChing: experience i

., . .,other system's'. The 'same: principles, .apply' to
administrators. . ,

Age. Youthful staffs, especially administrative -

staffs; are, usually associated with adopia'of
innovations . However, my study of 'ESEA Title III
adoptions suggests that often older administrators are,
also risk takers: The older administrators , .those who
ave "arrived" and are personally-secure-, or who are

7,,, retirement 'and. have 'little to lose, also bring
with them.the maturity and the neces'sary skills to



innovate. Youth brings' enthusiasm and energy, but
associated traits of impatience and naivete tend to
,cause as many problems as they solve. Such
'administrators are often the hit-and-run innovators.
,Their ambition to get ahead and make headlines-tends to
put them in the class of educational rapists, who 1,eave
behind them a trail of prostrated communities' subdued
for personal gain. Unfortunate y, such whoring around
with innovations was suppor until recently by some
educational foundations.

However, several studies indicate that-the Most
successful innovator is a youngish man with a- doctor's
degree, morn in a-rural-area7-who-has.=-traveled--
ex)tensively.

When To Innovate

Deciding when to innovate is as compleX an art as deciding when
to make love, though there haven't been as many books written
about it: Maybe %omeone should write the Sensuous Innovator..
There is not only &better, place but a better time to think
serious about changing some aspedt of the school system. In
other words, there is probably an innovative that can better be
phased to the receptive of the school host. At least four
opportunities should be 'considered:

1. Fiscal Adjustments. Most administrators and
bureaucrats know that the best timeto go for new
things -- which often cost money -- is during a period
of .rapid.growth. There is usually ,a time when new
state or federal legislation, or an unexpected, tax
windfall, creates- a favorable financial cliMate for new
ideas.j (It is the period before overhead costs catch
up with operating costs). There'are, h9wever, times
when innovations can be installed despite tight fiscal
restraints. In such cases a cost-benefit strategy may
apply, a, demonstration that the innovation will
decrease costs, without appreciable loss of quality. An
example might large-group instruction using TV or
one teacher with mis al aids augmentation.
Incidentally,.the as ption that all innovations will
cost money is one of the misconceptions blocking the
adoption of innovations. Systems analysis techniques
might demonstrate that the cost, spread ,over a 10-year
`period,,is less or not.more than the cost oS present
methas. ,Edward E. Hill., a Tacoma; Washington,
superintendent, has devAoped a "quality-efficiency '`
formula" tit is helpful in computing the cost related

,to quality.



3. Media Crusades. School people generally regard mass
media outcries about supposed abuses, neglect4,
softness, etc., in the schools as distresing .Often,
however, the media spotlights some.real needs, for
change in the system. Handling.such media crusades
with a counter barrage of_ news releases and Statements'
is not usually the most productive strategy,,.. a
little qreativity, it may be posbible to appropriate
the 4414.11ght provided by the media to propose a major
edubation5,1 innovation. Build while you have public
attention.

4.

^:

Crises. Strikes, student confrontationsi,racial
conflicts, and other emotion-laden crises' are not
generally regarded as the ,proper setting for
innovation.' But often, during such times; changes must
be made. At critiaal points in all crises the climate
is right for major innovation. If it is, the right
proposal for the right time and people, substantial
progress can be made in the system. The,reason may be
that as strain continues, most pirties'to the strife
are anxious for a plausible solution. i true, of
course that innovating during a crisis call for the
kind of coolness found under firein battl . Most of
us lack the talent. But crises should be considered as
times of opportunity as well as trial. Making
constructive use of them is probabiy'the'highest art of
superintendency.

How To Innovate
f '

How you innovate depends on you. The kind Of person you are' and
whereyou stand in hierarchy of power or influence affects what
you can or may do to bring about-desirable educational change.

For example, if you area real innovator:you.may btin'for some
problems if, you practice your art in the average catimunity.'
Several. tstudies haveshown that innovators as a class have.
"undesirable personal characteristics." In other words, they.
tend to violate the norms of the,community, hence are regarded as
"odd" or. eccentric by their peers.' Most real innovators. (about
21/2%) end up being transferred or fired. The fate of early
adopters (13%) is not much better. ,Eerly. majority adopters (34%)
are still safer'. But laggards (16%) have a dismal fate, .usually.
finding themselVes adopting innovations that are already
outmoded, thus confirming their original reservations about the.
innovations. -? .

How you innovate Alsor.depends. upon certain preconditions
move.along an innovation; importation:continuum. First, it
obviousWrequires a person Igho earnestly desires improvement in
the-system. Ideally, it should be the superintendent, but it cap
be,someope else on the.., staff. Whoever it is, he must be a change,
.agent4ith the ent, energy, and personal qualities to
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spearhead change. Changes can be made More'easily, too, if the
system is experiencing. problems in some area and if theie is a
felt need or a "tension point" in the system. Hopdfulr, the
problem can be identified and described, and solutions designed.
Needless to say, innovating is not a solo operation. Commitment
of a group must be achieved early in the process to sustain
morale during the innovations. At this point in-the .continuum
the attack orv'the larger system is ready to begin. Those
involved should understand the nature of the task they are about
to undertake. Innovations are often perceived as foreign bodies
in live organisms. Unless that organism is seriously ill, it 1'
will resist instinctively all foreign bodies. It will release
"enzymes" to destroy the innovation or to isolate and eventually
reject it from the body politic.

Once one has accepted the inevitability of resistance to change
which may be exhibited through personal attacks and other
unpleasantness -- it is easier to set.about the task of designing
strategies which may minimize the resistance. First a few basic
observations:

1. Your critics can be friends. Be alert for the person
who harrasses you and publicly criticizes you. He is
likely to be an opinion leader and he probably cares.
Take time to answer his concerns and he may go forth to
support you.

, \
, .

2. Silence is not golden. On the contrary, silence
usually means apathy or cowardi e.-- not concurrence.
You will need to stir up intere t, which may mean
controversy. But controversy ca be the birth pains of
innovation.

3. It's -"Yrtietimes darkest before the dawn. As the time
for formal adoption by the board or administrator draws
near, expect the greatest amount of resistance. This
is the time when decision-Makers are agonizing over the
change and may be looking for alternatives. This is
also the, time when they will need the most facts, and
when you will need the most patience and courage; but
if planning hap been good, it will also be the time
when your new friends will surface.

4.
Innovations don't need a "music man". What you as a .

change agent may have thought to be a workable solution
to an identified problem may not be the one the ad hoc
group decides upon. For example, in the beginning you
may have observed-only a symptom of a much more deeply
rooted problem which requires a cure entirely different
from what you have prescribed.
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'Having adopted a positive mental set toward the people
and the system, the change team should set about
determining who and how persons will be affected by the
change. This includes changes in attitudes, jobs, or
place of work. Incidentally, one should not assume
that English teachers don't need to know abbut basic
changes in, say, math instruction. Lack of under-
standing is. often expressed in ridicule, which in a
social setting is devastating to new ideas. The new
method, must not come on as "kooky" or "funny."

4
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FORCE.-FIELD ANALYSIS

Force-field analysis is a method'of analyzing the forces
providing thrust towards or facilitating change andythe forcei
hindering change in a particulartsituation. Each such factor or
"force" is diagrammed graphically, using lines and arrows', on a

force-field chart. This provides a visible graph of the
contending forces in the situation, and helps in planning a
successful implementation strategy.

Some of the aspects of the Situation that are favorable toward
dha ge will be quite, obvious. -Others may beAttore difficult to
ass Ss, and may require checkillig your hunches with knowledgeable
per ons or conducting a quick survey of people's attitudes or

reoa tions. Ideally,a,forCe-field analysis is done by a group of
_persons who are involved in the situation instead of by.a single
individual. At 'times, however,-it may be necessary to-carry out
such an analysis by yourself.

Overview: Generally, the first step in a force-field analysis is

to'decide on the problem to be resolved. In the present case,
this decision has already been made -- your "problem" is to,
successfully carry out your implementation plan. The next step

is describe two things: (a) the situation as it is now, and'
(b he target that is to be reached (the ideal). Next, you
thi k of all the forces at, ork in' the situation, and decide
which of these will facilitate change and which will hinder
change. Then you determine the relative importance of the
various restraining forces and of the various facilitating forces
so that you will know which ones to concentrate your attention
on. The next step is to generate ideas for eliminating each of

the restraints. Finally,. concrete plans for action are developed
on the basis of the ideas generated in the previbus step.
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COLLABORATION AND SUPPORT BUILDING

Most projects are a collaborative enterprise,.with great emphasis
placed on the rewards of working'together. The Rand studies and
other research have shown,.intangible factors such as
participation in decision making and a sense of ownership of
project goals and activities aretoften more important than
tangible incentives in bringing about change.

NOWNERSHIP AND COMMITMENT.

Ownership bf the project mean t at participants accept and
identify withwhat the projectr-s'trying to do, and feel in.some
ways personally, responsible for is outcomes. This sense,of
Ownership is important because it leads to -- some say it is
prerequisite to -- a commitment to the project's success on the
part of its members.

"The more involved a person is in an activity, the more public..
the activity, the more effort a'person puts into an activity -
all inOrease that person's commitment to the activity.*

The negative side of qp phenomenon of ownership,,from the point'
of view of change strAbgists, is that you do.not'start from
neutral:ground. Almost by definition, people will already have
this sehse of ownership toward whatever they are doing at present
-- before the new behavior is introduced. The first challenge
for a new project, therefore, is to overcome the negative effects
of one kind' of ownership, and the commitment it has engendered,
while trying to build a new kind.

Another way in which ownership .an be a negative factor occurs
when, an individual's sense of ownership is so strong it does not
leave room for a similar sense in others.: This is a particular
danger for aperson in a central' leadership role, such as the
project director quotbd on the previous page. Project leaders or
initiators often quite naturally have.the strongest sense of
ownership of all, and theymay find it exceedingly dif4cult to
yield enough for other people to gain a similar sense..

WHEN OWNERSHIPS COLLIDE

People ofteA link their survival in a bureaucraCy to their
ability to create zones of autonomy where they can build and
defend their own little empire, or to become apecialiied enough
in their own area that they become needed by the system.

ership of this kind is certainly not what is needed for
pr ductive collaboration in projects; -- but it is likely to be
e tremely important to those who'have learned it as survival
b havior. The project must not be cavalier in what it asks
people' to give up.
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The ownership you are trying to build'is'directed at the overall
goals.of the project, not just those parts for which individuals
are personally responsible. The two do not have to be in
conflict, but sometimes they, will be.' 'Project goals may well
overrun or overwhelm individual needs, and individuals will see.
this as a real threat. Obvibusly such a personal threat will
jeopardize whatever sense of ownership might be felt toward the
project as a whole.

WHO NEEDS TO OWN THE PROJECT?

lb make a distinctiOn between ownership and other kinds of
support, ownership refers to the investment you want to develop.
in insiders to. the project. Insiders are those people whose:' .

roles are' so central.that effective planning and functioning of
the project depend.on'their active involvement and support.

These insiders will all be stake holders, but many stakeholders
will not be insiders in this.sense. While the support for ,the
project of these.noninsider stakeholders is important, it may be
unnecessary or,unrealistic to try to develop in them a sense of
Ownership toward the proje?.

INFLUENCING OWNERSHIP

INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

When a group charged with planning orqpolicymaking assembles .to
carry out its common task, it is easy to see group members .as
individuals acting according to their own personal ideas and
convictions. Often overlooked is the dual capacity in which most
participants serve, as both individlials and representatiIes of
their respective organizations.

In inter-organizational relations, participants must always be
prepared to weigh personal preferences against their
responsibilities as representatives. They may frequently
experience conflicting objectives and lOyaltiesin.their twb
roles. .

A persbn on your task force who represents the teachers' union,
for examp],d, may be personally dedicated to the'project's goal of
expandld'inservice teacher training,, but feel obliged to defend a,
contrtual limitation of only one inservice day per month fof
teachers. If this person also has personal ambitions to become-
an elected union officer, the decision on which line to follow
may be further sharpened.
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In the politics of exchange, you have to deal with participants
both as individuals and as representatives. Remember what your
project is trying to do which is to get organizations to
respondto project gdals. You do this through indiViduals, but,
they are not the same as their organizations, which are the
ultimate target.

TO ,be sure, it is in the project's interest to win the commitment,,,
of representatives to its objectives, and this can be done by
working. with individuals to build up locality to the project
group.. The dapger is that "developing too much group cohesion
and identification may disquality a'person as a representative in
the eyes of his. constituents."* Obviously, the project ha a
strong interest in each member's "representativeness" or linkage
to .the organizations-that will actually take part in the
exchanges that are vital-to the project s success.

To.sum. up

Don't equate an individual's commitment with a commitment
. by the organization that individual represents.

For each representative, try to distinguish personal
goals and ideas from organizational ones.:-

Determine,the power of representatives to .speak for their,
constituent groups: will the organizations go along?

NOTE: If a representative doesn!t speak for his or her
constituent group, ,it may not be because the representative is
overridden by superiors. Very often it's the ,leaders. ho find
their. constituents won't follow:. Univeriitieischodlt and
communities are all notorious' for the independence of the ,

personnel:. Professors, teachers and citizens must be persuaded
to go along with directives from formal leaders. Often they will
refuse just to establish the principle of their independence, or
because they think the leaders are taking their compliance:for
granted.

*Mills,, D. Quinn, "Managing Human Relationships Among
Organizations:. Theory and Practice," Organizational Dynamics
(Spring, 1975), 35-50, 38-39. .
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CHANGE AGENT SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE* --)

The'change agent' e it an individual, groUp,' or an
organizati needs- certain skills to:move the' client toward a
collabor ive and receptive response to change Each_ofthe
.followin steps and the skills categorized,ndgr them may be
pertinen to changing a perSon himSelf, his relations with
Others, the relations between several others, a total group, ado
community, or widely'held opinioh, Actually, each changee ..-
beComes a changer' at some'plaCIOnthe normal development of the
Oarigejprocess.

SKILL AREA 1.

Assessment by the change agent Of his'personal motivations
.;tand his relationship to the "changeeP J

<
'5

Some skills and understandings needed forthis aspect- of
change follow.

Understanding his own motivation in seeing 4 need.for this
change and wanting.to bring about a change. t

Understanding and working in terms of a philosophy and
ethics of change. "-
Predicting the relation of one possible change to other
possible changes or to those that might come later."
Determining the possible units of change:

What seems to be needed..
;What is possible to him (orthem)

Determiningthe size, characte4 structural makeup of group
of
Determining the barriers,the 'registance, the degree of
readiness of :change. .

Dettrimining,the resodrces,availablefor overcoming barr
.

Knowing how tol`determine his own strategic role in\thg light,
of the situation and his abilities.

and .resistanCe;

4

!

.Helping changees become aware of the need f .. chanc e and for
the diagnostic procgss. .

-,

f

SoMeskillS and understandings needed for.this aspect of
ichan4k!allow.

47,

*Ronald Lippitt. From Reading Book for Human Relations]
iTraining, MM 1976.
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Determining the level Of.sensitivity the changees, have to
.the need for change.-

.
. .

which'Determining.the methods which changees.believe should be
used in change."

-\,..
Creating awaren s of the need.gor considering change and
diagnosis thrdugt hock, permissiveness, demonstration,
research, guilt', !' andwagon," .nctso on.

.,, .

Raising the 'level, f aspiration. of the changee and making

4.

4,aspirations realistic. f' .1

Creating a perception. of the poten4alities for change
;expectations.;
creating expectations to use a step7wie :plan gnd to have
patience in its use
Creating perception of,possible sources 0 hefp'in,this
change.

. ..

Creating. a feeling of responsibilityst 'engage in this
chairby active participation. '

.
,

- _

SKILL AREA 3
$

Diagnosis by changer and changee in collaboration concerning
the situation, behavior, understanding; feeling; or
'performance to bedified..

S,omeskilis and understandings neede&for this aspect of
cha4e follow.

Making catharsis possible and 'acceptable when indicated as a
starting point.
Skill in use of diagnostic instruments appropriate to the'
problem: surveys., maps, score 'cards, observation, and
oihets.
Diagnosis in terms of causes rather. than "goods or
"ba4.7
SkW in helping changees to examine own MotiVation54:,
EXamination of the relation of.:(Me change, to dther.change'S'
poeSible in that situation and 'hetiping changees to.
understand these relatioriship-
Clarifying interrelationship.-Or roles between changer and
changee. ..

Skill in dealing wisely .ithjdhangee's ideology, myths,
traditions,. valfues. $.

SKILL AREA 4,

peciding upon the probl
decision; planning and

mi.involvinvOthers in this
mplementing action.

e

Some skills and understandings needed for this: aspect'. of
change-follow.

if. 10 7
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Tecianiques in irrping at a.group-decisionw,--.
ExiMining the consequencesOf;esttgin:.possibIe*cisioris.
Making a step - wise.,'
Doing.antidipatori actice-inicarrying, Out a'plan:
Providing for repla ping -nd assessment at later stages.
Providing administrative organiza4on.
Eliciting and elithinating altern#tiVes.

SKITJL.AREA 5

Carrying out the plan s ccessfully and productively.

Some skills and understa
change. follow.

ding needed: for. this aspect. of

Building and maintaining, the motet of' the changees as they
try the change.
Decidinupon.the amount of action to be made before.pausing
for an_assessment of process and progressbeing used.
>Understanding the effects of stress on changes's beliefs_ and
behavior.'
Defining objectives in a manner than to.easy.
.definition of methodS.
Creating a peception of the need for relating methods to,
the goal in mind.

SKILL AREA 6 ...

. p- .

Evaluation and .assessment of changees progtess, methods7.of
.. .

working, and.buOinrelations.. ..,,- , -

. ,

. , .

Some skid s and understandings needed, fbir this aspect o -
change follow. .

.,

'DiagnoSis Hof causes when 'group' action.iDecomes;,ineffici.erit,
through'theuse.of measuringinstrumefts,,intekviews,

:interaction awareness panel. , .

,
Use of score 'cards ratCng,sca ''and-other measures. .,-,

SKILL. AREA .7

In§uring continuity, spread, maintenance, and transfer.

0'

Some skills and understandings needed for this aspect of
'change, follow.

lot
,.
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`Creating perception of responsibility for parti:cipaion in
many persons.
Developingdndicated degree of general support fo"r:change.
Developing appreciation by 'others of work of participants
'who need-support.

C,
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2

Target
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TO Be
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by !Mete)

4
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Needed

Produ#101:
1
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